PLANNING & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
STAFF REPORT

DATE:

JUNE 29, 2022 (Continued from May 25, 2025)

TO:

PLANNING COMMISSION

FROM:

JENNIFER PAIGE, ACTING DIRECTOR OF PLANNING & COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT

SUBJECT:
2021-2029 HOUSING ELEMENT UPDATE
___________________________________________________________________________
RECOMMENDATION:
1. It is recommended that the Planning Commission recommend to the City Council to Adopt
the Addendum to the 2015 Pasadena General Plan Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
along with the EIR, and find that the Addendum properly discloses only minor technical
changes or additions to the EIR, and none of the conditions triggering a subsequent or
supplemental EIR are present, as set forth in State CEQA Guidelines Section 15164;
2. Recommend that the City Council adopt the findings in Attachment A; and
3. Recommend that the City Council adopt the 2021-2029 Housing Element.
BACKGROUND:
May 25, 2022 Planning Commission Meeting
At the May 25, 2022 Planning Commission meeting, staff presented the 2021-2029 Housing
Element Update as an information item to take further public comment. Staff responded to the
Commissioners’ questions, received public comment, and received comment from the
Commission. Per staff’s recommendation, the Commission continued the item to a future date.
Housing Element Requirements
To demonstrate that a local jurisdiction can accommodate its share of the regional housing need,
cities and counties are required to update their local Housing Element. Housing Elements allow
each city to prepare a community-specific approach to “how” and “where” housing will be
addressed to meet the needs of the community and is the only portion of the General Plan that is
required to be updated every eight years. The Housing Element identifies policies and programs
to address existing and projected future housing needs. The detailed statutory requirements for

preparing a housing element are contained in the California Government Code (sections 65580–
65589.8). In accordance with state law, the Housing Element includes:
•

•

•

•
•
•

Housing Needs. This includes an analysis of demographic, economic, social, and
housing characteristics of Pasadena residents and an assessment of current and future
housing needs in the community arising due to population and employment growth and
change.
Housing Constraints. This includes an analysis of potential governmental constraints
that affect the development, maintenance, and improvement of housing for all income
groups and people with disabilities, commensurate with the City’s identified housing
needs.
Housing Resources. This includes an inventory of resources available to address the
City’s housing needs, including available land to accommodate new housing, financial
resources to support program efforts, and administrative capacity to manage housing
programs.
Program Accomplishments/Evaluation. This includes an evaluation of current housing
programs and accomplishments in addressing the housing needs identified in the 20142021 Housing Element.
Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing. This section is new to this Housing Element
Cycle; it includes an analysis of barriers that restrict access to opportunity and a
commitment to specific meaningful actions to affirmatively further fair housing.
Housing Plan. This includes a series of goals, policies, and scheduled programs to further
the development, improvement, and preservation of housing.

Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA)
The RHNA is mandated by State Housing Law, and quantifies the need for housing within each
jurisdiction. All local governments are required to provide opportunities to address their share of
the housing needs as established by the State Department of Housing and Community
Development (HCD) and allocated by the Southern California Association of Governments
(SCAG). In March 2021, SCAG adopted the final RHNA Plan, with Pasadena’s RHNA for the
2021-2029 planning period set at 9,429 housing units. The RHNA represents the minimum
number of housing units Pasadena is required to plan for in its Housing Element by providing
“adequate sites” through general plan designations and zoning. The following table illustrates the
breakdown of the RHNA allocation based on income level:
Income Category
Very Low-Income
Low-Income
Moderate-Income
Above Moderate-Income
TOTAL

Percent of Area Median
Income (AMI)
≤50%
51-80%
81-120%
>120%

Units
2,747
1,662
1,565
3,455
9,429

Community Outreach and Engagement
As part of the development of the Housing Element, the City embarked on a series of community
outreach efforts for residents and community stakeholders to provide input on housing issues and
to recommend strategies to address housing needs and challenges. To provide a broad outreach
experience during the Covid-19 pandemic and to ensure compliance with State, County, and local
health orders, the City utilized online and virtual tools to reach out to the community, including:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A dedicated Housing Element update webpage;
An April 2021 virtual community workshop series in English and Spanish with
approximately 100 participants;
A June 2021 virtual community workshop in English and Spanish with approximately 50
participants;
3 Housing Element and Community Meetings in March/April, 2022 with approximately 120
participants;
5 Planning Commission meetings;
3 City Council meetings;
An online and printed housing survey with over 500 submissions;
Announcements on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter;
Email newsletters to over 1,500 existing email subscribers;
Direct outreach to community groups and organizations; and
Ads on the housing survey in local newspapers.

Mayor’s Task Force for Housing
In March 2021, Mayor Victor M. Gordo established the Mayor’s Task Force for Housing consisting
of a diverse group of community leaders and organizations with a wide range of expertise. The
first priority of the Task Force was assisting in the development of the 2021-2029 update to the
Housing Element of the General Plan. The Task Force helped define the range of housing issues
included in the Housing Element, offered policies and programs to address those issues, and
reviewed draft goals, policies, and programs. For the Housing Element Update, the Task Force
convened twelve meetings that focused on a variety of topics, including housing issues in
Pasadena, Housing Element law statutory requirements, and goals, policies, and programs to
include in the Housing Element.
The feedback received from these efforts were compiled and taken into consideration when
drafting the Housing Element. Feedback received at the virtual community workshops and
Housing Task Force meetings is included in Appendix E of the Housing Element. At the April 6,
2022 meeting, the Task Force voted on the recommendations that should be included as
programs in the Housing Element, which are listed below. The detailed voting of all
recommendations considered is included in Attachment G to this report. It should be noted that
the Task Force discussed all of the recommendations included in Attachment G and the focus
was whether or not the policy or action was appropriate to be included in the Housing Element.
The following are recommended to be included in the Housing Element:
• Provide adequate resources to enforce anti-harassment tenant protections
• City Council adopt a local rent stabilization ordinance by the end of 2022
• Adopt a local Just Cause Eviction Ordinance by the end of 2022
• Recommend a comprehensive study of ways to increase affordable housing funding
• Continue to explore local housing dollars that fund affordable housing such as a vacancy
tax, commercial linkage fee and a document transfer tax by the end of 2023
• Housing Department to bring forward a cost study to establish a legal right to counsel for
tenants
• Establish creation of a safe parking ordinance in the Housing Element by the end of
2023
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Process
In April 2021, staff launched the public outreach program for the Housing Element. From April
2021 to July 2021, public input guided the development of the Housing Element goals, policies,
and programs. On June 14, 2021, the draft Housing Element was reviewed by the Planning
Commission. On July 28, the City Council reviewed the Draft Housing Element and authorized
staff to submit the draft to HCD. Both the Planning Commission and the City Council recognized
the significant public participation and input, and requested that staff consider the feedback and
incorporate it into future drafts of the Housing Element.
Upon submittal to HCD, staff began working with the Task Force to incorporate the public
feedback received on the initial draft of the Housing Element. From August 2021 to October
2021, staff and the Task Force identified a number of refinements to the Housing Element.
In October 2021, HCD issued a correction letter, identifying areas that the Housing Element
could be improved in order to comply with State law. City staff met with HCD to review the
corrections. HCD staff recommended an additional submittal of a revised draft Housing
Element. During this period, staff met with the Task Force to incorporate the corrections from
HCD into the refinements recommended by the Task Force (Attachment F). City staff
incorporated the refinements and HCD’s corrections, and resubmitted to HCD in December
2021.
In February 2022, HCD issued a second correction letter on the draft Housing Element. Staff
conducted a series of Housing Task Force and Community Meetings in March/April to share the
status of the Housing Element and receive additional public input on the Housing Element.
On April 27, 2022, staff provided an update on the work of the Task Force and the status of the
Housing Element process to the Planning Commission. The chair of the Task Force, former
Mayor Bill Bogaard, apprised the Commission of the work of the Task Force.
On May 25, 2022 staff presented the Housing Element to the Planning Commission as an
informational item to receive additional public and Commission comments.
ANALYSIS:
Housing Sites Inventory
For the 2021-2029 Housing Element planning period, Pasadena has been allocated a RHNA of
9,429 housing units, including 2,747 very low-income units, 1,662 low-income units, 1,565
moderate-income units, and 3,455 above moderate-income units. Per Housing Element law,
local governments are required to prepare an inventory of land suitable for residential
development, including vacant sites and sites having the potential for redevelopment, and an
analysis of the relationship of zoning and public facilities and services to these sites. The
required sites inventory identifies specific sites or parcels to demonstrate that a local jurisdiction
can accommodate its RHNA for the planning period.
The Draft 2021-2029 Housing Element demonstrates capacity for the 9,429 units within the
existing zoning for the City. The Pasadena housing sites inventory identifies the following
strategies to accommodate the 2021-2029 RHNA:
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•

Housing “Credits”
Per Housing Element law, a jurisdiction may take RHNA credit for new units approved,
permitted, and/or built since the start of the RHNA projection period. For the current
RHNA cycle, the start of the RHNA projection period is July 1, 2021.

•

Accessory Dwelling Units
Per Housing Element law, a jurisdiction may consider alternative means of meeting the
RHNA beyond vacant and underutilized sites. To count accessory dwelling units (ADUs)
towards the RHNA a jurisdiction must include an analysis of the anticipated affordability
of ADUs. The Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) conducted a
regional analysis that examines current market rents of ADUs to assist local jurisdictions
determine income categories for ADUs.

•

Sites Inventory
o Vacant Residential Land
Existing vacant land that is currently zoned to permit the development of
residential uses. No zone changes are required to accommodate future
residential development on these sites.
o

Underutilized Sites
Local governments with limited vacant land resources or with infill and land reuse
priorities may rely on non-vacant and underutilized residential sites to
accommodate their regional housing need allocation. Underutilized sites were
analyzed using some or all of the following criteria:
 General Plan Land Use Designation
 Zoning
 Existing on-the-ground land use
 Building age
 Building-to-and-value ratio
 Percent increase in residential units
 Aerial observation and/or site visit

The following table summarizes the strategies the City has identified to facilitate the
development of new residential units to accommodate the 2021-2029 RHNA allocation. Taking
into account 3,905 RHNA credits from residential units approved, permitted, and/or built since
the start of the RHNA projection period, the City can accommodate the RHNA allocation of
9,429 units. Based on the permitted densities, the combination of vacant residential land and
underutilized land can accommodate 6,504 units. The City has also identified the potential for
706 ADUs during the 2021-2029 Housing Element planning period.

RHNA REQUIREMENT
Credits
Accessory Dwelling Units
Sites Inventory
TOTAL
Unit Surplus
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Lower-Income
(Very LowIncome & LowIncome)
4,409
439
481
3,564
4,484
75

5

ModerateIncome

Above
ModerateIncome

TOTAL
UNITS

1,565
531
15
1,538
2,084
519

3,455
2,935
210
1,402
4,547
1,092

9,429
3,905
706
6,504
11,115
1,686
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In addition to the sites identified in the inventory, staff anticipates that the Specific Plan Update
process will continue to bring eligible sites online. Program 6 of the Housing Element (Housing
Sites) includes an implementation objective that commits the City to bringing new sites into the
inventory in order to have a compliant Sites Inventory at all times.
Housing Plan: Policies and Programs
The draft Housing Element focuses on establishing City policies and programs intended to
address the housing needs of current and future Pasadena residents. This is detailed in the
Housing Plan section. The goals listed in the Housing Plan are:
•
•
•
•
•

Goal 1: Neighborhoods citywide with quality housing, parks and community services,
infrastructure, and public services that maintain and enhance neighborhood quality,
character, and residents’ health.
Goal 2: An ample supply and diversity of rental and ownership housing suited to
residents of varying lifestyle needs and income levels.
Goal 3: Increased opportunities for people to find and retain housing in Pasadena and to
afford rental and ownership homes specific to their income and life stage status.
Goal 4: Adequate housing opportunities and support services for seniors, people with
disabilities, families with children, college students, and people in need of emergency,
transitional, or supportive housing.
Goal 5: A housing environment in which all people have equal access to the housing of
their choice and are treated with dignity and respect in the neighborhoods in which they
choose to live.

A total of 38 housing policies and 24 housing programs are proposed for the 6th cycle update.
Updates to the existing Housing Plan include new policies and changes to components of
existing programs in response to new State law and feedback from the community.
Response to Public Comments
Throughout development of the Element staff has received numerous comments from various
groups and individuals along with the Planning Commission and City Council. A summary of all
of the public comments and the changes that staff made to the recommended Element are
included at the end of Appendix E of the Element.
In July 2021, the Pasadena Affordable Housing Coalition, a group consisting of 17 communitybased organizations in the City, submitted a comment letter with 26 items to include in the
Housing Element. These comments were reviewed and considered by staff and the Housing
Task Force in conjunction with all of the other comments submitted by the public on the first
draft Housing Element that was submitted to HCD. The comments were placed into categories
and prioritized, resulting in the matrix included in Attachment F to this report. Based on
additional recommendations of the Task Force, staff incorporated a number of revisions into the
draft Housing Element that was resubmitted to HCD in December 2021. In a series of three
meetings in March and April 2022, staff and the Housing Task Force revisited the Affordable
Housing Coalition comment letter to consider additional ways to strengthen the Element based
on public comments. At the conclusion of these meetings, the Housing Task Force voted on the
additional Housing Task Force recommendations included in Attachment G.
Revisions and refinements have been made to the Housing Element to incorporate the
feedback on the initial draft. Implementation objectives that have been added or strengthened
based on public input are listed below:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adopting measures that encourage ADU production
Adopting meaningful actions to affirmatively further fair housing
Including unbundled parking provisions in the specific plans
Creating a housing replacement program for non-vacant sites included in the sites
inventory
Investigating means to establish local revenue sources for affordable housing
production, such as a residential property vacancy tax, real estate transaction fee, and
commercial and industrial development linkage fee
Finding ways to increase the number of housing vouchers available in Pasadena
Identifying older multifamily rental properties for potential acquisition and rehabilitation
Considering establishment of a “safe parking” ordinance
Strengthening the City’s Tenant Protection Ordinance
Removing development caps set forth in the General Plan
Implementing Specific Plan Updates that provide additional housing opportunities
throughout the City in combination with design and development standards that improve
the built environment and quality of life
Moving forward with an ordinance to allow housing on religious facility sites

At the May 25, 2022 Planning Commission meeting, the Commission also received several
public comments from representatives and workers from construction trade unions advocating
for specific policies to be included in the Element related to Union hire. Staff was asked to
provide additional information on this topic. Pasadena has an existing and well established
labor promotion program implemented through the First Source Hiring ordinance that was
adopted in 2004. Among the elements of the ordinance is the establishment of a program to
encourage, and in some cases require, developers of construction projects to hire locally (City
of Pasadena) for skilled and unskilled labor.
ENVIRONMENTAL DETERMINATION:
An Initial Study and EIR was prepared for the Pasadena General Plan in compliance with the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and certified by the City Council on August 17,
2015. An addendum to the IS/EIR has been prepared analyzing the Housing Element Update in
compliance with Section 15164 (Addendum to an EIR or Negative Declaration) of the CEQA
guidelines (Title 14, Chapter 3, Article 11). The addendum found that the project revisions will
not result in any potentially significant impacts that were not already analyzed in the IS/EIR.
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CONCLUSION:
Staff is seeking a recommendation from the Planning Commission on the proposed 2021-2029
Housing Element Update. Staff recommends that the Planning Commission recommend that the
City Council make the required findings and adopt the Housing Element Update.
Respectfully Submitted,
_____________________________
Jennifer Paige, AICP
Acting Director of Planning & Community
Development Department

Prepared by:

Reviewed by:

________________________
David Sanchez
Principal Planner

_____________________________
Luis Rocha
Planning Manager

ATTACHMENTS:
Attachment A
Attachment B
Attachment C
Attachment D
Attachment E
Attachment F
Attachment G
Attachment H
Attachment I

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Required Findings
2021-2029 Housing Element Update
Matrix of Responses to HCD Corrections
October 28, 2021 HCD Correction Letter
February 28, 2022 HCD Correction Letter
Housing Task Force List of Public Comment Topics (December 8, 2021)
Housing Task Force Final Recommendations (April 6, 2022)
Addendum to General Plan EIR
General Plan EIR
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ATTACHMENT A
REQUIRED FINDINGS

ATTACHMENT A
GENERAL PLAN CONSISTENCY FINDINGS

The Pasadena Zoning Code, Section 17.74.070, allows the City Council to approve
amendments to the General Plan diagram and text provided the following findings are
made:
1. The proposed amendment is in conformance with the goals, policies, and
objectives of the General Plan;
The foundation of the City’s General Plan are the following Guiding Principles:


Growth will be targeted to serve community needs and enhance the quality of
life. Higher density development will be directed away from residential
neighborhoods and into the Central District, Transit Villages, and Neighborhood
Villages. These areas will have a diverse housing stock, job opportunities,
exciting districts with commercial and recreational uses, and transit opportunities.
New development will build upon Pasadena’s tradition of strong sense of place,
great neighborhoods, gardens, plazas, parks, and trees.



Pasadena’s historic resources will be preserved. Citywide, new development will
be in harmony with and enhance Pasadena’s unique character and sense of
place. New construction that could affect the integrity of historic resources will be
compatible with, and differentiated from, the existing resource.



Pasadena will be an economically vital city by providing jobs, services, revenues,
and opportunities. A diverse economic base with jobs for Pasadena residents will
be fostered; existing businesses will be encouraged to stay or expand; affordable
housing will be provided for the labor pool; the continued fiscal health of the city
will be ensured.



Pasadena will be a socially, economically, and environmentally sustainable
community. Safe, well designed, accessible and human-scale residential and
commercial areas will be provided where people of all ages can live, work, and
play. These areas will include neighborhood parks, urban open spaces and the
equitable distribution of public and private recreational facilities; new public
spaces will be acquired. Human services will be coordinated and made
accessible to those who need them.



Pasadena will be a city where people can circulate without cars. Specific plans in
targeted development areas will emphasize a mix of uses, pedestrian activity,
and transit; public and private transit will be made more available; neighborhood
villages and transit villages will reduce the need for auto use.
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Pasadena will be a cultural, scientific, corporate, entertainment and educational
center for the region. Long-term growth opportunities will be provided for existing
institutions; a healthy economy will be fostered to attract new cultural, scientific,
corporate, entertainment and educational institutions.



Community participation will be a permanent part of achieving a greater city.
Citizens will be provided with timely and understandable information on planning
issues and projects; citizens will directly participate in shaping plans and policies
for the city’s future.



Pasadena is committed to public education and a diverse educational system
responsive to the broad needs of the community.

The 2021-2029 Housing Element Update is consistent with the General Plan principle of
targeted growth and quality of life in that the sites inventory is consistent with the current
General Plan Land Use Diagram and Land Use Element. Additional Goal HE-1 of the
Housing Element is for neighborhoods citywide to have quality housing, parks and
community services, infrastructure, and public services that maintain and enhance
neighborhood quality, character, and residents’ health. The Housing Element update is
consistent with the principle of Historic Preservation, in that Program 4 (Historic
Preservation) promotes the identification, evaluation, rehabilitation, adaptive use, and
restoration of historic structures, neighborhoods, and other landmarks. The Housing
Element is consistent with the principle of economic vitality and the provision of
affordable housing in that it is focused on planning for the Regional Housing Needs
Assessment (RHNA) allocation of providing 5,974 affordable housing units. The
Housing Element is consistent with the guiding policies of social, economic and
environmental sustainability and being a city where people can circulate without cars, in
that it is focused on providing housing opportunities consistent with the Land Use
Element, which focuses growth in the highest resourced areas near transit. The
Housing Element is consistent with the guiding principle of community participation in
that it is reflective of the numerous public comments received in guiding the
development and refinement of the Housing Element, including feedback from six
community meetings, a community survey, five public Planning Commission meetings
and three public City Council meetings. If also includes the feedback from the Mayor’s
Housing Task Force, a group of community members with a background in housing
issues.
Land Use Element
The Land Use Element is a collection of objectives, policies, and implementation
measures that are designed to define and implement the vision of the community in
narrative and graphical terms using as its foundation the Guiding Principles and
established development criteria and standards that help guide public and private land
use actions.
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Housing Element
The 2014-2021 Adopted Housing Element consists of four major goals:


Goal HE-1: Sustainable neighborhoods of quality housing, parks, and community
services, infrastructure, and other associated services that maintains and
enhance neighborhood quality, character, and the health of residents.



Goal HE-2: An adequate supply and diversity of quality rental and ownership
housing opportunities suited to residents of varying lifestyle needs and income
levels.



Goal HE-3: Expand, protect, and preserve opportunities for households to find
and retain housing in Pasadena and afford a greater choice of rental and
homeownership opportunities.



Goal HE-4: Adequate housing opportunities and support services for seniors,
people with disabilities, families with children, college students, and people in
need of emergency, transitional, or supportive housing.

The 2021-2029 Housing Element Update, refines the first three goals, carries over the
fourth goal, and adds a fifth goal, consistent with new requirements in Government
Code Section 65583. The updated goals below are consistent with the existing Housing
Element.


Goal HE-1: Neighborhoods citywide with quality housing, parks and community
services, infrastructure, and public services that maintain and enhance
neighborhood quality, character, and residents’ health.



Goal HE-2: A balanced supply and diversity of rental and ownership housing
suited to residents of varying lifestyle needs and income levels.



Goal HE-3: Increased opportunities for people to find and retain housing in
Pasadena and to afford rental and ownership homes specific to their income and
life stage status.



Goal HE-4: Adequate housing opportunities and support services for seniors,
people with disabilities, families with children, college students, and people in
need of emergency, transitional, or supportive housing.



Goal HE-5: A housing environment in which all people have equal access to the
housing of their choice and are treated with dignity and respect in the
neighborhoods in which they choose to live.
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2. The proposed amendment would not be detrimental to the public interest,
health, safety, convenience, or general welfare of the City.
The proposed update to the Housing Element of the General Plan would not be
detrimental to the public interest, health, safety, convenience, or welfare of the City
because the proposed changes are consistent with and directly implement the Guiding
Principles of the General Plan. The proposed amendments promote well-being and
public convenience through the promotion of quality housing opportunities for all
members of the community, including seniors, people with disabilities, families with
children, college students, and people in need of emergency, transitional, or supportive
housing. In addition, the Housing Element Update directly implements the policies
contained in the City’s Land Use Element, which concentrates potential future growth
near public transit. For all the reasons previously stated, the Housing Element Update is
in consistent with public necessity, convenience, and general welfare of the Pasadena
community.
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Housing Pasadena 2021-2029
Introduction
The City of Pasadena is a thriving community of
141,000 residents, many of whom have lived here
for generations and others who continue to move to
the City attracted by its diverse neighborhoods,
broad jobs base, quality public services, ready transit
access, and beautiful backdrop of the San Gabriel
Mountains. Pasadena has been referred to as a city
on the world stage—sharing its qualities with an
international television audience every January 1—
but with smaller-scale community experiences that
residents find in its many distinctive neighborhoods.
These qualities continue to distinguish Pasadena as one of the most livable
communities in California.
In Pasadena’s neighborhoods, you can find homes of almost any configuration,
size, and architectural style. And in an increasingly difficult housing market, the
City has been a leader in facilitating production of affordable housing—with
affordability extending to middle-income households that previously had few
housing assistance programs available to them.
However, conditions
throughout California have created a housing market increasingly unaffordable
to people of modest means, with lower-income households unable to find
decent housing near their jobs or in the communities where their families have
lived for generations. This housing crisis threatens to dilute the richness of
communities like Pasadena that benefit from diversity.
For many decades, federal and State housing legislation has been based on the
goal of a decent home and suitable living environment for every American.
Homes provide more than just shelter; decent housing contributes to our wellbeing by providing a stable and safe environment for children to grow up,
parents to raise families, and seniors to retire in safety and security. The
environment or neighborhood in which housing is placed also provides the
context where interactions important to a community can take place.
City leaders, staff, and community members have long been at the forefront of
housing policies and programs, not only in the San Gabriel Valley but in Southern
California as a whole. In 2000, Pasadena was one of the first communities to
develop a housing vision that expressed its commitment to housing its residents.
All Pasadena residents have an equal right to live in decent, safe, and affordable
housing in a suitable living environment for the long-term well-being and stability
of themselves, their families, their neighborhoods, and their community. The
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housing vision for Pasadena is to maintain a socially and economically diverse
community of homeowners and renters who are afforded this right.
The 2021–2029 Pasadena Housing Element continues the work to achieve this
vision and to move beyond statutory requirements. The City is committed to
opening doors for people of all income levels, at all stages in their lives, and to
creating programs that demonstrate innovation and leadership.

Required Scope of the Housing Element
California law requires that every city and county develop housing programs to
address existing and future housing needs of their residents. To comply with
State law and achieve its vision of providing suitable living environments for all
residents, the City of Pasadena has prepared housing elements since the
requirement was adopted in 1969. The housing element is a mandated chapter
of the Pasadena General Plan and addresses the production, maintenance, and
improvement of housing, as well as ensuring equal access to housing for all
persons. This housing element covers an eight-year planning period from 2021
to 2029.
The detailed statutory requirements for preparing a housing element are
contained in the California Government Code (sections 65580–65589.8). In
accordance with State law, the housing element must include: 1) an
identification and analysis of its existing and projected housing needs; 2) an
analysis of the various governmental and nongovernmental constraints to
meeting that need; and 3) a series of goals, policies, and scheduled programs to
further the development, improvement, and preservation of housing.
This housing element consists of two sections: Housing Framework and
Appendices. The Housing Framework sets forth the housing concerns and issues
in Pasadena, followed by the goals, policies, programs, and resources to address
those issues. The Appendices support the Housing Framework and address
specific statutory requirements as follows:
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•

Appendix A: Housing Needs. This includes an analysis of demographic,
economic, social, and housing characteristics of Pasadena residents and
an assessment of current and future housing needs in the community
associated with population and employment growth and change.

•

Appendix B: Constraints Analysis. This includes an analysis of potential
governmental constraints that affect the development, maintenance,
and improvement of housing for all income groups and people with
disabilities, commensurate with the City’s identified housing needs.

•

Appendix C: Housing Resources. This includes an inventory of resources
available to address the City’s housing needs, including available land
to accommodate new housing, financial resources to support program
efforts, and administrative capacity to manage housing programs.
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•

Appendix D: Program Evaluation. This includes an evaluation of current
housing programs and accomplishments in addressing the housing
needs identified in the 2014–2021 Housing Element.

•

Appendix E: Community Inputs. This includes the input from
community engagement initiatives conducted for this Housing Element
update. Although the City lacks resources to implement all initiatives in
the Housing Element, this appendix is a resource to draw upon for
creative housing solutions over a longer planning horizon.

•

Appendix F: Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing. State Housing
Element law requires a thorough analysis of any patterns of
discrimination in the provision of housing. The analysis in this section
is coupled with programs in the Housing Plan to forward meaningful
actions to address fair housing issues identified in the analysis.
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Related Plans
Pasadena’s 2021–2029 Housing Element is related to local planning efforts and
others mandated by the State of California and the federal government. The
following describes these documents and how the City will maintain consistency
with each of them.
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•

General Plan Housing Vision. Pasadena’s General Plan establishes eight
guiding principles: 1) growth targeted to the Central District, Transit
Villages, and Neighborhood Villages; 2) historic preservation; 3)
economic vitality; 4) social, economic, and environmental
sustainability; 5) circulation without cars; 6) regional prominence and
leadership; 7) robust community participation; and 8) educational
commitment. The City’s Housing Vision to maintain a socially and
economically diverse community of homeowners and renters is
consistent with the General Plan guiding principles.

•

General Plan Consistency. In 2015, the City comprehensively updated
the Land Use Element. The land use plan includes extensive
accommodation of mixed-use development within the Central District,
areas surrounding Metro light rail stations, and neighborhood villages.
This approach creates greater capacity for new residential uses. To
implement land use policy, the City is updating seven existing specific
plans, creating a new specific plan for the Lamanda Park area, and
undertaking targeted zoning code amendments. This Housing Element
reflects and responds to the updated Land Use Element regarding
targeted areas for housing growth and allowed densities; the specific
plans and zoning code will facilitate housing production. The City will
maintain consistency between this element and other General Plan
elements by reviewing those elements and determining whether any
focused amendments are required.

•

City of Pasadena Housing Plans. To maintain eligibility for receiving
federal Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funds, HOME
Investment Partnerships program grant, Emergency Solutions Grant,
and associated monies, Pasadena prepares a consolidated plan on a
five-year cycle. Pasadena’s Consolidated Plan was last revised for the
2015– 2019 planning period. The City also prepared its 2020 Analysis of
Impediments to Fair Housing Choice and Ten Year Plan to End
Homelessness. The housing, community development, and economic
needs identified during those efforts and the program commitments
made are consistent with those in the 2021–2029 Housing Element.

•

Water and Sewer Services. The Pasadena Water and Power Department
provides water service to the Pasadena community. Sewer services are
provided by the Sanitation District of Los Angeles County and the
Pasadena Public Works Department. The City transmitted this housing
element to these agencies to allow for population projections to be
incorporated into their plans. This allows purveyors to plan for
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infrastructure and set priorities to serve affordable housing—as
required under Government Code section 65589.7—should a shortfall
in water or sewer service occur.
•

Disadvantaged Unincorporated Communities. As required by SB244,
cities are required to amend their land use element to address provision
of services to disadvantaged communities within their sphere of
influence. According to the Los Angeles County Local Agency Formation
Commission, Pasadena does not have disadvantaged communities
under the definition specified in SB244 within its sphere of influence.
Therefore, the City is not required to amend the General Plan to address
this legislation.
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Terms and Acronyms
This Housing Element uses many terms and acronyms specific to Housing
Element law. While the City has looked to minimize use of acronyms to make
the document more accessible, the following definitions are provided for terms
and acronyms used for purposes of expediency.

AFFH - Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing
Refers to the 1968 Fair Housing Act’s obligation for State and local governments
to improve and achieve more meaningful outcomes from fair housing policies,
so that every American has the right to fair housing, regardless of their race,
color, national origin, religion, sex, disability, or familial status.

AI - Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice
A document required by the federal government for the review of impediments
or barriers that affect the rights of fair housing choice. It covers public and
private policies, practices, and procedures affecting housing choice. The AI
serves as the basis for fair housing planning, provides essential information to
policymakers, administrative staff, housing providers, lenders, and fair housing
advocates, and assists in building public support for fair housing efforts.

AMI - Area Median Income
The Area Median Income (AMI) is the midpoint of a region’s income distribution;
half of families in a region earn more than the median and half earn less. Related
to housing policy, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) and California Housing and Community Development Department (HCD)
both define and release income thresholds every year, by household size, that
determines eligibility for affordable housing.

CDBG - Community Development Block Grant
A grant program administered by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development that provides federal grants directly to larger urban cities and
counties for activities that benefit low- and moderate-income individuals,
eliminate blight, or address a serious and immediate threat to public health and
welfare. States distribute CDBG funds to smaller cities and towns. Grant amounts
are determined by a formula based upon need.

CEQA - California Environmental Quality Act
A State law requiring state and local agencies to assess the environmental
impacts of public or private projects they undertake or permit. Agencies must
mitigate adverse impacts of the project to the extent feasible. If a proposed
activity has the potential for a significant adverse environmental impact, an
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) must be prepared and certified as legally
adequate by the public agency before action on the proposed project.
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CHAS - Comprehensive Housing Affordability Strategy
A plan prepared by State or local agencies as a prerequisite for receiving
assistance under certain U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
programs.

CHDO - Community Housing Development Organization
A private nonprofit organization certified by the State that meets federal criteria
to receive HOME Investment Partnership Program (HOME) funds. A minimum of
15 percent of total HOME funds provided to each state are reserved for CHDOs.

HCD - California Department of Housing and Community Development
A State agency that administers State housing programs and is responsible for
review of the Housing Element for compliance with law. HCD also administers
the federal HOME and CDBG programs on behalf of jurisdictions that are not
directly assisted by HUD.

HOME - HOME Investment Partnership Program
A federal housing program that provides formula grants to States and localities.
Communities use the grants (often in partnership with local nonprofit groups) to
fund a wide range of activities. These include building, buying, or rehabilitating
affordable housing for renters and homeowners, and providing direct rental
assistance to low-income people.

HUD - U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
A federal, cabinet-level department responsible for overseeing, implementing,
and administering U.S. government housing and urban development programs.

LIHTC - Low Income Housing Tax Credit Program
A federal housing subsidy program that gives tax credits or reductions in federal
income tax liability as incentives for investment in affordable housing projects.
The owners of LIHTC projects receive tax credits each year for 10 years. The
program is often used by limited partnerships made up of nonprofit developers
that build and manage the projects (general partners) and for-profit passive
investors (limited partners) who receive shares of the project’s tax credits. The
federal government allocates tax credit amounts to states based on population.
In California, tax credits are awarded by the California Tax Credit Allocation
Committee (CTCAC) in the State Treasurer’s Office.

MRB - Mortgage Revenue Bonds
A mortgage revenue bond is a type of municipal tax-exempt bond issued by state
and local governments through housing finance agencies to help finance lowand moderate-income housing for first-time qualifying homebuyers. MRB
mortgages are generally restricted to first-time homebuyers who earn no more
than the area median income (AMI).
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RHNA - Regional Housing Needs Assessment
A determination by a council of governments (or by the California Department
of Housing and Community Development) of the existing and projected need for
housing within a region. The RHNA process numerically allocates the future
housing need by household income group for each locality within the region. This
housing allocation must be reflected in the locality’s Housing Element of the
general plan.

SCAG - Southern California Association of Governments
SCAG is a Joint Powers Authority under California law, established as an
association of local governments and agencies that voluntarily convene as a
forum to address regional issues. Under federal law, SCAG is designated as a
Metropolitan Planning Organization and under State law, as a Regional
Transportation Planning Agency and a Council of Governments. The SCAG region
encompasses six counties (Imperial, Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San
Bernardino, and Ventura) and 191 cities in an area covering more than 38,000
square miles.

TOD - Transit-Oriented Development
Moderate to higher-density development, located within easy walk of a major
transit stop. TOD generally has a mix of residential, employment, and shopping
opportunities designed for pedestrians. TOD can be new construction or
redevelopment of one or more buildings whose design and orientation facilitate
transit use.
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Public Engagement
California law requires local governments to engage the public in the
development of the Housing Element. Specifically, Government Code section
65583(c)(7) states “that the local government shall make a diligent effort to
achieve public participation of all economic segments of the community in the
development of the housing element, and the program shall describe this
effort.” State law does not specify the means and methods for participation;
however, it is generally recognized that the participation must be inclusive.
Pursuant to one the General Plan guiding principles, the City is committed to
engaging the community in defining local housing needs and discussing creative
ways to address them. Public engagement and input were extensive via four
workshops, an online survey that had approximately 1,100 participants, 12 Task
Force meetings, and study sessions (open to the public) with the Planning
Commission and City Council. This participation and public comments are
documented thoroughly in Appendix E.
Preparation of this Housing Element included the following public engagement
opportunities:
Website. The City hosted a Housing Element webpage on the Planning &
Community Development Department’s landing page (on the City of Pasadena
website).
Information available included Housing Element background
materials, presentations and summaries from community workshops and Task
Force meetings, and the draft housing element for public review.
Housing Task Force. In March 2021, Mayor Victor M. Gordo announced the
formation of a Housing Task Force, with its first charge being to advise on
development of Housing Element programs. The Task Force met three times
during Housing Element preparation (via videoconference due to COVID-19
restrictions on public gatherings). All Task Force presentation materials and
summaries were posted on the City’s Housing Element website page.
The Task Force considered public comments in their discussions that directed
crafting of the housing programs and implementing actions. For example, the
suggestion to create a congregational housing overlay arose from public
comment. City staff—Planning and Housing—reviewed both public comments
and Task Force recommendation to prepare the draft Housing Element shared
with the Commission and Council before sending the document to HCD in August
2021.
While HCD was conducting its 60-day review for the draft Housing Element, the
Task Force used this time to meet four more times to strengthen and prioritize
housing programs based on public comments. The Task Force reviewed all
comment letters submitted throughout the process and used the content of
those letters to create a priority matrix of programs. Also, the Task Force had
the benefit of reviewing HCD’s comment letter on the first draft element.
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Additional Task Force meetings, open to the public, were held on March 16,
March 30, and April 6, 2022 to review additional comments from HCD and the
public. Task Force members considered not just the materials presented
regarding HCD comments but also letter from the Pasadena Housing Coalition
and other housing interest groups. Through a deliberative process, the Task
Force identified additional programs to include in the third draft of the Housing
Element. Those discussions were addressed through further revisions to the
draft Housing Element.
Community Survey: To reach a broad constituency, the City prepared an on-line
Housing Element survey, available in both English and Spanish that was
accessible from mid-May to mid-July 2021. City staff also provided paper
versions at key City facilities. Over 600 persons participated, responding to
multiple-choice questions and providing detailed, thoughtful responses to openended questions. The City advertised survey availability via social media
platforms, email blasts, newspaper advertisements, and direct contact with
numerous community groups.
Community Workshops. Two community-wide workshop series were
conducted, with each series offering an English version and a Spanish version.
The first series occurred April 15/22, 2021 and the second on June 2, 2021. These
workshops were extensively advertised via Council district contact lists, social
media, email blasts, and direct outreach to over 35 community-based
organizations. Because of restrictions on public gatherings imposed by COVID19, all events were held online. However, this platform allowed many more
people to participate than the City typically experienced for in-person events,
with over 100 participants at the first workshop series and approximately 50
participants at the second workshop. Participants’ input was recorded on a
digital whiteboard as shown in the exhibit on the following page.
Planning Commission and City Council Study Sessions. In May through August
2021, Planning staff conducted three study sessions with the Planning
Commission and one with the City Council to review ideas and programs for the
Housing Element prior to submitting the draft to HCD for review. The
Commission and Council reviewed and considered inputs from the Task Force
meetings, community survey, and community workshops. Following additional
Task Force meetings in March and April of 2022, the Planning Commission
conducted a study session on April 27, 2022 to hear from the Task Force
regarding its further recommendations. Members of the public attended the
session and provided comments.
Public Hearings. The City conducted public hearings on the Housing Element in
May and June of 2022.
Public comments were considered by City staff, the Task Force, the Planning
Commission, and City Council in the drafting of the Housing Element. The Task
Force, Commission, and Council were all provided with public workshop
summaries and all comments received via the survey, as well as any letters
submitted outside of these processes. The Task Force in particular considered
public comments in their discussions that directed crafting of the housing
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programs and implementing actions. For example, the suggestion to create a
congregational housing overlay arose from public comment. City staff—Planning
and Housing—reviewed both public comments and Task Force recommendation
to prepare the draft Housing Element that was shared with the Commission and
Council before sending the document to HCD in August 2021 and as part of
subsequent submittals.
Throughout development of the Housing Element and on an ongoing basis, the
Housing Department conducted targeted workshops for lower-income
households on such topics as tenant protections, the MASH program, and ADUs.
For example, the Housing Department convened workshops for the Pasadena
Second Unit ADU Program on September 16-17, 2019 to provide potential
applicants program information. Specifically, the program provides homeowners
financial assistance to build an ADU through new construction or garage
conversion. Assistance is also available to rehabilitate and bring up to code an
existing unpermitted “granny flat” or illegal garage conversion.
In 2019, the City initiated community outreach events for the program to update
all Specific Plans. These outreach events include presentations and discussions
on housing issues in the City. In 2020, the City held virtual community workshops
and open houses from July 2020-December 2020. Public hearings for the Specific
Plans began in 2021 and continued through 2022/23
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Comments from participants the first workshop were captured on a digital white board. Appendix E contains
summaries of all comments from all community engagement activities.
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Framing the Challenge
Pasadena’s 2021–2029 Housing Element has been prepared during a unique and
challenging period. Foremost, the COVID-19 pandemic and resulting economic
shutdown caused many people to lose their jobs, thus significantly affecting their
ability to pay rents and mortgages. Supply chain disruptions drove up the cost
of building materials, making it more expensive to build housing and deliver new
units to the market. Housing prices continued to rise. Interestingly, however,
Pasadena experienced substantial housing construction, much of it likely pent
up from long-existing building demand and tied to construction loans made
before COVID-19 erupted. The impacts of COVID-19 piled onto the housing
challenges many people faced before 2020 began, which they identified during
community workshops and through the Housing Element: a lack of affordable
housing, too few units for large families, rising rents, a shortage of housing for
special needs individuals, and City permits and processes that add to the cost of
building new homes.

Housing and Neighborhood Change
A most-unusual housing market continued to affect Pasadena and all of
California into the 2010s and 2020s. The housing crisis and Great Recession that
began in 2007/2008 became a distant memory as housing prices rebounded
quickly, and housing costs showed continued escalation through the pandemic.
The underlying housing issues from 10 years ago—and primarily
underproduction to meet pent-up demand—remain. Pasadena’s ability to
further its housing vision depends upon its success in addressing the following:

1

•

High Housing Costs. During the 2000s, Pasadena’s housing prices have
soared. As of May 2021, the median price of a home was $1.1 million,
up almost 19 percent from 2020. 1 According to RENTCafe, the average
rent payment for a two-bedroom apartment was $2,463 per month,
one percent higher than the previous year. The income required to
afford housing is still above moderate household incomes.

•

Housing Overpayment. As housing prices have increased faster than
household income, the affordability crisis continues to worsen. In 2017,
56 percent of all Pasadena households experienced housing cost
burden, meaning more than 30 percent of household income was spent
on rent or a mortgage. This degree of overpayment means that many
people face having to cut back severely—or forego—spending on
healthcare, education, and other life needs.

•

Housing Quality. Overall, Pasadena’s housing stock is in good condition.
However, certain neighborhoods still have many older homes in need
of maintenance and repairs. Older homes (pre-1970s) may have leadbased paint, asbestos, and other conditions that require remediation

Redfin.com. Accessed June 22, 2021.
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upon remodeling or simply to create a healthier indoor environment.
The City’s Presale Certification of Inspection program provides a means
to address major life and safety code corrections, as does the
Quadrennial Inspection Program for multi-family units. Continuing such
programs allows housing for people of all-income levels to be
maintained in good condition.
•

Equal Housing Access for All People. Pasadena offers a quality of life
that continues to attract new residents and investors looking to profit
from the successful local housing market. Pasadena does not view
housing as a commodity. Housing is a basic human need and right.
Every person deserves access to decent, affordable homes. Housing
policies and programs must recognize and respond to very specific
housing needs in Pasadena, not just for the eight years covered by this
Housing Element but over a longer planning horizon. Avoiding
displacement, housing the unhoused, creating ownership
opportunities, making it easier for essential workers to live and work in
the community, providing tenant protections: these represent goals
that will strengthen the City and provide places where people can
thrive, feel safe, and contribute to Pasadena’s continued success.

Demographic Change
Pasadena completed its fifth cycle Housing Element update in 2014, just as the
country and region were slowly emerging from the Great Recession brought
about by the housing mortgage crisis and resulting economic impacts. Since that
time, the housing market has rebounded significantly, due in part to
demographic changes and shifts in housing preferences among young adults.
Some of the key demographic changes now affecting the housing market are
described here.
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•

Continued Aging of the Baby Boom Generation. According to U.S.
Census data, between 2010 and 2020, Pasadena’s population increased
by just over 7,200 residents, to a total of 144,842 residents. The
proportion of residents 65 years of age or older grew by two percent
and now represents about 16 percent of all residents. This age group
captures the oldest of the Baby Boomer generation and those in the 60
to 65 age range who contribute to the number of residents nearing
retirement age. While many older residents may wish to stay in their
current homes, others may wish to move to smaller units in Pasadena
or relocate to make their retirement incomes stretch farther in more
affordable cities.

•

Race and Ethnic Change. Over the several decades preceding 2010,
Pasadena’s ethnic composition and distribution changed very little,
with Whites and Hispanics representing about 70 percent of the
population and Blacks around 10 percent. Since 2010, the White
population declined four percent and Black only one percent, with
parallel increases in Hispanics by one percent and Asian/Pacific
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Islanders by four percent. Over this 10-year period, the change has not
been dramatic, particularly in recognition that these latter two groups
are increasing proportionally throughout San Gabriel Valley cities.
•

Increasing Household Income. In 1990, the median household income
in Pasadena was equal to the median household income of Los Angeles
County as a whole; 20 years later it grew to 125 percent of the County’s
median. In 2018, that trend persisted, with the Pasadena median
income 123 percent that of the County. With respect to lower-income
residents, they make up 40 percent of all households which is
comparable to the share over the last two decades. It is important to
note that 15.7 percent of residents in Pasadena live in poverty (per
federal criteria). These latter two data points illustrate the critical need
for more affordable housing.

•

Special Needs. The City of Pasadena continues to have a large resident
population with special housing needs. This includes seniors, large
families, people with disabilities, people who are unhoused, college
students, and transitional at-risk youth. Regardless of the broader
demographic trends at work, special needs groups in Pasadena
continue to be one of the largest groups in need of affordable housing.

Balancing Goals and Resources
Throughout California, people face challenges to finding decent, affordable
housing for many reasons: high housing costs; a multitude of lower-paying jobs
in the consumer services, tourism, and agricultural industries; and an acute lack
of new housing production over the past several decades. The State Department
of Housing Community Development (HCD), in assessing statewide housing
needs for the sixth housing element cycle identified a need for 1.3 million new
homes in the six-county region Southern California region (not including San
Diego County)—with about two-thirds representing not growth demand but
existing need due to chronic housing under-production.
Pasadena has long recognized the demand, and the City’s more recent history
has been marked by forward-thinking housing policy, with programs
implemented by partnerships between many City agencies and numerous
community organizations and other government agencies. Even with the loss of
redevelopment in 2012, production of affordable housing has proceeded, largely
because of the City’s inclusionary housing policies and the success of nonprofit
homebuilders in acquiring suitable properties and securing grant and loan
funding to provide housing in this high-resource area. But as many people will
report, the production is never enough. The gap between household incomes
and housing costs—either to rent or buy a home—means that many long-time
residents and others looking to locate to Pasadena cannot afford to live here.
In 2020-2021, the COVID-19 pandemic added new pressures. Many residents
lost their jobs as businesses were forced to shut down. Unable to pay rent or
mortgages, people mostly relied federal and State payments and programs when
assistance was available. City revenues declined due to loss of sales tax and all-
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important transient occupancy taxes collected from visitors. For the first time
since World War II, Pasadena was effectively closed on New Year’s Day in 2021,
with no Tournament of Roses Parade or Rose Bowl game. But interestingly,
during the pandemic year, local housing construction continued apace.
The City continues to recover from COVID-19 impacts and continues its
commitment toward housing. The State legislature continues to create new
housing mandates that Pasadena steps forward to meet. The following goals,
policies, and programs, demonstrates Pasadena’s leadership and resolve to
proactively address the community’s housing needs.
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The Housing Element vision, goals, and policies are achieved through the
implementation of the housing programs described in this section, organized
into five overarching goals: 1) maintaining housing and neighborhood quality, 2)
increasing housing diversity and supply, 3) providing housing assistance, 4)
addressing households with special needs, and 5) affirmatively furthering fair
housing.

Quantified Objectives
To maintain consistency among planning efforts and address State law,
quantified objectives for all housing programs are provided, where possible.
Quantified objectives can refer to the number of households served, housing
units built or preserved, or other units of service planned for from 2021–2029.
The quantitative objectives are based on current funding known today. Should
funding change, the achievable objectives would change as well. Table HE-1
summarizes quantified objectives for these programs.

Table HE-1: Quantified Housing Objectives
Program Area*
Housing
Construction1
Housing
Rehabilitation2
Rental Housing
Preservation3
Homeownership
Assistance4
Rental Housing
Assistance5
Workforce Housing
Conversion6

Income Category
0–30 %
31–50%
of MFI
of MFI

50–80%
of MFI

81–120%
of MFI

120%+
of MFI

Totals

0

4,472
0

64

2,036
0

4,485
0

10,953
64

0

0

113

0

0

113

0

0

3

3

0

6

1,100

180

0

0

0

1,280

0

0

0

993

0

993

All quantified objectives are subject to funding availability.
MFI = Median Family Income

1 Refers to the 2021–2029 Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA). Total RHNA is 9,429. This identifies excess
capacity to achieve the RHNA.
2 Refers to City-assisted rental rehab projects and owner-occupied rehab through MASH and HOME Single-Family

Rehab.
3. Refers to the provision of incentives, technical assistance, and/or funding (subject to availability) to preserve
affordable rental housing
4 Refers to repurchase/resale of City deed-restricted homeownership units, and down payment assistance loans
funded from repayment of existing BEGIN and Calhome loans for units not included in above program areas.
5 Refers to the annual number of housing choice vouchers, subject to federal funding.
6 Refers to existing units

purchased by a JPA and deed restricted for low and moderate income. This figure includes
units already acquired in 2021 at the start of the planning period (e.g., Westgate Apartments).
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Goals, Policies, and Programs
Pasadena remains committed to achieving its housing vision and pursuing
strategies and programs to address the community’s housing needs. These goals
and policies further the City’s housing vision and establish the framework for
decision making.

GOAL HE-1: HEALTHY NEIGHBORHOODS AND LIVING
ENVIRONMENTS
Pasadena has a rich mosaic of neighborhoods that have developed over its more
than 100-year history. Each neighborhood is distinguished by its history,
architecture, housing types, density and urban form, and public amenities. The
City has established 45 historic and landmark districts and numerous more
neighborhood associations. Some neighborhoods cover a single block and others
a square mile or more.
Natural geography and topography define many Pasadena neighborhoods.
Residential neighborhoods along the Arroyo or northern foothills are framed by
the surrounding hillsides, peaks, washes, and other features of the natural
landscape. Neighborhoods are also defined by urban form. While the Central
District offers an eclectic and highly differentiated urban form, east Pasadena
offers the suburban residential environments of Hastings Ranch, and southern
Pasadena provides single-family estate homes on larger lots.
Neighborhoods are defined by more than the homes within a geographic area.
Complete neighborhoods are those with essential infrastructure and services:
well-maintained streets, sidewalks and bikeways, parks, street trees, libraries
and cultural facilities, schools, reliable public services, and easy access to
commercial goods and services. Pasadena believes every resident should live in
a complete neighborhood.
Regardless of location, urban form, or income level, Pasadena takes great care
and pride in maintaining and improving the quality of neighborhoods. From
improving infrastructure to planting landscape amenities, and from monitoring
the condition of existing housing to carefully guiding the design and
development of housing—these activities demonstrate a steadfast commitment
to providing a quality environment for all Pasadena residents.
GOAL HE-1
Neighborhoods citywide with quality housing, parks and community services,
infrastructure, and public services that maintain and enhance neighborhood
quality, character, and residents’ health.
Policies
HE-1.1
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HE-1.2

Property Conditions. Help property owners maintain the quality of
rental and ownership housing by ensuring compliance with City
building codes and standards. Facilitate and promote the
renovation, improvement, and rehabilitation of housing.

HE-1.3

Housing Design. Require excellence in design of housing through
use of materials and colors, building treatments, landscaping, open
space, parking, and environmentally sensitive and sustainable
building design.

HE-1.4

Historic Preservation. Promote the preservation of historically and
architecturally significant buildings and the quality of historic
neighborhoods through the appropriate land use, design, and
housing policies and practices.

HE-1.5

Community Services. Integrate and maintain the provision of
schools, public safety, community centers, infrastructure, green
spaces and parks, and other public amenities with the planning and
development of housing.

HE-1.6

Green Spaces. Preserve neighborhood and community parks,
street trees, open spaces and recreational areas, hillsides, and
other landscape amenities that support, define, and lend character
to residential neighborhoods. For new development., ensure that
residents have ready access to public parks and private open space.

HE-1.7

Neighborhood Safety. Provide City services that contribute to the
overall safety of neighborhoods in terms of traffic and circulation,
crime prevention, and property conditions. Support the efforts of
neighborhood groups to promote safe conditions in their
neighborhoods.

HE-1.8

Healthful Housing. Promote indoor air quality through a ban on
smoking in apartments and condominiums and with construction
materials that are sustainable, green, and not a detriment to indoor
air quality.
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GOAL HE-2: HOUSING SUPPLY AND DIVERSITY
Pasadena’s housing strategy is founded on principles of sustainability, strategic
growth, and inclusiveness. Pasadena has and continues to affirm sustainable
patterns of development. The City is committed to providing safe, well-designed,
accessible, and human-scaled residential and commercial areas where people of
all ages can live, work, and play. This includes neighborhood parks, urban open
spaces, and the equitable distribution of public and private recreation facilities.
Since the streetcar days of the 1900s to today’s use of Metro’s light rail system,
Pasadena has benefitted by linking land use planning to transit access. The
General Plan Land Use Element continues to promote land use patterns that
focus higher-density development into the Central District, transit villages, and
neighborhood villages, as well as along major corridors where buses travel.
Providing a range of housing choices is fundamental to furthering the housing
vision, with housing types and densities that respond to people’s needs at all life
stages and incomes. In addition to traditional detached homes and multi-family
apartments and townhomes/condominiums, local housing choice includes
transitional and supportive housing. Increasingly, accessory dwelling units are
offering new housing choices, as are small studio apartments and even house
sharing. Pasadena looks to accommodate emerging housing trends and
development approaches that can both increase housing supply and reduce
costs.
The following goal and policies further the production of housing that is
affordable and suitable for the varied lifestyle needs of Pasadena residents.
GOAL HE-2
A balanced supply and diversity of rental and ownership housing suited to
residents of varying lifestyle needs and income levels.
Policies
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HE-2.1

Housing Diversity. Facilitate and encourage diversity in types,
prices, ownership, and size of single-unit homes, apartments,
homes, mixed-use and transit-oriented developments, work/live
housing, and emerging housing types.

HE-2.2

Strategic Growth. Direct new residential development into the
Central District, transit villages, neighborhood villages, and along
key corridors—neighborhoods where people can live and work,
shop, and benefit from access to a rail and bus transit.

HE-2.3

Environmental Sustainability. Encourage sustainable patterns of
residential growth and preservation with respect to land use,
building and site design, resource conservation, open space, and
health considerations.

HE-2.4

Affordable Housing. Facilitate a mix of household income and
affordability levels in residential projects citywide, with an
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emphasis on ensuring integration of affordable housing into every
neighborhood.
HE-2.5

Adaptive Reuse. Support innovative strategies for the adaptive
reuse of office, retail, hotels/motels, and industrial buildings,
consistent with land use policy, to accommodate innovative
housing types and productive use of underused buildings.

HE-2.6

Housing Incentives. Facilitate the development of affordable
housing through regulatory concessions, financial assistance,
density bonuses, the inclusionary housing program, and other City
and outside agency programs.

HE-2.7

Missing Middle. Address the growing need for “missing middle”
housing—rental and ownership homes affordable to the
moderate-income workforce.

HE-2.8

Development Process. Modify development processes to
streamline and simplify the processing of entitlement permits,
design review, building permits, and funding of affordable housing
projects.

HE-2.9

Community Involvement. Continue and support dialogue with
builders, advocates, nonprofits, residents, finance industry, and
other stakeholders to understand and address evolving housing
needs of residents and the workforce.

HE-2.10

Overconcentration of Affordable Housing. Ensure future
development of housing distributes affordable units throughout
the City and avoids overconcentration of affordable units.
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GOAL HE-3: HOUSING ASSISTANCE AND PRESERVATION
Pasadena residents value social, cultural, and economic diversity and its
contribution to the rich character of community life. A diverse community allows
for expression of contrasting ideas, sparks creativity, and fosters a greater
appreciation of lifestyles. Housing policies and programs have a fundamental
role in preserving the social and economic diversity of the community. By
providing assistance to households of more limited means, the City and its
partner agencies foster this richness and provide opportunities for children to
grow up in mixed-income neighborhoods—and for people and families facing
homelessness to live in stable environments. Pasadena’s inclusionary housing
program, neighborhood reinvestment strategies, rental voucher subsidies, and
Ten-Year Plan to End Homelessness, among other strategies, preserve and
create these opportunities.
Although affordable housing production is often the focus of State policy,
Pasadena’s significant stock of existing affordable housing continues to provide
the majority of quality and affordable housing for residents. This includes
assisted housing that is deed restricted as affordable to lower- and moderateincome households. Pasadena has more than 3,700 units of assisted housing,
including over 1,200 units assisted under the City’s Housing Choice Voucher
program. Pasadena also has a larger inventory of non-deed-restricted housing
priced at levels affordable to low- and moderate-income households.
The following goals and policies further achievement of the City’s objective to
preserve existing affordable housing and provide assistance that results in the
production new affordable housing.
GOAL HE-3
Increased opportunities for people to find and retain housing in Pasadena and
to afford rental and ownership homes specific to their income and life stage
status.
Policies
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HE-3.1

Financial Resources. Pursue and maximize the use of State, federal,
local, and private funds for the development, preservation, and
rehabilitation of housing affordable to lower- and moderateincome households.

HE-3.2

Partnerships. Pursue collaborative partnerships with nonprofit
organizations, faith-based organizations, developers, business
community, and State and federal agencies to develop,
rehabilitate, preserve, and retain affordable housing.

HE-3.3

Homeownership Opportunities. Increase homeownership
opportunities for lower- and moderate-income residents, local
employees, and essential workers through the provision of
financial assistance (subject to funding availability and
partnerships).
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HE-3.4

Preservation of Affordable Housing. Establish and seek to renew
long-term affordability covenants for all City-assisted housing
projects.
Support the conservation of unassisted housing
affordable to lower-income households.

HE-3.5

Homeownership Retention. Create and maintain education and
resources that enable residents to make informed decisions on
home purchases and maintaining homeownership.

HE-3.6

Rental Assistance. Support the provision of rental assistance for
residents earning lower incomes, including persons with special
needs consistent with City preference and priority categories and
fair housing law.

HE-3.7

Workforce Housing. Work with major employers, educational
institutions, health care institutions, and other employers within
Pasadena to facilitate and encourage the development of
workforce housing opportunities.

HE-3.8

Housing Acquisition and Rehabilitation. Promote the acquisition,
rehabilitation, preservation, or purchase of affordability covenants
on multi-family housing and the maximum extension of
affordability controls.

HE-3.9

Neighborhood Stability. Promote strategies that guard against
neighborhood gentrification and facilitate the ability of long-time
residents to remain in their neighborhoods as economic conditions
change.
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GOAL HE-4: SPECIAL HOUSING NEEDS
Pasadena residents have a diversity of backgrounds, family types, lifestyles,
income levels, and abilities. Due to their personal financial or physical condition,
some residents may have housing needs that are not met by conventional
housing types. For example, seniors or persons with physical disabilities may
need to live in group settings where needed services can be provided and where
they can benefit from increased interaction with others. People facing
homelessness because they have lost a job or cannot work benefit from
supportive housing, where they can find programs that help them reenter the
work force. Pasadena continues to implement creative responses to these and
other special housing needs. The following goal and policies further the
provision, maintenance, and improvement of housing for special needs
households.
GOAL HE-4
Adequate housing opportunities and support services for seniors, people with
disabilities, families with children, college students, and people in need of
emergency, transitional, or supportive housing.
Policies
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HE-4.1

Senior Housing. Support development and maintenance of
affordable senior rental and ownership housing and supportive
services that facilitate independence and the ability of seniors to
remain in their homes and the community.

HE-4.2

Family Housing. Facilitate and encourage the development of
larger housing units for families with children, and the provision of
support services such as childcare, after-school care, family
development services, and health care.

HE-4.3

People with Disabilities. Support the development of permanent,
affordable, and accessible housing that allows people with
disabilities to live independent lives.

HE-4.4

Service-Enriched Housing. Support and assist organizations in the
provision of support services and service-enriched housing for
special needs groups, such as seniors, large families, people with
disabilities, people experiencing homelessness, and those with
medical conditions.

HE-4.5

Large Institutions. Work with educational and health care
institutions to update master plans and provide housing
accommodations for students, faculty, and employees that reflect
the housing needs and preferences of their respective institution.

HE-4.6

Homeless Housing and Services. Provide support and financial
assistance to community service organizations that provide
housing opportunities and supportive services for people who are
homeless or at risk of being homeless.
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GOAL HE-5: AFFIRMATIVELY FURTHERING FAIR HOUSING
Pasadena supports and promotes a diverse community of unique neighborhoods
where all residents are included and valued, no group is privileged above any
other group, and all have opportunity to live in neighborhoods of their choosing.
Federal and State fair housing laws prohibit discrimination in home sales,
financing, and rentals based on race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.
Historic housing discriminatory practices nationally and even locally have left a
legacy of income-siloed neighborhoods and concentrations of ethnic
populations, but Pasadena has worked hard for the past several decades to erase
this legacy and create a city marked by diversity and opportunity for all.
GOAL HE-5
A housing environment in which all people have equal access to the housing of
their choice and are treated with dignity and respect in the neighborhoods in
which they choose to live.
Policies
HE-5.1

Fair Housing. Support the enforcement of federal and State fair
housing laws that prohibit discrimination in the sale, rental, and
occupancy of housing on the bases of race, religion, color, ancestry,
national origin, age, sex, sexual orientation, family type, handicap,
minor children, or other protected status under State and federal
law.

HE-5.2

Organizational Support. Support organizations that can receive
and investigate allegations of noncompliance with fair housing
principles, monitor compliance with fair housing laws, and refer
possible violations to enforcing agencies.

HE-5.3

Distributed Housing. Work to ensure that housing for lowerincome households is distributed throughout the City and that
concentrations in particular neighborhoods and/or Council districts
are explicitly avoided.

HE-5.4

Supportive Housing. Promote a balanced geographical dispersal of
assisted affordable housing developments and associated
supportive social services for individuals and households
throughout the community.

HE-5.5

Civic Engagement. Provide the means for residents and
neighborhood organizations to be proactive in identifying and
addressing housing and neighborhood needs and seeking solutions
in partnership with the City. Facilitate increased participation
among traditionally underrepresented groups in the public
decision-making process.
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PROGRAM #1: CODE ENFORCEMENT AND HOUSING INSPECTION
Code enforcement and other efforts to improve the quality of housing are
important tools to maintain home values and to protect residents’ health, safety,
and welfare. To achieve these goals, the City conducts several code enforcement
and housing inspection programs.
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•

Code Compliance. Code compliance is a means to ensure that the
quality of the City’s commercial and residential neighborhoods is
maintained. Code compliance staff enforces State and local regulations
governing exterior building conditions, property maintenance, and
interior conditions. Code compliance staff also works with
neighborhood groups to address common concerns. For properties
found in violation, eligible property owners are directed to nonprofit
organizations and City rehabilitation loans and grants for assistance in
resolving code violations and making repairs. The City has organized the
Code Compliance Division to have officers assigned to specific areas of
Pasadena, thus achieving faster abatement.

•

Emergency Enforcement. The City maintains an inter- departmental
effort called City Resources Against Substandard Housing (CRASH),
chaired by the Code Compliance Manager. The CRASH team includes
representatives from Health, Fire, Building, Humane Society, Police, and
Code Enforcement. The CRASH team works to correct substandard
buildings, eliminate blight, identify solutions to neighborhood crime,
and provide emergency response and abatement for the worst
properties. The program also encompasses an education component to
train property owners in prevention of illegal activity. In addition,
Health and Code Compliance staff regularly reassign complaints via the
Pasadena Citizen Service Center for appropriate follow-up.

•

Maintenance Assistance to Homeowners. The MASH program provides
free services to low income, senior, or disabled homeowners unable to
perform deferred maintenance on their owner-occupied, single-family
homes. As a secondary function, the MASH program provides a unique
program for providing on-the-job training for adults to gain the skills
and work habits necessary to obtain a permanent job. MASH crews may
also assist in times of emergencies, such as fire, storms, or earthquakes.

•

Occupancy Inspection. This inspection is designed to ensure the quality
and maintenance of single-family homes, duplexes, and condominiums.
Whenever a change in occupancy of an eligible unit occurs, the property
is inspected for compliance with City codes. Typical items inspected
include electrical, plumbing, heating, structural conditions, and health
and safety items. If a housing code violation is found, the property
owner is notified of the violations and given a reasonable time to
correct them. Upon correction of the violations, a certificate of
inspection is issued. To streamline the program, the City has
established an online self-certification process at:
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https://www.cityofpasadena.net/planning/code-compliance/presaleprogram/.
•

Quadrennial Inspection. This inspection is designed to ensure that
apartments are decent, safe, and well maintained. All rental properties
with three or more units are inspected at least once every four years.
Typical items inspected include the same as an occupancy inspection.
Property owners are notified if code violations exist and, upon remedy,
are issued a certificate of compliance. This program continues to be an
effective way to identify code violations as they occur, before they
affect the condition of the building and quality of life experienced by
tenants.

•

Lead-Based Paint Hazards. The City’s Public Health Department has a
Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention Program designed to prevent lead
exposure and, when exposure occurs, to care for children with lead
poisoning. Public health nurses provide case management for children
and their families affected by lead poisoning. Environmental health
specialists work with nurses to identify lead sources, provide advice on
lead-safe painting and remodeling, enforce City ordinances for lead
reduction, and provide information and assistance to care providers of
children.

Implementation:
2021–2029 Objectives:
•

Continue code compliance efforts; reallocate resources to maximize
achievement of code compliance goals.

•

Work with Health Department officials to coordinate efforts responding
to health and safety concerns.

•

Continue implementation of housing inspection programs.

•

Continue to educate the community about health and safety hazards
with increased outreach, especially to Northwest Pasadena, to connect
lower-income households with available resources for housing repairs
and rehabilitation.

•

Cross-train inspectors to identify and address health and safety hazards.

Target Population:

Citywide for all economic groups

Time Frame:

Ongoing

Responsible Agency:

Interdepartmental

Funding Source(s):

General Fund, CDBG, rental property fees, other
federal sources as available
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PROGRAM #2: NORTHWEST PASADENA
The City of Pasadena has long directed enhanced efforts at improving conditions
in Northwest Pasadena, where a history of discriminatory real estate practices,
followed by decades of underinvestment, created neighborhoods in need of
focused attention. Through community building efforts and enhanced
community participation, the City continues to make substantial investments in
this area. Prior to the dissolution of redevelopment in California, funds were
available for significant investment in housing. Without that resource, the City
has had to use federal and State funding sources more creatively to improve the
existing housing stock and bring new homes to the Northwest community. Of
note: the CDBG Northwest Fund account was discontinued in 2015 due to overall
reduction citywide on CDBG resources.
•

Community Building. Pasadena supports for-profit, nonprofit, and
faith-based organizations that are committed to implementing
community-building efforts in Northwest Pasadena. These include, but
are not limited to, Flintridge Center, Community Bible Church through
its work at the Kings Village and Community Arms Apartment projects,
and numerous other nonprofit and for-profit organizations. Other
efforts include Neighbors Acting Together Helping All (NATHA), which
has received three-year grants from the California Community
Foundation.

•

Northwest Commission and Programs. Working in conjunction with
the Northwest Commission, the City’s Northwest Program office works
specifically to maintain a healthy business environment and facilitate
housing maintenance and production. These include monitoring of
capital improvement projects, improvements to park facilities and
community centers, police department activities to address
neighborhood safety, and ongoing liaison activities with neighborhoods
associations.

•

Citywide Programs. The many programs described in this element are
used to assist households within Northwest Pasadena, from rental
assistance to tenant protections to new affordable housing
construction. The City will conduct focused outreach for these
programs in Northwest Pasadena to increase residents’ awareness of
available resources.

Implementation:
2021–2029 Objectives:
•
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Support community building efforts through funding and dedicating
staff resources. Annually, through the CDBG funding process, allocate
available resources to support community-building efforts, with the
goal of assisting other City departments to address public facility and
infrastructure improvements in the community.
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•

Work with the Northwest Commission to address community concerns
and support the long-term revitalization of this area. Meet with the
Northwest Commission at least once per year. In accordance with the
City’s CIP, implement the following improvements in Northwest
Pasadena:
o

Jackie Robinson and Pintoresca Park improvements: 2022
(completion of ongoing program)

o

Sidewalk repairs and ADA improvements: Through 2026 and
beyond

o

Raymond Avenue electrical system undergrounding: Through
2026 and beyond

o

Various pedestrian and traffic system enhancements: Through
2026 and beyond

o

Various water system enhancements: Through 2026 and
beyond

o

Various electric power system upgrades: Through 2026 and
beyond

•

Fair Housing Outreach. The City will conduct increased outreach in
Northwest Pasadena to increase awareness of housing resources, fair
housing workshops, and the City’s Tenant Protection Ordinance.
Specifically, the Housing Department will conduct at least one fair
housing workshop each year for community-based organizations that
serve residents and housing providers in Northwest Pasadena. At least
one workshop annually will be conducted in Spanish.

•

ADU Production. Apply for and use funding from CalHome and
CalFHA sources to incentive and facilitate construction of ADUs in
Northwest Pasadena.

•

Community-building Efforts: Support community-building efforts by
funding organizations and dedicating staff resources to support
efforts, subject to funding availability. By FY 2022, expand staff
capacity (utilizing CDBG funds) to assist service providers in Northwest
Pasadena to apply for CDBG and Pasadena Assistance Fund
(endowment for human services).

•

Neighborhood Improvements (infrastructure and community facility
improvements): Target 20 percent of public improvement funds under
the CBDG program to Northwest Pasadena.
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Target Population:

Northwest neighborhoods

Time Frame:

Ongoing

Responsible Agency:

City Manager’s Office; Housing Department; Public
Works Department

Funding Source(s):

General Fund; grants
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PROGRAM #3: HOUSING REHABILITATION
Many housing units in Pasadena are 50 years or older; maintaining housing in
good condition is a critical priority since existing units are often the most
affordable type of housing. In addition to the programs described in Program
#1, the City offers several programs to encourage the maintenance, repair, and
improvement of rental and ownership housing.
•

Municipal Assistance, Solutions, and Hiring (MASH). The MASH
program provides free services to low-income, senior, or disabled
homeowners unable to perform deferred maintenance on their owneroccupied, single-family homes. As a secondary function, the MASH
program provides a unique program for providing on-the-job training
for adults to gain the skills and work habits necessary to obtain a
permanent job. MASH crews may also assist in times of emergencies,
such as fire, storms, or earthquakes.

•

Single-family Rehabilitation Loan. The City works with Neighborhood
Housing Services of Los Angeles County (NHS) to provide services. This
program includes a single-family rehabilitation loan program,
homebuyer and homeownership education, foreclosure counseling,
and other neighborhood services formerly provided by the Pasadena
NHS. These programs are offered citywide, although many of the
activities are targeted for residents in the Northwest community. Three
owner-occupied home rehabilitation projects were completed by the
interdepartmental Under One Roof program between 2014 and 2020:
840 Manzanita Avenue, 3570 Cartwright Avenue, and 760 Elmira Street.
NHS administers the HOME single-family rehabilitation program in
Pasadena. The program is being marketed to identify projects.

•

Acquisition/Rehabilitation. Pasadena implements multi-family and
other housing acquisition and rehabilitation efforts as opportunities
arise. However, initiation of a more strategic, proactive program can
help fill a needed gap, serve to both upgrade older apartment
properties and stabilize rents, and enhance City efforts to improve
distressed neighborhoods. One project, 268 Waverly Drive, involved
City purchase and rehabilitation of a Caltrans-owned single-family
residence and construction of an ADU for City operation of rental Rapid
Re-Housing.

Lack of a permanent source of funds limit the City’s ability to compete with
market rate investors to acquire residential buildings. However, the City used
HOME
funds
to
support
a
nonprofit
housing
developer’s
acquisition/rehabilitation and preservation of a 44-unit housing project (The
Groves). Also, the City Council continues to consider committing inclusionary inlieu fees to assist with acquisition/rehabilitation projects.
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Implementation:
2021–2029 Objectives:
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•

Implement the MASH program and focus on lead-based paint
abatement and minor repairs. Repair 64 homes over the planning
period.

•

Implement the single-family home rehabilitation program with the goal
of assisting 96 households over the planning period and monitor new
contracts to administer the single-family home rehabilitation program
on behalf of the City.

•

Conduct at least one outreach activity in Northwest Pasadena each year
to promote available resources to address issues related to substandard
housing conditions.

Target Population:

Citywide; Extremely low-, very low-, and low incomeincome households

Time Frame:

Ongoing

Responsible Agency:

Housing Department

Funding Source(s):

General Fund, CDBG, Grants
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PROGRAM #4: HISTORIC PRESERVATION
The City's historic preservation program promotes the identification, evaluation,
rehabilitation, adaptive use, and restoration of historic structures,
neighborhoods, and other landmarks. With respect to housing, key activities
directed at historic preservation objectives are as follows.
•

Historic Ordinance and Design Guidelines. The Historic Preservation
Ordinance implements the goals, policies, and programs of the General
Plan and establishes the review authority of the Historic Preservation
Commission and Design Commission. City codes require that properties
within historic districts and individually designated historic properties
be reviewed and approved prior to alteration or development.
Pasadena’s “Design Guidelines for Historic Districts” and the Secretary
of the Interior’s “Standards for Rehabilitation” help guide the review of
historic properties. In March 2021, the City adopted changes to the
Historic Preservation Ordinance. Details of the historic preservation
programs, which promote the identification, evolution, rehabilitation,
adaptive reuse, and restoration of historic structures, are advertised on
the City's website. Key revisions included in the 2021 update are: 1) the
regulations now apply to all buildings 45 years of age or older and 2) for
undesignated historic resources, a Certificate of Appropriateness is
required for demolitions and major projects (as defined in the
ordinance). The requirement to conduct an assessment to building 45
years of age or older can add up to 12 weeks to the entitlement process.

•

Historic Preservation Incentives. The City offers incentives to promote
the preservation of historic sites and structures. Incentives include
reduction of building permit fees and construction tax, waiver of
covered parking requirements in single-family landmark districts,
modified City of Gardens standards, and variances for both adaptive
reuse and relocation. The City’s Mills Act program also allows owners of
designated historic properties to reduce their property taxes in
exchange for a contract with the City to maintain the property’s historic
character.

Implementation:
2021–2029 Objectives:
•

Continue designating eligible landmark districts and structures, issuing
Mills Act contracts, and completing historic design review.

•

Continue to advertise incentives for historic preservation and to
support historic preservation projects as funding is available.

•

Monitor application of the Historic Preservation Ordinance to
understand how processes might be streamlined to reduce timelines
for overall project entitlement. Make adjustments as needed based on
the monitoring activity.
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Target Population:

Citywide; all economic groups

Time Frame:

Ongoing for designation of properties and incentives
for preservation
Assess application of the Historic Preservation
Ordinance and its effects on entitlement timelines
during 2022-23
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Responsible Agency:

Planning & Community Development

Funding Source(s):

General Fund
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PROGRAM #5: HOUSING DESIGN
Pasadena implements design review of proposed projects to ensure that new
development is of exemplary quality and appropriately integrated into the
surrounding neighborhood context.
•

Design Review. Pasadena requires excellence in architectural design
that complements the scale and character of the City. Citywide design
principles set the foundation, and City residential design guidelines
provide clear examples of the quality and type of design recommended.
Design guidelines work in tandem with development standards in the
zoning code or appropriate specific plans.

•

Neighborhood Development Permit, Hillside Development Permit,
and Single-Family Compatibility Permit. The City has three types of
permits that provide a means to ensure proposed new development fits
within existing neighborhood context.
The Neighborhood
Development Permit is required for properties within the Lower
Hastings Ranch neighborhood and is intended to preserve the scale and
architectural style of this 1950s/1960s era neighborhood. The Hillside
Development Permit is required for specific types of projects, including
proposed subdivisions, new dwelling units or structures, any new
square footage above the first story, and the addition of 500 square feet
or greater to the first floor of an existing structure for properties that
are within the HD and HD-SR overlay zones. The Single-Family
Compatibility Permit applies only to properties within limited
designated geographic areas for which applications for second building
stories or upper-story additions; the regulations are intended to
address concerns regarding “mansionization” in lower-scale singlefamily neighborhoods.

•

City of Gardens Standards. The City of Gardens Standards apply to
multi-family projects within RM districts, certain specific plan areas, and
the CL and CO commercial districts. City of Gardens standards are an
innovative set of zoning regulations aimed at creating more livable
multi-family housing projects, encouraging designs that typify the
garden character of earlier apartments and bungalow courts in
Pasadena. These standards are also an integral way of encouraging the
production of multi-family apartments and condominium projects of
lasting quality.

•

Historic Review. Because of the age, history, and rich fabric of
Pasadena, many structures contain valuable and historic architectural
features. The Pasadena Zoning code requires that properties within
historic districts and individually designated historic properties must be
reviewed and approved prior to alteration or development. Pasadena’s
“Design Guidelines for Historic Districts” and the Secretary of the
Interior’s “Standards for Rehabilitation” help guide historic review. City
staff carefully reviews such structures to ensure that historic features
are preserved.
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Implementation:
2021–2029 Objectives:
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•

Continue to implement development review procedures to ensure
maintenance of Pasadena’s architectural character and quality of the
built environment.

•

Implement City of Gardens standards as a tool to enhance the quality
and compatibility of multi-family residential projects.

•

Adopt objective development standards and guidelines as part of the
Specific Plan updates.

Target Population:

Citywide, All economic groups

Time Frame:

Ongoing for design review and implementation of
City of Gardens standards; adopt objective
development standards and guidelines as part of the
Specific Plan updates.

Responsible Agency:

Planning & Community Development

Funding Source(s):

General Fund
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PROGRAM #6: HOUSING SITES
Since 1994, Pasadena’s General Plan has explicitly directed new residential
development into seven specific plan areas. The 2015 update of the Land Use
Element confirmed this direction and more specifically, stated that growth
would occur within the Central District, transit villages, and neighborhood
villages and along selected corridors. This strategy is intended to allow for
continued growth and development while reducing traffic congestion, improving
air quality, providing housing, and stimulating economic development.
Beginning in 2017, the City initiated updates of the seven specific plans and
creation of an eighth for Lamanda Park (comprising parts of the current East
Colorado and East Pasadena Specific Plans). Adoption of all specific plans should
conclude by the end of 2023. The 2015 General Plan established residential
development caps within each specific plan area. However, affordable housing
production is not included within the caps (except within the Fair Oaks/Orange
Grove Specific Plan). Also, adoption of the Specific Plans will expand the overall
residential capacity in Pasadena by increasing development densities in some
areas and allowing residential uses on properties currently zoned exclusively for
residential use. Notably, in this Housing Element the City commits to removing
the development caps stated in the General Plan, and the Specific Plans will not
identify caps.
The RHNA for 2021-2029 is 9,429 units,
divided among four household income
categories as shown on the adjacent
graphic. These housing planning targets
can be addressed through a
combination of housing production
credits and available housing sites. As
mentioned in Appendix C, adequate
sites can be identified to accommodate
the full RHNA at the four income levels.
If, through the update process of the
specific plans, additional housing
capacity is created, this can be reflected
in any subsequent Housing Element
updates.
Implementation:
2021–2029 Objectives:
•

Adopt the eight specific plans and expand housing capacity beyond
current limits to create additional opportunities over time and to
provide additional buffer for no net loss of sites for affordable housing
units.

•

Build on the existing housing permit tracking system by showing how
each specific plan, once adopted, will expand capacity for all types of
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housing—and lower-income sites in particular, which contribute to the
inventory and ease no-net-loss tracking of Housing Element sites
citywide.
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•

Rescind the General Plan’s development cap policy.

•

Continue to implement the current housing replacement program for
non-vacant sites redeveloped with new housing, whereby any project
that involves the demolition of existing, vacated, or demolished
residential uses that are occupied by, or subject to an affordability
requirement for lower-income households within the last five years
(relative to demolition) must be replaced by units affordable to lowerincome households.

•

Investigate new and creative approaches to providing housing, such as
allowing units to be constructed on top of or wrapping parking
structures and easing conversion of office buildings and commercial
space to housing. Amend the Zoning Code to allow housing in
commercial zones, where consistent with General Plan objectives, and
to incentivize the adaptive reuse of nonresidential buildings for
residential uses.

•

Explore land use and zoning tools to facilitate additional and diverse
housing opportunities in Northwest Pasadena either through
alternative housing types and/or acquisition/rehabilitation/adaptive
reuse.

•

Amend the Zoning Code to establish an ordinance to allow the adaptive
reuse of nonresidential buildings for residential uses, including
eliminating Pasadena Municipal Code requirements that are not related
to fire/life safety requirements.

•

Subsequent to the City’s acquisition of the former Interstate 710 rightof-way area, study the potential of capping portions of Interstate 210
and the Interstate 710 stub to create additional land area for housing
and knit back together the community division created by original
freeway construction.

•

Establish a formal system to monitor for loss of sites identified for
affordable housing to achieve the RHNA. The program will include the
ability of City staff to adjust the Housing Element sites inventory over
time―without requiring public hearings―to include new sites included
among those for below-market-rate housing and to remove sites
developed with fewer affordable units than assumed in the sites
inventory. As updated Specific Plan are adopted through 2023, the City
will use the information from those plans to update the sites inventory
and build buffers for the no net loss program.

•

To affirmatively further fair housing choice, continue to target housing
construction of affordable units within high opportunity areas, such as
East Pasadena and portions of the Central District. Aim to establish at
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least 20 percent of the moderate- and lower-income RHNA units in
these high resource areas.
Target Population:

Citywide, All economic groups

Time Frame:

Specific Plans adoption 2022 through 2023
Incorporate Specific Plans in no-net-loss tracking
system in 2022.

Explore land use and zoning tools to facilitate housing
opportunities in Northwest Pasadena by 2024.
Create an adaptive re-use ordinance by 2023.
Create a vision plan for the former Interstate 710
right-of-way by 2028.
Responsible Agency:

Planning & Community Development

Funding Source(s):

General Fund
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PROGRAM #7: MIXED USE/TOD STRATEGY
Pasadena housing growth strategy, as noted above, relies predominantly on
mixed-use and transit-oriented development focused into specific plan areas,
transit villages, and neighborhood villages, plus along key corridors. To
implement the Land Use Element, the City has a mixed-use/transit-oriented
development strategy described below.
•

Mixed-Use Development. Mixed use is the key strategy to increase
housing choices (including affordable housing), concentrate higherdensity projects in specific plan areas, support economic activity, and
improve neighborhood/district walkability. To achieve these benefits,
the City has codified zoning standards that facilitate and encourage
mixed-use projects—such as reducing the project area required for
open space, providing flexibility in meeting that requirement, and
allowing a larger building envelope.

•

Transit-Oriented Development. Transit-oriented development, or TOD,
closely coordinates land use and mobility planning, making it more
convenient to travel throughout the community by transit and foot.
Pasadena has embraced TOD planning since establishment of the Gold
Line (now called the L Line) in the City in 2003. In 2005, Pasadena
adopted TOD standards to encourage projects within a quarter-mile
radius of light rail stations and throughout the greater Central District,
which has three stations. Allowed densities are substantially higher
within one-quarter mile of transit stations. These incentives have
resulted in numerous residential and mixed-use projects, including
Westgate, Del Mar Station, 10 West Walnut, and numerous projects in
East Pasadena near the Sierra Madre station.

Implementation:
2021–2029 Objectives:
•

Continue implementation of mixed-use incentives; monitor and assess
the effectiveness of the incentives on a bi-annual basis. Explore the
adjustment of zoning regulations if the assessment indicates that
current incentives no longer spur housing development.

•

Continue land use, housing, and mobility strategy of encouraging
transit- oriented developments around Metro L Line (Gold Line) transit
stations.

•

Update all specific plans by the end of 2023 to implement new
standards that promote TOD, allowing more housing at higher density
within the Central District, Fair Oaks/Orange Grove, and N. Lake Specific
Plans.

Through the ongoing Specific Plan update process, evaluate the ability of the
density incentives provided to encourage housing
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development.Target Population:
groups

All

Time Frame:

Ongoing

Responsible Agency:

Planning & Community Development

Funding Source(s):

General Fund
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PROGRAM #8: INCLUSIONARY HOUSING
The City’s Inclusionary Housing Ordinance requires that residential and mixeduse projects of 10 or more units dedicate 20 percent of the units as affordable
to very low-, low-, and moderate-income households. For rental housing, at
least five percent must be rented to very low-income households, five percent
to very low- or low-income, and 10 percent to very low-, low-, or moderateincome. As an alternative to constructing the inclusionary units, a developer
may choose one of three options: 1) pay an in-lieu fee, 2) construct the required
units on another site, or 3) donate another site for a portion or total number of
units. If existing affordable units are displaced by a development project, the
required inclusionary units must be provided on that site.
The City’s inclusionary housing ordinance continues to be very effective,
benefitting immensely from AB 1505, which eliminated restrictions on the
application of inclusionary housing ordinances. From 2014 to 2020, 432
inclusionary affordable units were added (building permits issued, under
construction, and completed), and $14,283,090 in developer-paid in-lieu fees
were added to the Inclusionary Housing Trust Fund. During 2020 alone, despite
the COVID-19 pandemic, 135 inclusionary units had building permits issued,
were under construction, or were issued occupancy permits.
The City updated the ordinance in 2019 to increase the inclusionary requirement
from 15 to 20 percent, increase in-lieu fees, and provide a streamlined process
for developers utilize concessions and incentives pursuant to State density bonus
law through a local Affordable Housing Concession Menu.
Implementation:
2021–2029 Objectives:
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•

Continue to monitor effectiveness of the inclusionary housing
ordinance and the expenditure of Inclusionary Housing Trust Funds.

•

Promote the City’s Local Preference Ordinance and upcoming available
inclusionary units at least annually at an outreach event in Northwest
Pasadena.

•

By 2027, investigate ways to incentivize creation of three-bedroom
units and implement those strategies.

Target Population:

Citywide; very low-, low-, and moderate-income
households

Time Frame:

Ongoing

Responsible Agency:

Planning & Community Development and Housing
Departments

Funding Source(s):

General Fund; Inclusionary Housing Trust
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PROGRAM #9: REMOVAL OF CONSTRAINTS
The Constraints chapter of this Housing Element identifies several conditions and
practices that act to constrain housing development. By addressing these
conditions and practices, the City can streamline development processes, thus
allowing developers to get housing to market faster and less expensively.
•

Development Review. City staff continues to examine how
modifications to development review procedures and requirements—
design review, permit processing, commission reviews, and other
features—can be improved to streamline the process. In 2020,
Pasadena implemented a new Land Management System to
consolidate and streamline several processes, including use of an online
plan check tool. In the future, further improvements may include
broader by-right approval processes, streamlined environmental
review, and tighter timeframes to comply with SB 330 (statutes of
2019). The City assesses the improvements in light of staffing loads,
community expectations, service demands, and funding.

•

Development Fees. Development fees largely are established based on
nexus studies and the cost of providing municipal services and
infrastructure to serve new development. The California legislature has
focused on fees as significant cost driving up housing prices and
proposed laws to control fees. The City sets its fees to reflect cost
recovery, will continue to review fees on a regular basis (every two to
three years), and will impose fees consistent with community
expectations for services and facilities and in compliance with all state
laws

•

Short-Term Rentals. Pasadena is a destination and vacation city, not
just during the annual Rose Parade and Rose Bowl festivities but yearround. Some property owners look to profit from this circumstance by
renting out their units for short-term vacation stays, thus removing
homes from the ordinary rental market and potentially driving up prices
to purchase properties because of the income potential. While
Pasadena has a short-term rental ordinance, regulations may be
revisited if the City finds that short-term rental activities are adversely
impacting housing supply.

•

Residential Care Facilities. With the passage of several State laws
addressing transitional and supportive housing, the distinction between
such housing and group homes has become blurred. The Pasadena
Zoning Code (Municipal Code Title 17) subsumes the definition of group
homes within that of “residential care facilities,” with the specific
distinction that a residential care facility involves 24-hour nonmedical
care. Residential care facilities for seven or more persons require a
conditional use permit in residential and commercial zones, whereas
transitional and supportive housing do not. The regulations will be
revisited as part of the comprehensive Zoning Code update to ensure
the distinctions are clear and all regulations comply with current State
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law. This will include addressing the need for any conditional use
permit requirement to focus on life safety conditions of such facilities
and not the persons being housed.
•

Development Caps. The City’s General Plan identifies development
caps that limit the number of residential units and non-residential
square footage permitted to be built within each Specific Plan area. The
General Plan also allows the conversion of non-residential square
footage to residential units. The City will establish the specific
requirements for conversion to ensure housing is allowed to be
developed in Specific Plan areas. Also, the City is committed to
removing the caps set forth in the General Plan and will not include caps
in the updated Specific Plans.

•

Emergency Housing. Meeting the needs of Pasadena’s unhoused
residents includes ensuring that emergency housing is available
commensurate with identified need. Zoning regulations need to clearly
identify where emergency housing can be established, and the
development regulations need to be crafted in manner that allows such
facilities to be readily established. State law is very specific regarding
zoning regulations for emergency housing, including requiring Low
Barrier Navigation Centers to be a by-right use in mixed-use and
nonresidential zones.

•

Ongoing Evaluation. Over time, potential constraints to the
development, maintenance, and improvement of housing will arise due
to changing conditions and local needs. These potential constraints may
be related to municipal codes, environmental conditions, funding
availability, or City processes. The City will respond to changing
conditions as they arise and evaluate whether further adjustments to
local government practices are needed to provide a welcoming
environment for housing production.

Implementation:
2021–2029 Objective(s):
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•

Study ways to streamline design review process and implement process
improvements by 2026.

•

Study live/work regulations to determine whether loosening limitations
on the residential square footage would help meet targeted housing
needs. If changes are determined to be appropriate, implement those
changes by 2026.

•

Create a modified development review process (from entitlement to
building permit)_for projects providing at least 60 percent of the total
units as affordable and for all projects seeking Low Income Housing Tax
Credits to remove timing constraints.
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•

Review development fees following implementation of development
process improvements.

•

Periodically review potential constraints to the development,
maintenance, and improvement of housing as conditions change.

•

As part of the Zoning Code update program, identify and, where
feasible, remove constraints in the Pasadena Municipal Code which: 1)
prohibit or overburden the use of manufactured and prefabricated
housing, and 2) inhibit establishment of residential care facilities for
seven or more persons that may in fact operate as transitional or
supportive housing.

•

Publish the process for conversion of non-residential square footage to
residential units.

•

Eliminate the residential development caps established in the General
Plan for the Specific Plan areas by the end of 2023, and do not include
caps in the updated Specific Plans.

•

Eliminate the discretionary Affordable Housing Concessions Permit
process that applies to the density bonus program

Target Population:

All economic groups

Time Frame:

Create a modified development review process for
affordable housing projects in 2022. Other analysis,
study, and change by 2026 and ongoing.

Responsible Agency:

Planning & Community Development

Funding Source(s):

General Fund
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PROGRAM #10: REGULATORY INCENTIVES
Because Pasadena is built out with well-established development patterns,
housing incentives represent the key means to facilitate the construction of
affordable and market-rate housing in targeted growth areas.
•

Density Bonus. Pasadena implements a density bonus ordinance to
incentivize the production of affordable housing. Because the
ordinance, as of June 2021, has not been updated to reflect evolving
State density bonus law, the City defaults to the requirements of State
law where the local ordinance conflicts. Given the effectiveness and
flexibility of the City’s concession menu ordinance, many developers
opt instead to use the concession programs in that ordinance over
density bonus provisions. The City, in a May 2021 memorandum,
outlined the relationship between density bonus law and the
inclusionary housing ordinance to assist the development community.

•

Parking Incentives. Reductions in parking requirements are available to
facilitate affordable, special needs, and transit-oriented housing. For
example, tandem parking may fulfill up to 30 percent of the parking
requirement in multi-family and mixed-use projects. Parking may be
reduced to 0.5 space per unit for senior housing and 0.25 space for
single room occupancy units. The City also requires a reduction in
parking for transit-oriented development within one-quarter mile of a
light rail station and in the Central District Transit-Oriented Area.
However, through the public engagement process for the Housing
Element, the public noted additional constraints imposed by
Pasadena’s parking regulations.

•

Minor Variances. The City has created other flexible tools to facilitate
new housing, such as the minor variance process. Eligible projects can
receive the following minor variances: 1) yard setback requirements,
with no limit on percentage of deviation; 2) size of landscape areas in
multi-family districts (including City of Gardens projects); 3) fence/wall
height, with no limit on percentage of deviation; 4) building heights; and
5) other development standards set forth in the municipal code.

Implementation:
2021–2029 Objective(s):
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•

Update the density bonus ordinance to parallel State law and include
any additional incentives unique to and desired by Pasadena—and
reflective of its relationship to the inclusionary housing ordinance.

•

In the updated specific plans, provide targeted parking reductions
based on a combination of uses and other factors. Consider changes to
the zoning regulations that allow the unbundling of parking costs from
housing rent payments.
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•

Update the Affordable Housing Concessions Menu by 2025 to align with
the incentives on the menu to be consistent with current State Density
Bonus law.

•

By 2023, establish reduced processing time for both entitlement and
plan checking for affordable housing projects (with 50 percent or more
units for lower-income households). The goal is to reduce the plan
check time from the current 30 days to 15 days. Prioritize processing of
projects in Northwest Pasadena.

Target Population:

Citywide, All economic groups

Time Frame:

Zoning Code and Specific Plan amendments by 2024

Responsible Agency:

Planning & Community Development

Funding Source(s):

General Fund
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PROGRAM #11: ALTERNATIVE HOUSING OPPORTUNITIES
Pasadena residential neighborhoods offer a diversity of housing types that vary
in type, density, and vintage. The challenge in creating new housing
opportunities is how to integrate new units into established and highly defined
neighborhoods.
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•

Accessory Dwelling Units. Beginning in 2017, the State legislature
passed a series of laws regulating accessory dwelling units, or ADUs,
recognizing the ability of such housing to provide an ample source of
smaller units considered affordable by design. These laws now largely
pre-empt local regulations, and homeowners have the authority to
construct a detached ADU as well as a junior ADU (essentially a rented
room with an efficiency kitchen) in a single-family residence. Under
certain conditions, extra space in multi-family dwellings can be
converted to units. Rent from second units can help modest income
and elderly homeowners remain in or continue affording their homes.
As of June 2020, the City had not adopted a local ADU ordinance and
thus relies upon the provisions of State law. In 2019-2020, Pasadena
received 150 applications for ADUs. In 2020, the City’ Housing
Department initiated a pilot program to provide loans to qualifying
property owners wishing to construct a new ADU or to legalize an
existing ADU constructed without proper permits. Also in 2021, the City
launched a joint ADU Technical Services project with SCAG, which
includes a review of current ADU approval processes and any
recommended improvements; potential prototype plans, together with
development of other materials to encourage ADU production in
Pasadena.

•

Religious Facilities with Affordable Housing Ordinance. Pasadena is
home to a multitude of properties owned by churches, mosques,
temples, and other religious institutions. In 2022, the City started the
process of investigating whether to allow housing development to
occur on these properties. Local institutions and housing advocacy
organizations have expressed enthusiasm over such a program.

•

Caltrans Houses.
For decades, the California Department of
Transportation (Caltrans) has owned the homes located along the
planned route for the I-710 freeway extension. With the State
Legislature’s action not to pursue the extension, plans continue to move
forward for reuse of the Caltrans properties. Many of the large homes
could readily be converted to supportive housing, and the City has
already completed a demonstration project by purchasing and
rehabilitating a unit, plus adding an ADU, with all units provided for
lower-income households.
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Implementation:
2020–2029 Objectives:
•

Adopt an ordinance that allows for affordable housing development on
properties owned by and zoned for religious institutions. .

•

Investigate how the City or a partner organization may serve as the
property manager for property owners who construct ADUs but wish to
have a low-cost option for managing the rental.

•

Review the current ADU standards and review process and evaluate
how best to amend the ordinance to reflect State law while maintaining
the character and quality of residential neighborhoods. Make any
adjustments needed to facilitate ADU production.

•

Continue the pilot program to fund ADU construction for properties
owners committed to covenanting the units as affordable housing for a
time period specified in the program. Depending upon the success of
the first phase of the pilot program, allocate funding for furthering the
program.

•

Implement recommendations from the ADU Technical Services project,
where feasible.

•

Explore the purchase of Caltrans I-710 properties for creative housing
types for lower-income and special needs households.

•

Monitor and review all ADU programs in 2024 for effectiveness to
ensure ADU production and affordability goals are being achieved. As
necessary, adjust the incentives in 2025 to facilitate production.

Target Population:

All economic groups citywide

Time Frame:

Adopt the Religious Facilities with Affordable Housing
ordinance in 2022.
Complete the second phase of the ADU pilot program
by 2023.
Follow up on recommendations of the ADU Technical
Services project (due October 2022) in 2023-24.
Relinquishment of Caltrans I-710 properties has been
initiated and the planning and environmental
evaluation process will occur throughout the cycle.

Responsible Agency:

Planning & Community Development and Housing
Departments.

Funding Source(s):

General Fund
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PROGRAM #12: FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
The City provides financial assistance for developers of affordable housing to
encourage the production of affordable housing. Assistance may include direct
financial contributions, land assemblage/write-downs, and fee modifications or
waivers.
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•

City Assistance. During 2014-2020, the City provided funding to assist
in the rehabilitation, preservation, or development of 225 affordable
units. Funding resources include the Inclusionary Housing Trust Fund,
HOME, State, and federal funds. Eligible uses include new construction
(rental and ownership), property acquisition, rehabilitation (rental and
ownership), homebuyer assistance, special needs housing, and
affordable housing preservation. When funds are available, the Housing
Department issues Notices of Funding Availability (NOFAs) and requests
for proposals to solicit competitive proposals. For example, in 2020 the
City and nonprofit developer BRIDGE Housing entered into a
development and loan agreement with $4,992,683 in funding
assistance for the new construction of a 70-unit permanent supportive
housing complex for homeless seniors, located on the City-owned
“Heritage Square South” site. In 2021, the City partnered with The
California Statewide Communities Development Authority (a joint
powers authority) to set aside 513 units in the Hudson and Westgate
apartment developments for low- and moderate-income households.

•

Land Assemblage/Write-downs. The City may also provide land writedowns to selected developers in the acquisition and disposition of
housing sites and/or surplus properties for the construction or
rehabilitation of affordable housing units. Typically, developers acquire
and assemble lots before submitting an application for development
and City funding. Subject to the availability of funding, the City will
continue to seek property acquisition opportunities, consider land
write-downs and other creative land subsidies, and assemble sites for
affordable housing.

•

Fee Reduction. Developers of affordable housing are not required to
request fee waivers or reductions. Projects with affordable units
automatically qualify for fee reductions, which are accounted for at the
time of building permit issuance. Affordable projects receive fee
reductions of up to $25,000 per unit, with a cap of $125,000 per project.
Fee modifications are increased progressively for projects that provide
a higher percentage of affordable units and deeper income targets. The
fee modification also includes a reduced residential impact fee and
traffic impact fee for affordable housing. From 2014 to 2019, 17
projects received over $7 million total in impact fee reductions by
providing affordable housing.

•

The City participates in a State program—Housing Is Key—that provides
rental assistance to qualified households. In November 2021, the City
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approved 900 rental assistance applications, drawing from a fund of
$11.3M.
Implementation:
2021–2029 Objectives:
•

Contingent on availability, provide funding support for the production,
rehabilitation, and preservation of up to 90 affordable units annually.

•

Continue to provide reduced fees for new affordable housing units and
consider applying fee waivers to ADU construction where occupancy is
restricted to lower-income households.

•

Continue to provide reduced fees for the new affordable housing units.
For ADU construction, comply with State requirement to provide waiver
of local impact fees. In addition, continue to offer local impact fee
waiver for units that exceed the State size requirements if the units are
available for family members, deed restricted for seven years as lowincome housing, or rent exclusively to Housing Choice Voucher
households. In 2024, evaluate the current approach to creating
affordable ADUs and develop a program to waive fees, as legally and
economically feasible, for affordable ADUs.

•

Identify opportunities to convert existing market rate housing to
affordable units. Proactively target properties that have a high potential
to be converted, and work with the owners to achieve the conversion.

•

Use all available and applicable State funding programs for new
affordable housing construction and rent subsidies, including the
Housing is Key program.

•

Investigate the most effective means available to generate funds locally
to support the construction of affordable housing in Pasadena, such as
but not limited to a residential property vacancy tax, real estate
transaction fee, and commercial and industrial development linkage
fee.

•

Annually pursue opportunities for increasing voucher allocations to
Pasadena.

Target Population:

Citywide; Extremely low-, very low-, low-, and
moderate-income households

Time Frame:

Ongoing for seeking funding and reducing fees
Identify potential properties for conversion by 2023
and ongoing
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Responsible Agency:

Housing Department

Funding Source(s):

General Fund; grants; loans; set-aside funds
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PROGRAM #13: HOMEBUYERS ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
Pasadena has traditionally offered several homeownership programs to increase
the number of affordable housing opportunities. Though the loss of
redevelopment funding has significantly curtailed these efforts, the City will be
pursuing additional funding to restore past program efforts.
•

Homebuyer Education. The City contracts with Neighborhood Housing
Services of Los Angeles County (NHS) to provide homebuyers’ education
and counseling to lower-income renters to purchase housing. Program
services also include credit counseling, financial prequalification,
referrals, and limited financial assistance to first-time homebuyers. NHS
also employs certified foreclosure counselors who work with
homeowners and lenders in the home mortgage lending process.

•

Homeownership Assistance. Because the State loan assistance limits
under the CalHome program are insufficient to bridge the financing gap
between market sale prices and low-income affordability given the high
cost of housing in Pasadena, this program does not work locally.
However, CalHome assistance may be helpful to provide deeper income
affordability in for-sale housing projects that already require lowincome units (e.g., projects subject to density bonus or inclusionary
requirements). Thus, developers of such projects may opt to apply to
the State for CalHome funds. Also, in 2021 the State awarded Pasadena
approximately $5.6M in Permanent Local Housing Allocation funds
through 2026, a portion of which will be used to provide workforce
housing down payment assistance loans to homebuyers.

Implementation:
2021–2029 Objective(s):
•

Continue to provide homebuyer education, foreclosure counseling, and
closing cost assistance to prospective homebuyers on an annual basis.

•

Conduct at least one homebuyer workshop each year in Northwest
Pasadena.

Target Population:

Citywide; extremely low, very low, low, and
moderate-income households

Time Frame:

Ongoing

Responsible Agency:

Housing Department, NHS

Funding Source(s):

HOME; CalHOME;
Allocation funds
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PROGRAM #14: RENTAL HOUSING ASSISTANCE
The Housing Department is the federally designated agency for implementing
rental assistance programs for income-eligible households, as well eligible
families experiencing homelessness, individuals, and persons with special needs.
During the COVID-19 pandemic of 2020-2021, temporary rental assistance and
rental forgiveness programs at the federal, State, and local level provided safety
nets for residents who lost their jobs during the economic shutdown. Those
programs are not anticipated to continue during this sixth cycle Housing Element
and therefore are not discussed here as programs to be carried through 2029.
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•

Housing Choice Vouchers. The Housing Department issues
approximately 1,285 vouchers annually to income-eligible Pasadena
residents. The City’s priority and preference system for allocating
vouchers adhere to the following order: residency, working, disability,
veteran, involuntary displacement, and substandard housing.

•

Special Needs. Pasadena administers vouchers for special needs
groups. These include persons living with HIV/AIDS and their families
under the Housing Opportunities for Persons with Aids (HOPWA)
program. Vouchers are also issued to non-elderly disabled (NED) people
under two programs: NED #1 must be selected from the Section 8
waiting list and meet the definition of non-elderly disabled households,
and NED #2 provides rental assistance to very low-income people.
Federal funds are also allocated for the Continuum of Care (CoC)
program.

•

Rapid Rehousing. The City continues to receive Los Angeles County
Measure H funding for rapid rehousing of single adults as well as
homelessness prevention for individuals. This funding is contracted out
to local, non-profit homeless service providers. In late 2021, the City
submitted a new grant application for $103,667 in Measure H funds.
Additionally, the City has allocated $1.2 million of Emergency Solutions
Grant (ESG-CV) funding made available through the CARES Act for rapid
rehousing activities. In fiscal year 2022, the City expects to receive
Homeless Housing, Assistance and Prevention Round 2 grant funding
from the State of California, which will be allocated toward additional
rapid rehousing activities. In 2021, the City approved two projects that
will provide housing for homeless individuals and seniors: a Salvation
Army development and Heritage Square South in Northwest Pasadena.

•

Case Management. Case management for rental assistance is
supported with Los Angeles Measure H funding. This initiative helps
rental assistance participants who had previously experienced
homelessness to assist them to remain in good standing with the rental
assistance program.

•

Rent Stabilization. In 2019, the California Governor signed AB 1482,
which capped rent increases statewide through December 31, 2030.
Rent increases are tied to increases in the consumer price index. Given
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that the legislation applies equally throughout the State, it does not
reflect unique conditions in more expensive housing markets like
Pasadena’s.
Implementation:
2021–2029 Objective(s):
•

Assist 1,200 households annually or the number of vouchers allocated
under the housing choice voucher program, including project-based
vouchers.

•

Continue to allocate available vouchers to special needs groups under
the HOPWA, NED, and CoC programs.

•

Increase the availability of rental vouchers by applying for special needs
or other vouchers when available.

•

Expand outreach and education on the State’s new Source of Income
protection (SB 329 and SB 222), prohibiting housing discrimination
against those utilizing public assistance for housing payments (including
housing choice vouchers).

•

Work with local property owners and landlords on an ongoing basis to
encourage their willingness to accept vouchers and thus increase the
supply of units citywide where vouchers can be used.

•

Seek available funding or new grants to continue rapid rehousing
activities, particularly funds available through Measure H.

•

Investigate the feasibility of enacting local rent stabilization controls
that reflect conditions unique to Pasadena.

Target Population:

Citywide; extremely low, very low, and low-income
households

Time Frame:

Vouchers: Annually
Landlord education: Ongoing
Seek funding and grants: Annually
Develop and distribute information on Source of
Income protection by 2022 and ongoing thereafter
Investigate local rent stabilization ordinance: by
2026

Responsibility:

Housing Department

Funding Source:

U.S. Department of Housing & Urban Development
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PROGRAM #15: AFFORDABLE HOUSING PRESERVATION
The City of Pasadena has an expansive inventory of deed-restricted affordable
housing and a smaller inventory of market-rate affordable projects. Preserving
existing affordable housing, both market rate and government deed-restricted
projects, are important goals.
•

Deed-Restricted Affordable Housing. Pasadena has approximately
3,000 publicly assisted multi-family units that are deed restricted as
affordable to lower-income households (owner and rental).
Approximately 243 of the covenanted units will come up for renewal by
2031. Properties owned by non-profit entities with an affordable
housing mission are less at risk than properties owned by for-profit
entities. About half of the units cited above are owned by profitmotivated organizations; most of these units consist of covenanted
units within a market-rate multi-family housing development. The City
monitors the status of these projects and reaches out to owners to
determine ways to preserve the units as affordable. The City proactively
monitors the list of at-risk properties, explores funding sources to keep
the affordable units as affordable, presents options for developers
building new projects to preserve at-risk units, and ensures tenants are
properly notified of impending conversions as required by State law.
For example, in June 2021, the City closed on the transaction to
rehabilitate and preserve the 114-unit La Villa Lake senior rental
housing complex at 1070 N. Lake Avenue.
Properties owned by for-profit entities will continue to be more difficult
to preserve. One strategy would involve partnering with a non-profit
housing provider to purchase long-term leases for the units and then
rent them to qualifying households.

•

Market Rate Affordable Housing. Pasadena helps to preserve market
rate housing affordable to lower-income households through
acquisition and rehabilitation (Program #3), historic preservation
(Program #4), and funding assistance (Program #11). Developers can
fulfill their inclusionary housing ordinance obligations by acquiring,
rehabilitating, and preserving existing market rate units as affordable
housing. Since this is a complex issue, an objective to study options for
preserving non-deed-restricted affordable housing and tenant
protections is included as an action for this Housing Element.

Implementation:
2021–2029 Objectives:
•
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Preserve all possible deed-restricted housing at risk of conversion
during the planning period by: 1) conducting early outreach to property
owners (at least three years prior to potential conversion), 2) identifying
partners to preserve the units, 3) ensuring property owners/landlords
comply with notification requirements (three-year, one-year, and six-
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month), and 4) discussing with the City Council annually (or as
otherwise appropriate) the possible allocation of funds for preservation
(balanced with other housing program priorities).
•

Continue activities to preserve market rate affordable housing through
rehabilitation loans. Inform builders of the option to satisfy inclusionary
housing ordinance requirements through acquisition/rehabilitation of
rental properties.

•

At the predevelopment review stage, inform builders of the option to
fulfill inclusionary requirements with off-site acquisition/rehabilitation.

•

Beginning in 2023 and updating annually, generate a list of small older
multi-family rental properties for potential acquisition/rehabilitation
and deed restriction. Target properties in Northwest Pasadena.

•

Before 2027, study whether the Inclusionary Housing Ordinance should
be amended to provide an option for allowing developers to fund
rehabilitation of non-deed-restricted affordable housing. If the study
indicates the option to be a productive means of preserving affordable
housing, include provisions in the IHO by 2029.

Target Population:

Citywide; extremely low, very low, and low-income
households

Time Frame:

Ongoing

Responsibility:

Housing Department

Funding Source:

Local, State, and federal funds
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PROGRAM #16: HOUSING FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
Pasadena encourages the development of housing suitable for people with
disabilities (including developmental disabilities) and funds supportive services
to address their needs.
•

Building Design. The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) mandates
certain requirements for multi-family housing units to be accessible to
people with disabilities. There are also techniques for improving the
accessibility of housing through the adoption of principles of “universal
design,” “visitability,” or “barrier free” housing. Features typically
include zero-step entrances, wide doorways that can accommodate
wheelchairs, and other key features.

•

Reasonable Accommodation. Pasadena’s housing stock was
predominantly built before ADA requirements and may not be as
accessible as new units. Therefore, the City’s municipal code establishes
a process for requesting and granting reasonable modifications to
zoning, development regulations, building codes, and land use to allow
for the fullest access to housing. The City will simplify the process and
thus improve access to housing for people with disabilities.

•

Housing Opportunities. Expanding housing opportunities for people
with disabilities (including developmental disabilities) is a necessary
step toward achieving Pasadena’s housing vision. The City supports the
construction of housing and group quarters suitable for people with
disabilities. The City allocates vouchers (Program #15) for people with
disabilities to live in housing in an integrated setting with other
nondisabled people. The City uses federal and state grants, as well as
county and local tax revenue, to provide services and permanent
housing for the unhoused population, a significant percentage of whom
have disabilities. Notably, $3.15 million of Continuum of Care funding
received from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) is utilized for the provision of permanent supportive housing to
people with a disabling condition.

Implementation:
2021–2029 Objective(s):
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•

Continue to process applications for reasonable accommodations in an
expeditious manner.

•

Seek opportunities and grants to fund the provision of housing and
services for people with disabilities (including developmental
disabilities) as funding arises.

•

Amend the Municipal Code to remove the Minor Variance requirement
for a request for a reasonable accommodation and replace the process
with a staff-level ministerial action.
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Target Population:

All economic groups

Time Frame:

Ongoing for grants; amend Reasonable
Accommodation provisions by 2023

Responsibility:

Planning & Community Development; Housing

Funding Source:

Local, State, and federal funds
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PROGRAM #17: HOUSING FOR SENIORS
Pasadena continues to have a sizable senior population. Many retirement
communities have been built in the City since Pasadena was established.
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•

Housing Facilities. Pasadena offers more than 1,200 units of senior
housing, the majority of which are deed-restricted affordable to lowincome seniors through covenants. In addition, more than 500 housing
choice vouchers are allocated to seniors to rent housing in the
community. The production of senior housing is also encouraged in
multi-family districts, where provisions for parking reductions, density
bonus incentives, and fee reductions apply. The City actively seeks
partners to preserve affordable senior housing, such as the
arrangement with the Retirement Housing Foundation t rehabilitate
and preserve the 150-unit Concord senior housing development and
the 70-unit Heritage Square rental project for older residents.

•

Life Care Facilities. As the baby boomer population continues to age
and grow, senior housing providers are expanding their housing
facilities and services to include “life-care” housing opportunities,
ranging from independent and semi- independent to assisted-living
housing. The concept is to allow seniors who no longer reside in singlefamily homes to age in place without having to move to a completely
different community or building as their health needs change. To that
end, Pasadena works with life-care facility providers and developers to
facilitate the construction of senior life-care facilities.

•

At-Risk Seniors. A significant percentage of grant funding and local
dollars spent on homeless services, including Continuum of Care and
Emergency Solutions Grant program funding, provide housing and
supportive services to seniors. In June 2020, the City and BRIDGE
Housing entered into a development and loan agreement for the new
construction of a 70-unit permanent supportive housing complex for
homeless seniors, located on the City-owned “Heritage Square South”
site.

•

Senior Services. Pasadena seniors benefit from supportive services that
enable them to live at home as independently as possible. The City
funds organizations that provide meal and nutrition, recreation, health
care, and service programs. Many programs operate from Pasadena’s
Senior Center. The City’s transit line offers subsidized low-cost public
transit for seniors. The City also implements its MASH program, which
provides free home maintenance, repairs, and property maintenance
for eligible seniors.

•

Shared Housing. Existing housing units can help meet seniors’ needs
through shared housing programs. Seniors who remain mobile and wish
to remain in their single-family homes but may not have the financial
resources for maintenance can look for other seniors or younger
roommates to reduce living costs. This model can achieve many
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objectives simultaneously —allow seniors to live independently,
provide them with companionship and support with daily
care/assistance with tasks, create affordable housing options for
students, and encourage intergenerational interactions.
Implementation:
2021–2029 Objective(s):
•

Continue to support the construction of new senior housing and lifecare facilities and the preservation of affordable senior housing.

•

Continue to fund the provision of supportive services for senior
residents as funding becomes available.

•

Use Measure H and other targeted funding sources to meet the
particular needs of seniors at risk of becoming homeless or who are
currently unhoused.

•

Explore the creation of a City-sponsored shared housing program.

Target Population:

Seniors from all economic groups

Time Frame:

Providing senior housing and services: ongoing
through the CDBG and other funding programs
Shared housing program: Investigate 2022-23 and if
feasible, implement by 2025

Responsibility:

Housing Department

Funding Source: Local, State, and federal funds
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PROGRAM #18: FAMILY, YOUTH, AND STUDENT HOUSING
The City of Pasadena implements several programs to assist in developing and
providing housing for families, including families with children, emancipated
foster-care youth, and college-age persons.
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•

Development of Housing for Families. During the public outreach for
this Housing Element, many participants identified the lack of
affordable housing for families with children. Residents noted the
difficulty of finding three-bedroom or larger apartments and houses
that provide the space needed for larger families in particular. Because
most new housing production in Pasadena consists of multi-family
housing, opportunities to create units with three-plus bedrooms are
limited unless incentives or subsidies are provided (as the City has done
for the Marv’s Place and Summit Grove projects).

•

Housing for Emancipated Youth. Emancipating youth refers to youth
“aging out” of the foster care system, as well as a broader group of
youth becoming independent adults before the age of 18. About 1,500
foster youth age out of the Los Angeles County child welfare system
each year. Most have nowhere to turn for jobs, housing, education, or
support. Studies show that this population is at higher risk of
homelessness. The City historically has not provided programs targeted
to emancipated foster youth as other programs for affordable
apartments and supportive housing help address their needs. The goal
is to ensure these youth have access to the information that can help
them find appropriate services.

•

Student Housing. Pasadena is home to Caltech, Fuller Theological
Seminary, ArtCenter of Design, Pasadena City College, and other small
private colleges that collectively enroll more than 45,000 students. The
exceptionally large number of educational institutions in Pasadena
creates a high demand for apartments and affordable housing for
faculty and students. While Fuller Theological Seminary is moving
toward a predominant online presence, ArtCenter has expanded to a
second campus on South Raymond Avenue and has plans to provide
housing. Pasadena City College supports the educational aspirations for
about 29,000 students every year, and statewide data show that as high
as 17 percent of these students face housing challenges. The City will
continue to work with the private institutions to prepare and update
Master Plans to provide additional housing opportunities. Pasadena
City College’s land use decisions are not subject to City regulation, but
Pasadena supports efforts to allow housing on College lands to meet a
significant student housing need.
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Implementation:
2021–2029 Objective(s):
•

Work with organizations that oversee foster youth to help provide
information regarding housing and services available to meet their
needs as they transition out of the foster system.

•

Identify incentives that can be used to encourage production of multifamily housing units with three or more bedrooms and incorporate
those incentives into zoning and other appropriate development
regulations.

•

Work with private colleges and universities to require that student,
faculty, and staff housing be proactively addressed in updated master
plans.

•

Continue to offer residential impact fee reductions for student housing.

•

Support State legislation that authorizes construction of student
housing on community college campuses. Encourage Pasadena City
College to take advantage of any existing and future State legislation
that authorizes construction of student housing on community college
campuses, and work with the College to identify potential partnerships.

Target Population:

All economic groups

Time Frame:

Coordination work and lobbying efforts are ongoing
throughout the cycle.
Incentives for production of 3+ bedroom units will be
examined as part of the Specific Plan updates and
zoning code update to be completed by 2024.

Responsibility:

Planning & Community Development; Housing
Department

Funding Source:

Local, State, and federal funds
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PROGRAM #19: HOMELESS SERVICES
Pasadena employs a multi-faceted approach to addressing homelessness, as set
forth in its Ten-Year Strategy to End Homelessness. As noted in the 2020
Pasadena Homeless Count, “although we continue to battle complex societal
factors that are compounded by long-standing structural inequities, an
increasing number of people are successfully getting connected to services and
housing.”
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•

Continuum of Care. Pasadena has traditionally implemented a
Continuum of Care (CoC) approach to addressing homelessness. A
network of service agencies has emerged to address the needs of
Pasadena’s homeless population: The Pasadena Partnership to End
Homelessness. The Pasadena Partnership is the primary entity in
Pasadena focused on meeting the housing and service needs of people
experiencing homelessness. As a CoC designee, the Pasadena
Partnership receives funding from HUD for its programs. The City’s
Housing Department is a collaborative applicant for the CoC funding.

•

Rapid Re-housing/Transition. Pasadena supplements the CoC system
with a Rapid Re-housing Approach, as described in Program #15. This
highly successful model provides an option for placing individuals and
families experiencing homelessness immediately into permanent
housing with supportive services. Rapid re-housing participants are
provided with short-term interventions such as deposit assistance;
short-term rent subsidies; and stabilization services including case
management, budgeting assistance, and assistance to increase income.

•

Motel/Hotel Conversions. Pasadena has many motels that have the
potential to be converted to affordable housing. In 2018, the City
passed a hotel/motel conversion ordinance to make it easier to convert
existing hotels and motels to affordable housing.

•

Supportive Services. Pasadena continues to support agencies that
provide supportive services to people experiencing homelessness.
Services are provided by a network of organizations (nonprofit, local
government, for- profit, etc.) addressing both chronic and temporary
homeless conditions people of all ages and backgrounds face, with the
key goals of providing transitional and permanent housing. This
assistance may include food services, job training, mental health,
substance abuse recovery, referral services, and other services that
enable people to transition to live full and productive lives.
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Implementation
2021-2029 Objective(s):
•

Update and implement on an ongoing basis the recommendations in
the City’s Ten-Year Strategy to End Homelessness.

•

Continue programs to allow for the permanent conversion of motels to
supportive and transitional housing.

•

Continue to provide weather-activated motel vouchers to people
experiencing homelessness.

•

Working through the CoC Board, continue to prioritize funding for
permanent supportive housing when it is eligible and feasible with the
funding source.

•

Pursue investments in homelessness prevention programming to
reduce the number of people who experience homelessness for the first
time due to the anticipated sharp increase in demand for prevention
and diversion services when eviction moratoria are lifted in response to
the COVID-19 pandemic.

•

Through the CoC, explore using State funding to support a “Moving On”
program for formerly chronically homeless participants living in a local
permanent supportive housing site. The program will provide direct
assistance via move-in costs, security deposits, etc. to support the
transfer over to a less service-intensive housing assistance resource and
free up permanent supportive housing units for those currently
experiencing homelessness who need the housing and intensive
services that accompany it.

•

Investigate establishing a “safe parking” ordinance that allows people
without permanent housing to park on a temporary basis in designated
safe parking areas, with some form of discretionary review required to
allow such use. If found to be an appropriate City program, establish
an ordinance by 2024.

Target Population:

Extremely low-,
households

Time Frame:

Update the Ten-Year Plan by 2025

very

low-,

and

low-income

Investigate “Moving On” program by 2024
All other programs are ongoing
Responsibility:

Housing Department working with the Pasadena
Partnership to End Homelessness

Funding Source:

HUD
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PROGRAM #20: FAIR HOUSING
Pasadena’s fair housing program supports its vision of a socially and
economically diverse community by facilitating the provision of housing
opportunities for all persons, regardless of their status. Pasadena’s efforts to
affirmatively further fair housing law are detailed below. Many of the programs
involve work of the Human Rights Center through its contract with the City.
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•

Fair Housing Services. Pasadena contracts with nonprofit agencies to
promote the enforcement of fair and equal housing opportunity laws.
These agencies provides counseling and referrals, landlord and tenant
dispute resolution, discrimination and complaint processing, education,
outreach, training, technical assistance, advocacy, and relocation
assistance. The City implements its Housing Mediation Ordinance,
which oversees landlord-tenant disputes.

•

Fair Housing Impediments. Fair housing concerns have varied over the
past decades concurrent with case law, improved awareness, and
contemporary challenges. In accordance with federal and State fair
housing law, the City regularly prepares an Analysis of Impediments to
Fair Housing Choice that identifies potential impediments and offers a
menu of strategies to address them. The City will continue to work with
its fair housing provider to affirmatively address identified
impediments.

•

Monitoring. Contracting with non-profit housing organizations, the City
will continue fair housing testing every two years starting in 2022.
Specifically, upon release of 2020 Census data, random testing will be
conducted that reflects the City’s changing demographics and emerging
fair housing trends. Ensure fair housing testing is conducted in
Northwest Pasadena with disproportionate housing needs and
displacement risks.

•

Tenant Protection Ordinance. The City requires property owners to pay
relocation assistance for tenants who are involuntarily displaced from
housing when the tenant is not at fault. Relocation assistance is
required if: 1) the unit is slated for demolition; 2) the building must be
vacated due to health and safety violations; or 3) the landlord seeks to
remove the unit permanently from the rental market. Tenant
protections are also enforceable in the case of condominium
conversions. In 2019, updates to the ordinance strengthened tenant
protections. The City will strengthen protection efforts as follows:

P A S A D E N A
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With additional City funding, the Housing Department will
continue to provide tenant protections counseling and legal
services.

o

Continue implementing the Housing Mediation Ordinance,
which oversees landlord-tenant disputes.
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•

“Renoviction”: By the end of 2022, complete amendments to
administrative regulations in the existing Tenant Protection Ordinance
(TPO) to close loopholes associated with landlord evictions of tenants
for unit improvements.

•

Landlord Education. The Housing Department supports landlord
education through funding to non-profit organizations and partners
with the HRC to conduct fair housing workshops and informational
flyers. Through the contract, the City will expand outreach and
education of the State’s Source of Income Protection laws (SB 329 and
SB 222) defining public assistance, including housing choice vouchers as
legitimate source of income for housing. Also, the City will develop
materials regarding source of income protection for distribution to
rental property owners, including property owners with ADUs and
property owners seeking building permits for small rental complexes
such as duplex and triplex developments.

•

Tenant and Homeowner Education. The City will target dissemination
of Fair Housing Outreach information and notices of available services
and workshops in Northwest neighborhoods identified with
disproportionate housing needs and displacement risks.

•

Unhoused Individuals and Families. The City will engage Mental Health
Advocacy Services to provide fair housing training for homeless services
providers who assist with housing locator services.

•

Expanding Housing Opportunities. A key goal of fair housing is to
create opportunities for people to find housing of all types in all
neighborhoods. Actions to achieve this goal include:
o

Continue the Second Unit Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) Pilot
Program to provide easy financing to construct an ADU in
exchange for leasing the unit to a Section 8 housing choice
voucher holder for seven years. Other options include bringing
an unpermitted ADU (e.g., garage conversions) up to code for
low- to moderate-income households. The goal is to achieve
20 ADUs over eight years.

o

Initiate a program in 2022 to produce pre-approved ADU
building plans to help reduce the cost to property owners of
processing building permits and getting a project more quickly
to construction.

o

Monitor and review all ADU programs for effectiveness to
ensure ADU production and affordability goals are being
achieved. As necessary, adjust the incentives to facilitate
production.

o

Continue to implement the 2021 modifications to the Local
Preference Ordinance for affordable housing (rental or
ownership) developed with City subsidy or under the
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Inclusionary Housing/Density Bonus Ordinances. The
modifications created a new priority category and of a new setaside designed to address displacement (Over-Housed Priority
and Former Resident Set-Aside (20 percent of available units).
o

Increase visibility of the http://pasadenahousingsearch.com
website by publishing an article for the website annually in the
City’s Pasadena-in-Focus newsletter, which is sent to all
Pasadena residents.

o

Work with SocialServe.com (the developer of the
http://pasadenahousingsearch.com website) to include areas
of opportunity as a search feature.

o

In 2021, as part of its Missing Middle policy to address the
growing need for “missing middle” housing—rental units
affordable to the moderate-income workforce—the City
entered a of a Public Benefit Agreement with the California
Statewide Communities Development Authority for the
acquisition of existing apartment projects Westgate
Apartments Phase II and Ill (340 units) and The Hudson, with
173 units. The City will consider additional projects if
opportunities arise during the planning period, with the goals
of acquiring 900 total units.

o

Beginning in 2022, promote the City’s reduced residential
impact fee from $20,000 to $3,000 if the developer builds
workforce units. Currently, this reduction is not being widely
utilized. Promote this incentive during pre-application and
initial project reviews.

Implementation:
2021–2029 Objective(s):
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•

Continue to provide fair housing services, tenant-landlord mediation,
enforcement, and outreach and education services.

•

Expand fair housing outreach and education in Northwest Pasadena,
including at least one annual workshop in the neighborhood.

•

Update the City’s Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice every
five years and implement recommendations contained in it.

•

Conduct fair housing testing every other year beginning in 2022.

•

Continue to implement Pasadena’s Tenant Protection Ordinance and
applicable provisions of the State 2019 Tenant Protection Act, with
expanded tenant protection counseling and legal services.

P A S A D E N A
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•

By 2022, develop materials regarding source of income protection for
distribution to rental property owners, including property owners with
ADUs.

•

At least annually, disseminate Fair Housing Outreach information and
notices of available services and workshops, with targeted outreach in
Northwest neighborhoods.

•

Continue programs focused on landlord education of fair housing laws.

•

Continue to require affirmative marketing of available affordable
housing, especially for inclusionary housing units and affordable
housing projects that received City funding or incentives. Annually
monitor to verify that each builder follows procedures and
requirements for tenant or homebuyer selection.

•

On an ongoing basis, publicize fair housing events and program
information more prominently on City website and at public locations.
Expand methods of outreach and education, especially through social
media and community-based organizations.

•

At least annually make public announcements, via different media (e.g.,
social media, newspaper ads, and public service announcements at
local radio and television channels) related to fair housing programs and
opportunities.

•

In 2023, work with KPAS (local public access television) to create an
informational video on fair housing, including the new source of income
protection.

•

Annually, participate in diversity awareness events and programs at a
variety of locations throughout the City.

•

Annually publicize outcomes of fair housing lawsuits and complaints to
promote the positive outcomes and resolutions.

•

By 2023, establish a method of measuring the progress of fair housing
practices which can include the index of dissimilarity, the Regional
Opportunity Index, and percentage of residents experiencing extreme
housing cost burdens. Report the findings of these metrics as part of
the city’s Housing Element Annual Progress Report each April. Use
information collected to adjust and target community outreach.

Target Population:

Persons with protected status under fair housing laws

Time Frame:

Ongoing

Responsibility:

Housing Department

Funding Source:

Local HOME funds; CDBG; California Statewide
Community Development Authority (CSCDA) Joint
Powers Authority
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PROGRAM #21: EDUCATION AND MONITORING
Education and monitoring activities are an essential process for evaluating and
refining housing programs. The City has three primary activities geared toward
monitoring progress and engaging and educating decision makers and the
community about housing policies and programs.
•

Monitoring Program. For reporting purposes of federal funding
programs, Pasadena prepares the required Consolidated Annual
Performance Evaluation Report (CAPER) for federal programs. As
required by State law, the City prepares the Annual Housing Element
Progress report for HCD. The City maintains a tracking program for the
specific plans to ensure conformance with General Plan policies
regarding development caps (which do not apply to affordable housing
production and which the City has committed to removing). Per State
law, a similar program will be required to track no-net-loss provisions
regarding housing inventory sites identified for affordable housing
production.

•

Community/Commission Education. Housing policy and programs,
State and federal mandates, funding sources, and entitlement
processes can be confusing to people unfamiliar with their application.
To enhance and inform the decision-making process for housing
matters and to help the public navigate seemingly complex processes,
the City will implement more formal education programs about housing
production and policy. Targeted audiences will include elected and
appointed City officials, affected City staff, and the public who use and
benefit from housing programs and entitlement processes.

Implementation:
2021–2029 Objective(s):
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•

Monitor annually the progress in meeting the objectives set forth in the
Housing Element and prepare Annual Report to HCD as required by law.

•

Establish a no-net-loss tracking program that allows the public to readily
access information regarding housing sites available for the
construction of affordable units.

•

Conduct ongoing educational efforts to engage and inform the public,
decision makers, and stakeholders about housing issues and programs.
Provide informational materials both online and as part of in-person
events.
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Target Population:

All economic groups

Time Frame:

Annually and ongoing

Responsibility:

Planning & Community Development; Housing
Department

Funding Source:

General Fund
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PROGRAM #22: NEIGHBORHOOD AND COMMUNITY
PRESERVATION
Several neighborhoods in Pasadena have home values that have stayed lower
than the local median prices due to underinvestment in community
infrastructure, historic real estate practices that prevented people of color from
buying or renting homes in particular districts, and poorly performing local public
schools, among other factors. Like other Pasadena neighborhoods, the lowerincome areas contain houses with historic character and local shopping districts
that people can walk to. They are culturally rich neighborhoods where families
have lived for generations.
With home prices so high in most of the City, homebuyers and institutional
investors see the value in the historically undervalued areas and are buying
houses at seemingly bargain prices. They may be purchasing properties now
rented as affordable units, rehabilitating the home, and “flipping” them to be
bought or rented at higher prices. This practice often forces long-term residents
to move. Also, however, long-term residents who own the homes are
benefitting from increased home values and can build generational wealth
formerly not possible. The process of gentrification creates tensions, and those
residents who are adversely affected see a loss not just of their home but their
neighborhood.
As of 2021, Pasadena did not have any programs specifically to address the
adverse impacts of gentrification. However, the City has adopted strategies and
programs to address residents’ concerns, such as expanding the middle-income
housing supply and providing opportunities for renters to purchase the units
they live in. Through the public engagement process for this Housing Element,
residents and neighborhood advocates asked for additional actions to allow
long-term residents to remain in their neighborhoods of choice.
Implementation:
2021–2029 Objective(s):
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•

Annually monitor building and home sales activities in historically
under-market neighborhoods to identify any adverse trends. If trends
indicate substantial displacement and changes in community character,
investigate effective means that can supplement existing City efforts.

•

Investigate whether imposition of a vacancy tax would result in keeping
properties in the rental and for-sale markets and not held vacant by
owners waiting for the market to shift upwards.

•

Continue to implement the 2021 modifications to the Local Preference
Ordinance for affordable housing (rental or ownership) developed with
City subsidy or under the Inclusionary Housing/Density Bonus
Ordinances. The modifications created a new priority category and a
new set-aside designed to address displacement (Over-Housed Priority
and Former Resident Set-Aside 20 percent of available units).
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o

o

Former Resident: Many residents who are being priced out of
Pasadena are disproportionately minority. This priority is for
people who were priced out within the last ten years. Set aside
20 percent of new affordable units (up to 50 units) for former
residents of Pasadena. By 2025, evaluate the effectiveness of
this priority and consider modifications and increases to this
number.
Over-Housed Priority: Many older City deed-restricted
affordable homes (with three or more bedrooms) are being
occupied by older adults whose children no longer live with
them. These households are “over-housed” but have limited
trade down options in Pasadena due to price. This priority
allows the over-housed households to access small
inclusionary units and be able to remain in the community.

Target Population:

Residents of historically underserved neighborhoods

Time Frame:

Ongoing

Responsibility:

Planning & Community Development; Housing
Department

Funding Source:

General Fund
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PROGRAM #23: ZONING CODE UPDATES
Beginning in 2017, the California legislature passed several laws aimed at
increasing housing production of all types, particularly housing for lower-income
and special needs households. To implement the legislation, Pasadena will need
to amend its zoning ordinance to address current density bonus regulations, laws
applicable to ADUs, low-barrier navigation centers, supportive housing as a byright use, and application review processes for projects using streamlined
approvals pursuant to SB 35 and SB 330. In the absence of tailored local zoning
regulations, State law applies.
Implementation:
2021–2029 Objective(s):
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•

Amend Title 17 (Zoning Code) of the Pasadena Municipal Code to
implement current State laws.

•

Amend the Zoning Code to reinstate transitional housing regulations
the City adopted (that were inadvertently deleted by a subsequent code
amendment) to implement State law.

•

Update emergency shelter regulations in the Zoning Code to ensure
consistency with State law, reflect reasonable parking requirements,
and allow for Low Barrier Navigation Centers consistent with State law.

•

Amend Zoning Code regulations regarding employee housing to allow
such housing with six or fewer residents in a single-family residential
zone to be treated the same as any single-family residence and
employee housing consisting of no more than 12 units or 36 beds to be
permitted in the same manner as other agricultural uses in the same
zone.

Target Population:

All income groups

Time Frame:

By 2024

Responsibility:

Planning & Community Development

Funding Source:

General Fund

P A S A D E N A
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PROGRAM 24: RESOURCE CONSERVATION
Pasadena encourages sustainable development that reduces energy
conservation, protects the environment, and facilitates production of affordable
housing. In 2018, the City adopted a Climate Action Plan (CAP) which establishes
several strategies applicable to residential development. Notably, the CAP
includes a consistency checklist which City staff uses in project review to
determine ability of project design features to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
•

Building Codes. Pasadena implements the California Green Building
Standards Code (CalGreen) to promote sustainable building design and
construction practices. Although CalGreen’s mandatory provisions
apply only to new construction and rehabilitation, the City extends
these requirements to additions and alterations. Additional
requirements, as permitted under State law, also apply to the
residential and mixed-use development.

•

Solar Incentives. Pasadena Solar Initiative (PSI) promotes the expansion
of renewable solar power use locally. Through rebates, additional
incentives and education, the PSI aimed to facilitate the generation of
14 megawatts of solar power by 2017. Through these incentives, the
City has already facilitated the installation of 380 solar units in
residential structures in Pasadena.

•

Water and Sewer Services. The 2015 General Plan EIR concluded that
adequate water supplies are available to meet the projected level of
growth, with which this Housing Element conforms. However,
statewide drought conditions associated with climate change can be
expected to strain water supply. As required by State law, the City has
policies in place (City Council resolution #8621) to grant priority for
service allocations to proposed projects that include low-income
housing. Sewer service capacity continues to be adequate.

Implementation:
2021–2091 Objectives:
•

Continue to implement CalGreen and make technical refinements to
the code as required to implement its provision.

•

Continue to implement the City’s solar initiative to help reach targets
for nonrenewable energy production.

•

Implement Climate Action Plan strategies related to TOD, energy
efficiency upgrades, carbon-neutral technologies, and water use
reduction.
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Target Population:

All economic groups

Time Frame:

Ongoing

Responsible Agency:

Planning & Community Development; Pasadena
Water and Power

Funding Source(s):

Building permit fees; General Fund; grants
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Appendix A: Community Profile/Housing
Needs Assessment
Population and Employment Trends
To better understand the types of housing needed to meet existing and future
demand, Housing Element law requires that the Housing Element assess local
population demographics and housing stock characteristics. Age, ethnicity, and
employment influence the type and cost of housing needed in a community and
tracking changes in demographics can help City leaders better respond to or
anticipate changing housing demand. The information presented here largely
has been drawn from consolidated data provided by the Southern California
Association of Governments (SCAG) for the sixth cycle Housing Element updates,
the native sources of which include the U.S. Census Bureau (Decennial Census
and 2014-2018 American Community Survey), HUD Comprehensive Affordability
Strategy (CHAS), the California Department of Finance, and the California
Department of Development Services. Sources of housing sales and rental data
are as cited in this section.

Baseline Population and Population Growth
Between 2010 and 2020, as reported by the California Department of Finance,
the population of Pasadena grew approximately 5.6 percent, from 137,122 to
144,842 residents. This growth rate was greater than in Los Angeles County (4.2
percent). Growth forecasts generated by SCAG for preparation of the regional
planning document Connect SoCal predict a steady increase in population
through 2045. From 2020 to 2045, SCAG estimates that Pasadena’s population
will grow by seven percent, and the countywide population is expected to
increase by 14.8 percent.

Table A-1: Population Growth and Projected Growth
Pasadena
Los Angeles County

2010
137,122
9,758,256

2020
144,842
10,172,951

2045
155,500
11,677,000

% Change

% Change

2010-2020
5.6%
4.2%

2020-2045
7.0%
14.8%

Source: CA DOF E-5 Population and Housing Estimates, SCAG Growth Forecasts

In addition to population projections, other demographic characteristics and
trends can indicate housing needs, such as age composition, racial and ethnic
composition, and employment.
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Age
Population age distribution serves as an important indicator of housing needs
because housing needs and preferences change as individuals or households
grow older. Young families tend to focus more on cost and the ability to become
first-time homebuyers. Older adults may look to downsize their homes upon
retirement. Table A-2 shows the age groups of Pasadena residents. In 2018,
residents between 25 and 44 years old represented the largest age group (33
percent) followed by the age group 45 to 64 (25 percent). The two age groups
were also the largest in 2010. Pasadena’s median age is 38.1 years, which skews
older compared to the County (36.2 years) and California as a whole (36.3 years).
While the older population percentage is sizable, the large portion of young
adults and adults means that demand is likely to continue to grow for larger
family-sized units.

Table A-2: Age
Demographic Profile

2010

Percentage

2018

Percentage

Age
0-19

29,848

22%

29,774

21%

20-24

9,268

7%

8,484

6%

25-44

45,371

33%

46,064

33%

45-64

34,073

25%

34,877

25%

65+

18,562

14%

22,047

16%

Median Age

37.2

38.1

Source: US Census Bureau 2010 Census, American Community Survey 2014-2018 5-year estimates

Race and Ethnicity
Table A-3 shows the racial/ethnic distribution of population in Pasadena. White
(35 percent) and Hispanic (35 percent) residents make up the majority of the
population, followed by Asian/ Pacific Islander (17 percent), Black (nine percent),
and Other (three percent). When compared with Los Angeles County, Pasadena
has more White residents (35 percent compared to 26 percent) and fewer
Hispanic residents (35 percent compared to 48 percent). Since 2010, the White
population in Pasadena has decreased by four percentage points while the
Hispanic population has increased by one percentage point. The Black
population has decreased by one percentage point since 2010, and the Asian/
Pacific Islander population has increased by three percentage points.

Table A-3: Race and Ethnicity
Demographic Profile

2010

Percentage

2018

Percentage

Race/Ethnicity
White (non-Hispanic)

53,135

39%

49,992

35%

Hispanic

46,174

34%

49,211

35%

Black

13,912

10%

13,100

9%

Asian/Pacific Islander

19,293

14%

24,020

17%

A - 2
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Table A-3: Race and Ethnicity
Demographic Profile

2010

Other

4,608

Percentage

2018
3%

Percentage

4,923

3%

Source: US Census Bureau 2010 Census, American Community Survey 2014-2018 5-year estimates

Employment
Pasadena has 73,119 residents who are employed across 13 major industrial
sectors. Table A-4 provides detailed employment information. The majority of
Pasadena residents work in educational services, health care and social
assistance (27 percent), followed by professional, scientific, and management,
and administrative and waste management services (17 percent). These
industries were the largest in 2010 as well, with 26 percent of Pasadena residents
working in educational services, health care and social assistance and 16 percent
working in professional, scientific, and management, and administrative and
waste management services.

Table A-4: Employment by Industry
Demographic Profile

2010

Percentage

2018

Percentage

Employment by Industry
Educational services, health care, and social
assistance
Professional, scientific, management,
administrative, and waste management services
Arts, entertainment, recreation, accommodation
and food services
Retail trade
Finance, insurance, and real estate rental and
leasing
Manufacturing
Other services, except public administration

17,750

26.1%

19,623

26.8%

11,086

16.3%

12,257

16.8%

5,387

7.9%

7,922

10.8%

5,270

7.7%

6,159

8.4%

5,978
3,785
4,207

8.8%
5.6%
6.2%

5,517
3,961
3,809

7.5%
5.4%
5.2%

Information
Construction

3,710
3,443

5.5%
5.1%

3,648
3,150

5.0%
4.3%

Public administration

2,801

4.1%

2,880

3.9%

Transportation and warehousing, and utilities:

2,257

3.3%

2,515

3.4%

Wholesale trade
Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting, and
mining:

2,059

3.0%

1,543

2.1%

268

0.4%

135

0.2%

Source: US Census Bureau 2010 Census, American Community Survey 2014-2018 5-year estimates

These trends are important, as certain industries are generally associated with
lower median earnings. According to the 2018 American Community Survey, in
Pasadena, educational services, health care, and social assistance workers have
a median income of $49,873; those in professional, scientific, and management,
and administrative and waste management services had a median income of
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$61,473. A large income gap exists between these two employment industries.
The 10 largest employers in Pasadena are outlined in Table A-5.

Table A-5: Principal Employers - 2019
Total Number of
Employees

Employer

Percent of Total Employment of all
Businesses in Pasadena

California Institute of Technology - Jet Propulsion
Laboratory

5,029

Kaiser Permanente

4,760

6.5%

California Institute of Technology - Campus

3,900

5.4%

Huntington Memorial Hospital

3,200

4.0%

Pasadena City College

2,619

3.6%

Pasadena Unified School District

2,420

3.3%

The City of Pasadena

2,278

3.0%

Bank of America

1,300

2.0%

Pacific Clinics Administration

1,100

1.5%

Art Center College of Design

883

1.0%

7.0%

Source: City of Pasadena, Comprehensive Annual Report, 2019

Household Characteristics
Characteristics for Pasadena households are summarized in Table 6. Between
2010 and 2018, the number of households in Pasadena increased three percent
(from 52,987 in 2010 to 54,394 in 2018) according to the 2010 Census and 2018
American Community Survey.
Income
According to the 2018 American Community Survey, the median household
income for Pasadena was $78,941, which is higher than the County of Los
Angeles median household income of $64,251. Median household income
differs by tenure in Pasadena; owner households earn more than twice the
earnings of renter households.
U.S. Census data report that 15.7 percent of Pasadena residents live in poverty,
as defined by federal guidelines. This proportion is about the same as Los
Angeles County, which is 16 percent. The poverty threshold is set by the U.S.
government to indicate the least amount of income a person or family needs to
meet their basic needs. Poverty thresholds are established based on family size
and are updated annually in relation to the Consumer Price Index but do not vary
geographically. Certain populations, such as people who do not have a high
school degree, are more likely to be living in poverty.
Because poverty thresholds do not differ based on geographic differences, a
better measure of income disparities is the distribution of incomes for a
particular area. For planning and funding purposes, the United States
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) uses five income
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categories to evaluate housing need based on the Area Median Income (AMI) for
Los Angeles County:
•
•
•
•
•

Extremely Low-Income Households earn 0-30 percent of AMI
Very Low-Income Households earn 30-50 percent of AMI
Low-Income Households earn 50-80 percent of AMI
Moderate-Income Households earn 80-100 percent of AMI (HCD uses
120 percent)
Above Moderate-Income Households earn over 100 percent of AMI
(HCD uses >120 percent)

The Comprehensive Housing Affordability Strategy (CHAS) data developed for
HUD reports household income adjusted for family size and tenure. As shown in
Table A-6, in Pasadena, above moderate-income households comprise the
largest share of all households (50 percent), and extremely low-income
households comprise the second largest category (17 percent). As indicated in
Table A-6, income also differs by tenure, with more renter households in the
lower-income categories (≤80 percent AMI) than owner households.
For renter households, extremely low-income households represent 24 percent
of renters. This high percentage illustrates a critical need for housing for persons
at the very low end of the income scale. Given their income levels, these
households likely face very high-cost burdens and live in overcrowded and
possibly substandard units. Some may be unhoused. The City’s Inclusionary
Housing Ordinance does not specifically address extremely low-income
households; they are included among the very low-income category. Programs
focused on assistance to homeless individuals and families do not address all
needs in the community. A gap exists between the housing needs of extremely
low-income households and available resources to meet their needs.
State and federal standards specify that households spending more than 30
percent of their gross annual income on housing expenses experience a housing
cost burden. Housing cost burdens occur when housing costs increase faster
than household income. When a household spends more than 30 percent of its
income on housing costs, it has less remaining income for other necessities such
as health care, childcare, and food. In the event of unexpected circumstances
such as loss of employment or health problems, lower-income households with
a housing cost burden are more likely to be at risk of becoming homeless or
experience overcrowding. In Pasadena, 42 percent of households are considered
cost burdened (per 2018 data), with lower-income renter households
experiencing the highest rate of overpayment at 79 percent.
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Table A-6: Household Characteristics by Tenure
Household
Characteristic
Number of
Households1
Median Household
Income1

Owner
Households

Percentage

23,396

Renter
Households

43%

$ 118,264

Percentage

30,998

57%

$ 57,406

All Households

Percentage

54,394

100%

$ 78,941

Household Income Categories2
Extremely Low
Income (0-30% AMI)
Very Low Income
(30-50% AMI)
Low Income (50-80%
AMI)
Moderate Income
(80-100% AMI)

2,055

9%

7,455

24%

9,510

17%

1,300

5%

4,300

14%

5,600

10%

2,200

9%

4,670

15%

6,870

13%

1,865

8%

3,515

11%

5,380

10%

Above Moderate
Income (100% + AMI)

16,455

69%

10,925

35%

27,380

50%

Total

23,870

30,860

54,735

Overpayment
All Households
Overpaying for
Housing2

7,720

32%

15,450

50%

23,170

42%

Lower-Income
Households
Overpaying for
Housing (*0-80%)2

3,910

70%

12,935

79%

16,845

77%

Source1: US Census Bureau, American Community Survey 2014-2018 5-year estimates
Source2: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development Comprehensive Housing Affordability Strategy (CHAS) Tables 2013-2017
Source3: Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) 2023 – 2031 Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA)

Housing Stock Characteristics
Housing Stock
In 2020, the California Department of Finance reported 62,753 housing units in
Pasadena. Between 2010 and 2020, the housing stock increased by 3,202 units.
Currently, most of the housing stock consists of multi-family units (51 percent),
followed by detached single-family homes at 42 percent. The California
Department of Finance estimated an overall vacancy rate of 7.9 percent in
January 2020. The remainder of the housing stock is composed of single-family
attached units such as townhomes (seven percent) and mobile homes (0.2
percent).
Due to disparities between household income and housing costs in a community,
some households may not be able to buy or rent housing that provides a
reasonable level of privacy and space. According to both California and federal
standards, a housing unit is considered overcrowded if it is occupied by more
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than one person per room (excluding kitchens, bathrooms, and halls). In
Pasadena, five percent of housing units are overcrowded according to the 2018
American Community Survey. Overcrowding is more prevalent in renter
households than owner households. In Pasadena, experiences less overcrowding
than Los Angeles County at large, where 11 percent of households are
overcrowded.

Table A-7: Housing Stock Characteristics by Tenure
Housing Characteristic

Owner Households

Renter Households

Single Family Detached1
Single Family Attached1

All Households
26,388 (42%)
4,225 (7%)

Multi-Family Units1
Mobile home, other units1
Total units1
Average or median Household Size1
Vacancy Rate2
Overcrowded Units2
Units Needing Replacement/Rehabilitation
Housing Cost

32,010 (51%)
130 (0.2%)
62,753

N/A

N/A

1.5%
487

3.2%
2,817

2.44
9.9%
3,304

N/A
$888,0003

N/A
$1,5982

1,635
N/A

Source1: California Department of Finance E-5 Population and Housing Estimates (2020)
Source2: US Census Bureau, American Community Survey 2014-2018 5-year estimates
Source3: CoreLogic September 2020

Housing Condition
The housing stock in Pasadena is predominantly older, with 75 percent built
before 1970 (or older than 50 years). Pasadena incorporated in 1886, and many
homes date to the City’s early years and reflect architectural styles spanning over
125 years. While thousands of units citywide are of “mature” age, Pasadena’s
commitment to preserving this heritage has resulted in improvements to all unit
types that extend their effective lives. Generally, without committed property
owner efforts to property maintenance, residential units begin to show age after
30 years and require focused maintenance, such as roof repair, painting,
landscaping, and exterior finishes. Structures older than 50 or 60 years often
require upgrades to plumbing, electrical, heating, and other major components
or lead-based paint removal to bring the property up to current health and safety
standards. Housing units constructed prior to 1978 are likely to contain leadbased paint. These conditions are not always the case, since many homes,
particularly older historic homes, have been renovated.
Generally, Pasadena’s housing stock is in excellent condition, and most
residential neighborhoods are well maintained. However, isolated structures
need repair. The U.S. Census provides a limited assessment of housing
conditions. According to the American Community Survey 2014-2018 Five-Year
Estimates, approximately 0.7 percent of units lack complete plumbing facilities
and 2.3 percent lack complete kitchen facilities. This translates to approximately
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1,635 substandard units in Pasadena. These estimates for substandard housing
do not include units lacking heating.
City staff inspects an average of 1,800 single-family and duplex units through its
Occupancy Inspection Program and 5,500 multi-family rental units through the
Quadrennial Inspection Program. Through the Occupancy Inspection Program,
Code Compliance officers inspect all single-family residences and duplex
properties (prior to the sale of a property) using an expansive checklist of major
and minor violations. The Quadrennial Inspection Program was established in
1987 to ensure the quality and maintenance of the City’s multi-family housing
stock. All rental properties containing three or more units are subject to the
Quadrennial Inspection Program and are inspected once every four years.
Between August and October 2021, for example, the City inspected 900 units.
These programs have been credited with helping to ensure that Pasadena’s
single- and multi-family housing and properties are adequately maintained and
repaired. In 2019, in response to a significant improvement in the housing stock
and changes to the real estate environment, the Occupancy Inspection Program
was replaced by a Presale Self-Certification Program. The Presale SelfCertification Program eliminates and reduces the delays in the sale/transfer of a
residential property and eliminates redundancies and ineffectiveness associated
with private and City inspections while continuing to require the abatement of
life and safety code violations. In some cases, City staff also assists in
rehabilitating larger multi-family projects or single-family homes through loans
or grants, acquisition and rehabilitation activities, and support for State/federal
grants.
Between 2012 and 2021, the City identified 3,234 units (an average of 359
annually) as having minor to major code violations, with minor violations
consisting of simple fixes like replacing missing smoke detectors and fixing minor
plumbing leaks (e.g., a dripping faucet). Major violations generally require
health and safety repairs, such as addressing exposed electrical wires or
improperly vented water heaters. Given that Pasadena has a total of 62,753
housing units (Table A-7), 359 annual violations represents less than one percent
of the units having code violations. The City’s active programs to monitor and
improve the physical condition of units means overall, the housing stock is in
very good condition.

Housing Cost
The cost of housing in a community is directly correlated to the number of
housing problems and affordability issues. High housing costs can price lowincome families out of the market, cause extreme cost burdens, or force
households into overcrowded or substandard conditions. Based on information
provided by CoreLogic, the Pasadena median home price in September 2020,
based on information provided by CoreLogic, was $888,000, which is two
percent higher than the median price in September 2019. By comparison, the
median home price in Los Angeles County in September 2020 was $710,000.
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According to the 2018 American Community Survey, 57 percent of Pasadena
households live in rental housing. The real estate website Zumper.com reports a
median rent of $1,875 for one-bedroom units, $2,625 for two-bedroom units,
and $3,800 for three-bedroom units in Pasadena as of December 2020. Table A8 shows the HUD-determined fair market rents for Pasadena and Los Angeles
County. Rents in Pasadena are more expensive that the HUD-determined fair
market rents (although not exorbitantly so), indicating that Pasadena rents are
more expensive than many other parts of Los Angeles County.

Table A-8: Fair Market Rents in Pasadena and Los Angeles
County - 2020
Location
City of
Pasadena
Los Angeles
County

Efficiency
$1,369

OneBedroom
$1,605

TwoBedroom
$2,508

ThreeBedroom
$2,735

FourBedroom
$2,982

$1,279

$1,517

$1,956

$2,614

$2,857

Source: FY2020 Fair Market Rents. U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)

Special Housing Needs
Housing Element law requires local governments to include an analysis of
housing needs for residents in specific special needs groups and to identify
resources available to address these needs. These special needs groups often
spend a disproportionate amount of their income to secure safe and decent
housing and are sometimes subject to discrimination based on their specific
needs or circumstances.

Table A-9: Special Needs Groups
Special Needs Category

Count

Persons with Disabilities1

Percent of Total Population

14,239

10%

1,483

1% of residents

22,047 persons

11% of residents

13,445 households

25% of households

Large Households (5+ members)1
Farmworkers1

4,523 households
135 persons

8% of households
0.2% of labor force

Female Headed Households1
People Experiencing Homelessness3

5,804
527 persons

11% of households
N/A

Persons with Developmental

Disabilities2

Elderly (65+ years)1

Source1: US Census Bureau, American Community Survey 2014-2018 5-year estimates
Source2: California Department of Developmental Services, March 2021; DDS consumer count by CA ZIP Codes 91101-91107
Source3: Pasadena Partnership, Homeless Count
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Persons with Disabilities, Including Persons with
Developmental Disabilities
Residents with disabilities face housing access and safety challenges. People with
disabilities, in many cases, are of limited incomes. As such, most of their monthly
income is often devoted to housing costs. In addition, persons with disabilities
may face difficulty finding accessible housing (housing that is made accessible to
people with disabilities through the positioning of appliances and fixtures, the
heights of installations and cabinets, layout of unit to facilitate wheelchair
movement, etc.) because of the limited number of such units.
U.S. Census data report 14,239 residents with a disability in Pasadena,
representing 10 percent of residents. The majority of residents with a disability
are 75 years and over (51.9 percent), followed by those 65 to 74 years old (20.4
percent). The most commonly occurring disability amongst seniors 65 and older
is an ambulatory disability, experienced by 25.2 percent of seniors.
Understanding the employment status of people with disabilities may also be an
important component in evaluating specialized housing needs. In Pasadena, 34.8
percent of the population with a disability are employed, compared to 77
percent of the population without a disability.
The San Gabriel Valley/Pomona Regional Center (SGPRC) is among 21 regional
centers operated by the State Department of Developmental Services to provide
services and support for adults and children with developmental disabilities. The
center is a private, non-profit community agency that contracts with local service
providers to offer a wide range of services to individuals with developmental
disabilities and their families. Some of the services and support regional centers
provide include information and referral, assessment and diagnosis, counseling,
individualized planning and service coordination, resource development,
advocacy, family support, and placement of out-of-home care. In Pasadena
1,483 persons are served by the local Regional Center. This includes 854 persons
who are 18 years and older and 629 persons under 18 years old receiving services
from the Department of Development Services. The majority of individuals with
developmental disabilities live in home settings, often with service and care from
a family member and/or health provider.

Elderly (65+ years)
Many senior households have special needs due to their relatively low incomes,
disabilities or limitations, and dependency needs. Specifically, many people aged
65 years and older live alone and may have difficulty maintaining their homes,
are usually retired and living on a limited income, are more likely to have high
health care costs, and rely on public transportation, especially those with
disabilities. The limited income of many elderly persons often makes it difficult
for them to find affordable housing. In Pasadena, 13,445 households are headed
by elderly residents, representing 25 percent of total households. The majority
of senior households are nonfamily households. In Pasadena, 11 percent of all
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residents live in poverty, with 14.8 percent of this population being senior
households.

Large Households (5+ members)
Large households, defined by California Department of Housing and Community
Development (HCD) as households containing five or more persons, have special
housing needs due to the limited availability of adequately sized, affordable
housing units. Larger units can be very expensive; as such, large households are
often forced to reside in smaller, less expensive units or double up with other
families or extended family to save on housing costs, both of which may result
in unit overcrowding. Pasadena reports 4,523 large households, representing
eight percent of all households. A larger percentage of renter households are
large (4.7 percent), compared to owner households (3.5 percent).

Farmworkers
Due to the high cost of housing and low wages, a significant number of migrant
farmworkers in California have difficulty finding affordable, safe, and sanitary
housing. Because Pasadena is located in a more urban setting, very few
farmworkers live in the City. The U.S. Census reports that 135 residents,
representing only 0.2 percent of the labor force, are farmworkers. Maps from
the State of California Department of Conservation Farmland Mapping and
Monitoring Program show no farmland in Pasadena. Due to the low number of
agricultural workers, the housing needs of migrant and/or farmworkers can be
met through affordable housing programs focused on lower-income households.

Female-headed Households
Single-parent households require special consideration and assistance because
of the greater need for daycare, health care, and other services. In particular,
female-headed households with children tend to have lower incomes and a
greater need for affordable housing and accessible daycare and other supportive
services. The relatively low incomes earned by female-headed households,
combined with the increased need for supportive services, severely limit the
housing options available to them. There are 5,804 female-headed households
in Pasadena, representing 11 percent of all households. A total of 24.7 percent
of female-headed households live in poverty compared to 9.8 percent of all
Pasadena households living in poverty.

People Experiencing Homelessness
Population estimates for people experiencing homelessness are very difficult to
quantify. U.S. Census information is often unreliable due to the difficulty of
efficiently counting a population without permanent residences. Given this
impediment, local estimates of the homeless and anecdotal information are
often where population numbers of the homeless come from. During the Los
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Angeles County 2020 Point-in-Time Homeless Count, 527 people were identified
as experiencing homelessness in Pasadena, a decrease from 542 people in 2019.
Pasadena is adopting components of a “Housing First” approach to address the
housing and supportive needs of its homeless population. Under this model,
non-chronic and chronic homeless individuals and families are immediately
transitioned into housing and provided wrap-around services to ensure longerterm housing stability. This is contrasted with a “housing readiness” model that
focuses on individuals successfully addressing substance abuse or mental health
issues or “graduating” through case management in a shelter/transitional home
to become “housing ready.”
Although the City’s preference is for rapid reentry into permanent
housing, Pasadena recognizes that a full continuum of housing options is needed
to meet the needs of homeless people at various stages of recovery. The
following housing options are provided in Pasadena for homeless people.
•

Emergency Shelters: Several year-round shelters in Pasadena
provide housing and case management to prepare residents to obtain
and maintain housing. Also, 242 shelter beds are available during
inclement weather. The City provides funding to nonprofit homeless
service providers for hotel vouchers they distribute to persons.
Street Outreach: The City has dedicated teams focused on identifying
and engaging unhoused individuals to connect them to services that will
help them move into permanent housing. These teams cover 100
percent of Pasadena. In addition, the Pasadena Police Department
works with the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health to pair
a police officer with a mental health care specialist for crisis
intervention.
Residential Rehabilitation Center: A residence that provides housing
for up to six months and provides specialized treatment and active
rehabilitation for alcoholism and other drug-related issues on-site.
Rapid Re-Housing: This refers to an approach of moving chronically
homeless people immediately off the street to permanent supportive
housing that allows an environment conducive to stabilization. The City
funds Union Station Homeless Services and Foothill Family Unity Center
to lead placing single adults and families into supportive housing.
Funding is also provided to Hathaway-Sycamores and Family Services
for efforts targeted to people 18 to 24 years of age.
Transitional Housing: A residence that provides a stay of up to two
years, during which residents are provided case management services
that prepare them to obtain and maintain housing and live selfsufficiently. The funding and agencies noted above for rapid re-housing
includes housing services to place people in transitional housing.
Permanent Supportive Housing: A residence that provides
permanent housing linked with ongoing support services designed to
allow residents to live at the place of residence on an indefinite
basis. The funding and agencies noted above for rapid re-housing

•

•

•

•

•
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•

includes housing services to place people in permanent supportive
housing.
Landlord Incentives: The City’s Homeless Incentives Program (HIP)
provides financial incentives to private landlords who rent available
units to rental assistance voucher holders experiencing homelessness.
Incentives include holding fees, move-in assistance, vacancy loss
payments, and damage claims.

Energy Conservation Opportunities
California's Energy Efficiency Standards require all new housing developments to
meet minimum energy conservation standards. This requirement can be met in
two ways: either with a prescriptive approach or a performance approach. With
either option, mandatory components would be installed, such as minimum
insulation, heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems and efficient
heating equipment. In addition, all residential projects are subject to State
building codes, which also include energy conservation standards.
In 2010, Pasadena adopted the new California Green Building Standards Code
(CalGreen), replacing many provisions of the existing Green Building Code.
CalGreen offers statewide uniformity to many established and emerging local
green building ordinances. Pasadena’s new code is designed to promote
sustainable building design and construction that has a low impact on the
environment, uses resources efficiently, is healthy for the occupants, and brings
economic and social benefits to the community. The CalGreen Code applies to
all projects, residential and non-residential. The City exceeds CalGreen Standards
by including additions and alterations of all projects except where exempted in
City codes. The City also adopted additional requirements, including: 1) all new
and re-roofs of low-slope roofs be "Cool Roof" certified; 2) water-efficient
flushing must comply with industry standards or manufacturer's instructions;
and 3) pre-installation of conduits in all new buildings for future photovoltaic
systems. Moreover, mixed-use projects and multi-family buildings four or more
stories in height must comply with Tier I standards, which are comparable to
LEED certification.

Affordable Housing at Risk of Conversion
Publicly subsidized affordable housing provides the largest supply of affordable
housing in most communities. Pasadena has a number of affordable housing
units that receive public subsidies in return for long-term affordability controls.
Typically, these residential projects provide units affordable to extremely low-,
very low-, and low-income households, including persons with special needs.
Over time, certain affordable housing units are eligible to transition from lowerincome housing to market-rate housing as covenants and bond commitments
expire.
California law requires that all housing elements include an analysis of assisted
multi-family housing that receive federal, State, and/or local financial assistance
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and are at risk of converting from low income to market rate over the next 10
years.
A percentage of the City’s affordable housing results from the inclusionary
housing ordinance program, and these units are guaranteed to be affordable in
perpetuity. However, the majority of assisted affordable housing units are not
guaranteed to remain affordable indefinitely. The reasons why publicly assisted
housing may convert to market rate include expiring subsidies, mortgage
prepayments, and expiration of affordability restrictions. Affordable housing is
most likely to convert to market rents during inflationary times when market
rents escalate and create a financial incentive. Low vacancy rates and the
strength of the housing market, therefore, will place pressure on owners to
convert their properties.
Table A-10 lists all multi-family rental projects that have received public
assistance and are deed restricted as affordable in Pasadena as of June 2021.
Those that have covenants expiring by 2031 are indicated by bold/italicized text
in the right-hand column. Table A-11 identifies rental units created via the City’s
Inclusionary Housing Ordinance, all of which will remain affordable for their
lifetimes.

Table A-10: Publicly Assisted Multi-Family Housing
Project Characteristics
Project Name and
Address

Target
Group

Year Built

Acappella Apts.
160 Corson

Family

2002

143 units
12 VLI

N/A

ProfitMotivated

City IHO; City DB

Arpeggio Apts.
325 Cordova St.

Family

2002

135 units
11 VLI

N/A

ProfitMotivated

City IHO; City DB

Archstone Apts.
25 S. Oak Knoll Ave

Family

2002

120 units
10 VLI

N/A

ProfitMotivated

City IHO; City DB

Del Mar Gardens
240 E. Del Mar

Family

2009

31 units
3 L; 1 M

N/A

ProfitMotivated

City IHO; City DB

Del Mar Station
202 S. Raymond Ave

Family

2006

347 units
14 L; 7 M

N/A

ProfitMotivated

City IHO; No DB

Pasadena Place
169 W. Green St

Family

2006

38 units
3 VLI

N/A

ProfitMotivated

City IHO; City DB

Renaissance Court
46 E. Grove Blvd

Family

2006

31 units
5 LI

N/A

ProfitMotivated

City IHO; City DB

Trio Apartments
621 E. Colorado

Family

2006

304 units
12 L; 6 M

N/A

ProfitMotivated

City IHO; No DB

Westgate Apartments
231 S. De Lacey Ave

Family

2010 and
2011

820 units
96 VLI

N/A

The Bellevue
33 South Wilson Ave

Family

2007

45 units
4 VLI

N/A
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Table A-10: Publicly Assisted Multi-Family Housing
Project Characteristics
Project Name and
Address

Target
Group

Walnut Place
712 East Walnut

Family

Green Street SRO
1299 Green Street
Fuller Theological
135 N. Oakland

Year Built

Total Units| Bedroom Mix

Property Owner

Project Funding Expiration Date
Sources
of Covenants

2005

28 units
3 VLI

N/A

Mixed

2009

89 units
9 L; 80 M

N/A

ProfitMotivated

Students

2006

169 units
18 L; 151 M

N/A

Nonprofit

Family

2009

10 units
1 LI

1 bd: 3 du
2+ bd: 7 du

ProfitMotivated

422 Linda Rosa

Family

2010

7 units
1 LI

bd: 4 du
bd: 3 du

ProfitMotivated

168 N. Wilson Avenue

Family

2005

23 units
1 VLI

N/A

Raymond Grove
55. E. Orange Grove

Family

1998

12 units
12 VLI

bd: 5 du
bd: 7 du

Community Arms
169 E. Orange Grove

Family

1973
2002

133 units
133 VLI

Kings Village
1141 N. Fair Oaks

Family

1971
2002

313 units
312 VLI

Family

1992

8 units
8 VLI

bd: 1 du
bd: 7 du

Limited
Partnership

RDA

Family

1989
2013

9 units
9 LI/VLI

bd: 2 du
bd: 7 du

Abode
Communities

LIHTC; RDA;
HOME

2028

Family

1973

14 units
14 VLI

4bd: 14du

Villa Yucatan
Nonprofit

LMSA; HAP

2023

Family

1972

88 units
69 VLI

bd: 8 du
bd: 23 du
bd: 57 du

Nonprofit

LIHTC, HUD, City

2069

Family

1960

44 units
all LI

1bd: 14 du
2bd: 30 du

Community
Conservation
Partners

LIHTC, HUD

2068

Family

1972

20 units
20 VLI

2 bd; 20 du

Nonprofit

LMSA; HAP

2023

Family

2006

38 units
37 VLI

bd: 18 du
bd: 20 du

Family

1994

12 units
12 VLI

bd. 6 du
bd: 6 du

636 Holliston

Villa Los Robles
473 N. Los Robles
Villa Parke Homes
422/488 N. Raymond;
and 557 Los Robles
Villa Yucatan
2186 E. Villa
The Groves (formerly
Northwest Manor II)
965 N. Raymond
700 E. Mountain
Northwest Manors I
985 N. Raymond
Washington
Townhomes 529 E.
Washington
Orange Grove Gardens
252 E. Orange Grove
Parke Los Robles
626 N. Los Robles
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Profit- Motivated City IHO; No DB

City IHO; No DB

Perpetuity
Perpetuity

City DB

Perpetuity

City IHO

Perpetuity

ProfitMotivated

City Housing
Trust Fund

2046

Community
Bible CDC

Section 8; LIHTC;
Bonds

2057

LIHTC; ACF;
MFRB

2055

Community
Bible CDC

Abode
HOME; ACF; HAP
Communities RDA; LIHTC, COI
Los Robles Dev.
Corp

P A S A D E N A

Perpetuity

City DB

Profit- Motivated

1bd: 22 du
2bd: 86 du
3bd: 24 du
bd: 29 du
bd: 113 du
bd: 170 du

City IHO; No DB

Perpetuity

|

LIHTC; RDA

H O U S I N G

3 units: 2038
2 units: 2047
3 units: 2073

2060

2049
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Table A-10: Publicly Assisted Multi-Family Housing
Project Characteristics
Project Name and
Address

Target
Group

Year Built

Villa Washington
264 E. Washington

Family

1995

21 units
21 VLI/LI

bd: 11 du
bd: 10 du

ProfitMotivated

LIHTC; RDA

2050

Holly Street Apts.
151 E. Holly St.

Family

1993

374 units
75 VLI

bd: 31 du
bd: 43 du

ProfitMotivated

LIHTC; MFRB;
City RDA

2026

Agape Court
445 N. Garfield Ave

Family

1999

44 units
12 L; 32 M

1bd: 4 du
2bd: 5 du

Beacon Housing

City HTF; HOME
PropTax Exempt

2039

Magnolia Townhomes
1172 N. Raymond

Family

1981

5 units
5 VLI

3 bd: 5 du

ProfitMotivated

HAP/S8NC

2022

543 N. Raymond

Family

1996

3 units
1 VLI; 2 LI

4 bd: 3 du

ProfitMotivated

HOME; RDA

2025

Navarro House
1516 N. Navarro St

Special
Needs

N/A

1 SFR
6 VLI

6 beds

Affordable
Housing Svcs

HOME; SHP; City
Grant

2032

Casa Maria
Special
691 E Washington Blvd Needs

1998
2008

1 SFR
14 VLI

14 beds

URDC

EHAP

2063

Allen House
1808 Las Lunas

Special
Needs

2000

1 SFR
6 VLI

6 beds

Villa Esperanza

PRAC 811; COI
Funds

2041

Casa de Oro I
1370 N Dominion Ave

Special
Needs

1998

1 SFR
6 VLI

6 beds

Villa Esperanza

PRAC 811

2040

Casa de Oro II
1115 N. Chester

Special
Needs

2001

1 SFR
6 VLI

6 beds

Villa Esperanza

PRAC 811

2040

Dudley House
2131 E. Dudley

Special
Needs

2001

1 SFR
6 VLI

6 beds

Villa Esperanza

PRAC 811

2043

Wagner House
1894 Wagner St

Special
Needs

2000

1 SFR
6 VLI

6 beds

Villa Esperanza

PRAC 811; COI
Funds

2041

Wynn House
1920 E. Villa

Special
Needs

1998

1 SFR
6 VLI

6 beds

Villa Esperanza

PRAC 811;
City HTF

2040

Villa Apartments
2089-97 E. Villa

Special
Needs

2001

5 units
5 VLI

bd: 0 du
bd:5 du

Villa Esperanza

PRAC 811;
COI Funds

2042

Sierra Rose
3053 E. Del Mar

Special
Needs

2002

1 SFR
6 VLI

6 beds

Ability First

PRAC 811;
HOME

2041

Crown House
3055 E. Del Mar

Assisted
Living

1987

11 units
10 VLI

1 bd: 10 du

Ability First

City RDA

2027

Ashtabula Homes
390 Ashtabula

Special
Needs

2003

21 units
20 VLI

1 bd: 21 du

Homes for Life

HUD 811; COI
Funds; RDA

2044

Madison House
1802 N Madison Ave

Special
Needs

1994

9 beds

1 bd: 9 du

Homes for Life

HOME; RDA

2024

Wilson House
54 N Wilson Ave

Special
Needs

1993

8 beds

1 bd: 8 du

Homes for Life

N/A

N/A

Pasadena Accessible
915 Rio Grande

Special
Needs

2002

13 units
12 VLI

bd: 9 du
bd: 3 du

A - 1 6
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Property Owner

Project Funding Expiration Date
Sources
of Covenants

United Cerebral COI Funds; PRAC
Palsy
811

E L E M E N T
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Table A-10: Publicly Assisted Multi-Family Housing
Project Characteristics
Project Name and
Address

Target
Group

Year Built

Centennial Place
235 E Holly St.

Special
Needs

1991
2010

144 units
143 VLI

144 Studios

Abode
Communities

Euclid Villa
154 S. Euclid

Special
Needs

2000

15 units
15 VLI

1bd: 5 du
2bd+: 9 du

Union Station

LIHTC; City HTF;
COI; HACOLA

2053

Parke Avenue Apts.
270 E Parke St

Special
Needs

2007

12 units
12 VLI

bd: 2 du
bd: 9 du

Affordable
Housing Svcs

City HTF; SHP;
Sec. 8; City DB

2062

Silvercrest Apts
975 E. Union

Senior

1996

75 units
74 VLI

bd: 32 du
bd: 42 du

Salvation Army

PRAC 202;
City RDA

2027

1 bd: 157
du

Retirement
Housing Found.

HUD
LMSA: HAP;
LIHTC

Total Units| Bedroom Mix

Property Owner

Project Funding Expiration Date
Sources
of Covenants
LIHTC; COI; City

Pilgrims Towers East
440 N. Madison

Senior

1979

158 units
157 VLI

Pilgrims Towers North
560 E. Villa

Senior

1974
2005

258 units
255 VLI

1 bd: 258
du

Retirement
Housing Found.

Concord Senior
275 Cordova St.

Senior

1966
2001

150 units
149 VLI

bd: 57 du
bd: 92 du

Retirement
LIHTC, HUD, City
Housing Found.

Rosewood Court
1890 Fair Oaks

Senior

2004

65 units
65 VLI

1 bd: 64 du

Beacon Senior
Housing Corp

PRAC 202;
COI Funds

Fountain Glen
775 E. Union St.

Senior

2004

98 units
3 L/1 M

N/A

ProfitMotivated

City IHO; City DB

1997

70 units
69 VLI

Telacu Courtyard
42 E. Walnut
Hudson Oaks
1267 N. Hudson

Senior

Senior

1 bd: 69 du

TELACU

2012

1bd: 44 du
2 bd: 1 du

Adobe
Communities

Stud: 99 du
1 bd: 39 du

Goldrich & Kess

City Inc. Funds;
CA HTF; HAP
LMSA; HAP

Senior

2006

139 units
139 VLI

Villa Raymond
455 N. Raymond

Senior

1941

61 units
61 VLI

bd: 45 du
bd: 16 du

Profit-Motivated

Hudson Gardens
1255 N Hudson Ave

Senior

1982

42 units
41 VLI

1 bd: 42 du

AIMCO

bd: 55 du
bd: 4 du
bd: 5 du
bd: 2 du
bd: 10 du

La Pintoresca
1235 La Pintoresca

Senior

1969

64 units
63 VLI

Woodbury Apts
476 E. Woodbury

Senior

1989

12 units
12 Low

Marv’s Place
131 N. Mar Vista Ave

Senior
Family

COI Funds; LAC
HIF; HAP; City
Incl Funds

45 units
44 VLI

Green Hotel
50 E. Green St.

Heritage Square
762 N Fair Oaks

PRAC 202;
City RDA

2015

70 units
69 VLI

1 bd: 69 du

2016

20 units
20 VLI

1 bd: 10 du
2-bd: 10 du

2068

2039
2060
2075
2043
Perpetuity
2035

2066
2047
2031

HUD

2033

La Pintoresca
Housing Corp.

HUD

2035

ProfitMotivated

City covenant;
CALHFA

Perpetuity

LIHTC; HOME;
Vouchers; City
Bridge Housing
Incl Funds
LIHTC, County,
National CORE City HOME, RDA
& Incl funds

2068
2068

Notes:
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Table A-10: Publicly Assisted Multi-Family Housing
Project Characteristics
Project Name and
Address
Cal HFA:
City DB:
City IHO:
City RDA:
COI Funds:
EHAP:
HACOLA:
HAP:

A - 1 8

Target
Group

Year Built

Total Units| Bedroom Mix

California Housing Finance Agency
City Density Bonus
City Inclusionary Housing Ordinance
Former City Redevelopment Agency
Former City of Industry Funds
HCD Emergency Housing Assistance
Housing Authority of County of Los Angeles
HUD Housing Assistance Payment

C I T Y

O F

P A S A D E N A

|

HOME:
HTF:
LIHTC:
LMSA:
MFRB:
PRAC:
SHP:
Vouchers:

H O U S I N G

Property Owner

Project Funding Expiration Date
Sources
of Covenants

HUD HOME Partnership
Pasadena Housing Trust Funds
California Low Income Housing Tax Credit
HUD Loan Management Setaside
Multi-family Housing Revenue Bond
HUD Project Rental Assistance Contract
HUD Supportive Housing Program
HUD (Pasadena) Housing Choice Vouchers
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Table A-11: Inclusionary Rental Projects with Affordable Units
Year
Completed
2020

Total Units
105

Number of
Affordable Units
9

137 S. Wilson Ave
75 W. Walnut St

2019
2019

30
201

2
30

177 E. Del Mar
218 S. Oakland
Vinedo Garden
Apartments
The Andalucia

177 E. Del Mar Blvd
218 S. Oakland Ave
60-70-80 S. Vinedo Ave

2018
2018
2018

17
21
26

1
2
3

686 E. Union St.

2017

118

11

Luxe Pasadena
Bell Apartments
67-73-75 S. Vinedo
(off-site units for 388
S. Los Robles)
J Grant Apartments
168 N. Wilson Ave
(off-site units for
Greystar projects)
Westgate Apts
Del Mar Gardens

1765 E. Walnut St.
3330 E. Foothill Blvd.
67 & 73 S. Vinedo Ave

2017
2017
2017

131
212
3

10
25
2

119 S. Los Robles Ave.
168 N. Wilson Ave.

2016
2016

50
23

4
18

231 S. DeLacy St.
240 E. Del Mar Blvd.

2011
2011

480
31

96
3

Aqua Courtyard Suites
Renaissance Court
Pasadena Place

1299 E. Green St.
456 E. Orange Grove Blvd.
169 W. Green St.

2009
2007
2007

90
31
38

90
5
3

Avalon Del Mar
Station
Trio Apartments
Chang Commons
(Fuller Seminary
student/faculty)

265 Arroyo Parkway

2006

347

21

621 E. Colorado Blvd.
255 N. Madison Ave.

2006
2006

304
179

18
169

Walnut Place
Fountain Glen (senior
housing)
Total Affordable Units

712 E. Walnut St.
775 E. Union St.

2005
2004

28
98

3
4

Project Name
Theo Apartments

Address
289 N. El Molino Ave

137 W. Wilson Ave
Avila Apartments

529

Source: Pasadena Housing Department, June 2021.
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Preservation and Replacement Options
Based on City records and information from the California Housing Partnership
Corporation, in the next 10 years (2021-2031), affordability covenants at 13
properties, totaling 243 units, are set to expire (Table A-12). While many of these
projects are identified as high risk of conversion due to for-profit ownership
structures, nearly all responded to City inquiries that the owners have no plans
to opt out of affordability restrictions. Preservation of at-risk projects can be
achieved in a variety of ways, with adequate funding availability. Alternatively,
units that are converted to market rate may be replaced with new assisted multifamily units with specified affordability timeframes.

Table A-12: Affordable Housing with Expiring Covenants (2021-2031)
Project Name and
Address

Target
Group

Year
Built

Acappella Apts.
Family

160 Corson

2002

Arpeggio Apts.
Family

325 Cordova St.

2002

Avalon Pasadena
25 S. Oak Knoll Ave

Family

2002

The Bellevue

Total Units| Bedroom
Mix
143
units
N/A
12 VLI
135
units
11 VLI
120
units

33 South Wilson Ave

Family

Villa Parke Homes
422/488 N. Raymond;
and 557 Los Robles

Family

Project Funding
Sources

ProfitMotivated

City IHO; City DB

ProfitMotivated

City IHO; City DB

N/A

ProfitMotivated

City IHO; City DB

N/A

ProfitMotivated

City IHO; City DB

Abode
Communiti
es

LIHTC; RDA;
HOME

2028

LMSA; HAP

2023

2023

N/A

10 VLI
45 units

2007

4 VLI

1989

9 units

2 bd: 2 du

2013

9 LI/VLI

3 bd: 7 du

Villa Yucatan

14 units
Family

2186 E. Villa
Washington
Townhomes
529 E. Washington
Holly Street Apts.

1973

14 VLI

4 bd: 14 du

Family

Family

1972

1993

Magnolia
Townhomes 1172 N.
Raymond

Family

1981

543 N. Raymond

Family

1996

2021

2023

2023

20 VLI

2 bd; 20 du

Nonprofit

LMSA; HAP

374
units

1 bd: 32 du

LIHTC; MFRB;

75 VLI

2 bd: 43 du

ProfitMotivated

5 units
5 VLI

3 bd: 5 du

ProfitMotivated

HAP/S8NC

2022

4 bd: 3 du

ProfitMotivated

HOME; RDA

2025

City RDA

2027

3 units

Crown House

1 VLI; 2
LI

City RDA

2026

11 units

3055 E. Del Mar

C I T Y

Villa
Yucatan
Nonprofit

2023

20 units

151 E. Holly St.

2 0

Expiration
Date of
Covenants

Property
Owner

O F

Assisted
Living

1987

P A S A D E N A

|

10 VLI
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Ability First
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Table A-12: Affordable Housing with Expiring Covenants (2021-2031)
Project Name and
Address
Madison House
1802 N Madison Ave

Target
Group

Year
Built

Special
Needs

1994

Senior

1941

Villa Raymond
455 N. Raymond

Total Units at Risk of Conversion:
Notes:
Cal HFA:
City DB:
City IHO:
City RDA:
COI Funds:
EHAP:
HACOLA:
HAP:

Total Units| Bedroom
Mix
1 bd: 9 du

9 beds
61 units

0 bd: 45 du

61 VLI

1 bd: 16 du

Property
Owner

Expiration
Date of
Covenants

Project Funding
Sources

Homes for
Life

HOME; RDA

ProfitMotivated

LMSA; HAP

2024
2031

243 units

California Housing Finance Agency
City Density Bonus
City Inclusionary Housing Ordinance
Former City Redevelopment Agency
Former City of Industry Funds
HCD Emergency Housing Assistance
Housing Authority of County of Los Angeles
HUD Housing Assistance Payment

HOME:
HTF:
LIHTC:
LMSA:
MFRB:
PRAC:
SHP:
Vouchers:

HUD HOME Partnership
Pasadena Housing Trust Funds
California Low Income Housing Tax Credit
HUD Loan Management Setaside
Multi-family Housing Revenue Bond
HUD Project Rental Assistance Contract
HUD Supportive Housing Program
HUD (Pasadena) Housing Choice Vouchers

Rental Assistance
State, local, or other funding sources can be used to provide rental subsidies to
maintain the affordability of at-risk projects. These subsidies can be structured
to mirror the Housing Choice Voucher/Section 8 program, whereby the subsidy
covers the cost of the unit above what is determined to be affordable for the
tenant’s household income (including a utility allowance) up to the fair market
value of the apartment. Unit sizes for the at-risk properties range from onebedroom to three-bedroom units and are reserved for low-income households.
The total annual subsidy to maintain the 243 at-risk units is estimated at
approximately $2.36 million.1
Transfer of Ownership
If the current organizations managing the at-risk units are no longer able to
maintain the project, transferring ownership of the affordable units to a
nonprofit housing organization can be a viable way to preserve affordable
housing for the long term. The estimated market value for 243 affordable units
potentially at risk of converting to market rate is over $43 million. However,
many of these units are located within larger complexes; thus, additional
acquisition cost would be required to acquire the market-rate units as well.

Table A-13: Assisted Housing Acquisition Cost
Project Size

Developments at Risk (Units)

0-bdrm

45

1-bdrm

85

1

Rental subsidies are calculated using the difference in affordability (by income level and unit size)
and the fair market rent for the metro area.
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Table A-13: Assisted Housing Acquisition Cost
Project Size

Developments at Risk (Units)

2-bdrm

84

3-bdrm

12

4-bdrm

17

Total

243

Annual Operating Costs

($987,500)

Gross Annual Income

$4,910,447
$3,922,947

Net Annual Income
Market Value

$43,152,421

Notes: Fair Market Rents (2020) for Los Angeles-Long Beach-Glendale HUD Metro Area
Average Size: Studio = 500 sq ft, 1-bed = 700 sq ft, 2-bed = 900 sq ft, 3-bed = 1200 sq ft, 4-bed = 1500 sq ft
5% vacancy rate and annual operating expenses per square foot = $5.00

Construction of Replacement Units
The construction of new affordable housing can be a means to replace at-risk
units. The cost of developing new housing depends on a variety of factors,
including density, size of units, construction quality and type, location, etc.
Assuming a development cost of $167.27 per square feet (ICC Building Valuation
Data 2020) and the average size of units, the construction cost of replacing all
243 affordable at-risk units would be approximately $33 million. Given the
escalation in building materials cost and premiums for construction labor, this
estimate is likely to increase over the planning period.
Entities Interested in Participating in California's First Right of Refusal
Program
An owner of a multi-family rental housing development with rental restrictions
(i.e., is under agreement with federal, State, and local entities to receive
subsidies for low-income tenants) may plan to sell their at-risk property. HCD has
listed qualified entities that may be interested in participating in California's First
Right of Refusal Program. If an owner decides to terminate a subsidy contract,
prepay the mortgage, or sell or otherwise dispose of the assisted housing
development—or if the owner has an assisted housing development in which
there will be the expiration of rental restrictions—the owner must first give
notice of the opportunity to offer to purchase to a list of qualified entities
provided to the owner. HCD has listed 42 entities that may be interested in
participating in California's First Right of Refusal Program in Los Angeles County2.

2

California Department of Housing and Community Development website accessed April 27, 2021.
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/policy-research/docs/HPD-00-01.xlsx

2 2
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Of those entities listed, at least four have completed projects in Pasadena in the
past: BRIDGE, National CORE, abode, and SGV Habitat.

Projected Housing Need – Allocation of Regional
Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA)
Housing element law requires a quantification of each jurisdiction’s share of the
regional housing need as established in the RHNA plan prepared by the
jurisdiction’s council of governments. HCD, in conjunction with SCAG, has
determined the projected regional housing need for the SCAG region. The RHNA
is 1,341,827 new housing units for the 2021-2029 planning period throughout
the entire SCAG region. SCAG has, in turn, allocated this share among its
constituent jurisdictions, distributing to each its own RHNA allocation divided
along income levels. The City of Pasadena has a RHNA of 9,429 housing units to
accommodate in the Housing Element period. The income distribution is as
shown in Table A-14.

Table A-14: Regional Housing Needs Assessment 2021-2029
% of County
AMI

Income Group
Very Low1
Low
Moderate
Above Moderate
Total

Number of Units
Allocated

Percent of Total
Allocation

0-50%

2,747

29%

>50-80%

1,662

18%

>80-120%

1,565

17%

120%+

3,455

37%

---

9,429

100%

Note: Pursuant to AB 2634, local jurisdictions are also required to project the housing needs of extremely low-income
households (0-30% AMI). In estimating the number of extremely low-income households, a jurisdiction can use 50% of the
very low-income allocation or apportion the very low-income figure based on Census data. Using the 50% apportionment,
the City’s very low-income RHNA of 2,740 can be split into 1,370 extremely low- and 1,370 very low-income units.
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Appendix B: Constraints on Housing
Production
Government policies and regulations impact the price and availability of housing
and the provision of affordable housing. Constraints include residential
development standards, fees, and permitting procedures. Providing
infrastructure and services also increases the cost of producing housing. Not
every constraint to housing production is governmental. The most significant
nongovernmental constraints include housing market conditions, access to
capital, cost of construction materials, and labor costs, all of which lie beyond
local government control. For example, during the COVID-19 pandemic that
began in 2020, supply chain bottlenecks substantially increased lumber costs,
driving up prices for new housing and home renovation budgets. This chapter
examines how nongovernmental constraints, together with governmental
regulations and processes, can affect housing supply.

Nongovernmental Constraints
The availability and cost of housing is strongly influenced by market factors over
which local government has little or no control. State law requires that the
housing element contain a general assessment of these constraints so that the
City may consider ways to take actions that may offset the effects on the
production of housing. The primary nongovernmental constraints to the
development of new housing are land costs, construction costs, and
environmental conditions.

Development Costs
Land Prices
Land costs include land acquisition and the cost of holding that land throughout
the development process. These costs can account for as much as half of the
final sales prices of new homes in small developments or in areas where land is
scarce. Land costs in single-family residential neighborhoods in Pasadena range
from $900,000 to $7,000,000 per acre, averaging approximately $4,000,000 per
acre.1 Among the variables affecting land prices are lot size, location and
amenities, the availability and proximity of public services, and financing
arrangements between the buyer and seller.

1 A review of vacant residential land sales on Zillow.com on February 16, 2021 provided eight vacant
lots for sale within the City. Land costs were estimated from this sample and may not be
representative of general land costs in Pasadena.
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Constraints on Housing Production
Construction Costs
Construction costs are determined primarily by the cost of labor and materials.
The relative importance of each is a function of the complexity of the
construction job and the desired quality of the finished product. The price paid
for materials and labor at any time will reflect short-term considerations of
supply and demand; for labor costs, whether a developer chooses to and is
required to pay prevailing wage adds to the total costs. Future costs are difficult
to predict given the cyclical fluctuations in demand and supply that in large part
are created by fluctuations in the State and national economies.
An indicator of construction costs is Building Valuation Data compiled by the
International Code Council (ICC). The unit costs compiled by the ICC include
structural, electrical, plumbing, and mechanical work, in addition to interior
finish and normal site preparation. The data are national and do not consider
regional differences, nor do the data include the price of the land upon which
the buildings are built. The 2020 national averages for costs per square foot of
apartment units and single-family homes are as follows:
Type I or II, Multi-Family: $129.23 to $167.27 per square foot
Type V (Wood Frame), Multi-Family: $112.76 to $147.50 per square
foot
Type V (Wood Frame), One- and Two-Family Dwelling: $122.46 to
$141.72 per square foot

•
•
•

Availability of Financing
The availability of capital to finance new residential development is a significant
factor that can impact both the cost and supply of housing. Two types of capital
are involved in the housing market: 1) capital used by developers for initial site
preparation and construction, and 2) capital for financing the purchase of units
by homeowners and investors. Interest rates substantially impact home
construction, purchase, and improvement costs. A fluctuation in rates of just a
few percentage points can make a dramatic difference in the annual income
needed to qualify for a loan. Since about 2015, financing for new residential
development has been available at reasonable rates. However, economic
fluctuations due to COVID-19 in 2020-2021 caused caution among lenders and
may have lasting effects through this Housing Element planning period. And
while interest rates have remained low, lenders are considering applicants much
more closely than in the past, leading to credit tightening despite affordable
interest rates.
Labor Costs
Labor costs can significantly increase construction costs, depending on whether
union or non-union labor is used. For affordable projects funded by the City,
State law requires the payment of prevailing wages, increasing labor costs 20
percent to 30 percent in Southern California. To mitigate the impact of increasing
labor costs on affordable housing, State law exempts project using low-income
housing tax credits and tax-exempt bonds where no other subsidy is used from
paying prevailing wages. However, project applicants looking to streamline

B - 2
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development applications pursuant to SB 35 (California statutes of 2017) must
pay prevailing wages. 2

Government Code 65583(a)(6) Development Analysis
Government Code section 65583(a)(6) requires an analysis of requests to
develop housing at densities below those anticipated in the housing sites
inventory. The analysis must also indicate the length of time between a
developer receiving approval for housing development and the submittal of a
building permit application. Further, the analysis must look at local efforts to
remove nongovernmental constraints that create a gap in the jurisdiction’s
ability to meet the RHNA by income category.
Requests for Lower Development Densities
In Pasadena, requests for development at densities below anticipated densities
are rare. Development approval of projects with densities lower than what is
allowed by the General Plan and zoning regulations is not expected based on
review of applications over the past several years. In almost all cases,
development applications aim for densities as close as possible to that which is
allowed and, in many cases, with density bonuses, densities exceed the
maximums. For example, the project at 177 E. Del Mar is zoned at a maximum
density of 87 units per acre and achieved 100 units per acre (in the CD-1 zone).
The project at 125 Hurlbut is zoned RM-32 (32 units per acre) and yielded 36
units per acre. The Avila Apartments built at 75 W. Walnut (201 total units)
yielded 106 units per acre in the CD-1 zone (87 units per acre maximum). For
projects in the RM-12 and RM-32 zones, where development generally consists
of replacing a single unit or units with multifamily housing and the IHO may not
apply, resulting densities range from 86 to 90 percent of the permitted density.
These applications and the densities proposed can be attributed to the
robustness of the local housing market and the City’s inclusionary housing
requirements. Proposed developments maximize density to account for price
controls on affordable units.

2 SB

35, enacted by the California legislature in 2017, is aimed at streamlining housing construction
of qualifying projects. Among the criteria for qualifying include requirements that a project must
consist of multi-family housing that includes at least 10 percent affordable units for cities not
achieving their prior low-income RHNA targets and 50 percent affordable if the low-income RHNA
was not achieved. The developer must also agree to pay union-level wages to construction workers.
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Entitlement Processing
Pasadena has several procedures for reviewing residential development permit
applications. Typical processing times are as follows:
Conditional Use Permits – six to eight months
Preliminary Plan Review – one to two months; three to four months if
City Council review is required
Preliminary Plan Check – three to four months or longer; typically longer
for projects subject to the City of Gardens regulations for multi-family
housing
Variance – four to five months
Planned Development Permit – eight to 12 months or longer if
associated with a General Plan amendment

•
•
•

•
•

Building Permit Timeframe
In Pasadena, the length of time between a developer receiving entitlement
approval for a housing (or mixed-use) development and issuance of a building
permit is typically three months for a single-family residence and six to 10
months for a multi-family residential project, depending on project complexity.
For example, a multi-family residential project with complex excavation (for
underground parking), grading, and drainage plans may take longer than usual
to respond to City requests for additional information.

Local Efforts to Remove Nongovernmental Constraints
Housing element law requires analysis of local efforts to remove
nongovernmental constraints that create a gap in the City’s ability to meet its
RHNA by income category. The primary nongovernmental constraint is the
overall cost of affordable housing development (high land and development
costs) in most parts of the State. In general, constructing affordable housing,
especially for low- and very low-income households, is not profitable for housing
developers. Therefore, deed-restricted affordable units require subsidy beyond
available density or financial incentives. This places the construction burden on
nonprofit organizations and similar grant-funded housing developers and may
result in affordable projects that are not dispersed throughout the region but are
concentrated in limited areas with lower development costs. While the City can
offer developer incentives such as expedited permit processing or fee deferrals
or partner with a developer on City-owned properties, it cannot afford to fully
mitigate the high cost of development for affordable housing projects.
In addition to technical assistance, regulatory incentives, and concessions, the
City of Pasadena continues to facilitate housing development, specifically for
affordable units, through the following:
As part of Pasadena’s inclusionary housing program, the City allows offsite affordable units to be built with modified materials and different
features and interior finishes than market rate units, provided that all
units are comparable in construction quality and exterior design.

•
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•

Pasadena can grant waivers of plan check and building permit fees,
including its construction tax for projects containing housing units
affordable to low- and moderate-income households. Further, the
City’s residential impact fee is charged at a flat rate per on-site
affordable unit and reduces the fee for all units in the same project.

•

In 2020, the City initiated a pilot ADU program for which the City
provides construction financing for the ADU if the property owner
agrees to rent the unit to a lower-income household for a period of at
least seven years.

Governmental Constraints
Although local governments have little influence on such market factors as
interest rates and availability of funding for development, local policies and
regulations can affect both the amount of residential development that occurs
and housing affordability. Thus, State law requires the Housing Element to
“address and, where appropriate and legally possible, remove governmental
constraints to the maintenance, improvement, and development of housing.”

Land Use Controls
Use Regulations
The City’s primary policies and regulations that affect residential development
and housing affordability include the 2015 General Plan, Title 17 – Zoning Code,
Title 16 – Subdivisions, and the City’s seven Specific Plans. (Seven Specific Plans
are being updated to implement the 2015 General Plan, and a new eighth
Specific Plan for the Lamanda Park neighborhood will be produced upon
completion of the update program.) Table B-1 summarizes the General Plan land
use designations and zoning districts that either allow residential development
by right or subject to conditional use permit approval.
Generally, development standards in the Zoning Code are easy to find and clearly
stated. As described for the sites inventory, most development projects
approach the maximum permitted densities inclusive of required parking and
reflective of the required development standards. Thus, land use controls,
including the Inclusionary Housing Ordinance (IHO), are not a constraint on
development, as further evidenced by the 1,277 developments currently
underway and in the entitlement process (as cited in the Resources appendix).
Pasadena has established development caps within Specific Plan areas. (Such
limits do not apply to properties outside of the Specific Plans.) However, land
use policies allow for reallocation of nonresidential development capacities to
residential capacities in response to demand. This means that the residential
caps can be exceeded. Also, affordable housing units (via density bonus, the
Inclusionary Housing Ordinance, or other means) do not count toward the caps,
except within the Fair Oaks/Orange Grove Specific Plan. Thus, for example, a
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development involving 100 percent affordable units—anything except market
rate—would not count toward any cap.
Also, of note in Table B-1: the 2015 General Plan does not apply minimum
densities to any multi-family zones. However, as stated above, the City’s
experience is that developers largely propose projects at or near the maximum
permitted densities.

Table B-1: Residential General Plan Land Use Designations and
Zoning Districts
General Plan
Land Use
Designations
Low Density
Residential
Low-Medium
Density
Residential

B - 6
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Density

Corresponding Zoning
Districts

Required
Entitlement

0-6 du/ac

RS

Permitted by right

0-12 du/ac

RM-12

Permitted by right

Medium Density
Residential

0-16 du/ac

RM-16

Permitted by right

Medium-High
Density
Residential
High Density
Residential
Urban Housing

0-32 du/ac

RM-32

Permitted by right

0-48 du/ac

RM-48

Permitted by right

0-87 du/ac

CD-1, CD-2, CD-3, CD-4,
and CD-5 (Central District
Specific Plan)

Permitted by right
with restrictions on
ground-floor
residential use.

Low Mixed Use
Low-Medium
Mixed Use
Medium Mixed
Use
High Mixed Use
Specific Plan

0-32 du/ac
0-48 du/ac

Zones determined by
applicable Specific Plan

Permitted by right
subject to Code
Compliance
Certificate

Varies by Specific Plan

Varies by Specific
Plan
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The General Plan and Zoning Code designate several Specific Plan areas or
districts. Many of these areas are designated for higher-density residential uses
ranging from 16 to 87 units per acre, with variations based on location and
adjacent commercial and residential uses. Development standards within the
plans vary depending on location, allowed uses, proximity to transit, adjacency
to single-family neighborhoods, historic landmark districts, and/or desired
building form. To regulate building intensity and population density consistently
with General Plan land use designations, the General Plan limits the number of
market rate housing units or cumulative new development within each Specific
Plan area. Table B-2 lists the Specific Plans with the corresponding cumulative
new residential unit limit. These limits do not apply to affordable housing units,
except within the Fair Oaks/Orange Grove Specific Plan. Also, some Specific
Plans include mechanisms to allow for nonresidential square footage allocations
to be converted to residential units upon City Council authorization.

Table B-2: General Plan Development Caps by Specific Plan
Area
Area or District

Number of Units

Central District
South Fair Oaks
East Pasadena

4,272
802
750

Lamanda Park
East Colorado

100
300

North Lake
Fair Oaks/Orange Grove
Lincoln Avenue

250
325
180

Note: The Lamanda Park Specific Plan area is designated in the General Plan, but the Specific Plan
will not be adopted until 2022, concurrent with the other seven plans undergoing updates to
achieve General Plan consistency.

Table B-3 summarizes the housing types permitted by zone. Each use is
designated by a letter denoting whether the use is allowed or conditionally
permitted.
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Table B-3: Zoning Districts Permitted Land Uses
Land Uses
Single-family Dwelling1
Multi-Family Dwelling (in PS, only as
accessory to principal use)
Accessory Dwelling Units
Mobile/Manufactured Home
Mixed Use

RS

RM-12

RM-16

RM-32

RM-48

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P
P

P
P

P

P

P

P

Work/Live Units
Dormitories/Fraternities/
Sororities

PS

CO
P

C

P

CL
P

CG

IG

P

C

Affordable Senior Housing
Life-Care Facilities2
Emergency Shelter

P

Temporary Homeless Shelter with
Religious Facility

C

C

C

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

C

C

C

P

P

C

Transitional/Supportive Housing
Single Room Occupancy
Residential care, ≤ 6 clients

P

Residential care, > 6 clients
Boarding House

P

P

C

C
C
C

C

P

C

C

P
C

C
C

P

P

P
P
P

P

C

C
P

Notes:
Subject to development standards of the RS-6 zone in all RM and C zones.
Provides housing accommodations for varying levels of senior care. Development can provide a blend of independent units, residential care
facilities and hospice care.

Tables B-4a through B-4d identify residential land use regulations within the
seven adopted Specific Plans. Each use is designated by a letter denoting
whether the use is allowed or conditionally permitted.
For the North Lake Specific Plan (SP-1), the land use regulations of the underlying
zoning district apply, except as the following regarding residential uses:
•
•
•

In the SP-1a, SP-1b, SP-1c and SP-1e subdistricts, work/live units are
allowed subject to a conditional use permit.
In the SP-1d subdistrict, residential uses and mixed-use projects
including residential uses are not allowed.
In the SP-1e subdistrict, single-family and multi-family residential uses
are not allowed.

For the South Fair Oaks Specific Plan (SP-2), the land use regulations of the
underlying zoning district apply. For properties located west of Fair Oaks Avenue
and south of Hurlbut Street, the following additional uses are allowed: life/care
facilities, multi-family residential up to 32 units per acre, residential care general
and limited, supportive/transitional housing, and emergency shelters subject to
specific use standards.
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Table B-4a: Specific Plan Permitted Land Uses (Central District and East Colorado)
Land Uses

CD-4

CD5

P

P

P

P
P
P

P
P
MC

P
P
P

P
P
MC

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

CD-1

CD-2

Multi-Family Dwelling

P

P

Accessory Dwelling Units
Mixed Use
Work/Live Units

P
P
P

Dormitories/Fraternities/
Sororities
Life-Care Facilities2

Single-family Dwelling

CD3

CD6

EC
CG-1

EC
CG-2

P

Emergency Shelter
Caretaker Quarters

P
P

P
C

P
C

C

C

C

P

MC
P

MC
P

P
P
P

P
P
P

P
P
P

P
P
P

P
P
P

P
P
P

Residential care, > 6 clients
Boarding House

C
P

C
P

C
P

C
P

C
P

C
P

EC
CG-4

P

P

P
P
C

C

EC
CG-5

P
P
C

C

C

C

C

C

P

MC
P

MC
P

MC
P

P

P

P

P

C
P

C

P
P
P
C

Table B-4b: Specific Plan Permitted Land Uses (East Pasadena)
d1CO

d1CL

d1CG

Multi-Family Dwelling

P

P

P

Accessory Dwelling Units

P

P

d1-IG

d2CO

d2CL

d2CG

P

P

P

P

P

d2-IG

d2PS

d3CO

d3CG

C

P

P

Single-family Dwelling

Mixed Use
Work/Live Units

P
C

Dormitories/Fraternities/
Sororities
Life-Care Facilities2

P

Emergency Shelter
Caretaker Quarters
Transitional/Supportive Housing
Single Room Occupancy
Residential care, ≤ 6 clients
Residential care, > 6 clients
Religious Facility with Temporary
Homeless Shelter
Senior Affordable Housing
Boarding House

C

C

P
C

P

C

C

C

C

P

P

P

P

P
P

C

C

C

P

P

C
MC
P
P

C
C

P
MC

P
P

C

C

C

MC
P

MC
MC

P
P

MC
P
P

C

P

P
P

C
C

C
C

C

P

P

P
P

P

C

C

C

P

P

C
C

C
P

C I T Y
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Notes:
1. See Chapter 17.30 (Central District Specific Plan) of the zoning code for specific requirements for ground-floor pedestrian-oriented
uses and targeted restrictions on residential use on Arroyo Parkway and Lake Avenue.
2. In ECSP, mixed use and multi-family only permitted within ¼ mile of a light rail station.

Land Uses

EC
CG-6

P

C

Transitional/Supportive Housing
Single Room Occupancy
Residential care, ≤ 6 clients

EC
CG-3
P
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Table B-4c: Specific Plan Permitted Land Uses (Fair Oaks/Orange Grove)
RM12

RM16

PS

Single-family Dwelling

P

P

C

P

Multi-Family Dwelling

P

P

C

P

Accessory Dwelling Units
Mixed Use
Work/Live Units

P

P

Land Uses

OS

CL1a

CL1b

C-2

P
P
C

Dormitories/Fraternities/
Sororities
Life-Care Facilities2

C

Emergency Shelter
Caretaker Quarters
Transitional/Supportive Housing
Single Room Occupancy
Residential care, ≤ 6 clients
Residential care, > 6 clients
Religious Facility with Temporary
Homeless Shelter
Senior Affordable Housing
Boarding House

C

P
P
C

P

P

P

P

C

P

P

P

P

C

P

P

C

C

C

P

C-3c

C

P

P

C

C-3a,
b, d
P

P

P

P

P

Table B-4d: Specific Plan Permitted Land Uses (Lincoln Avenue)
RM-16

CL

Single-family Dwelling

Land Uses

P

P

Multi-Family Dwelling

P

P

Accessory Dwelling Units

P

P

Mixed Use
Work/Live Units

P
P

CG-1

CG-2

C

C

P

P

C

C

PS

Dormitories/Fraternities/
Sororities
Life-Care Facilities2
Emergency Shelter
Caretaker Quarters
Transitional/Supportive Housing
Single Room Occupancy
Residential care, ≤ 6 clients
Residential care, > 6 clients
Religious Facility with Temporary Homeless Shelter
Senior Affordable Housing

P

P
P

P

P

C

C

C

Boarding House

Development Standards – Non-Specific Plan Properties
Table B-5 summarizes key development standards for residential uses within
residential, commercial, and mixed-use zones.
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For multi-family housing, height limits are indicated in terms of feet rather than
stories, thus providing developers with flexibility regarding how many stories to
incorporate within the limits (e.g., placing a first story partially below grade,
variable floor plate heights). Mixed-use buildings may extend four to five stories
in height.
Unique to Pasadena are zoning regulations that encourage designs that typify
the garden character of earlier apartments and bungalow courts in the City.
These City of Gardens standards are designed to ensure that high-density
apartments and condominiums incorporate landscaped common open space
rather than concrete interiors and bulky mass designs. These regulations apply
to all multi-family residential district projects with three units or more in the RM16, RM-32, RM-48 zones, in portions of certain specific plan areas, and in the CL
and CO districts.
The City of Gardens standards are structured to emphasize multi-family projects
with a landscaped open space feature as the central focus occupying between
17 to 37 percent of a multi-family residential project area. The majority of
projects submitted achieve close to the maximum density in the RM-16, RM-32,
and RM-48 zones without requiring a variance. Therefore, these requirements
are not considered an actual constraint to the production of affordable or
market-rate housing; they provide an alternative that harkens to the City’s
historic context for residential development and provides meaningful use of
open space areas within multi-family housing.
All City of Gardens projects are subject to Design Review, with projects proposing
nine or fewer units reviewed by the Planning Division Director (or designee) and
10 or more units requiring Design Commission approval. This discretionary
Design Commission process may be subject to CEQA compliance unless
specifically exempted by CEQA.
The City of Gardens requirements provide clear guidance regarding the
development parameters to be used in designing and developing multi-family
housing. This clarity means less interpretation by the Director or Design
Commission in the review of projects, as the standards are objective. Before
they submit applications, developers know what the City will be looking for and
can design accordingly. As discussed above, a review of approved projects
indicates that developers are able to achieve at or near the maximum allowed
densities.
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Table B-5: Residential Development Standards
Development Standard
Minimum Lot Area (sf)

Minimum Lot Width (ft)
Maximum Density (units
per lot)
Setbacks (feet)
Front
Sides (each)
Rear
Maximum Height (feet)
Maximum Site Coverage

RS
7,200 to
40,000
55
to
100
1

RM-12
7,200

RM-161
&
(RM-16-1)
7,200

55

(12,000)
75

60

60

None

2

16

32

48

48-87 per
acre

RM-321

RM-481

10,000

10,000

Mixed Use
in CO, CL,
CD
None

25

25

20 (40)

20

20

Variable

5, 10
25
28-32

5, 10
10
28-32

5 (10)
0-5 (20)
23-36

5
0-25
23-36

5
0-25
38

4-5 stories

35-40%

35-40%

None
(35%)

None

None

None

Development Standards – Specific Plan Properties
For development standards in the Specific Plan areas, please refer to Chapters
17.30 through 17.37 of the Pasadena Municipal Code. The regulations are very
detailed and vary by subdistrict within each Specific Plan. Within those Specific
Plan subdistricts conventional residential and mixed-use developments are
permitted, the density and height standards are shown in Table B-6 and the
following figures from the Pasadena Municipal Code Section 17.30.040.
Within the Specific Plans, maximum allowed heights vary (see Table B-6). Except
within the Central District, building height limits generally are 45 feet to 60 feet
within ¼ mile of a rail station; this provides the flexibility described above.
Within the Central District, the height map shown on page B-14 illustrates
generous height allowances and the ability to use height averaging to attain
additional building height.
The building height regulations are flexible and do not constrain development,
as evidenced by the many development applications currently underway and
recently approved—and the fact that developers build at or close to the
maximum allowable densities.
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Table B-6: Specific Plan Density and Height Standards
Specific Plan and Subdistrict
Central District – CD-1
Central District – CD-2

Central District – CD-3

Central District – CD-4

Maximum Density
Per PMC 17.30.040, Figure
3-6
(48-87 du/ac)
Per PMC 17.30.040, Figure
3-6
(48-87 du/ac)
Per PMC 17.30.040, Figure
3-6
(48-87 du/ac)
Per PMC 17.30.040, Figure
3-6
(48-87 du/ac)

Maximum Height
Per PMC 17.30.040,
Figure 3-8
Per PMC 17.30.040,
Figure 3-8
Per PMC 17.30.040,
Figure 3-8
Per PMC 17.30.040,
Figure 3-8

Central District – CD-5

Per PMC 17.3 0.040, Figure
3-6
(48-87 du/ac)

Per PMC 17.30.040,
Figure 3-8

Central District – CD-6

Per PMC 17.30.040,
Figure 3-8

East Colorado – CG-1
East Colorado – CG-2

Per PMC 17.30.040, Figure
3-6
(48-87 du/ac)
48 du/ac
48 du/ac

East Colorado – CG-3

60 du/ac

East Colorado – CL-3

48 du/ac;
60 du/ac near ¼ mile of rail
station
48 du/ac
60 du/ac

45 feet;
60 feet within ¼ mile
of rail station
45 feet;
60 feet within ¼ mile
of rail station
45 feet
45 feet;
60 feet within ¼ mile
of rail station

East Colorado – CG-5
East Colorado – CG-6

East Pasadena – d1CO
East Pasadena – d1CL
East Pasadena – d2CO

East Pasadena – d2CL

East Pasadena – d2CG

48 du/ac
32 du/ac

60 feet
45 feet

45 feet
36 feet
Per PMC 17.32.070,
Figure 3-12
(generally, 32-60 feet)
Per PMC 17.32.070,
Figure 3-12
(generally 32-60 feet)

48 du/ac

32 du/ac

Per PMC 17.32.070,
Figure 3-12
(generally 32-60 feet)

East Pasadena – d3CO
Fair Oaks/Orange Grove – RM12

48 du/ac;
60 du/ac near ¼ mile of rail
station
48 du/ac
2 du/lot

Fair Oaks/Orange Grove – RM16
Fair Oaks/Orange Grove – CL1b
Fair Oaks/Orange Grove – C3a

16 du/ac
16 du/ac
40 du/ac

23-36 feet
23-36 feet
32 feet
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Table B-6: Specific Plan Density and Height Standards
Specific Plan and Subdistrict
Fair Oaks/Orange Grove – C3b

Maximum Density
32 du/ac

Maximum Height

32 du/ac

Fair Oaks/Orange Grove – C3d
Lincoln Avenue - RM16

North Lake – SP1a

16 du/ac

32 feet
Per PMC 17.37.060,
Figure 3-17
(generally, 36 feet)
Per PMC 17.37.060,
Figure 3-17
(generally, 36 feet)
23-36 feet

North Lake – SP1b
North Lake – SP1c

32 du/ac
32 du/ac

23-36 feet
23-36 feet

South Fair Oaks

32 du/ac

45 feet

16 du/ac

Lincoln Avenue - CL
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Source: PMC Section 17.30.040
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Source: PMC Section 17.30.040
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Parking Standards
Parking requirements for residential development in Pasadena are typical of
those required for suburban communities, which generally is two parking spaces
per unit for both single-family and multi-family developments (see Table B-7),
plus guest parking for multi-family. Tandem parking is allowed for all multi-family
and mixed-use developments (except in the RM-12 zoning district). Zoning
regulations mandate reductions in transit-oriented districts for projects built at
48 units per acre or more. Units 650 square feet and smaller are allowed no
more than one space per unit. Units larger than 650 square feet must have a
minimum of 1.5 spaces per unit but no more than 2.0 per unit near the Sierra
Madre Villa station and 1.75 per unit near all other stations. All senior citizen
housing developments qualify for a ratio of 0.5 parking spaces per unit. The
regulations ensure that sufficient on-site spaces are available to accommodate
vehicle ownership rates of residents and the actual parking required for special
needs housing, while encouraging use of other modes of transportation by
mandating maximums in TOD districts. Because of this flexibility, Pasadena’s
parking requirements are not considered an impediment to housing
development, including special needs housing. In sum, the City’s parking
regulations are typical for those in a suburban community and responsive to
reduced parking demands in TODs and more urbanized areas.
For emergency shelters, the City requires one parking space per four beds, with
the spaces available for both shelter staff and homeless individuals using the
shelter. Per Government Code 65583(a)(4)(A), the City is permitted to establish
parking requirements for emergency shelters, “provided that the standards do
not require more parking for emergency shelters than other residential or
commercial uses within the same zone.” For temporary shelters on religious
institution properties, the existing parking for that institution can suffice. For
permanent emergency shelters, dedicated space must be provided at the 1:4
ratio. A comparable commercial use might be a lodging facility, such as motel,
which requires one space per guest room. A comparable residential use might
be single-room occupancy affordable housing, which requires one space per four
units, plus two spaces for the resident manager. Thus, the parking standards for
emergency shelters appear consistent with other uses in the same zone and are
not a constraint on such a use.Of note, the City of Pasadena restricts overnight
parking from 2:00 a.m. to 6:00 a.m. throughout most residential neighborhoods
and on major arterial roads. Residents who do not have sufficient on-site parking
are required to obtain on-street parking permits. The City charges a $47.00
application fee for on-street
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parking permits; discounted permits are available for low-income residents.

Table B-7: Parking Standards
Residential Use Type

Requirement

Single-Family
Multi-Family and Mixed Use

Work-Live Units
Emergency Shelter
Dormitories/Fraternities/
Sororities and Boarding House
Single-Room Occupancy

Transitional/Supportive
Housing
Senior Housing

Regulatory Concessions

2 covered per unit
2 covered per unit >
650 sf
1 covered per unit up to
650 sf
1 guest space per 10
units
3 spaces per 1,000 sf

None
Reduction in
requirements for TOD
areas in the City

1 space per 4 beds
1 covered per 3
habitable rooms
1 space per unit
2 spaces allocated for
manager
Same requirement
applies to dwelling type
allowed in zone

None
None

2 covered per unit >
650 sf
1 covered per unit up to
650 sf
1 guest space per 10
units

Reduction to minimum
of 0.5 space with Minor
CUP

Minor CUP for shared
parking

Reduction if affordable
units
None

On-/Off-Site Improvements
Site improvements and property dedications are important components of new
development and contribute to the creation of decent housing. Housing
construction in Pasadena is subject to a variety of site improvement and building
code requirements. Developers are required to fulfill obligations specified in the
City’s Subdivision Code (Municipal Code Title 16). Required improvements may
include water, sewer, and other utility line improvements or extensions; street
construction to City standards; and traffic control devices reasonably related to
the project.
Typical standard requirements include:
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•

Local streets must have 60-foot of right-of-way and 36 feet of paved
roadway. Collector streets must have a 64-foot right-of-way and 40-foot
paved section. Secondary highways must have 90-foot of right-of-way
and 66 feet of roadway. Major highways have a 108-foot right-of-way
and 80 feet of roadway.

•

Required street improvements include street trees (where warranted)
per the City’s Tree Master Plan, curbs and gutters, streetlights, and
signage.
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•

Utility lines—electric, communications, street lighting, and cable
television—are required to serve the subdivision and must be placed
underground.

•

Construction of all new water and drainage distribution systems related
to the project must be provided by the developer.

•

Parks and recreation facilities must be provided via a dedication of land
and/or payment of a fee set forth in the City’s development impact fee
schedule.

Throughout Pasadena, infrastructure is in place to serve future residential
developments. However, the age of water and sewer lines in older
neighborhoods and districts may require replacement of water and sewer lines
that are of insufficient size or significantly deteriorated. In these cases, on-and
off-site improvements are provided through payment of a pro-rata share of fees.
This means that the costs of on- and off-site improvements are passed along to
the homebuyer as part of the final home cost or financing for rental housing. The
on- and off-site improvement standards imposed by the City are typical for most
communities and do not pose unusual constraints for housing development.
Locally Adopted Ordinances
State law requires that cities include an analysis of any locally adopted ordinance
that directly impacts the cost and supply of residential development.
California Government Code Section 65915 requires local governments to grant
a density bonus of at least 20 percent (five percent for condominiums) and an
additional incentive, or financially equivalent incentive(s), to a developer of a
housing development agreeing to provide a certain percent of affordable
housing units. In recent years, the density bonus law has been amended multiple
times to further facilitate affordable housing production. A city has the option
of defaulting to State law or adopting its own density bonus regulations. In
Pasadena, developers often use density bonus to achieve increased maximum
residential density. Since adoption of the Inclusionary Housing Ordinance (IHO)
in 2001, numerous projects have taken advantage of density bonus incentives.
The IHO applies to all residential and mixed-use projects with 10 or more units.
The requirements, set forth in Municipal Code Chapter 17.42, requires that a
minimum of 20 percent of the total number of dwelling units in a residential
project to be developed, offered to, and sold or rented to households of very
low, low, and moderate-income, at an affordable housing cost, as follows.
1.

Units for sale. If the project consists of units for sale, a minimum of 20
percent of the total number of units in the project shall be sold to very
low, low, or moderate-income households.

2.

Rental units. If the residential project consists of rental units, a
minimum of five percent of the units shall be rented to very low-income
households, five percent of the units shall be rented to very low or low-
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income households, and 10 percent of the units shall be rented to very
low, low, or moderate-income households.
Because developers often use the IHO in coordination with Pasadena’s density
bonus ordinance, developers can be required to obtain an Affordable Housing
Concession Permit, which is a discretionary permit. This process can be
considered a constraint to development since it requires additional fees and a
public hearing. This process can incrementally increase the cost of housing.
In 2019, the City amended the IHO to give developers the option of using an
affordable housing concession menu to select concessions to be used instead of
applying for an Affordable Housing Concession Permit. (The IHO amendments
also included increasing the inclusionary requirement from 15 to 20 percent.)
The City worked closely with a variety of stakeholders, including the
development community, in order to ensure that the IHO and Concession Menu
did not constrain the production of housing in the City. In a May 10, 2021,
memorandum to the City Council, staff reported that the 2019 IHO amendment
creating the menu approach to concessions appears to be attractive to
developers.
In October 2018, the City Council directed staff to study and prepare an
ordinance to address an imbalance between increasing impacts of density bonus
concessions and the public benefits accrued to the City. This was prompted by
concerns that local inclusionary unit trade-down credit provisions used in
conjunction with State density bonus law were resulting in fewer affordable
housing units being produced. On August 19, 2019, the City Council amended
the Inclusionary Housing Ordinance to increase the percentage of required
affordable units from 15 to 20 percent. Because the Density Bonus Ordinance
(Chapter 17.43 of the Pasadena Municipal Code) dates to 2006 and State law has
since been amended, the City will also need to update these regulations to relate
better to its inclusionary requirements and reflect State law.
In addition to actively promoting and encouraging housing development through
the incentives offered through density bonus and inclusionary requirements, the
City has adopted provisions restricting short-term rentals requiring annual
review, registration, and various limitations on lengths of stay related to
unhosted use of a residential unit. The City also prohibits vacation rentals.
Application and building permit data demonstrate that the IHO does not
constrain development. As indicated in Table C-1 beginning on page C-5 of the
Housing Element, current and recently approved applications will result in 1,277
new housing units, with almost all applications required by the IHO to provide
affordable units. Table B in the City’s 2020 Annual Progress Report to HCD
indicates that building permits for 3,004 units were issued 2014-2020. The IHO
does not constrain housing production.
In January, 2021, City staff presented an analysis of the 2019 IHO amendments
to the Planning Commission which concluded: “Based on this review, it appears
that the amendments have been working relatively well and as intended. They
have not slowed or stopped production of housing in the city, have not caused a
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sudden influx of more affordable housing concession permit projects with
increased height, and in some cases, have been enough of an incentive for
projects to choose concessions on the menu rather than seeking additional relief
through SDBL [state’s density bonus law.]”
See
https://www.pasadenanow.com/main/developers-not-discouraged-byinclusionary-housing-ordinance-amendment.
With regard to the density bonus ordinance, however, codified in Municipal
Code Section 17.43, a developer is required to obtain a discretionary Affordable
Housing Concession Permit to deviate from standards—as permitted by State
law—to facilitate construction of affordable housing. This permit can be
considered a constraint on development due to the time and fees associated
with the process.

Codes and Enforcement
Pasadena implements the 2019 edition of the California Building Code and 2019
edition of the California Green Building Standards Code and continues to amend
Title 14 (Buildings and Construction) of the Municipal Code as needed to
implement the most-current industry standards. These codes establish
standards and require inspections at various stages of construction to ensure
code compliance and minimum health and safety standards. Although these
standards and the time required for inspections increase housing production
costs and may impact the viability of rehabilitation of older properties, the codes
are mandated for all jurisdictions in California.
Local jurisdictions may approve local amendments necessary to address unique
local climatic, geologic, and/or topographical conditions. The City of Pasadena
coordinated with 88 cities in Los Angeles County through the Los Angeles
Regional Uniform Code Program to minimize local variations to the Code and
promote consistency among proposed amendments adopted by cities in the
region. Because of this regional effort, the City adopted the following local
amendments to the California Building Standards Code to protect the public
health and safety from hazards common in the City and neighboring
jurisdictions.
•

•

•

Restrictions on the use of wood as exterior wall and roof material in fire
hazard areas, and requirements for Class A assembly for other
materials;
Requirements for fire sprinklers in all new construction, except oneand two-family dwellings outside brush hazard areas, townhomes less
than three stories in height, and certain residential care facilities for six
or fewer clients;
More restrictive building standards for roof sheathing, diaphragms,
suspended ceilings, footings and foundations, shear walls, and building
separation to reduce risk of injury and property damage in the event of
an earthquake; and
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Additional amendments provide for carrying forward existing
administrative provisions, such as establishment of the City Council as
the Board of Appeals and other miscellaneous provisions.

•

The City enforces code compliance to promote property maintenance in
accordance with the City Zoning and Building ordinances and State and County
Health Codes. Similar to most jurisdictions, the Code Compliance Division
receives and investigates complaints regarding alleged violations. Additionally,
Pasadena also implements a three-tiered code enforcement function to ensure
that property and residential structures are well maintained. The City
administers a program that inspects all multi-family projects every four years for
building and property maintenance standards. Properties that receive citations
or notices for correction are provided information on City loan programs and
grants that can be applied for to facilitate and encourage the repair of code
violations and housing rehabilitation. Single-family residential properties are
routinely inspected through normal code enforcement programs Citywide.
Properties in violation of City codes are also given citations with specific time
frames to remedy the code violations. These programs are implemented
uniformly throughout the community.

Zoning for a Variety of Housing Types
State housing element law requires that jurisdictions facilitate and encourage a
range of housing types for all economic segments of the community. The City of
Pasadena accommodates a wide variety of housing types as summarized below.
Multi-family Rental Housing
Multi-family developments are permitted by right in all RM zones and two
nonresidential zones (CO and CL), while a conditional use permit and a master
plan approval is required in the PS zone (as accessory to the primary use). As
indicated above in Tables B-4a through B4-D, every Specific Plan allows
residential and mixed-use development. As a matter of policy, Pasadena focuses
multi-family development in areas that can best accommodate growth and
reduce transportation demand: within the Central District, in Transit and
Neighborhood Villages, and along major travel corridors. Student housing, in
support of the four major colleges and smaller private educational institutions
within the City, is permitted by right in higher-density residential zones, as well
as several commercial zones and on the campuses of the private colleges and
universities. The City requires that these institutions prepare master plans and
allows the master plans to accommodate student housing.
Housing for Agricultural Employees (permanent and seasonal)
The Employee Housing Act (Government Code Section 17021.5 and 17021.6)
requires that any employee housing occupied by six or fewer employees shall be
considered a single-family structure within a residential land use and must be
treated the same as a single-family dwelling of the same type in the same zone.
In addition, employee housing consisting of no more than 36 beds in a group
quarters, or 12 units or separate rooms or spaces designed for use by a single-
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family or household, must be considered an agricultural land use and be treated
the same as any other agricultural activity in the same zone.
Regionally, according to the USDA Census on agricultural population, there were
413 farms in Los Angeles County and 3,266 farmworkers. The City of Pasadena
does not have land zoned for or remaining in agricultural use and does not have
any inventory of farm housing. Therefore, none of the zoning districts
specifically distinguish housing for agricultural employees from any other
programmatic housing dedicated or developed to be affordable.
Emergency Shelters
State legislation (SB 2 of the 2007 legislative session, codified in Government
Code sections 65582, 65583, and 65589.5)) requires jurisdictions to identify
locations where emergency shelters can be established without a conditional use
permit or other discretionary permit. In Pasadena, emergency shelters are
permitted by right in the EPSP-D1-IG and South Fair Oaks SP-2 districts
(maximum of 12 beds). Shelters may be established with a minor conditional use
permit in the CG and IG districts, the Central District, and the CG and IG districts
of the East Colorado, East Pasadena, and South Fair Oaks Specific Plans. Religious
facilities may also operate a homeless shelter for temporary stays as a by-right
use in the CL and CG districts and in portions of Central District. They may also
operate a shelter in all residential districts, CO district, and parts of the Central
District.
The 2014-2021 Housing Element identified three zones—South Fair Oaks Specific
Plan SP-2 (IG), Central District Specific Plan (CD-6), and East Pasadena Specific
Plan (EPSP-D1-IG)—where emergency shelters would be permitted as a matter
of right. This prior element estimated that these areas could accommodate 35
facilities and 420 beds for clients. This would make a significant impact towards
shelter accommodation for the 542 unsheltered homeless persons identified in
the City during the 2019 Point‐In‐Time Homeless Count. (A count was not taken
in 2020 due to COVID-19 restrictions.) Additionally, AB 101 (2019 legislative
session, codified largely in Government Code Sections 30035.7, 65400, 65585,
and 65913.4, as well as portions o the Health and Safety Code, Public Resources
Code, Revenue and Taxation Code, and Welfare and Institutions Code) requires
that low-barrier navigation centers 3 be permitted as a matter of right in areas
zoned for mixed-use and nonresidential zones that permit multi-family uses,
whether by-right or with a discretionary permit. The City will need to revise the
Zoning Code to identify zones can provide additional land area for possible
emergency shelter accommodation and to also address the requirements under
AB 101.

3 As defined in Government Code section 65660, " ‘Low Barrier Navigation Center’ means a Housing
First, low-barrier, service-enriched shelter focused on moving people into permanent housing that
provides temporary living facilities while case managers connect individuals experiencing
homelessness to income, public benefits, health services, shelter, and housing.”
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Transitional and Supportive Housing
State law requires cities to allow transitional and supportive housing as a
residential use and allowed by right in all zones that allow similar residential
uses, consistent with SB2. Pasadena’s Zoning Code defines supportive housing
as: “housing with no limit on length of stay, that is occupied by the target
population as defined by the state Government Code Section 65582, and that is
linked to an on-site or off-site service that assists the supportive housing resident
in retaining the housing, improving his or her health status, and maximizing his
or her ability to live and, when possible, work in the community.“ Transitional
housing is treated as a residential use and permitted by right in multi-family
districts, several commercial districts, and Specific Plan areas (the CO and CL
districts and Central District, East Colorado and East Pasadena Specific Plans).
Transitional housing, per the Zoning Code, is “buildings configured as rental
housing developments, but operated under program requirements that require
the termination of assistance and recirculating of the assisted unit to another
eligible program recipient at a predetermined future point in time that shall be
no less than six months from the beginning of the assistance.” These definitions
and regulations conform with State law. In 2018, the City adopted the Motel
Conversion Ordinance (PMC Section 17.50.075), which allows for the conversion
of existing hotels/motels to permanent supportive housing, as well as singleroom occupancy housing and moderate- and lower-income multi-family
housing.
Effective January 1, 2019, AB 2162 (Supportive Housing Streamlining Act,
codified in Government Code Sections 65583 and 65650) requires supportive
housing to be considered a by-right use in zones where multi-family and mixeduses are permitted, including nonresidential zones permitting multi-family uses,
if the proposed housing development meets specified criteria. The law prohibits
a local government from imposing any minimum parking requirement for units
occupied by supportive housing residents if the development is located within
one-half mile of a public transit stop. AB 2162 also requires local jurisdictions to
streamline the approval of housing projects containing a minimum amount of
supportive housing units by providing a ministerial approval process, removing
the requirement for CEQA analysis, and removing the requirement for a
conditional use permit or other similar discretionary entitlements. The City will
need to revise the Zoning Code to comply with AB 2162.
The Zoning Code addresses residential care facilities (defined as a State-licensed
facility, family home, group care facility, or similar facility that is maintained and
operated to provide 24-hour nonmedical residential care) for seven or more
persons separately from transitional and supportive housing. The key distinction
is that a residential care facility provides 24-hour care, whereas transitional and
supportive housing generally do not. Zoning regulations currently do not allow
residential care facilities for seven or more persons by right but require
conditional use permit. This may be seen as a constraint on establishing such
facilities which may function similar to transitional or supportive housing for
persons with disabilities.
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Single-Room Occupancy (SRO)
Single-room occupancy hotels (SRO) are one-room units intended for occupancy
by a single individual. It is distinct from a studio or efficiency unit in that a studio
is a one-room unit that must contain a kitchen and bathroom. Although SRO
units are not required to have a kitchen or bathroom, many SROs may have one
or the other. Pasadena’s Zoning Code establishes standards for SROs and permits
the use by right within the CG district, throughout the CD districts, and several
Specific Plans (see Tables B-4a through B-4d above). In addition, existing
nonconforming SROs in the CL district can be altered to comply with the City’s
SRO development standards without issuance of a conditional use permit.
The City’s SRO standards have facilitated the production or conversion of uses to
SRO units affordable to Pasadena’s very low- and extremely low-income
households. Key provisions include small unit size (150 to 375 square feet)
requirements and reduced parking standards at a ratio of one space per unit or
one space per four units for affordable SROs. One notable example is Centennial
Place, an adaptive reuse of the City’s historic YMCA building converted into a
144-unit SRO development in partnership with Abode Communities, a local nonprofit housing developer. Centennial Place serves residents transitioning from or
at risk of homelessness and provides on-site supportive services.
Mobile Homes/Factory-built Housing
State law requires that mobile and manufactured homes be considered a singlefamily dwelling and permitted in all zones that allow single-family housing.
Manufactured housing can be subject to design review. Mobile homes and
manufactured housing are permitted in all residential zoning districts in
Pasadena. The development standards and requirements for mobile homes and
manufactured housing are the same as single-family housing in the same district.
Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs)
Accessory dwelling units (ADUs), previously known as “second units”, can be an
important source of affordable housing since they are smaller than primary units
and do not have direct land acquisition costs. ADU development expands
housing opportunities for very low-, low-, and moderate-income households by
increasing the number of rental units available within existing neighborhoods. In
Pasadena, consistent with the Government Code Section 65852.2, ADUs are
permitted by right in single-family residential zones and are subject to all
development standards of the underlying zoning district with a few minor
exceptions.
The City most recently updated its ADU ordinance in 2018. The State Legislature
has passed numerous changes to the ADU requirements to promote the
development of ADUs. These include allowing ADUs to be built concurrently with
a single-family home, opening areas where ADUs can be built to include all
zoning districts that allow single-family and multi-family uses, modifying fees
from utilities such as special districts and water corporations, and reducing
parking requirements. AB 2299 provides that any existing ADU ordinance that
does not meet the new requirements is null and void as of January 1, 2017. In
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such cases, a jurisdiction must approve ADUs based on Government Code
Section 65852.2 until the jurisdiction adopts a compliant ordinance. Jurisdictions
are not required to create ordinances for ADUs; however, any jurisdiction that
does adopt an ADU ordinance, must submit the ordinance to HCD within 60 days.
The City will need to update the existing ADU ordinance to comply with
Government Code Section 65852.2.
Housing for Persons with Disabilities
Housing element law requires that in addition to assessing the needs of people
with disabilities, the housing element must analyze potential governmental
constraints to the development, improvement, and maintenance of housing for
people with disabilities; demonstrate local efforts to remove any such
constraints; and provide for reasonable accommodations for persons with
disabilities through programs that remove constraints.

Zoning and Land Use
Under the State Lanterman Developmental Disabilities Services Act (Lanterman
Act), small State-licensed residential care facilities for six or fewer persons must
be permitted in all zones that allow single-family or multi-family uses, subject to
the same permit processing requirements and development standards of the
same type of housing within that zone. This means that housing for persons with
disabilities are not subject to a use permit, building standard, or regulation not
otherwise required of single-family homes or multi-family housing in the same
district. Residential care facilities serving seven or more clients are conditionally
permitted in the RM-16, RM-32 and RM-48 residential zoning districts and the
PS, CO and CL nonresidential zoning districts. However, due to the high
concentration of certain uses in Northwest Pasadena, General Plan Land Use
Element Policy 40.2 prohibits new development of such facilities but allows for
necessary improvements to existing facilities. This limitation only affects the
Northwest portion of the City where a significant concentration of larger
community care facilities exists.
Definition of Family
The City of Pasadena Zoning Code defines a “family” as “two or more persons
living together as a single housekeeping unit in a dwelling unit. This term does
not include a boarding house.” The City’s definition of family is not overly
restrictive and provides for unrelated persons to reside together in the same
unit.
Reasonable Accommodation
Both the Federal Fair Housing Act and the California Fair Employment and
Housing Act direct local governments to make reasonable accommodation (i.e.,
modifications or exceptions) in their zoning laws and other land use regulations
to allow persons with disabilities an equal opportunity to use and enjoy a
dwelling. For example, it may be a reasonable accommodation to waive a
setback requirement so that elevated ramping can be constructed to provide
access to a dwelling unit for a resident who has mobility impairments. Whether
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a modification is reasonable depends on the circumstances and must be decided
on a case-by-case basis.
Pasadena last updated its reasonable accommodation ordinance in 2009 related
to relief from strict adherence to zoning standards. This process outlined in
Section 17.61.080.I of the Zoning Code provides a process identical to the
application, notice, and hearing requirements for a minor variance. The review
authority may approve a modification to zoning standards with consideration for
findings specific to a reasonable accommodation: 1) the individual requesting
the modification is disabled; 2) the request is necessary by state or federal laws
to avoid discrimination; and 3) the modification is not detrimental to public
health and safety. However, the process does require public notice and a Zoning
Administrator hearing if a noticed party requests a hearing. To comply with State
law, this process needs to be a staff-level approval. The current process may be
considered costly and time consuming. Program 16 in the Housing Plan indicates
that the City will revise the process by 2023 to comply with State law.

Fees and Exactions
Housing construction imposes certain short- and long-term costs upon local
government, such as the cost of providing planning services and inspections. As
a result, the City relies upon planning and development fees to recoup costs and
ensure that essential services and infrastructure are available when needed.
Impacts fees are also charged to cover the cost or providing municipal services
or mitigating project impacts. These fees are summarized in Table B-8. The total
amount of fees varies from project to project based on type, existing
infrastructure, and the cost of mitigating environmental impacts.
For affordable housing projects, building-associated fees are waived up to a
maximum of $125,000.
In Pasadena, as in the case in most cities, school impact fees lie outside of its
jurisdiction. These services are managed by the Pasadena Unified School
District.
The City has a GIS system online that provides all zoning and development
standards information for every parcel. The GIS site is easily accessed through
the Planning Division’s home page:
https://www.cityofpasadena.net/planning/planning-division/current-planningand-zoning/
Also, Title 17, the Zoning Code, is available online via the same path.
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Table B-8: Development Fees
Fee Category
Planning and Application Fees

Fee Amount

Variance
Conditional Use Permit
Minor Conditional Use Permit

$5,071
$5,471
$2,704

General Plan Amendment
Zone Change/Map Amendment

$17,544
$18,405

Neighborhood Development Permit
Design Review
Single-family Compatibility Permit

$6,530
$2,469 | $3,819 (> 9 units)
$6,593

Hillside Development Permit
Condominium Conversion

$6,593
$4,225 plus $167 per parcel

Planned Development Plan
Subdivision
Certificate of Compliance

$20,530

Lot Line Adjustment
Tentative Parcel or Tract Map
Vesting Tentative Map

$4,838
$5,242 plus $192 per parcel
$5,642 plus $192 per parcel

Environmental
Initial Environmental Study

At Cost

$1,592

Environmental Impact Report
Negative Declaration/Mitigated Negative Declaration
Development Impact Fees

$6,242 (Initial Deposit)
$2354.75

Residential Impact Fee – Market Rate

Studio $19,811.55
1 Bedroom $20,907.50
2 Bedrooms $23.220.31
3 Bedrooms $26,702.41
4 Bedrooms $32,444.34
5 or more $36,672.04

Residential Impact Fee – Affordable Housing

$1,026.66 per unit

Traffic Reduction and Transportation Improvement Fee
General Plan Maintenance Fee

Single-family $9,550.39 per unit
Multi-family $3,697.88 per unit
0.5% of building permit valuation

Construction Tax
New Water Service Fee
Sewer Facility Charge

1.92% of project valuation
Based on actual Cost of Service
Based on flat rate per connection

Inclusionary Fee (varies by sub-area of the City)

Rental Unit: $1 to $32 per square foot
Ownership Unit: $15 to $56 per square foot

Source: City of Pasadena, 2021-2022

Most developers consider any fee a significant constraint to the development of
affordable housing. For affordable housing projects, financing generally includes
some form of State or federal assistance, with rents set through the funding
program. As such, fees cannot and do not increase the rents. Although the
various fees account for a significant portion of the development cost, the fees
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collected are necessary to pay for much needed infrastructure and to help
mitigate new growth throughout the City. Pasadena provides a waiver of up to
$125,000 of plan check and building permit fees and construction tax on lowerand moderate-income units that are deed restricted as affordable for 30 years.
Table B-9 identifies the hypothetical fees that would be collected for a new
three-bedroom single-family house and a nine-unit multi-family project.
Assuming that the single-family home would sell for $700,000, development fees
make up approximately 3.5 percent of a new home purchase price. Overall,
Pasadena’s fees are typical for most communities of its size particularly in
combination with the City’s strong history of providing affordable housing fee
waivers.

Table B-9: Typical Fees for Residential Development
Development Cost for a Typical Unit

Plan Review Fees
Permit and Impact Fees
Total Fees

Single-Family
(1,616 sq. ft.,
3-BR house)
$4,029.00
$20,234.97

Multi-Family
(9-unit market-rate
apartment building)
$36,744.00
$360,757.87

$24,263.97

$397,501.87

Processing and Permit Procedures
Processing and permit procedures may pose a considerable constraint to the
production and improvement of housing. Common constraints include lengthy
processing time, unclear permitting procedures, layered reviews, multiple
discretionary review requirements, costly conditions of approval, and challenged
CEQA processes and documentation. These constraints increase the final cost of
housing, uncertainty in the development of the project, and overall financial risk
assumed by the developer. The tables below outline the typical timelines for
various residential projects in Pasadena.
For a single-family residence on a legal lot, the process typically requires only
plan check, without discretionary review or design review. Projects exceeding
median neighborhood house size and new houses in the Hillside Development
Overlay and Neighborhood Development overlays require a discretionary review
for compatibility with the surrounding neighborhood that typically takes six
months. Plan check review requires about four weeks for City departments to
either approve the drawings as submitted or to indicate what corrections are
required. After changes are made by the applicant, the City’s re-check is usually
accomplished in two to three weeks. The cumulative timeframe is generally no
more than eight weeks from application submittal to permit issuance, unless the
project is built in a historic landmark district and subject to additional review via
the Historic District Permit. For certain neighborhoods, the City requires
Neighborhood Development Permits and Single-Family Compatibility. Permits to
ensure new construction preserves the scale and character of particular
neighborhoods. For projects involving a request for a density bonus and the
associated concessions allowed by State law, the applicant is required to obtain
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an Affordable Housing Concession Permit. Any of these permits could add eight
to twelve additional weeks to the permitting process.
Multi-family project approval schedules are tied in part to the required
environmental review process and those and mandated time frames, as well as
the applicant’s responsiveness to City-staff directed project revisions. Typically,
multi-family projects can take eight weeks for preliminary plan and project
review, up to 12 weeks for design review, eight weeks for changes following
design review, and six weeks to finalize the application prior to issuance of
building permits, for a total time commitment of eight months. The design
review process occurs at the Director level for projects with nine or fewer units
and before the Design Commission for 10 or more units. If environmental review
is required, an additional two to four months is needed to comply with State law
(or longer if an environmental impact report is required).
Table B-10 identifies the typical approvals required for single-family and multifamily projects, along with the estimated processing times of the Planning
Division. The discussion that follows describes the timeframes for projects of
varying sizes. These time periods begin when an application is submitted and
accepted as complete, unless extended when additional information is
requested by the City. The timeframes below represent when an applicant can
expect a decision or hearing on an application. Building Department timeframes
are fairly standard, requiring initial an initial four-week plan review with
corrections, followed by another four-week review and ultimate permit
issuance.
The City of Pasadena’s development review process accommodates housing
development applications of various levels of complexity and requiring different
entitlements. Processing times vary with the complexity of the project. Proposed
residential projects are subject to an initial determination of whether a project
requires: 1) a predevelopment plan review, 2) discretionary permit, 3) legislative
approval, or 4) other special review. Using application packets available on the
City’s website, applicants can readily assess the appropriate documentation
needed for project review submittals.
The Design Review process can add up to 12 weeks to the project review process
once an application has been deemed complete. As Table B-8 shows, review fees
are charged to the applicant (to cover staff time and hearing costs). The City
requires projects to meet all objective design standards for residential project
review. While the Design Review process is not used to deny or reduce density
or intensity of residential projects, it does add review time to projects. Thus, the
review time frame and fees can add costs.

Table B-10: Timelines for Permit Procedures
Type of Approval, Permit, or Review
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Ministerial Review

2 weeks

Discretionary Permit (CUP or Variance)
Preliminary Plan Check

6 - 8 weeks
12-16 weeks

Architectural/Design Review

1 - 6 months
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Table B-10: Timelines for Permit Procedures
Type of Approval, Permit, or Review

Typical Processing Time

Zoning Amendment (Zone Change)
General Plan Amendment

6 - 12 months
6 - 12 months

Subdivisions (Parcel/Tract Maps)
Initial Environmental Study

6 months
6 - 8 weeks

Environmental Impact Report
Source: City of Pasadena 2020-2021

12-16 months

The following paragraphs provide additional detail regarding the time frames
presented in Table B-10.
Pre-application Process
•

•

•

Predevelopment Plan Review
o Required for 10+ units
o Length:
 One to two months (fewer than 50 units)
 City Council notification is required if 50+ units
o Hearings: None
o Decision-maker: None
Preliminary Plan Check
o Optional but recommended for 3+ units (City of Gardens)
o Length: Three to four months or longer
o Hearings: None
o Decision-maker: None
Preliminary Consultation (Design Review)
o Optional but recommended for 3+ units
o Decision-maker: In RM districts, staff (3-9 units); Design
Commission (10+ units); in other districts, depends on design
review thresholds in PMC 17.61.030
o 10-12 weeks (typically concurrent with another process)

Zoning Entitlement
Single Family Review
•

•

Hillside Development Permit (Hillside Overlay District only)
o Typical Request: New construction of or addition to single
family residence
o One unit
o Length: Four to eight months (typically one hearing)
o Decision-maker: Hearing Officer
o Appeals: Board of Zoning Appeals; City Council
Single Family Compatibility Permit (Single-Family Zoning – Non-overlay
areas)
o Typical Request: Exceed maximum Neighborhood
Compatibility floor area
o One unit
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Length: Four to eight months (typically one hearing)
Decision-maker: Hearing Officer or Zoning Administrator if no
request for a hearing during notice of application
o Appeals: Board of Zoning Appeals; City Council
Neighborhood Development Permit (Neighborhood Development
Overlay only)
o Typical Request: New construction of or addition to single
family residence
o 1 unit
o Length: Four to eight months (typically 1 hearing)
o Decision Maker: Hearing Officer
o Appeals: Board of Zoning Appeals; City Council
o
o

•

Multi-Family Review (when project involves discretionary entitlements)
Minor Conditional Use Permits/Conditional Use Permits
o Typical Request: Expansion of a nonconforming use;
construction of 15,000 or 25,000 sf or more (mixed use)
o CEQA (if not exempt)
o Length: Four to 12 months (one hearing)
o Decision-maker: Hearing Officer
o Appeals: Board of Zoning Appeals; City Council
Minor Variance/Variance
o Typical Request: Deviation from development standard
(height, setbacks, parking, open space, etc.)
o CEQA (if not exempt)
o Length: Four to 12 months (one hearing)
o Decision-maker: Hearing Officer
o Appeals: Board of Zoning Appeals; City Council
Affordable Housing Concession Permit
o Typical Request: Off-Menu Density Bonus
o 5+ base units
o CEQA (if not exempt)
o Length: Four to 12 months (one hearing)
o Decision-maker: Hearing Officer
o Appeals: Board of Zoning Appeals; City Council
Planned Development Permit
o Includes Zoning Map Amendment – Legislative Action
o CEQA: Typically EIR
o Length: 12 to 18 months or longer
o Hearings: Minimum three hearings (Design Commission,
Planning Commission, and City Council)
o Decision-maker: City Council

•

•

•

•

Subdivision (typically for multi-family for-sale projects, concurrent with plan
check or Design Review process)
Subdivision: Certificate of Exception, (Vesting) Tract Map, (Vesting)
Parcel Map

•
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•

o Length: Four to six months
o Hearings: One
o Decision-maker: Hearing Officer
o Appeals: Board of Zoning Appeals; City Council
Subdivision: Certificate of Compliance
o Length: One to two months
o Hearings: None
o Decision-maker: Zoning Administrator

Historic Preservation (if necessary)
•

•

Historical Evaluation
o Required if major exterior changes/demolition are proposed
on a property 45 years of age or older
o Decision-maker: Staff
o Length: 10 to 12 weeks
Certificate of Appropriateness
o Required if major changes/demolition are proposed on a
property determined eligible for historical designation or any
exterior changes on a property that is historically designated
o Decision-maker: Historic Preservation Commission or staff,
depending on project scope
o 10 to 12 weeks

Design Review
•

•

Concept Design Review (3+ units)
o Required for 3+ units
o CEQA (if not exempt or previously prepared)
o Decision-maker: Staff in RM districts (3-9 units); Design
Commission (10+ units) in other districts
o Three to nine months (depending on CEQA)
Final Design Review (3+ units)
o Required for 3+ units
o Decision-maker: Staff in RM districts (3-9 units); Design
Commission (10+ units) in other districts
o 10 to 12 weeks

Ministerial Review
Planning review of over-the-counter permits is limited. However, most singlefamily homes and multi-family projects under nine units do not require any of
the aforementioned reviews, although multi-family projects of three to nine
units are subject to staff-level design review. Pasadena employs the use of early
pre-application review processes to work with project applicants early in the
development review process and to streamline approval for housing
development.
Predevelopment Plan Review (PPR) applies to multi-family projects larger than
nine housing units, projects with more than 25,000 square feet of nonresidential
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floor area, projects of community-wide significance, and certain projects within
a Specific Plan area. PPR is a preliminary evaluation conducted by City staff to
provide input on requirements for a project before submittal of a development
application. A case manager is assigned to guide the development project
through PPR and plan approval.
Multi-family housing projects subject to the City of Gardens standards are
reviewed via Preliminary Plan Check (and Preliminary Plan Review if nine units
or more), an early determination of any changes that must be made to comply
with development standards. City staff reviews the plans and discusses all
necessary changes with the applicant, who then revises the plans and drawings
for a second review prior to submittal of a development application.
Discretionary Review
The conditional use permit review process is intended to apply to uses that are
generally consistent with the purposes of the zoning district where they are
proposed but require special consideration to ensure that they can be designed,
located, and operated in a manner that will not interfere with the use and
enjoyment of surrounding properties or adversely affect the City’s
infrastructure, the built or natural environment, City resources, or the City’s
ability to provide public services.
A multi-family housing development that is part of a mixed-use project and
includes more than 25,000 square feet of nonresidential development requires
a conditional use permit.
Major variances require a public hearing and approval by a hearing officer.
However, minor variances only require a public hearing before the Zoning
Administrator if a notice party requests a hearing.
Residential projects may require approvals by commissions, depending on the
age, location, scale, and use proposed. The Design Commission or City staff may
review development applications for compliance with City design guidelines.
Design review can take six months to complete, including Concept Design Review
and Final Review. The Historic Preservation Commission reviews development
applications in historic neighborhoods. Finally, the Community Development
Committee has authority to review and approve concept plans for affordable
housing subsidized by the City.
Design Review
New residential development in Pasadena often includes the demolition of
existing structures and the construction of higher intensity uses in established
multi-family residential neighborhoods or mixed-use commercial districts.
Therefore, it is critical to ensure new development is compatible with existing
land use patterns. Pasadena has thus established a design review process to
encourage excellence in architectural design, enhance the visual environment,
and ensure that development is compatible with surrounding land uses.
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The Citywide Design Principles in the Land Use Element are the foundation of all
design review. To provide clear guidance to developers and reviewing
authorities, Pasadena has adopted design guidelines that fall into one of four
categories: Citywide, specific areas, specific uses, and historic properties. The
design guidelines work in concert with the development standards in the Zoning
Code or Specific Plans. However, unlike development standards, which are
mandatory, design guidelines are applied with flexibility to foster creativity, and
strict adherence is not required for project approval. Design review is conducted
in three phases: a preliminary consultation with City staff, concept design review
of the overall project components, and final design review. Depending upon the
scope and complexity of the project, design review may be approved at the staff
level or may require review by the Design Commission. Certain projects within
a designated landmark or historic district are reviewed by the Historic
Preservation Commission.
For residential projects that comply with the General Plan and Zoning Code,
Design Review is the only required review process. In approving a project, the
Design Commission is required to make only two findings: 1) the project is
consistent with Section 17.61.030 of the Zoning Code and 2) the project is
consistent with any applicable design guidelines adopted by the City Council.
Section 17.61.030 establishes the purposes of Design Review as follows:
1.

Apply Citywide urban design principles to ensure that new construction
supports the best of the City's architectural traditions;

2.

Encourage new structures that show creativity and imagination, add
distinction, interest, and variety to the community, and are environmentally
sustainable;

3.

Promote architectural and design excellence in new construction and
discourage poor- quality development;

4.

Ensure that future development should:
a.

Reflect the values of the community;

b.

Enhance the surrounding environment;

c.

Visually harmonize with its surroundings and not unnecessarily block
scenic views; and

d.

Avoid nostalgic misrepresentations that may confuse the relationships
among structures over time.

5.

Ensure that new landscaping provides a visually pleasing setting for
structures on the site;

6.

Promote the protection and retention of landmark, native, and specimen
trees and if feasible mature canopy trees and other significant landscaping
of aesthetic and environmental value;
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7.

Ensure that the design, quality, and location of signs are consistent with the
character and scale of the structures to which they are attached and are
visually harmonious with surrounding development; and

8.

Promote the conservation, enhancement, preservation, and protection of
historic resources.

The City requires a preliminary application process with the review authority
(Design Commission or Director) to address a project’s consistency with the
findings. The two-step (Concept and Final) review process allows for additional
opportunity to address the project’s consistency with the findings to assure that
projects move through the process smoothly.
Projects are not denied and density is not reduced through the Design Review
process.
Environmental Review
State regulations require environmental review of discretionary project
proposals (e.g., subdivision maps, precise plans, use permits, etc.). The California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) regulates the timeframes associated with
environmental review. In compliance with the Permit Streamlining Act, City staff
ensures that an approval body hears non-legislative proposals within 60 days of
receipt of a complete application or following the completion of the CEQA
process.
SB 35 Approval Process
SB 35 requires cities and counties to streamline review and approval of eligible
affordable housing projects by providing a ministerial approval process,
exempting such projects from environmental review under CEQA. When the
State determines that jurisdictions have insufficient progress toward their lowerincome RHNA (very low and low income), these jurisdictions are subject to the
streamlined ministerial approval process (SB 35 [Chapter 366, Statutes of 2017]
streamlining) for proposed developments with at least 50 percent affordability.
If the jurisdiction also has insufficient progress toward their above moderateincome RHNA, then they are subject to the more inclusive streamlining for
developments with at least 10 percent affordability. SB 35 is legislated to
automatically sunset on January 1, 2026.
As of June, 2019, the City of Pasadena was determined to be subject only to SB
35 streamlining for proposed developments with 50 percent or greater
affordability. As of early 2021, the City had not received any applications or
inquiries for SB 35 streamlining. To accommodate any future SB 35 applications
or inquiries, the City will create and make available to interested parties an
informational packet that explains the SB 35 streamlining provisions in Pasadena
and provide SB 35 eligibility information as applicable. Additionally, the City will
evaluate its current development and design standards to ensure objective
design standards are established. However, as discussed under the discretionary
review processes, while all residential projects are encouraged to incorporate
the design guidelines, strict adherence is not required for project approval.
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Environmental Constraints
Pasadena’s landscape is well defined by the mountains and hillsides framing the
city and the Arroyo Seco that winds through west Pasadena. Certain portions
of the City are not suitable for development due to steep slopes, flooding
potential, geologic conditions, biological resources, or high wildland fire hazards.
These sensitive areas are protected from development by local ordinances and
State and federal law. However, none of these conditions, or any other known
conditions, preclude development on any of the housing sites identified in
Appendix C – Resources.
Flooding
No 100-year flood zones designated by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) occur in Pasadena. The dam inundation area for Devil’s Gate
Reservoir extends south from the reservoir along the Arroyo Seco. The dam
inundation area for Eaton Wash Reservoir extends south and southeast from the
reservoir to I-210. As shown on FEMA map Community Number 065050, the
entire City is in Zone D, for which no floodplain management regulations are
required. Flood potential does not preclude residential development on any of
the sites identified for the RHNA sites inventory in Appendix C.
Geology
Two active faults and one possibly active fault cross the City. An active strand of
the Sierra Madre fault passes through northwest Pasadena (north of the Devil’s
Gate Reservoir), and an active strand of the Raymond fault traverses the
southernmost part of the City. A possibly active strand of the Sierra Madre fault
passes through the north-central and northwestern parts of the City near and
north of Washington Boulevard. State regulations and building codes keep
structures off active fault traces and require construction approaches to
withstand ground-shaking effects. Geologic hazards do not preclude residential
development on any of the sites identified for the RHNA sites inventory in
Appendix C.
Biology
Although Pasadena is largely urbanized, hillsides along the western City border
and the San Gabriel Mountain foothills to the north support natural habitats.
Most of these areas are designated Open Space and thus not available for
residential development. Biologic resources do not preclude residential
development on any of the sites identified for the RHNA sites inventory in
Appendix C.
Wildland Fire Hazards
The vegetated hillslopes along the City’s western and northern borders are areas
designated as high fire severity zones. Per State law, any development in such
areas is limited, and specific conditions apply regarding required access routes
and construction materials. The sites inventory does not identify any sites within
these high fire hazard zones; thus these hazards do not preclude residential
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development on any of the sites identified for the RHNA sites inventory in
Appendix C.

Infrastructure Constraints
In 2015, Pasadena completed a comprehensive General Plan update and
certified the associated Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The EIR examined
the environmental impacts associated with full build-out of the City pursuant to
the General Plan, including impacts on infrastructure. The EIR concluded that
existing water treatment and collection, water supply and distribution systems,
and other utility services are adequately sized to accommodate growth
demands. Because the Housing Element does not require any change in land use
policy or rezoning to accommodate the RHNA, infrastructure systems are not
seen as a constraint to housing development.
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This Appendix C describes the land, financial, and administrative resources
available in Pasadena to address current and future housing needs, including the
City’s share of the Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA). California
General Plan law requires every city and county to have land zoned to
accommodate its fair share of the regional housing need, which is quantified by
the RHNA. The housing allocation targets are not building requirements; rather,
they are planning goals for each community to accommodate through
appropriate planning policies and land use regulations. Allocation targets are
intended to ensure that zoning is in place and appropriately zoned sites are
available to address anticipated housing demand during the Housing Element
planning period.
Government Code Section 65583(a) requires local governments to prepare an
inventory of land suitable for residential development, including vacant sites and
sites having the potential for redevelopment. The inventory of land suitable for
residential development is used to identify sites that can be developed for
housing within the planning period. Toward this end, this Appendix discusses:
•

Housing Production. This section documents housing production
credits toward the 2021–2029 RHNA for units built and planned for
construction during the planning period.

•

Land Inventory. This section identifies and describes the sites that have
the appropriate zoning to accommodate development of a variety of
housing types and sufficient to accommodate the RHNA. A general
assessment of infrastructure also accompanies the analysis.

•

Financial Resources. This section identifies the financial resources
available to the City to assist in implementing the housing programs in
the housing element. This includes the major funding sources and
organizational entities that implement programs.

•

Administrative Resources. This section identifies the primary
administrative resources to be used to implement housing programs.
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This analysis in this Appendix shows that Pasadena has
the land use/zoning capacity to accommodate the
2021-2029 RHNA of 9,429 housing units, distributed
among the four household income categories as
shown here.

Note: Pursuant to AB 2634, jurisdictions are also required to project the
housing needs of extremely low-income households (0-30% of Area
Median Income, or AMI). In estimating the number of extremely lowincome households, a jurisdiction can use 50% of the very low-income
allocation or apportion the very low-income figure based on Census
data. Therefore, the City’s very low-income RHNA of 2,747 units can be
split into 1,373 extremely low-income and 1,374 very low-income units.

Housing in Pasadena
As described in the Housing Plan section of this element, demand for housing in
Pasadena, and all of California, has significantly increased over the past two
decades due to slow housing production. Almost two-thirds of the RHNA for this
sixth cycle consists of “catch-up” production to account for the lackluster pace
of housing construction, and particularly affordable housing. Compared to
neighboring jurisdictions, Pasadena has produced several hundred affordable
units. The City’s Inclusionary Housing Ordinance ensures that every new
development with 10 or more units includes at least 20 percent of those units as
affordable housing. Certainly, Pasadena has production constraints similar to
those of fully urbanized cities throughout the Los Angeles region: lack of vacant
properties, high land prices, open space deficits, and productive industrial uses
that create land use conflicts if too close to residential neighborhoods. Factors
such as major freeways further limit development potential, as adequate buffers
around those locations are needed to create suitable living environments.
However, Pasadena’s reputation as a highly desirable community in which to live
has spurred landowners and investors to build rental and for-sale units in
districts that the General Plan targets for growth: around light rail stations,
within neighborhood villages, along major corridors, and within the Central
District. Nonetheless, as many residents expressed through the public
engagement process for this Housing Element, affordable housing remains the
key focus: production of new affordable units and protections for people
currently living in covenanted affordable units and units affordable due to age.
The cost of developing subsidized affordable housing has increased while public
funding has decreased. According to a study produced by the Terner Center at
UC Berkeley, across the United States, the high costs of developing subsidized
housing hinders efforts to address the affordability crisis of low- and moderateincome families and provide homes for unhoused individuals. The number of
people overpaying for housing remains at historically high levels, and after many
years of decline, homelessness has been on the rise in California. Levels of public
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subsidy for housing have not kept pace with these growing needs. At the same
time, higher costs per unit to build affordable housing means that localities
produce fewer units with the same amount of subsidy, even as more people
need these homes. Many of the factors that have influenced housing
affordability and availability were intensified by the COVID-19 pandemic of 20202021. The rise in cost of building materials, the skyrocketing demand for more
affordable housing, and the increase in persons struggling to afford housing costs
have exacerbated an already serious situation.

Pasadena continues to experience significant new housing construction.
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Housing Production
State law allows two ways of counting housing construction credits toward the
RHNA: 1) preservation of affordable units and 2) new construction. The City is
not proposing to count the preservation of publicly assisted affordable units at
risk of conversion to market rates toward the 2021–2029 RHNA. All but three
projects have covenants expiring in 2024 or later, past the time frame allowed
by the Government Code for counting the units toward the RHNA. For two of the
three, the City committed funding in 2020 to assist preserving the 114-unit La
Villa Lake senior housing complex and 150-unit Concord Apartments. In the
future, provided all requirements of Government Code Section 65583.1(c) can
be met, these may be considered to contribute to either the low- or very lowincome RHNA categories. For the third at-risk unit, the owner did not indicate
interest in preserving the units.

Approved and Proposed Projects
In Pasadena, nearly every conceivable type of housing product continues to be
developed: townhomes, apartments, condominiums, senior housing, mixed-use
development, work/live units, senior life care facilities, housing for people with
disabilities, and accessory dwelling units (ADUs). The City is crediting the
following approved and proposed projects to the 2021–2029 RHNA, totaling
4,127 units:
•

410 units outside of the eight Specific Plan areas

•

3,717 units within the eight Specific Plan areas

The units can be credited towards the RHNA as shown in Table C-1 and located
on Figure C-1.
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Table C-1: Approved Projects
Affordability Level

EL/VL Income
(0-50% AMI)

Project Name and/or Status

Low Income
(50-80% AMI)

Moderate
Income
(80-120% AMI)

Above
Moderate
Income (120%+
AMI)

Total

Outside of Specific Plan Areas
CBG Homes (2488 Mohawk St.)

1

--

--

20

21

19

--

--

1

20

947 E California Blvd.

--

--

--

4

4

233 N Hill Ave.

8

--

50

--

58

1153 Bresee Ave.

--

--

--

1

1

690 N Orange Grove Blvd.

--

8

--

40

48

280 Grandview St.

--

--

--

9

9

118 N Oak Ave.

--

--

--

1

1

2415 Oswego St.

--

--

--

8

8

556 Cypress Ave.

--

--

--

18

18

28

8

50

102

188

12

3

--

107

122

100 W. Walnut/75 W. Holly St.

--

--

--

475

475

843 N. Fair Oaks Ave.

--

--

--

7

7

21

--

14

13

48

1435 Lincoln Ave.

--

--

--

8

8

209 S. El Molino Ave.

--

--

--

11

11

3452 E. Foothill Blvd.

--

--

--

233

233

99 N. El Molino Ave.

--

--

--

40

40

95 N. Madison Ave.

10

10

--

76

96

25 Yale St.

--

--

--

4

4

690 N. Orange Grove Blvd.

--

--

--

11

11

230 E. El Molino Ave.

--

--

--

40

40

Subtotal

43

13

14

1,025

1,095

Total

71

21

64

1,127

1,283

National Community Renaissance
(143 Mar Vista Ave.)

Subtotal
Within Specific Plan Areas
MW Lofts (711 E. Walnut St.)

765 N. Orange Grove Blvd.
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Figure C-1 Sites Inventory
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The 75 W. Holly Street project (475 units) is part of a large mixed-used
development under construction on former surface parking lots of the Parsons
headquarters site. (Parking for Parsons and the new development is provided in
adjacent parking structures.) Marketed as 10 West and being developed by LPC
West, this project in Old Pasadena is within one-half mile of the Memorial Park
L Line light rail station. The project is subject to the City’s Inclusionary Housing
Ordinance (20 percent affordable units on site, in-lieu fee payment, or provision
of affordable units off site).
The project at 711 E. Walnut Street includes 122 units as part of a mixed-use
development and is also subject to the Inclusionary Housing Ordinance.
Several projects are in the development pipeline and undergoing review, as
shown in Table C-2 and Figure C-1. Pipeline projects include those in preliminary
stages: predevelopment plan review, preliminary consultation, concept design
review, preliminary plan check for City of Garden projects, and other similar
reviews.
Determining the affordability of proposed residential projects is based on several
criteria. These include:
•

Whether the Inclusionary Housing Ordinance applies and the applicant
has indicated the affordable units will be provided on site

•

Density bonus or other controlling affordability mechanisms

•

Developer agreements or Specific Plan guidance

•

Proposed density, with densities of 30 units per acre or higher
presumed to be affordable housing based on the “default density”
criteria allowed by housing element law

Where it is known that developers propose to pay in-lieu fees to satisfy the
requirements of the Inclusionary Housing Ordinance, no affordable units are
counted even though the fees paid will be leveraged for affordable housing in
the future.
In total, the approved and proposed projects will result in 3,905 units. After
these projects are considered, a RHNA of 5,524 units remains to be achieved via
redevelopment and ADU construction.
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Table C-2: Proposed Projects
EL/VL Income
(0-50% AMI)

Project Name
Outside of Specific Plan Areas
19 E. Orange Grove Blvd
673 E. California Blvd

Affordability Level
Low Income
Moderate Income
(50-80% AMI)
(80-120% AMI)

Above Moderate
Income (120%+ AMI)

Total

69
--

---

---

1
13

70
13

170 N. Parkwood Ave
244 N. Michigan Ave

-3

30
--

-2

28
29

58
34

1027 N. Altadena Dr
1075 N. Los Robles Ave
154 Mar Vista Ave

----

----

----

9
2
6

9
2
6

264 N. Chester Ave
41 S. Daisy Ave

---

---

---

5
3

5
3

439 N. Hill Ave
93 N. Craig Ave
936 N. Los Robles Ave

----

----

----

13
6
3

13
6
3

Subtotal
Within Specific Plan Areas
100 E Green St

72

30

2

118

222

--

--

100

123

223

1501-1525 E Walnut Ave
444 N. Fair Oaks Ave

3
22

3
--

24
10

51
174

81
206

540 S Lake Ave
105 S Catalina Ave
740 E Green St

7
-23

----

55
---

-45
250

62
45
273

141 S Lake Ave
127 N Madison Ave

5
--

---

-4

84
45

89
49

130 N Fair Oaks Ave
136 S Oak Knoll Ave
150 E Colorado Blvd

-2
--

----

----

38
15
98

38
17
98

253 S Los Robles Ave
254 E Union St
272 N Los Robles Ave

8
15
27

----

--79

82
44
--

90
59
106

274 N Oakland Ave
340 S Madison Ave

54
--

10
--

170
--

1
8

235
8

747 E Green St
86 S Fair Oaks Ave
913 Boston Ct

6
14
--

----

----

66
73
12

72
87
12

3202 E Foothill Blvd
Subtotal

-186

46
59

23
465

481
1,690

550
2,165

Total

258

89

467

1,808

2,622
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Inventory of Housing Sites
Assumptions and Methodology
Consistent with HCD guidelines, the methodology for determining realistic
capacity on each identified site and the assumed RHNA income category must
account for land use controls, site size, and site improvements. Due to the
limited availability of residential land in Pasadena, some developers may opt for
a density bonus to increase the unit count. Starting in 2021, residential projects
in California with on-site affordable housing can receive a density bonus of up to
50 percent. Previously, under Government Code Section 65915—commonly
known as the State Density Bonus Law—the maximum bonus was 35 percent.
In Pasadena, developers may apply for a density bonus in addition to meeting
the requirement for on-site affordable housing per the Inclusionary Housing
Ordinance. Per City practice, the inclusionary requirement is applied to the base
density, not the total yield of units with a density bonus.
Review of development applications shows that the unit yield on development
sites in Pasadena approach the maximum yield allowed by zoning regulations—
or exceed the maximum permitted densities through density bonuses. For
example:
•

The project at 177 E. Del Mar is zoned at a maximum density of 87
units per acre and achieved 100 units per acre (in the CD-1 zone).

•

The project at 177 N. Hudson in the CD-3 zone (87 units per acre
maximum) achieved 91 units on a 0.99-acre lot, resulting in a
density of 92 units per acre.

•

The Avila Apartments 75 W. Walnut (201 total units) yielded 106
units per acre in the CD-1 zone (87 units per acre maximum).

•

At 138 S. Wilson, 30 units (including two very low-income units) on
a 0.48-acre property in the RM-48 zone yielded 62 units per acre.

•

The project at 125 Hurlbut is zoned RM-32 (32 units per acre) and
yielded 36 units per acre.

Thus, the sites inventory is actually conservative with the 90 percent of capacity
estimate described below.
The following assumptions are consistent with observed trends and thus have
been used to calculate the realistic yield on vacant and redeveloped sites:
•

C I T Y

RM-12 zoned sites: The RM-12 zone is referred to as the duplex zone,
with a minimum lot size of 7,200 square feet. Zoning regulations permit
up to two units per lot. Thus, any site zoned RM-12 that is smaller than
14,400 square feet (twice 7,200) can only support two units.
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•

RM-16, RM-32, and RM-48 zoned sites. Sites zoned for multi-family
development have been calculated at 90 percent maximum density
based on recent trends and the assumption that development
standards, combined with unique site features, may not always lead to
100 percent buildout.

•

CL and CO zoned sites. Multi-family residential and mixed-use
developments are permitted in these zones. Allowed densities range
from 48 to 87 units per acre. Ninety percent capacity has been assumed
based on observed trends citywide. Also, the analysis below examines
trends regarding residential development occurring on sites that allow
100 percent nonresidential uses, such as the CL and CO zones.

•

Central District Specific Plan. The Central District Specific Plan has six
subdistricts, all of which but one (CD-6) allow multi-family and mixed use development, with densities varying based on location (see figure
on page B-13 of Appendix B). Sites in the Central District have been
assumed to be built at 90 percent of maximum capacity.

•

East Colorado Specific Plan. The updated East Colorado Specific Plan,
adopted in February 2022, has five subdistricts, all of which allow multifamily uses and four of which allow mixed use, in recognition of
proximity to the Allen Avenue L Line light rail station and frequent bus
traffic along Colorado Boulevard. Maximum densities are 32 or 64 units
per acre depending upon subdistrict and proximity to the rail station.
Build-out assumptions are 90 percent based on recognized trends.

•

East Pasadena Specific Plan. In the East Pasadena Specific Plan, of the
11 subdistricts, nine allow multi-family development and two permit
mixed use. Maximum densities are either 32 or 48 units per acre based
on subdistrict, or 60 within one-quarter mile of the rail station. Ninety
percent capacity of the permitted maximum density has been assumed
given experiences particularly with density bonus requests.
Fair Oaks/Orange Grove Specific Plan. This Specific Plan’s land use
districts mirror the RM-12 and RM-16 residential districts and in the
commercial zones, allows only limited multi-family and mixed-use
projects at 16 to 40 units per acre. Build-out assumptions are 90 percent
based on trends.

•

C - 1 2

Lincoln Avenue Specific Plan. The Lincoln Avenue Specific Plan Update
was approved on November 15, 2021. The update intends to help
establish Lincoln Avenue as the heart of the greater residential
neighborhood, where commercial and multi-family uses co-exist in a
walkable, vibrant environment with public realm improvements that
create a cohesive and well-connected corridor. A portion of the
updated Specific Plan (MU-N district) was upzoned to allow 32 units per
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acre. Other areas of the plan continue to allow 16 units per acre. A
recent development application within this Specific Plan area requested
a Planned Development (PD) for a 59-unit project, including four very
low-income units.
•

North Lake and South Fair Oaks Specific Plans. In these Specific Plans,
standard zoning land use regulations generally apply (with limited
prohibitions on residential use within two North Lake subdistricts).
Thus, based on trends citywide, a 90 percent capacity has been
assumed.

Densities Appropriate for Accommodating LowerIncome Housing
Generally, sites that allow development densities of at least 30 units per acre
have been credited toward the lower-income RHNA, as allowed by State law (the
“default density”). The California Government Code states that if a local
government has adopted density standards consistent with the population
based upon criteria set by State law (at least 30 units per acre for Pasadena),
HCD is obligated to accept sites with those density standards (30 units per acre
or higher) as appropriate for accommodating the jurisdiction’s share of regional
housing need for lower-income households. Land use designations with density
ranges near the default density are considered appropriate for accommodating
housing for moderate-income households.

Assembly Bill 1397
Consistent with updated Housing Element law (AB 1397) related to the suitability
of small and large sites for housing production, the lower-income sites inventory
presented in this Appendix is predominately limited to parcels between 0.5 and
10 acres in size, as HCD has indicated these size parameters best accommodate
lower-income housing projects from an economic perspective. In the inventory,
several sites comprising one or more parcels are less than one-half acre in size.
These sites are included because the multiple parcels function as one site,
particularly when under common ownership. Small sites (less than 0.5 acres)
meeting the default density standard are credited toward the moderate- and
above-moderate income categories to account for a potential variety of types,
sizes, and amenity levels in future higher-density development projects.
AB 1397 also adds specific criteria for assessment of the realistic availability of
non‐vacant sites during the planning period. If non-vacant sites accommodate
half or more of the lower-income need, the Housing Element must present
“substantial evidence” that the existing use does not constitute an impediment
for additional residential use on the site. Due to the built-out nature of Pasadena,
most sites have existing uses. Non-vacant sites included in the inventory have
been chosen due to their location, existing uses, potential for intensification
based on building value to land value ratios, and similarity to other commercial
sites on which residential development applications have been filed. To ensure
that appropriate sites have been chosen, properties that show recent
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investments or updates or that contain officially designated historic buildings are
not included.
Several properties are subject to the reuse provisions of AB 1397, which requires
that vacant sites identified in the previous two Housing Elements and non-vacant
sites identified in the previous Housing Element only be deemed adequate to
accommodate a portion of the housing need for lower-income households if the
site is zoned at residential densities consistent with the default density
established by HCD (30 units per acre) and the site allows residential use by right
for housing developments in which at least 20 percent of the units are affordable
to lower-income households. The parcels subject to AB 1397 are identified in the
accompanying sites inventory table. Non-vacant sites identified in the previous
Housing Element but credited toward the moderate-or above moderate-income
RHNA in the current Housing Element are not subject to the provisions of AB
1397 since they are not being used to address the lower-income RHNA.

Accessory Dwelling Units
Accessory dwelling units, or ADUs, as a result of State laws in 2017 and 2019 that
facilitated the ability of property owners to construct ADUs, represent a rapidly
emerging form of housing and affordable housing in particular. While ADU
building permits issued in 2018 were low, the pace picked up significantly
between 2019 and 2021. Pasadena’s Building and Safety Division issued 47 ADU
building permits in 2019, 68 ADU permits in 2020, and 141 ADU permits in 2021.
In averaging the number of building permits for ADUs between 2019 and 2021
(not including 2018 since the new regulations that encourage ADU production
had not taken affect in Pasadena), the City projects that at least 85 building
permits will be issued each year during the sixth cycle. Thus, the City has
assumed that 706 ADUs will contribute toward meeting the RHNA during the
planning period (85 ADUs x 8.3 years of the sixth cycle). In the inventory, the
City has assigned ADU production to the income categories consistent with a
methodology developed by SCAG and approved by HCD. Although the building
permit data are inconsistent the Annual Planning Reports (APRs) submitted to
HCD previously, this Housing Element includes a program to update the APRs for
the years 2019, 2020, and 2021 to ensure consistency with the building permit
data.
Given the City’s strong programs to encourage actual ADU construction, the
projection of 85 ADUs annually is sound—and consistent with legislative intent
to promote ADUs as a form of affordable housing. Additionally, the 706 ADUs
represent a reasonable projection because 1) the fact that the City has a
successful pilot program to encourage ADUs as affordable housing and 2) the
City’s participation in a SCAG program to identify and implements strategies to
accelerate ADU production.

C - 1 4
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Detailed Sites Inventory
Currently Available Sites
The inventory of sites that have appropriate zoning in place largely consists of
underutilized properties in the RM-16, RM-32, RM-38, CL, and CG zoning
districts, as well as properties within each of the Specific Plans. Pasadena is in
the process of updating all seven Specific Plans and creating a new Specific
Plan—Lamanda Park—from portions of the current East Colorado and East
Pasadena Specific Plans. As part of this effort, the City’s consultant has
conducted detailed analysis of the potential for properties to recycle based on
economic data and contact with property owners. While the proposed land use
regulatory changes for each Specific Plan area have not been considered in this
sites analysis for the purpose of projecting capacity, the information has been
used to inform the likelihood of a property transitioning from its current use to
a future residential or mixed-use development.
Per the Pasadena Land Use Element, each Specific Plan area has a cap on the
ultimate development yield, both for residential and nonresidential
development. This cap does not include affordable units produced in any
manner, except within the Fair Oaks/Orange Grove Specific Plan (based on
historic practices of directing affordable housing to the Northwest
neighborhood). Also, in any Specific Plan, a developer may petition to convert
nonresidential capacity to residential capacity to create additional housing
opportunities through adaptive reuse or new construction. Furthermore, this
Housing Element includes a program to remove the caps.
Table C-5 at the end of this Appendix catalogs currently available sites, and
Figure C-1 shows the locations.

Vacant and Underutilized Residential Sites
Underutilized sites included in this inventory have been chosen based on the
potential capacity increase available to property owners. On these sites, the
residential capacity is two to 13 times the existing development. Existing uses on
the sites are older or show signs of disinvestment or deferred maintenance,
indicating a “ripeness” for private redevelopment.
The inventory includes 0.4 acres of vacant and 30.4 acres of underutilized
properties in the RM-12 zone. As described above, these sites generally allow
only two units per lot unless the lot size exceeds 14,400 square feet. Altogether,
RM-12 sites account for 282 units, or only 4.4 percent of the overall sites
inventory. Most of these sites are in Northwest Pasadena and represent
properties that currently are developed with one single-family home. Given
inquires by several property owners regarding potential redevelopment, these
sites have been included. Virtually all of these sites have been included in the
above moderate-income RHNA category since densities fall below the default
density of 30 units per acre. As of the end of November 2021, the City had eight
active applications to replace existing single-unit residences in the RM-12 and
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RM-32 zones with multiple units. These are documented in the sites inventory
table.
Sites zoned RM-16, RM-32, and RM-48 occur citywide. For the inventory, the
City has selected sites that currently support one single-family home and
generally are larger than one-quarter acre. Properties zoned RM-16, RM-32, and
RM-48 have been assigned to the moderate-income RHNA category, although
RM-32 and RM-48 could be reassigned if the City requires additional capacity for
the lower-income or above moderate-income categories.
To a more limited degree, the inventory includes sites outside of the Specific Plan
areas that allow 100 percent nonresidential uses, in the C-L and C-O zones, as
well as such sites within the Specific Plans and the Central District in particular.
The rationale for using such sites is threefold: 1) reduced demand for retail space
due to internet sales, 2) decline in demand for office space due to COVID-19
impacts, and 3) a clearly increased observable demand for housing on all sites.
Several examples of the trend of converting sites that allow 100 percent
commercial and office to residential use include the following:
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
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In 2019, at 388 Cordova, an existing high-rise office building was
converted to condominiums.
In 2021, at the former Twin Palms restaurant site at a prime
location in Old Pasadena, the Design Commission approved a
mixed-use project of ground-floor commercial and 18 residential
units.
In 2021, for the Throop Lumber Yard site on N. Fair Oaks Avenue
within a commercial district, the City received an application for a
206-unit multifamily project that includes 23 very low-income and
10 moderate-income units.
In 2019, a developer proposed a 31-unit condominium project on a
former railroad right-of-way property on Michigan Avenue; in
2021, the Design Review Commission reviewed updated plans.
The Summit Grove project at Orange Grove and Summit Avenue
will replace a liquor store and small retail buildings with 21
multifamily units, half of which will be for lower-income
households.
On a 0.28-acre commercial parking lot at 533 E. Union, five units
have been approved.
At 740 E. Green, the developer plans to demolish an office building
and replace it with 250 residential units.
Within the retail and office corridor of Lake Avenue, at 141 S. Lake,
plans have been approved for demolishing 27,220 square feet of
restaurant and office uses and building 91 units and 12,794 square
feet of commercial space.
A three-story office building at 139 S. Oak Knoll will be replaced
with 17 units.
Along the Colorado Boulevard commercial corridor, at 150 E.
Colorado, a 62,268-square-foot office building will be torn down
and replaced with a mixed-use project with 98 units.
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•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

On a lumber yard site at 444 N. Fair Oaks, 206 apartments are
proposed, including three-bedroom units, 11 percent of the units
for very low-income households and five percent for workforce
households.
At 995 S. Fair Oaks, a small office building and warehouse will be
replaced by 76 units for seniors. On a 1.3-acre site at the southwest
corner of Euclid and Cordova, a low-rise medical office complex
dating to the 1970s will be replaced with 86 residential units, 13 of
which will be reserved for low- and very low-income households.
At 178 S. Euclid, 43 condominiums are nearing completion on a site
formerly occupied by a commercial building.
On a portion of a former shopping mall at E. Colorado and S. Los
Robles, a mixed-use project with 77 condominium units and 65,000
square feet of commercial space is under construction.
On a commercial property at 1878-1890 Walnut Avenue, 58 forsale townhomes for restricted-income households have been
approved.
At 3200 E. Foothill Boulevard, a large self-storage business on a
8.32-acre site is proposed to be replaced with 550 units (including
at least 20% affordably units consistent with the City’s IHO) and a
small 9,800-square-foot retail building.
The owners of the Panda Inn flagship restaurant site at 3452-3488
E. Foothill are proposing to redevelop the parking lot area with a
project that includes 233 apartments, 21 of which will be
affordable housing.
Pasadena Presbyterian Church sold its commercially zoned
properties at 535 Union Street and 54 Oakland Avenue for
development, respectively, of 86 mixed-income units and 55
apartments reserved for seniors.
Three properties supporting auto services businesses at 1501-1521
E. Walnut are proposed for redevelopment with an 81-unit singleroom occupancy project, with 30 units set aside as below-marketrate homes. (As of May 2002, a formal application had not been
submitted, but this further demonstrates the extent to which
redevelopment is of interest to developers.)

These development applications illustrate a clear and overwhelming interest of
commercial property owners to tear down all types of commercial
buildings―small offices, restaurants, strip commercial centers, and even a selfstorage facility―and replace them with housing of all types, including 100
percent affordable projects.
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Specific Plans
The Specific Plans have been developed for the purpose of creating regulatory
provisions that encourage focused residential development in the Central
District, Transit-Oriented Villages, and Neighborhood Villages and along major
travel corridors. This zoning approach reflects long-established General Plan
policy that was confirmed and refined in the 2015 Land Use Element update.
Consistent with this policy direction, development applications since 2015 have
been concentrated within the Specific Plan areas. Examples, from among
applications and approvals, include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

762 N. Fair Oaks Avenue with 70 units, 69 for very low-income
households
75 W. Walnut Street with 201 units, 20 for low-income households
178 S. Euclid Avenue with 40 units, three for very low-income
households
645 E. Union Street with 40 market-rate units
263 S. Los Robles Avenue with 95 units, eight for very low-income
households
83 N. Lake Avenue with 54 market-rate units
3425 E. Foothill Boulevard with 211 units, 21 for very low-income
households
141 S. Lake Avenue with 89 units, five for very low-income households
3202 E. Foothill Boulevard with 481 units, 46 for low-income and 23 for
moderate-income households

This list, representing only a fraction of units recently built, under construction,
or in review, demonstrates the intense interest in developing projects of scale in
Pasadena and at densities approaching the maximum permitted.
The sites inventory includes properties within Specific Plan areas that, similar to
properties that have been redeveloped over the past eight or so years, are
characterized by: 1) single-story commercial or industrial buildings that have not
had significant investment in many years, 2) parking lots not needed to support
demand of associated uses, and 3) retail commercial and office buildings for
which property owners have inquired with City Planning staff regarding reuse
potential. The sites inventory matrix provided to HCD in conjunction with this
Housing Element provides detail regarding conditions on each site and in
particular, the fact that building to land value ratios generally fall well below
0.50, indicating that many properties have unrealized land use value.
Table C-3 summarizes the number of units, by RHNA income category, that can
be accommodated by vacant and underutilized sites within and outside of the
Specific Plan areas.
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Table C-3: Vacant and Underutilized Sites
Affordability Level
Lower Incomes
(0-80% AMI)

Areas

Moderate
Income
(80-120% AMI)

Above Moderate
Income (120%+
AMI)

Total

Outside of Specific Plan Areas
Vacant

--

18

18

36

285

620

773

1,678

285

638

791

1,714

1,421

517

470

2,408

East Colorado

572

151

-

723

East Pasadena

777

-

13

790

Fair Oaks/Orange Grove

102

53

20

175

Lamanda Park

133

102

-

235

-

21

55

76

171

27

2

200

97

5

-

102

Subtotal

3,273

876

560

4,709

Total

3,558

1,514

1,351

6,423
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Underutilized
Subtotal
Within Specific Plan Areas
Central District

Lincoln
North Lake
South Fair Oaks
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Replacement Housing Requirements
Government Code Section 65583.2(g)(3) requires that the sites inventory
identify sites with existing residential uses and whether the current residential
uses are affordable to lower-income households or describe whether the
additional residential development on the site requires the demolition of the
existing residential use. For nonvacant sites with existing, vacated, or
demolished residential uses and occupied by, or subject to an affordability
requirement for, lower-income households within the last five years, there must
be a replacement housing program for units affordable to lower-income
households. Government Code Section 66300 includes protections for existing
covenanted affordable units, as well as units occupied by residents with incomes
meeting affordable levels. Section 66300 requires that these “protected units”
be replaced like-for-like in any new housing developments. Developers are also
required to provide first right of refusal to the replacement units and must
provide relocation benefits.
The sites matrix identifies sites with existing residential uses. Other than tracking
affordable units created via the City’s IHO or density bonus ordinance or units
with Section 8 vouchers, the City does not have data regarding unit affordability.
The City has its own mechanism to ensure residents in affordable housing are
not displaced as a result of new construction: the Tenant Protection Ordinance
(Chapter 9.75 of the Pasadena Municipal Code). Generally, the ordinance
provides that: “For all tenants in good standing living in households at or below
140% of the median income, by household size, landlord shall pay a relocation
allowance equal to two and one-half (2½) months fair market rents as
established by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development ("HUD")
for a rental unit of a similar size. In addition to the relocation allowance, landlord
shall also pay a moving expense allowance in the amount of $1,306.00 for adult
households or $3,935.00 for households with dependents, disabled, or senior
members. The amounts listed are adjusted for FY 2019 and will continue to be
adjusted as provided in paragraph C below.”

Housing for Homeless Individuals and Families
In accordance with State law, the City permits by right emergency shelters for
persons experiencing homelessness in the following zoning districts:
•
•

SP-2 (South Fair Oaks Specific Plan) overlay district west of Fair Oaks
Avenue and south of Hurlbut Street
East Pasadena Specific Plan EPSP-D1-1G

These two zones encompass 13.7 acres, and properties within the zones largely
support commercial uses.

Adequacy of the Sites Inventory
Overall, the sites inventory identified in this Appendix totals 10,328 units, 3,997
of which are in the very low- and low-income RHNA categories. Overall, the City
can adequately accommodate—and have excess capacity for—the RHNA under
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existing land use regulations. Table C-4 shows a surplus of 69 lower-income units,
495 moderate-income units, and 1,041 above-moderate income units, for a total
surplus of 1,605 units.
Regarding sites that have been used in prior cycles that are again included in this
sites inventory, the City must include a program to allow residential uses by right
at a minimum density of 30 units per acre when at least 20 percent of the units
are affordable to lower-income households. Because Pasadena already allows
residential use by right subject to design review, no program or rezoning is
required to comply with this State law requirement.
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Table C-4: RHNA/Sites Inventory Summary
Affordability Level

Site Type

EL/VL Income
(0-50% AMI)

Low Income
(50-80% AMI)

Above
Moderate
Income
(120%+ AMI)

Total

Approved Projects

71

21

64

1,127

1,283

Proposed Projects

258

89

467

1,808

2,622

3,558

1,514

1,351

6,423

481

15

210

706

4,478

2,060

4,496

11,034

1,662

1,565

3,455

9,429

+69

+495

+1,041

+1,605

Sites Available
ADUs
Total Sites
2021-2029 RHNA

2,747

RHNA status
(-shortfall/+ surplus)
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Financial Resources
A variety of potential funding sources are available to finance housing activities
in Pasadena. Due to both the high cost of developing and preserving housing,
and limitations on both the amount and uses of funds, layering of funding
sources are often required for affordable housing programs and projects. Of
particular note for 2020-2021 is the fact that the COVID-19 pandemic created
temporary federal and State funding sources, as described below, to assist
households suffering economic impacts affecting their ability to pay rent and
mortgages.

Local Resources
Inclusionary Fees. The City of Pasadena’s Inclusionary Housing Ordinance
provides for in-lieu fee payments for developers opting not to provide required
affordable units on site. These funds are used for the production, rehabilitation,
and preservation of housing. Fees are charged based on square footage and vary
depending upon whether the housing is rental or owner and consists of 10 to 49
or 50+ units. Additionally, the City is divided into subdistricts that determine the
fee rate. The in-lieu fees can be substantial depending upon the level of
development in any given year. For example, in 2019, in-lieu fee receipts totaled
$2,810,840. In 2020, receipts increased to $3,994,356.
Housing Successor Funds. With the demise of redevelopment in California in
2012, assets of former redevelopment agencies were in part transferred to socalled successor agencies. The City’s Housing Successor and Finance Department
manage the Low and Moderate Income Housing Asset Fund (LMIHAF). At the
close of fiscal year 2019-2020, the LMIHAF had a balance of $7,033,181. The
monies are used to fund housing development expenditures for lower-income
units. For example, LMIHAF funds have enabled construction, in partnership with
affordable housing developers, of the Heritage Square “A” 70-unit apartment
project for very low-income seniors and will be used for Heritage Square “B”, a
mixed-use development that includes 70 units for extremely low-income seniors.
City General Fund. The City’s General Fund supports staffing of the 80+ member
Housing Department, many of whom manage the programs that support housing
production and housing services assistance. In fiscal year 2020, the Department
was allocated $1.3M General Fund dollars.
Los Angeles County Measure H Funding. The City receives voter-authorized
Measure H funding through the Los Angeles Homeless Services Authority
(LAHSA). For fiscal years 2018 and 2019, the City received $1,326,405 available
to be used for: 1) homelessness prevention for individuals, 2) rapid re-housing
for single adults, 3) strengthening the coordinated entry system, and 4)
enhancing the emergency shelter system. With these funds, the City works with
private non-profit organizations to fund the homeless services they offer.
Local Early Action Planning Grant Program (LEAP). The City received funding
from the State for planning activities that accelerate housing production. LEAP
provides one-time grant funding to cities and counties to update their planning
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Housing Resources
documents and implement process improvements that will facilitate the
acceleration of housing production and help local governments prepare their
sixth cycle housing elements.
Southern California Home Financing Authority (SCHFA). This is not a City
funding source but a joint powers authority that issues tax-exempt bonds to fund
mortgages for low- and moderate-income first-time homebuyers.

State Resources
Low Income Housing Tax Credits. Low Income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTC) are
an important source of funding production of affordable housing. Additionally,
the State of California sets aside a dedicated pool of tax credit funds for selfdesignated at-risk projects. Pasadena developers have used LIHTCs to build a
wide range of affordable housing projects. LIHTCs have also been used to
preserve at-risk affordable rental housing units.
Homeless Emergency Aid Program (HEAP). This one-time block grant program
was created in 2018 to address the homelessness crisis. The City has received
$1,428,226 in funding, which has been spread over several fiscal years.
California Emergency Solutions and Housing (CESH) Fund. The City has received
$720,214 in funding beginning in 2020, with funds to be allocated to programs
over three years. These funds are used for activities to assist persons
experiencing or at risk of becoming homeless.
Other State Programs. The State offers many other housing-related funding
programs available to the City and developers; during the COVID-19 pandemic,
rent relief programs were available. In the summer of 2021, Governor Gavin
Newsom authorized the $12B California Comeback Plan, a three-pronged effort
to end/prevent homelessness, provide mental health services, and assist cities
financially in their efforts to keep parks and streets safe. Other available
programs include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Cap and Trade Affordable Housing Sustainable Communities Fund
Building Equity and Growth in Neighborhoods Program (BEGIN)
CalHome Program
Multifamily Housing Program (MHP)
Housing Related Parks Grant
CalHFA Single and Multi-Family Program
Mental Health Service Act (MHSA) Funding
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Federal Resources
HOME Funds. Pasadena is an entitlement jurisdiction and receives HOME
Partnership Program funds directly from HUD. HOME funds can be used for
activities that promote affordable rental housing and lower-income
homeownership, including but not limited to building acquisition, new
construction, reconstruction, moderate or substantial rehabilitation, first- time
homebuyer assistance, and tenant-based assistance. Between fiscal years 2011
and 2014, funds declined dramatically. The federal government increased funds
slightly in 2019 and 2020, but they still fall short of the 2011 high. Funds in 2020
totaled $735,000. The City has actively used these financial resources for
preservation of affordable housing.
Housing Vouchers. This federal housing program provides rent subsidies to very
low-income households with a housing cost burden or who are at risk of
becoming homeless or displaced. The federal government provides
approximately $15 million annually to the Pasadena Housing Department to
administer its housing voucher program.
Community Development Block Grants. The federal government provides CDBG
funds for community development and housing activities that benefit low- and
moderate-income persons, aid in the prevention or elimination of blight, and
meet other urgent needs. Eligible activities include property acquisition,
rehabilitation, affordable housing preservation, economic development, code
enforcement, public facilities, and services. As with HOME funds, deep cuts in
federal allocations have reduced CDBG funds. Since 2018, the City has not
offered capital funding to non-profit organizations using CDBG funds due to the
City’s obligation to repay a Section 108 loan for the Robinson Park renovation
project.
Other Federal Programs. The federal Department of Housing and Urban
Development and other agencies offer multiple programs (with extensive
application and reporting requirements) available to Pasadena. The City
regularly participates in the Supportive Housing Program and Emergency Shelter
Grant program and receives HOPWA funds (Housing Opportunities for Persons
with AIDS).

Private Resources
Private charitable organizations such as the United Way and Melville Charitable
Trust sponsor programs to help make housing more affordable and assist
unhoused individuals and families.
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Administrative Resources
Work of the Housing Department
The City of Pasadena Housing Department represents the primary agency
charged with implementing housing policy directives established by the City
Council. The department, as its mission statement declares, is “dedicated to
providing affordable housing and community development opportunities for
low- and moderate-income persons and employment resources to enhance and
strengthen our community.” This commitment is evidenced in the many
programs the department administers: Section 8 vouchers, emergency rental
assistance, tenant protections, homeowner improvement services through the
MASH (Municipal Assistance, Solutions, and Hiring) program, services for people
experiencing homelessness, funding support to non-profit housing developers,
and inclusionary housing requirements, among others. With more than 3,775
affordable units in the City and 972 more in the development pipeline as of early
2021, the Housing Department has a significant responsibility to ensure existing
affordable units remain so and new units continue to fill demand.
For fiscal year 2021, the Department had a budget of $37.5M and staffing of 87.7
full-time equivalent employees.

Housing Rights Center
The City contracts with the Housing Rights Center to provide information to the
public about housing discrimination and landlord/tenant rights and
responsibilities.

Pasadena Power and Water Department
The City of Pasadena Power and Water Department (PWP) provides water
service to all residents and businesses. As discussed in Appendix B – Constraints
on Housing Production, water and sewer infrastructure are in place to serve all
residents. In compliance with Government Code § 65589.7, on July 17, 2006, the
City Council adopted Resolution No, 8621 to state its policy of prioritizing water
service to lower-income households.
The RHNA detailed sites inventory table is provided on the following pages.
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Appendix D: Evaluation of Progress toward
Implementing the 2014-2021 Housing
Element
This Appendix D analyzes program performance from the 2014-2021 Housing
Element programs. State law (California Government Code Section 65588[a])
requires each jurisdiction to review its Housing Element as frequently as
appropriate and evaluate:
•
•
•

The appropriateness of the housing goals, objectives, and policies in
contributing to the attainment of the State housing goals
The effectiveness of the Housing Element in attainment of the
community’s housing goals and objectives
Progress in implementation of the Housing Element

This evaluation provides information regarding the extent to which programs
have achieved stated objectives and whether these programs continue to be
relevant to addressing current and future housing needs in Pasadena. The
evaluation provides the basis for recommended modifications to policies and
programs and the establishment of new housing objectives. The paragraphs
below highlight the successes of fifth cycle housing programs and complement
the discussion in the Introduction section of this 2021-2029 Housing Element.
Many programs in the fifth cycle Housing Element were specifically targeted to
respond to the housing needs of special needs populations: the elderly, lowerincome households, persons with disabilities, female-headed households with
children, and large families (with the recognition that these categories
frequently overlap). Within the Northwest neighborhood in particular—a
historically underserved, low income, and high minority population area—the
City, consulting with the Northwest Commission, is able to address a myriad of
housing needs: improving the physical conditions of structures, facilitating
production of accessory dwelling units, tenant protections, local preferences for
relocation due to gentrification or other loss of residence, and construction of
new affordable housing units. The City applies an integrated approach to
addressing housing needs, economic development objectives, and
neighborhood enhancement.
The City’s Inclusionary Housing Ordinance, or IHO, has created new housing units
for seniors and low- and middle-income households. From 2014 to 2020, 432
inclusionary affordable units were added (building permits issued, under
construction, and completed), and $14,283,090 in developer-paid in-lieu fees
were added to the Inclusionary Housing Trust Fund. During 2020 alone, despite
the COVID-19 pandemic, 135 inclusionary units had building permits issued,
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Evaluation of Progress
were under construction, or received occupancy permits. To further address the
needs of middle-income households, the City has expanded the supply of
“missing middle” housing, including multi-bedroom units, by purchasing over
500 market-rate units and reserving them for renters in the middle-income
bracket.
Pasadena also actively preserves existing deed-restricted housing. In 2019, the
City Council approved $580,000 in loan assistance to rehabilitate the 114-unit La
Villa Lake senior rental housing complex. Formerly a HUD project, La Villa Lake
became market rate in 2014 when the original owner opted out of the HUD rent
subsidy and low-income housing requirements. This project will provide
affordable low-income housing for seniors for 55 years.
Cumulatively, the City’s efforts have recognized and responded to special needs
populations. With a dedicated Housing Department, Pasadena has experienced
staff who can implement creative ideas for housing programs and seek diverse
funding sources.

2014-2021 Housing Element Program

Progress and Continued Appropriateness

PROGRAM #1: CODE ENFORCEMENT
Code enforcement is an important tool to maintain the quality
of property values in neighborhoods and commercial areas,
and to protect the health, safety, and welfare of residents. To
achieve these goals, the City has several code enforcement
functions, described below.
Code Compliance. Code compliance is a means to ensure that
the quality of the City’s commercial and residential
neighborhoods is maintained. Code compliance staff enforces
state and local regulations governing exterior building
conditions, property maintenance, and interior conditions.
Code compliance staff also works with neighborhood groups
to address common concerns. For properties found in
violation, eligible property owners are directed to nonprofit
organizations and City rehabilitation loans and grants for
assistance in resolving code violations and making repairs.
Emergency Enforcement. The Prosecutor’s Office oversees an
interdepartmental effort called City Resources Against
Substandard Housing (CRASH). The CRASH team includes
representatives from Health, Fire, Building, Humane Society,
Police, and Code Enforcement. The CRASH team works to
correct substandard buildings, eliminate blight, identify
solutions to neighborhood crime, and provide emergency
response and abatement for the worst properties. The
program also encompasses an education component to train
property owners in prevention of illegal activity.
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1.1: The Code Compliance Division reorganized Officer
assigned areas to maximize field inspection times. The
Division modified its enforcement process to achieve faster
abatement.
The Housing Inspections Section, which is responsible for
Occupancy Inspection Program (OIP) and Quadrennial
Program (QP), was reorganized to form part of the Code
Compliance Division (previously in Building & Safety). This
change resulted in improved coordination between Property
Maintenance and Zoning enforcement, as this section's
follow-up is often required for outstanding violations that
have resulted from the OIP and QP programs.
The Code Compliance Division opened 2,154 code
compliance cases and via the Quadrennial Inspection
Program, inspected 5,151 multi-family units for compliance
with City’s housing code requirements through 2019. The
inspections are highly effective at identifying units in need of
minor and major and helping lower-income property owners
take advantage of City programs to assist with
improvements. Inspections will continue, as the program
works well to improve housing conditions and ensure safe
living environments.
1.2: The Public Health Department is a member of the City’s
C.R.A.S.H. task force (chaired by Code Compliance Manager)
and works collaboratively to abate code compliance cases
with issues that overlap across various jurisdictions; this
includes joint site visits and coordinated abatement plans. In
addition, Health and Code Compliance staff regularly reassign
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Progress and Continued Appropriateness

Municipal Assistance, Solutions and Hiring. The MASH program
provides free services to low income, senior, or disabled
homeowners unable to perform deferred maintenance on
their owner-occupied, single-family homes. As a secondary
function, the MASH program provides a unique program for
providing on-the-job training for adults to gain the skills and
work habits necessary to obtain a permanent job. MASH crews
may also assist in times of emergencies, such as fire, storms, or
earthquakes.
Objectives
1.1: Continue program implementation; reallocate resources
to maximize achievement of code compliance goals.
1.2: Work with health department officials to coordinate
efforts responding to health and safety concerns.
PROGRAM #2: NORTHWEST PASADENA

Community Building. Pasadena supports for-profit, nonprofit,
and faith based organizations that are committed to
implementing community building efforts in the Northwest
Community Plan Area. These include, but are not limited to:
Flintridge Center, Community Bible Church through its work at
the Kings Village and Community Arms Apartment projects,
and numerous other nonprofit and for-profit organizations.
Other efforts include Neighbors Acting Together Helping All
(NATHA), which has received three-year grants from the
California Community Foundation.
Northwest Programs. The Northwest Programs Office at City
Hall also coordinates many projects within the Northwest
Community Plan Area. Working in conjunction with the
Northwest Commission, these include preparation of the
Lincoln Avenue Specific Plan, monitoring of capital
improvement projects, input into the Heritage Square project,
improvements to Robinson Park, police department activities
to address neighborhood safety, discussions regarding the
potential 710 freeway extension, and ongoing liaison activities
with neighborhoods associations.
Northwest Commission. The Northwest Commission is tasked
with advising the City Council on community issues affecting
residents and business within the Northwest Community Plan
Area. Since the dissolution of several redevelopment project
areas in 2012, the City Council approved changes to the
Northwest Commission. The Northwest Commission now is

O F

Continued Appropriateness:
Code enforcement is an important part of compliance to local,
State, and federal codes and standards and education in
maintaining properties for adequate housing and occupation.
This Quadrennial Inspection and C.R.A.S.H. programs will be
continued in the 2021 Housing Element. In particular, both
programs devote resources to improving conditions for lowerincome, senior, and disabled households.

The City devotes targeted attention and funding to improving
economic conditions in the Northwest neighborhood and
improving housing conditions for lower-income households.
The Northwest Commission provides recommendations that
the City Council affirms.

The City of Pasadena has long directed enhanced efforts at
improving the Northwest Community Plan Area. Through
community building efforts, enhanced community
participation, and other efforts, the City continues to make
substantial investments in this area. Ongoing efforts are as
follows.

C I T Y

complaints via Pasadena Citizen Service Center for
appropriate follow-up.

2.1: With the modification of the CDBG program funding
parameters, the Northwest Commission reviews set-aside
projects for City facilities only. Also, the Northwest Fund
account was discontinued in 2015. With CDBG funding
constrained (and the loss of redevelopment funding in 2012),
the City has redirected General Fund monies and seeks grants
to continue funding of community-building activities.
2.2: The Northwest Commission continued to address
community concerns, which include review of development
activities and capital improvement projects, rehabilitation
programs, Northwest Community work plan, and public
outreach in the Northwest community.
Continued Appropriateness:
These programs provide an opportunity for targeted input
and feedback from the community and will be maintained.
This program will be continued in the 2021 Housing Element,
with modifications to reflect more constrained funding
sources.
Notably, investments in the Northwest area work to
affirmatively further fair housing by addressing particular
needs of special needs populations. These Northwest
programs will be supplemented by broader-based AFFH
policies and programs.
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2014-2021 Housing Element Program

Progress and Continued Appropriateness

responsible for fostering business retention, expansion, and
relocation to generate new development and employment
opportunities.
Objectives
2.1: Support community building efforts by funding
organizations and dedicating staff resources to support efforts,
subject to funding availability.
2.2: Work with the Northwest Commission to address
community concerns and support the long-term revitalization
of this area.
PROGRAM #3: HOUSING INSPECTION
The City of Pasadena maintains three housing inspection
activities that are essential to maintaining the quality, health,
safety, and livability of residential structures within the
community. Described below, these include the occupancy,
quadrennial, and lead-based paint inspection programs.
Occupancy Inspection. This inspection is designed to ensure
the quality and maintenance of single-family homes, duplexes,
and condominiums. Whenever a change in occupancy of an
eligible unit occurs, the property is inspected for compliance
with City codes. Typical items inspected include electrical,
plumbing, heating, structural conditions, and health and safety
items. If a housing code violation is found, the property owner
is notified of the violations and given a reasonable time to
correct them. Upon correction of the violations, a certificate of
inspection is issued.
Quadrennial Inspection. This inspection is designed to ensure
that apartments are decent, safe, and well maintained. All
rental properties with three or more units are inspected at
least once every four years. Typical items inspected include
the same as an occupancy inspection. Property owners are
notified if code violations exist and, upon remedy, are issued a
certificate of compliance. This program continues to be an
effective way to identify code violations as they occur, before
they affect the condition of the building and quality of life
experienced by tenants.
Lead-Based Paint Hazards. The City Public Health Department
has a Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention Program that is
designed to prevent lead exposure and, when exposure
occurs, to care for children with lead poisoning. Public health
nurses provide case management for children and their
families affected by lead poisoning. Environmental health
specialists work with nurses to identify lead sources, provide
advice on lead-safe painting and remodeling, enforce City
ordinances for lead reduction, and provide information and
assistance to care providers of children.
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3.1: The Code Compliance Division continues to implement
the Presale Certification Program and the Quadrennial
Inspection Program. Prior to the close of escrow for the sale
of a single-family house, condominium, townhouse or duplex,
the owner is responsible for obtaining a Presale Certificate of
Completion or a Presale Certificate of Inspection. The intent
of the program is to improve the safety of residential
properties by addressing major life and safety code
violations. Properties meeting eligibility requirements for a
Presale Certificate of Completion are eligible for selfcertification.
Properties not eligible for a Presale Certificate of Completion
require a Presale Certificate of Inspection. The City has
implemented an online system for self-certification.
https://www.cityofpasadena.net/planning/codecompliance/presale-program/
In addition, all rental properties containing three or more
units are subject to the Quadrennial Inspection Program and
are inspected once every four years. After inspection,
property owners are notified of any existing code violations
and given a reasonable time for their correction. Upon
correction of all violations, a Certificate of Occupancy is
issued for the rental properties. This program has been
effective in identifying multi-family properties that suffer
from neglected maintenance and thus has contributed
significantly to the improvement of the City’s rental housing
stock.
3.2: The City's Building and Safety, Fire, and Public Health
Departments continued to inform the community about
health and safety hazards through the City's website, flyers,
and programs.
3.3: The City's Building and Safety, Fire, and Public Health
Department staff continued to collaborate among
departments to address health and safety hazards as the
situation rises. The City also utilizes the CRASH team as part
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Objectives
3.1: Continue implementation of housing inspection programs.
3.2: Continue to educate the community about health and
safety hazards.
3.3: Cross-train inspectors to identify and address health and
safety hazards.

PROGRAM #4: HOUSING REHABILITATION
Pasadena’s housing is generally older than other communities.
Because of its age, maintaining housing in good condition is a
critical priority in Pasadena. Described below, the City offers
three programs to encourage the maintenance, repair, and
improvement of rental and ownership housing.

of the Code Compliance division to address health and safety
hazards.
Continued Appropriateness:
It is important to ensure structures remain in compliance with
local, State, and federal standards and are adequate for
human occupancy. As described in Program #1, the
Quadrennial inspection and CRASH programs are highly
effective for improving housing conditions, particularly for
lower-income and senior households. This program will be
continued in the 2021 Housing Element.
4.1: From 2014-2020, 54 homes were assisted under the
MASH home rehabilitation program. MASH experienced a
decrease in staff and a hold on funding that impacted the
number of houses that could be completed.

4.2: From 2014 to 2019,16 projects were approved and
completed. The City will also continue to administer the
Municipal Assistance, Solutions and Hiring. The MASH program Under One Room Program, which assists low-income
homeowners (e.g., home repairs, low-cost rehabilitation
provides free services to low income, senior, or disabled
loans, solar grid installation, energy rebates).
homeowners unable to perform deferred maintenance on
their owner-occupied, single-family homes. As a secondary
function, the MASH program provides a unique program for
Neighborhood Housing Services of LA County was selected as
providing on-the-job training for adults to gain the skills and
the administrator for the HOME single-family rehabilitation
work habits necessary to obtain a permanent job. MASH crews program. The program is being marketed to identify projects.
may also assist in times of emergencies, such as fire, storms, or
earthquakes.
4.3: One project, 268 Waverly Drive, involved the City
purchase and rehabilitation of a Caltrans-owned single-family
Single-family Rehabilitation Loan. The City is currently working residence and construction of an ADU for City operation of
with Neighborhood Housing Services of Los Angeles County to rental Rapid Re-Housing. One owner-occupied home
provide services. This program includes a single-family
rehabilitation was completed at 84 Manzanita Avenue in
rehabilitation loan program, homebuyer and homeownership
2020.
education, foreclosure counseling, and other neighborhood
Three owner-occupied home rehabilitation projects were
services formerly provided by the Pasadena NHS. These
completed by the interdepartmental Under One Roof
programs are offered citywide, although many of the activities program between 2014 and 2020: 840 Manzanita Avenue,
are targeted for residents in the Northwest Community Plan
3570 Cartwright Avenue, and 760 Elmira Street.
area.
Acquisition/Rehabilitation. Pasadena implements multi-family
housing acquisition and rehabilitation efforts as opportunities
arise. However, initiation of a more strategic, proactive
program can help fill a needed gap, serve to both upgrade
older apartment properties and stabilize rents, and enhance
City efforts to improve distressed neighborhoods. While
Pasadena provides funding on a project-by-project basis,
guidelines for a comprehensive program should be
established.
Objectives
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Between 2014-2020, no in-lieu fees were used to support any
acquisition/rehab projects. However, the City used HOME
funds to support a nonprofit housing developer’s
acquisition/rehab and preservation of a 44-unit housing
project (The Groves). The City Council is considering a staff
recommendation to commit Inclusionary In-Lieu Fees to
assist the acquisition/rehab of a five-unit apartment property
by nonprofit developer Heritage Housing Partners.
Program guidelines for a comprehensive
acquisition/rehabilitation program were not established due
to lack of a stable funding source. However, policies were
adopted by the City Council in September 2019 for the
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4.1: Implement the MASH program and focus on lead-based
paint abatement and minor repairs. Repair 192 homes over
the planning period.
4.2: Monitor new contract to administer the single-family
home rehabilitation program on behalf of the City.
4.3: Establish program guidelines for a comprehensive
acquisition/rehabilitation program by 2015, with goals and
workplan—subject to the identification of a stable funding
source.

Progress and Continued Appropriateness
acquisition and management of residential properties for the
purpose of City ownership/operation as affordable rental
housing.
Lack of a permanent source of funds limit the ability of the
City to compete with market rate investors to acquire
residential buildings. However, the City has formed a Joint
Powers Authority (JPA) to acquire market-rate housing and
restrict occupancy to moderate-income renters. Because the
units acquired are relatively new, there is no need for
rehabilitation.
Continued Appropriateness:
Programs are important to homeowner maintenance,
education, and to ensure that affordable housing
opportunities are available. This program will be continued in
the 2021-2029 Housing Element, augmented by efforts to
acquire market-rate housing for conversion to “missing
middle” housing.

PROGRAM #5: HISTORIC PRESERVATION
The City's historic preservation program promotes the
identification, evaluation, rehabilitation, adaptive use, and
restoration of historic structures, neighborhoods, and other
landmarks. With respect to housing, key activities directed at
historic preservation objects are as follows.
Historic Ordinance and Design Guidelines. The Historic
Preservation Ordinance implements the goals, policies, and
programs of the General Plan and establishes the review
authority of the Historic Preservation Commission and Design
Commission. City codes require that properties within historic
districts and individually designated historic properties be
reviewed and approved prior to alteration or development.
Pasadena’s “Design Guidelines for Historic Districts” and the
Secretary of the Interior’s “Standards for Rehabilitation” help
guide the review of historic properties.
Historic Preservation Incentives. The City offers incentives to
promote the preservation of historic sites and structures. City
incentives include: reduction of building permit fees and
construction tax, waiver of covered parking requirements in
single-family landmark districts, modified City of Gardens
standards, and variances for both adaptive reuse and
relocation. The City’s Mills Act program also allows owners of
designated historic properties to reduce their property taxes in
exchange for a contract with the City to maintain the
property’s historic character.

5.1: In 2019, the City designated one landmark district, Arden
Road. It also issued 23 Mills Act contracts.
Each year, the City reviews dozens of cases of exterior
alterations, additions, and rehabilitation of structures in
City’s historic landmark districts and National Register
districts. In addition, from 2014 to 2019, the City designated
11 landmark districts, processed designation of 30 landmark
properties or monuments and executed 87 Mills Act
contracts.
5.2: In March 2021, the City adopted changes to the Historic
Preservation Ordinance. Details of the City's historic
preservation programs, which promote the identification,
evaluation, rehabilitation, adaptive reuse, and restoration of
historic structures, are advertised on the City's website.
The regulations now apply to all buildings 45 years of age or
older. For undesignated historic resources, a Certificate of
Appropriateness is required for demolitions and major
projects (as defined in the ordinance).
Continued Appropriateness:
Historic preservation should not be an obstacle for housing;
providing an incentive program ensures the protection of
residential structures from demolition, redevelopment, and
up-zoning. Historic preservation is important to the culture
and identity of the City. This program will be continued in the
2021-2029 Housing Element.

Home Acquisition, Rehabilitation, and Adaptive Reuse. The
City provides funding to acquire and rehabilitate historic
homes and convert nonresidential uses to residential uses.
Properties are targeted that contribute to neighborhood
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Progress and Continued Appropriateness

distress—abandoned, foreclosed, and dilapidated houses—
which are acquired and rehabilitated using sound preservation
principles and practices. Properties are sold to low and
moderate income first-time homebuyers at below-market
prices. This program continues to be implemented as funding
is available.
Objectives
5.1: Continue designating eligible landmark districts and
structures, issuing Mills Act contracts, and completing historic
design review.
5.2: Beginning in 2014, advertise incentives for historic
preservation and continue to support historic preservation
projects as funding is available.
PROGRAM #6: HOUSING DESIGN
As an urbanized city with carefully designed neighborhoods,
Pasadena implements design review of proposed projects to
ensure that new development is of exemplary quality and is
sensitively integrated into the surrounding neighborhood
context. Three key requirements are:
Design Review. Pasadena requires excellence in architectural
design that complements the scale and character of the City.
Citywide design principles set the foundation, and City
residential design guidelines provide clear examples of the
quality and type of design recommended. Design guidelines
work in tandem with development standards in the zoning
code or appropriate specific plans. To expedite the process,
developers may request a Consolidated Review, which
combines concept and final design reviews into one step, thus
reducing the time required.
City of Gardens Standards. The City of Gardens Standards
applies to multi-family projects within RM districts, certain
specific plan areas, and the CL and CO commercial districts.
Garden standards are an innovative set of zoning regulations
aimed at creating more livable multi-family housing projects,
encouraging designs that typify the garden character of earlier
apartments and bungalow courts in Pasadena. These
standards are also an integral way of encouraging the
production of multi-family apartments and condominium
projects of lasting quality.

6.1: Design review continues to be implemented by staff and
the Design Commission to ensure high-quality design. There
were 414 cases of Concept or Consolidated Design Review
completed between 2014 and 2020. As noted in the
Constraints discussion, however, Design Commission review
can slow housing approval processes.
6.2: The City continues to implement the City of Gardens
standards on applicable residential development proposals. A
total of 23 City of Gardens projects were reviewed between
2014 and 2020. Additionally, the City issued building permits
for approximately 10 to 25 multi-family housing projects each
year.
Continued Appropriateness:
It remains important to maintain design consistency with
existing residential development and preserve community
historic character. While design review for residential
development will continue, this program will be modified to
ensure compliance with State law regarding streamlining
review (e.g., SB 330 and SB 35).

Historic Review. Because of the age, history, and rich fabric of
Pasadena, many structures contain valuable and historic
architectural features. Pasadena municipal codes require that
properties within historic districts and individually designated
historic properties must be reviewed and approved prior to
alteration or development. Pasadena’s “Design Guidelines for
Historic Districts” and the Secretary of the Interior’s
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“Standards for Rehabilitation” help guide historic review. City
staff carefully reviews such structures to ensure that historic
features are preserved.
Objectives
6.1: Continue to implement design review to ensure
maintenance of Pasadena’s architectural character and quality
of the built environment.
6.2: Implement City of Garden standards as a tool to enhance
the quality and
compatibility of multi-family residential projects.
PROGRAM #7: HOUSING SITES
Historically, Pasadena’s general plan, as part of its guiding
principles, has explicitly directed new residential development
into seven specific plan areas. This strategy is intended to
allow for continuation growth and development, while
reducing traffic congestion, improving air quality, providing
housing, and stimulating economic development. The 1994
Land Use Element allowed for the net development of 11,000
units, of which 8,711 units were directed to specific plan areas
(and 5,095 alone to the Central District). The 2004 update to
the Land Use Element affirmed the direction of the 1994 Plan.
Since then, the City has seen significant levels of development
in the Central District. In 2009, the City began an update of the
general plan, working with the community through an awardwinning program of participative planning. The general plan
update focuses growth into neighborhood villages, transit
villages, and within the Central District and specific plans
areas.

7.1: The updated Land Use and Circulation Elements were
adopted in August 2015.
7.2: As of 2021, the City was in the process of updating all
existing Specific Plans to implement the new General Plan.
The Specific Plan updates include extensive community
engagement and analysis. The Specific Plans are scheduled to
be adopted during early 2022 through 2023.
Continued Appropriateness:
Linking long range planning with clear implementation
through zoning and specific planning is critical to a clear
development process. This program updated in the 20212029 Housing Element to reflect remaining long-range
planning initiatives and additional zoning implementation
measures.

In April 2013, the City Council directed staff to begin
preparation of the EIR. The EIR will review the impact of net
development of 9,955 housing units, of which 8,245 will be in
specific plan areas (4,885 alone in the Central District).
Affordable housing units will continue to be exempt from the
City’s development caps. Key sites in the housing element
include the Lincoln Properties (Parsons site), which could
accommodate hundreds of new housing units. The City of
Pasadena has a regional housing needs assessment of 1,332
units. The affordability breakdown of the 2014–2021 RHNA is
340 very low units, 207 low income units, 224 moderate
income units, and 561 above moderate income units. These
housing planning targets can be addressed through a
combination of housing production credits and available
housing sites. As mentioned in Appendix C, the City has
adequate sites to accommodate the full RHNA and its income
levels. The proposed general plan and mitigation in the
program EIR ensures that sites are developable as envisioned
in the Land Use and Mobility Plan within the housing element
planning period.
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Objectives
7.1: Adopt the general plan and increase the development
caps, including in the Central District, and implement
mitigation in the EIR.
7.2: Continue to review specific plans and make needed
changes to ensure adequate sites to achieve the 2014–2021
RHNA.
PROGRAM #8: MIXED USE/TOD STRATEGY

8.1: The City continued implementation of mixed-use
incentives.

Pasadena housing growth strategy relies predominantly on
mixed-use and transit-oriented development that is focused
into specific plan areas, transit villages, and neighborhood
villages. To implement land use plan, the City has a mixed
use/transit oriented development strategy described below.
Mixed Use Development. Mixed use is an important strategy in
the Pasadena General Plan to increase housing choices
(including affordable housing), concentrate higher density
projects in specific plan areas, support economic activity, and
improve the walkability of an area. Mixed-use projects are a
combination of commercial and residential uses in the same
structure. To achieve these benefits, the City has codified
zoning standards that facilitate and encourage mixed-use
projects—such as reducing the project area required for open
space, providing flexibility in meeting that requirement, and
allowing a greater building envelope.
Transit Oriented Development. Transit-oriented development
is a concept that closely coordinates land use and mobility
planning, making it more convenient to travel throughout the
community by transit and foot.
Pasadena has always embraced TOD planning; the City boasts
a modern light rail and has established TOD districts
throughout the City. In 2005, the City adopted TOD standards
to encourage projects within a quarter-mile radius of a light
rail station and the greater Central District. This has resulted in
numerous residential and mixed use projects, including the
Westgate, Del Mar Station, Holly Street, and Stuart
Apartments.
Pasadena’s mixed use and transit oriented strategy has
resulted in the recycling of virtually every land use and the
construction of thousands of new units. It remains a
cornerstone of the City housing and land use strategy.

8.2: The City continued to implement the TOD Ordinance,
which specifies standards and land uses for properties
located within 1/4 mile of a transit station. In addition, an
amendment to the TOD Ordinance was approved by the City
Council in 2016.
New projects constructed in response to the TOD Ordinance
includes projects near the Allen Street and Sierra Madre Villa
stations.
8.3: The Specific Plan areas include the City's mixed-use and
TOD areas. The City is currently working on updating all
existing Specific Plans to implement the 2015 General Plan.
Extensive community input is informing the Specific Plan
updates, which are scheduled to conclude in 2021 and 2022.
During the City’s 2019 update to the Inclusionary Housing
Ordinance, the City conducted a financial analysis that
studied if a different inclusionary requirement or a different
series of incentives should apply to TOD areas than the rest
of the City. The analysis showed a similar trend and impact of
the inclusionary requirement and the incentives, and the City
decided to treat TOD areas the same as areas outside TOD
areas.
Continued Appropriateness:
The new Specific Plans and updated TOD Ordinance will
continue to provide incentives for TOD projects. As the plans
are expected to be adopted during this planning period and
the TOD Ordinance will remain in place, the program will be
continued in the 2021-2029 Housing Element. No
modification is needed.

Objectives
8.1: Continue implementation of mixed-use incentives;
monitor and assess the effectiveness due to the incentives on
an annual basis.
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8.2: Continue land use, housing, and mobility strategy of
encouraging transit oriented developments around Gold Line
stations.
8.3: By mid cycle or 2017/2018, review codes and incentives to
facilitate the development of mixed-use and TOD consistent
with the general plan.
PROGRAM #9: RESOURCE CONSERVATION
Pasadena continues to be an industry leadership in
encouraging sustainable development in a manner that
reduces energy conservation, protects the environment, and
facilitates the production of affordable housing. The City’s
efforts include building codes, development incentives, and
services below.
Building Codes. Pasadena implements the California Green
Building Standards Code (CalGreen) to promote sustainable
building design and construction practices in the community.
Although CalGreen’s mandatory provisions apply only to new
construction and rehabilitation, the City extends these
requirements to additions and alterations. Additional
requirements, as permitted under state law, also apply to the
residential and mixed use developments in Pasadena.
Solar Incentives. Pasadena Solar Initiative (PSI) promotes the
expansion of renewable solar power use in the community.
Through rebates, additional incentives and education, the PSI
aims to facilitate the generation of 14 megawatts of solar
power by 2017. Through these incentives, the City has already
facilitated the installation of 380 solar units in residential
structures in Pasadena. Combined with other installations,
Pasadena is 25% toward its goal by 2017.

9.1: The City's Building and Safety Division regularly reviews
plans pursuant to CalGreen requirements.
9.2: The City's Water and Power Department continues to
implement the City's solar initiative through rebates and
additional incentives and education.
9.3: Written policies and programs to prioritize water and
sewer service allocations were completed in 2015. The City's
Department of Water and Power confirmed that the City
Council Resolution #8621 complies with the State law.
Continued Appropriateness:
This program ensures adequate infrastructure to support
existing and future housing development and helps support
the City’s Climate Action Plan. The program will be continued
in the 2021-2029 Housing Element, with modifications to
align with the Climate Action Plan.

Water and Sewer Services. The housing element determined
that there are adequate supplies of water supply, sewer
capacity, and conveyance infrastructure in place to
accommodate the 2014–2021 RHNA. However, in accordance
with state law, the City is required to adopt written policies
and procedures that grant priority for service allocations to
proposed projects that include low income housing. This
action was proposed in the 2008 housing element but needs
to be completed.
Objectives
9.1: Continue to implement CalGreen and make technical
refinements to the code as required to implement its
provision.
9.2: Continue to implement the City’s solar initiative to help
reach targets for nonrenewable energy production by 2017.
9.3: Work with the City’s Department of Water and Power to
finalize written policies and programs to prioritize water and
sewer service allocations.
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PROGRAM #10: INCLUSIONARY HOUSING
The City’s Inclusionary Housing Ordinance (IHO) requires that
residential and mixed-use projects of 10 or more units
dedicate 20% of the units as affordable to low and moderate
income households. Ownership projects can fulfill the
requirement with all moderate income units, whereas at least
10% of the required inclusionary units in rental projects must
be set aside for low income (80% MFI) households. As an
alternative to constructing the inclusionary units, a developer
may choose one of three options: 1) construct the required
units on another site, 2) donate another site for a portion or
total number of units, or 3) pay a fee in lieu of building the
units.
However, the 2009 case, Palmer/Fifth Street Properties v. City
of Los Angeles, held that the Costa Hawkins Act does not
permit the City to require affordable units in new rental
housing unless it has provided incentives to the developer, and
the developer has agreed by contract to provide the
affordable units. In 2013, the Governor also vetoed state
legislation proposed to give cities the authority to continue
inclusionary housing programs. AB 1505 the “Palmer Fix” was
adopted and fixed this problem. In light of these and other
changes, the City may consider amendments to realign its
program: Greater flexibility in the existing inclusionary option
that allows the provision of off-site affordable units.
A Citywide expenditure policy for IHTF that is closely tied to
the City’s housing needs, tenure, and diversity goals.
Incentives for the production and retention of affordable
housing units for families, specifically three-bedroom units
suitable for children.
Consider potential amendments to the IHO to address
concerns raised in recent court rulings (Palmer case) and other
potential challenges.
Objectives
10.1: Continue to monitor effectiveness of the inclusionary
housing ordinance and the expenditure of Inclusionary
Housing Trust Funds.
10.2: In 2014, initiate a nexus study as a first step in the
process of amending the IHO program; complete and present
recommendations on amendments to the IHO to the City
Council for consideration that year.
10.3: By 2016, review current ordinance to determine if
inclusionary requirements can and should be increased in TOD
districts.

10.1: The City’s inclusionary housing ordinance continues to
be very effective. From 2014 to 2020, 432 inclusionary
affordable units have been added (building permits issued,
under construction, and completed), and $14,283,090 in
developer-paid In-Lieu Fees have been added to the
Inclusionary Housing Trust Fund. During 2020 alone, despite
the COVID-19 pandemic, 135 inclusionary units had building
permits issued, were under construction, or were issued
occupancy permits.
Six projects totaling 272 affordable units were supported
with in-lieu fees between 2014-2020.
Since adoption of the Inclusionary ordinance in 2001, 36
projects have been completed, of which 22 utilized a density
bonus.
10.2: The City updated the Inclusionary Housing Ordinance in
August 2019. This update included the following:
a) Raised the base inclusionary requirement from 15 percent
to 20 percent, consisting of 5 percent very low-income, 5
percent low-income, and 10 percent moderate income on
rental projects, and 20 percent moderate-income on for-sale
projects.
b) Raised in-lieu fee to maximum levels supported by
technical study.
c) Eliminated trade-down provisions, resulting in all
affordable units counting the same regardless of income
level.
d) Created the concession menu as an alternative for
applicants, with a requirement that a project include 20
percent affordable units, with the same income breakdown
as recommended for the base inclusionary requirement, to
become eligible for the menu. Allowed eligible projects to
select no more than two of the five concessions listed in this
report and exempt such projects from the requirement to
obtain an affordable housing concession permit.
10.3: The City’s 2019 update to the Inclusionary Housing
Ordinance included an evaluation of inclusionary
requirements in TOD areas. See Program 10.2 for additional
detail.
Continued Appropriateness:
This program is critical to and highly effective in providing
affordable housing; it will be continued in the 2021-2029
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Housing Element, with provisions that periodic reviews to the
ordinance will be conducted.

PROGRAM #11: POTENTIAL CONSTRAINTS
The Housing Element identifies several issues that merit
greater attention during the implementation of housing goals,
policies, and programs. These issues are related to municipal
codes, development fees, and processes. The following
activities are proposed to address these potential constraints.

11.1: An Interdepartmental Review Team was established in
2014 to complete a two-year work program to accomplish
this objective, and several work program tasks were
completed. Establishment of a new Land Management
System occurred in 2020, and full use of the system is in
place.

Development Review. The City is considering various
modifications to aspects of its development review procedures
and requirements–design review, permit processing,
commission reviews, and other features–to improve the land
use entitlement process. The City is weighing options in light
of current starting, community expectations, service demands,
and funding. Appropriate recommendations will be
progressively implemented.

11.2: The review of the fee structure has not yet been
initiated, as the development process improvements were
completed in 2020. The City's development fee is regularly
updated every two to three years.
11.3: The City’s design review process is a potential
constraint, especially for affordable rental projects that are
seeking Low Income Housing Tax Credits and, therefore, must
obtain all local discretionary approvals within that funding
program’s application timeframe. As the City has identified
this as a constraint for several years, it will be elevated in
priority for the 2021-2029 planning period.

Development Fees. During the early to mid-2000s, Pasadena
was successful in facilitating the construction of thousands of
new housing units. The market crash halted this trend for
years. During this period, concerns were raised about
development fees. Although the building industry is recovering Continued Appropriateness:
and numerous projects are in the pipeline, the City will
This program modified to address constraints identified in this
reevaluate its fees in line with aforementioned process
Housing Element.
modifications.
Ongoing Evaluation. Over time, potential constraints to the
development, maintenance, and improvement of housing will
arise due to changing conditions and community needs in
Pasadena. These potential constraints could be related to
municipal codes, environment, or city processes. The City will
continue to examine these situations on a case-by-case basis,
through a mid-cycle housing element review or through
special studies.
Objectives
11.1: Consider the implementation of changes to the City’s
development review process to improve timeliness and
achieve desired outcomes.
11.2: Reevaluate appropriateness of development fee
schedules following implementation of development process
improvements.
11.3: Periodically review potential constraints to the
development, maintenance, and improvement of housing as
situations arise.
PROGRAM #12: REGULATORY HOUSING INCENTIVES
Because Pasadena is largely built out with a highly defined
development pattern, the City uses an effective mix of
regulatory housing incentives to facilitate the construction of
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affordable and market rate housing in strategic growth areas.
The primary three tools used are described below.
Density Bonus. Pasadena implements a density bonus
ordinance to incentivize the production of affordable housing.
Eligible projects may receive an increase in density if any of
the following conditions are met: at least 5% of the units are
affordable to very low income households; at least 10% are
for-sale units affordable to low or moderate income
households; or the project has at least 35 units available
exclusively to persons aged 55 years and older. Up to three
additional incentives are also available depending on the
proportion and income targeting of affordable units.
Parking Incentives. Reductions in parking requirements are
available to facilitate affordable, special needs, and transitoriented housing. For example, tandem parking may fulfill up
to 30% of the parking requirement in multi-family and mixeduse projects. Parking may be reduced to 0.5 space per unit for
senior housing and 0.25 space per SRO units. The City also
requires a reduction in parking for transit-oriented
development within ¼ mile of a light rail station and in the
Central District Transit-Oriented Area.
Minor Variances. The City has created other flexible tools to
facilitate new housing, such as the minor variance process.
Eligible projects can receive the following minor variances: 1)
yard setback requirements, with no limit on percentage of
deviation; 2) size of landscape areas in multi-family districts
(including City of Gardens projects); 3) fence/wall height, with
no limit on percentage of deviation; 4) building heights; and 5)
other development standards set forth in the municipal code.

ordinance, indicating that the City’s inclusionary housing
ordinance is providing adequate incentives and contributing
significantly to the affordable housing stock.
The City has not adopted its own density bonus ordinance
and instead refers to State law.
As part of planned adjustments to the inclusionary housing
ordinance, the City will clarify how density bonuses are
applied relative to the overall yield provided by the market
rate and inclusionary units.
12.2: The City will review and possibly consider changes to
the Zoning Code as part of the Housing Element update. As
part of the ongoing Specific Plan update program, the City is
considering new parking requirements, including unbundling
parking costs from rental prices. The 2015 Land Use Element
update has a policy encouraging the evaluation of parking
requirements and unbundling parking costs from housing
costs, which will be implemented in the updated Specific
Plans.
Continued Appropriateness:
The flexibility and incentives to build housing is necessary to
ensure residential development. Current incentives will
remain, and the program will be updated to: a) require an
update to the Density Bonus ordinance and b) define options
for incorporating additional incentives into the updated
Specific Plans.

Objectives
12.1: Continue to provide flexibility through the density bonus,
parking incentives, and minor variance programs.
12.2: Consider changes to the zoning code to allow for a
greater percentage of tandem parking and to allow for the
uncoupling of parking costs from rental costs. Complete by
2016/2017.
PROGRAM #13: ALTERNATIVE HOUSING OPPORTUNITIES
Pasadena residential neighborhoods offer a diversity of
housing types that vary in type, density, and vintage. The
challenge in creating new housing opportunities is how to
integrate new units into established and highly defined
neighborhoods. Two such efforts are as follows:
Small Lot Ordinance. One of the more endearing forms of
housing in Pasadena is small lot bungalows. The bungalow
court, which features small houses arranged around a central
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13.1: Work on this objective has not been initiated due to
remaining tasks associated with other objectives with earlier
assigned completion date. Through the Housing Element
update process, the City will determine whether this program
is still needed.
13.2: The City Council approved amendments to the City's
Accessory Dwelling Unit Ordinance, which responds to City
Council direction, community input, and to comply with state
legislation: SB 1069, AB 2299, SB 229, and AB 494. Further
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garden, was the predominant form of multi-family housing in
Southern California in the early 1900s. Adaptations of this
concept have become popular in recent years in southern
California. Small lot subdivisions allow for single-family homes,
townhouses, or garden courts on smaller parcels than under
standard zoning regulations. These housing products can have
separate lots, do not require expensive subterranean parking,
offer lower cost homeownership opportunities, and can be
oriented in visually interesting ways.

amendments may be needed to address more recent
legislation.

Second Units. Second units are self-contained units attached
to or detached from the primary residential unit on a single
lot. Second units typically rent for less than apartments of
comparable size, and can offer affordable rental options for
seniors, college students, single persons, and extended
families. Rent from second units can help modest income and
elderly homeowners remain in or continue affording their
homes. The City has developed a ministerial approval process
along with residential development standards. Though
Pasadena has had few applications for second units in recent
years, in consideration of continued input from the public, the
City will reevaluate its current ordinance requirements.

Continued Appropriateness:
Creative strategies for increasing housing production with no
public funding or subsidies have been effective at producing
new units. The City will continue to improve conditions for
ADU production, including completing the pilot program to
finance 5 ADUs for lower-income households. Also, the City is
participating in SCAG’s ADU Technical Services project to
identify ways to encourage ADU production. This program will
be expanded to include broader strategies for encouraging
alternative housing choices.

In 2018, the City issued 15 building permits for ADUs, and
there were 53 ADU applications submitted in 2018. In 20192020, approximately 150 ADUs were approved or submitted
for approval. Between January 2021 and October 15, 2021,
the City approved 44 building permits for ADUs, and 181
applications were in the process, which could yield 225 ADUs.

Objectives
13.1: Review zoning code and consider amendments to
facilitate small-lot, single-family subdivisions as a means to
providing affordable homeownership opportunities while
balancing the need to protect the unique architectural and
historical character of the City.
13.2: Review the City’s second-unit standards, hold public
meetings to solicit input, and evaluate the feasibility of
changes to the ordinance to better facilitate such units within
the context of maintaining the character and quality of
residential neighborhoods.
PROGRAM #14: FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
The City provides a wide range of financial assistance for
developers of affordable housing to encourage the production
of affordable housing. Assistance may include City financial
assistance, land assemblage/writedowns, and fee
modifications or waivers, as briefly described below.
City Assistance. The Housing Department provides funds for
affordable housing production and preservation, including
Inclusionary Housing Trust Funds, HOME, state and federal
funds. Eligible uses include new construction (rental and
ownership); property acquisition; rehabilitation (rental and
ownership); homebuyer assistance; special needs housing; and
affordable housing preservation. When funds are available,
the Housing Department issues NOFAs and RFPs to solicit
competitive proposals.
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14.1: During the planning period, the City contributed
towards a variety of new construction and
rehabilitation/preservation projects. For example, in 2019,
$580,000 was provided to assist in the rehabilitation and
preservation of the 114-unit La Villa Lake senior rental
housing complex at 1070 N. Lake Ave. That same year,
$1,000,000 was allocated to assist with the construction of
the 65-unit Salvation Army HOPE permanent supportive
housing rental project at 1000 E. Walnut St. From 2014 2018, the City provided funding to assist in the rehabilitation,
preservation, or development of 225 affordable units.
In June of 2020, the City and nonprofit developer BRIDGE
Housing entered into a development and loan agreement
with $4,992,683 in funding assistance for the new
construction of a 70-unit permanent supportive housing
complex for homeless seniors, located on the City-owned
“Heritage Square South” site. In July of 2020, the City
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Land Assemblage/Write-downs. The City may also provide land
writedowns to selected developers in the acquisition and
disposition of housing sites and/or surplus properties for the
construction or rehabilitation of affordable housing units.
Typically, developers acquire and assemble lots before
submitting an application for development and City funding.
Subject to the availability of funding, the City will continue to
seek property acquisition opportunities, consider land writedowns and other creative land subsidies, and assemble sites
for affordable housing.
Fee Waivers. The City may waive part of the Plan Review Fee,
Building Permit Fee, and Construction Tax in exchange for
deed-restricted units affordable to very low, low, and/or
moderate income households. Affordable projects receive fee
reductions of up to $25,000 per unit, with a cap of $125,000
per project. Fee modifications and waivers are increased
progressively for projects that provide a higher percentage of
affordable units and deeper income targets. The fee waiver
program also includes a reduced residential impact fee and
traffic impact fee for affordable housing.

increased its previously approved $1M in funding assistance
for The Salvation Army Hope Center permanent supportive
housing rental project (65 units) at 1000 E. Walnut St. and
committed an additional $1M for the project for $2,000,000
in total City funding. The City also committed project-based
Section 8 rental subsidy vouchers to support both projects.
14.2: From 2014 to 2019, 17 projects received over $7 million
total in impact fee reductions and fee waivers by providing
affordable housing. During 2020, four projects totaling 302
units were issued building permits and received $3,928,053
in impact fee reductions and fee waivers by providing 61
affordable housing units under the Inclusionary ordinance.
Continued Appropriateness:
This program will be modified in the 2021-2029 Housing
Element to reflect available funding and to match previous
performance.

Objectives
14.1: Contingent on availability, provide funding support for
the production, rehabilitation, and preservation of up to 14
affordable units annually.
14.2: Provide reduced fees in return for developers providing
affordable housing and/or meeting IHO requirements for an
estimate of 50 units annually.
PROGRAM #15: HOMEBUYERS ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
Pasadena has traditionally offered several homeownership
programs to increase the number of affordable housing
opportunities. Though the loss of RDA funding has significantly
curtailed these efforts, the City will be pursuing additional
funding to restore past program efforts.
Homebuyer Education. The City contracts with the Los Angeles
Neighborhood Housing Services (LANHS) to provide
homebuyers’ education and counseling to lower income
renters to purchase housing. Program services also include
credit counseling, financial prequalification, referrals, and
limited financial assistance to first-time homebuyers. LANHS
also employs certified foreclosure counselors who work with
homeowners and lenders in the home mortgage lending
process.

15.1: The State loan assistance limits under the CalHome
program are insufficient to bridge the financing gap between
market sale prices and low-income affordability given the
high cost of housing in Pasadena. However, CalHome
assistance may be helpful to provide deeper income
affordability in for-sale housing projects that already require
low-income units (e.g., projects subject to density bonus or
Inclusionary requirements). For this reason, it may make
sense for developers of such projects to apply to the State for
CalHome funds. The BEGIN program has been discontinued.
15.2: Construction of this project was completed in July 2018.
15.3: The City has continued to make referrals to
Neighborhood Housing Services of Los Angeles County for
these services.

Also, the State recently awarded to the City approximately
Homeownership Assistance. This program provides down
$5.6M in Permanent Local Housing Allocation funds over the
payment assistance to first-time, income-qualified home buyer next five years, a portion of which will be utilized to provide
applicants in the form of a low interest, second trust deed
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loan. To encourage long-term ownership and allow Pasadena
to reuse funds, the loan provides a means to secure a portion
of the appreciation if the property is resold or refinanced
before the loan maturity date. The City also offers a closing
cost program, with funds from the Pasadena Foothill
Association of Realtors.
Habitat for Humanity. The City works with Habitat for
Humanity, Heritage Housing partners, and other organizations
to provide homeownership opportunities. One such effort is
the former Desiderio Army Reserve Center. The City is working
with Habitat to establish a PD that will include a passive park
and a nine-home bungalow courtyard. Efforts are underway to
raise $2.9 million for this effort. Applicants for homes must
contribute a minimum of 300 hours of sweat equity to help
build the home.

Progress and Continued Appropriateness
workforce housing down payment assistance loans to
homebuyers.
Continued Appropriateness:
For the 2021-2029 Housing Element, this program will be
revised to focus on referrals to State programs. For example,
the City’s partner, Neighborhood Housing Services of Los
Angeles County, also refers prospective homebuyers to the
program. Also, through participation in the San Gabriel
Valley Regional Housing Trust, Pasadena may be able to see
production of homes for first-time homebuyers.

Objectives
15.1: Evaluate ways to secure future rounds of CalHOME and
BEGIN funds to reactivate the homeownership program as
funding becomes available.
15.2: Assist in obtaining funds to complete the Desiderio Army
base conversion and work with Habitat to build 9 affordable
homes.
15.3: Continue to provide homebuyer education, foreclosure
counseling, and closing cost assistance to prospective
homebuyers on an annual basis.
PROGRAM #16: RENTAL HOUSING ASSISTANCE
The Pasadena Housing Department is the federally designated
agency for implementing rental assistance programs for
income-eligible households, and eligible homeless families,
individuals, and persons with special needs. The City has three
rental assistance efforts.
Housing Choice Vouchers. The Housing Authority issues
approximately 1,442 vouchers to income-eligible residents of
Pasadena. Of this total, approximately 900 vouchers are issued
to families and approximately 500 vouchers are issued to
seniors. Five apartment projects also received project-based
vouchers. The City’s priority and preference system for
allocating vouchers adhere to the following order: residency,
working, disability, veteran, involuntary displacement, and
substandard housing.
Special Needs. Pasadena administers vouchers for special
needs groups. These include persons living with HIV/AIDS and
their families under the Housing Opportunities for Persons
with Aids (HOPWA) program. Vouchers are also issued to nonelderly disabled (NED) people under two programs: NED #1
must be selected from the Section 8 waiting list and meet the
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16.1: The Housing Choice Voucher Program continued to
provide rental assistance during this reporting period,
although as federal funding for the program was reduced, the
number of assisted households also decreased. In 2014,
1,332 households received vouchers; in 2019 the average
was 1,225 households. Over the planning period, an average
of 1,285 households were assisted annually.
To encourage use of Section 8 vouchers for ADU rentals, the
City requires that homeowners who receive a loan through a
City program to build a newly constructed ADU must rent the
unit to a Section 8 voucher holder for seven years.
16.2: These programs continued and provided rental
assistance to over 126 households during the 2020 reporting
period (approximately 120 annually).
16.3: The City continues to receive Los Angeles County
Measure H funding for rapid rehousing for single adults as
well as homelessness prevention for individuals. This funding
is contracted out to local, non-profit homeless service
providers. The City utilized $153,500 of funding from the
California Emergency Solutions and Housing (CESH) grant
received from the State of California over the past two years
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definition of non-elderly disabled households, and NED #2
provides rental assistance to very low income people. The City
also allocates vouchers to assist homeless people under the
Shelter Plus Care Program (S+C).
Emergency Rental Assistance. The City of Pasadena historically
offered an emergency rental assistance activity that offers
security deposits, initial deposits, and back rents for very low
and lower income Pasadena residents. The City also
historically offered a similar program, called Tenant-Based
Rental Assistance) for those temporarily displaced. Although
these activities have been curtailed or cut back completely due
to loss of funding, the City seeks to restore the program as
funding opportunities become available.

to fund additional rapid rehousing services. Additionally, the
City has allocated $1.2 million of Emergency Solutions Grant
funding made available through the CARES Act (ESG-CV) to
rapid rehousing activities. In Fiscal Year 2022, the City
expects to receive Homeless Housing, Assistance and
Prevention Round 2 grant funding from the State of California
in the amount of $256,790 which will be allocated toward
additional rapid rehousing activities.

Objectives
16.1: Assist 1,442 households or the number of vouchers
allocated under the housing choice voucher program,
including project-based vouchers.
16.2: Continue to allocate available vouchers to special needs
groups under the HOPWA, NED, and S+C programs.
16.3: Seek available funding or new grants to restore
emergency rental assistance programs or similar programs.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, the City was active in
providing renters with information about rent forgiveness
programs.
The Pasadena Continuum of Care has requirements in the
Permanent Supportive Housing (PSH) written standards that
all the agencies the City funds to administer rental assistance
programs are required to comply with Housing First
principles/approach. Housing First offers permanent housing
as quickly as possible to individuals and families experiencing
homelessness. Participants are then provided with supportive
services and connections to community-based supports with
the goals of helping them to remain in housing and avoid
returning to homelessness. Income, sobriety, participation in
treatment, and/or other services are not required as a
precondition for obtaining housing.

Continued Appropriateness:
This program will be updated in the 2021-2029 Housing
Element to include education to landlords and other
applicable items.
PROGRAM #17: AFFORDABLE HOUSING PRESERVATION
The City of Pasadena has an expansive inventory of deedrestricted affordable housing and a smaller inventory of
market-rate affordable projects. Preserving existing affordable
housing, both market rate and government deed-restricted
projects, are important goals. Activities are described below.
Deed-Restricted Affordable Housing. Pasadena has about
2,500 publicly assisted multi-family units that are deed
restricted as affordable to lower income households. Up to

25% of the covenanted units will come up for renewal
by 2024. Although the City presently monitors the status of

these projects, the high cost of replacement (as opposed to
preservation) merits a stronger program. To that end, the City
will: 1) create an updated assisted housing database; 2)
annually monitor the list, 3) explore funding sources for
projects at risk of conversion; 4) present options for
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17.1: The transaction to financially restructure, rehabilitate,
and preserve the 150-unit affordable Concord senior housing
project closed on May 28, 2020, and construction/renovation
activities commenced in November 2020. During the report
period, progress was made on the transaction to rehabilitate
and preserve the 114-unit La Villa Lake senior rental housing
complex at 1070 N. Lake Ave. The transaction is expected to
close during the fourth quarter of FY 2021.
Additionally, the Grove, a 44-unit affordable rental housing
project for families, was completed in December 2016.
17.2: On October 28, 2019, City Council approved $580,000 in
loan assistance to rehabilitate the 114-unit La Villa Lake
senior rental housing complex at 1070 N. Lake Ave. Formerly
a HUD project, La Villa Lake became market rate in 2014
when the original owner opted out of the HUD rent subsidy
and low-income housing requirements. This project will
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developers building new projects to preserve at-risk units; and
5) ensure tenants are properly notified of impending
conversions as required by state law.

provide affordable low-income housing for seniors for 55
years. In addition, as housing projects come through the
City’s entitlement pipeline, Housing Department staff informs
developers of options to satisfy Inclusionary Housing
Ordinance (IHO) requirements, including the acquisition
/rehabilitation of properties in which off-site affordable
Inclusionary units may be provided. No privately developed
project with existing affordable units approached the City
during the previous reporting periods for rehabilitation
assistance.

Market Rate Affordable Housing. Pasadena helps to preserve
market rate housing affordable to lower income households
through acquisition and rehabilitation (Program #4), historic
preservation (Program #5), and funding assistance (Program
#12). Developers can fulfill their IHO obligations by acquiring,
rehabilitating, and preserving existing market rate units as
affordable housing. During the update process, however,
comments were raised about the need to prevent the loss of
affordable rental housing. Since this is a complex issue, an
objective to study options for preserving non-deed-restricted
affordable housing and tenant protections is included as an
action for the 2014–2021 Housing Element.
Objectives
17.1: Continue preservation of deed-restricted housing,
focusing on housing projects at risk of conversion. As the
ground lease is expiring on the Concord Senior project, explore
preservation options.
17.2: Continue activities to preserve market rate affordable
housing through rehabilitation loans. Inform builders of the
option to satisfy IHO requirements through
acquisition/rehabilitation of rental properties.
17.3: Study options to change the tenant protection ordinance
and for options for preserving non-deed restricted affordable
housing by 2016.

City funding for housing activities, such as rehabilitation, is
available on an open window application basis. Funding
preferences and requirements are found on the Housing
Department website.
Housing projects may also fulfill IHO requirements through
the provision of off-site affordable inclusionary units which
may be accomplished by developers acquiring and
rehabilitating properties in which to locate the off-site units.
17.3: See Program 23.3 regarding amendments to strengthen
the Tenant Protection Ordinance.
The Housing Department launched the Second Unit
Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) Pilot Program to provide easy
financing to construct an ADU in exchange for leasing the unit
to a “Section 8” housing choice voucher holder for seven
years. Other options include bringing an unpermitted ADU
(e.g., garage conversions) up to code for low- to moderateincome households. Garage conversions are a source of nondeed restricted affordable housing.
As of June 2021, five units were in the pre-design phase of
the ADU pilot program. Two are garage conversions, two are
unpermitted units, and one is a new detached structure.
Continued Appropriateness:
This program will be continued in the 2021-2029 Housing
Element. No modification is needed.

PROGRAM #18: ADMINISTRATIVE RESOURCES
The City employs various tools to achieve the community’s
housing vision. These include expanding collaborative
partnerships, seeking funding, and developing unique tools to
publicize housing opportunities. Although not an exhaustive
list, three tools are frequently used by the City and
community.
Collaborative Partnerships. In today’s market, creative
approaches and partnerships are required to finance and build
affordable housing. As mentioned in Chapter 4 and in the
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18.1: On July 24, 2020, the City submitted an application to
the State for five-year funding under the Permanent Local
Housing Allocation (PLHA) program. The funds may be used
for a broad range of affordable housing activities in
accordance with an approved five-year program plan. In
February of 2021, the State notified the City of an award in
the amount of $936,076 for the first program year.
18.2: Inclusionary and City-assisted projects continued to be
listed on www.pasadenahousingsearch.com
during the reporting period.
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2010–2015 Consolidated Plan, the City works with dozens of
nonprofit and for-profit organizations to build affordable
housing, rehabilitate housing, and preserve at-risk affordable
housing from losing its affordability covenants. Additional
organizations provide an extensive menu of supportive
services to Pasadena. This network assists the City in
effectively achieving its housing vision.
Funding Programs. The Housing Department provides funding
for the production, rehabilitation, and provision of assistance
for housing. Many of these funds are not guaranteed and are
allocated on a competitive basis. However, this funding is
essential to maintaining the City’s economic and social
diversity. From organizations dedicated to providing services
to community building initiatives, these groups are essential.
The City will continue to seek creative funding, including but
not limited to private foundations, governmental grants, and
other sources.

18.3 Case management for rental assistance is supported
with Measure H funding. This initiative provides assistance to
rental assistance participants who had previously
experienced homelessness to assist them to remain in good
standing with the rental assistance program.
18.4 The Housing Department supports landlord education
through funding to the Housing Rights Center, and partners
with HRC to conduct fair housing workshops and
informational flyers.
Continued Appropriateness:
Considering the low cost of program maintenance and
operation compared to the results, program objectives could
be maintained. This program will be continued in the 20212029 Housing Element but modified to reflect available
funding sources.

Housing Search Website. The City subscribes to a free housing
search website, located at
http://pasadenahousingsearch.com/. As a partner, the City
shares affordable housing listings with the L.A. County Housing
Resource Center and other participating cities. The search
engine has several useful features, including whether the
property owner speaks Spanish, Section 8 is accepted, pets are
accepted, or the unit is accessible for disabled people. The
Housing Search website is highly used, with 200,000 successful
searches for affordable housing each year.
Objectives
18.1: Continue to expand partners and funding opportunities
to leverage resources for housing programs.
18.2: Continue to participate in and update affordable housing
listings on the Department’s housing search engine.
PROGRAM #19: HOUSING FOR DISABLED PEOPLE

19.1: The City's continues to implement the reasonable
accommodation ordinance adopted in 2005, which
Pasadena implements activities to encourage the development establishes a process for requesting and granting reasonable
modifications to zoning, development regulations, buildings
of housing suitable for people with disabilities (including
developmental disabilities) as well as fund supportive services codes, and land use to allow for housing accessible to
persons with disabilities. It was last updated in 2009. No
to address their needs. City programs for providing housing
issues have been identified to date.
and services to people with a disability follow.
Building Design. The ADA mandates certain requirements for
multifamily housing units to be accessible to people with
disabilities. There are also techniques for improving the
accessibility of housing through the adoption of principles of
“universal design,” “visitability,” or “barrier free” housing.
Features typically include zero-step entrances, wide enough
doorways for wheelchairs, and other key features. Pasadena
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19.2: The City uses federal and State grants, as well as county
and local tax revenue to provide services and permanent
housing for the homeless population, a significant percentage
of which have disabilities. Notably, $3.15 million of
Continuum of Care funding received from the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development is utilized
for the provision of permanent supportive housing to people
with a disabling condition.
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will explore ways to make these types of improvements where
feasible.
Reasonable Accommodation. Pasadena’s housing was
predominantly built before ADA requirements and may not be
as accessible as new units. Therefore, the City’s municipal
code establishes a process for requesting and granting
reasonable modifications to zoning, development regulations,
building codes, and land use to allow for the fullest access to
housing. The City will continue to implement this process to
improve access to housing for people with disabilities in
Pasadena.

Progress and Continued Appropriateness

19.3: Updates to the Zoning Code were completed in January
2017, and all updates to the Zoning Code have been
completed for the 2014-2021 planning period. However,
additional updates will be required to address more recent
law.
Continued Appropriateness:
This is an important program to ensure equitable and
affordable housing opportunities. This program will be
modified in the 2021-2029 Housing Element to clarify
reasonable accommodation procedures.

Housing Opportunities. At times, expanding housing
opportunities for people with disabilities (including
developmental disabilities) is needed. The City supports the
construction of housing and group quarters that is suitable for
people with disabilities. The City allocates vouchers (Program
#16) for people with disabilities to live in housing in an
integrated setting with other nondisabled people. Finally, the
City seeks opportunities to fund the provision of supportive
services to Pasadena’s disabled residents.
Objectives
19.1: By 2018, evaluate feasibility of developing housing
accessibility features consistent with ADA; implement
reasonable accommodation ordinance.
19.2: Seek opportunities and grants to fund the provision of
housing and services for disabled people (including
developmental) as funding arises.
19.3: By 2015, review zoning code to ensure residential care
facilities, limited, are allowed in appropriate zones consistent
with state law.
PROGRAM #20: HOUSING FOR SENIORS
The City of Pasadena continues to have a sizable senior
population because it is a desirable place to retire. Moreover,
many retirement communities have chosen to locate in
Pasadena. City activities dedicated to providing housing and
services for seniors are described below.
Housing Facilities. Pasadena offers approximately 1,200 units
of senior housing, the majority of which are deed restricted
affordable to low income seniors through covenants. In
addition, more than 500 housing choice
vouchers are allocated to seniors to rent housing in the
community. The production of senior housing is also
encouraged in multi-family districts, where provisions for
parking reductions, density bonus incentives, and fee
reductions also apply. The City creatively uses its resources to
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20.1: In 2019, the City and Retirement Housing Foundation
worked together to financially restructure, rehabilitate, and
preserve the 150-unit affordable Concord senior housing
project. Also in 2019, City Council approved $580,000 to
assist the rehabilitation and preservation of the 114-unit La
Villa Lake senior rental housing complex at 1070 N. Lake Ave.
In 2016, the 70-unit Heritage Square senior rental housing
project was placed in service, supported by City provided
financial assistance.
In June of 2020, the City and BRIDGE Housing entered into a
development and loan agreement for the new construction
of a 70-unit permanent supportive housing complex for
homeless seniors, located on the City-owned “Heritage
Square South” site.
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increase the supply of senior housing, such as the
rehabilitation of Hudson Oaks.
Life Care Facilities. As the baby boomer population ages,
senior housing providers are expanding their housing facilities
and services to include “life care” housing opportunities,
ranging from independent and semi-independent to assistedliving housing. The concept is to allow seniors who no longer
reside in single-family homes to age in place without having to
move to a completely different community or building as their
health needs change. To that end, Pasadena works with lifecare facility providers and developers to facilitate the
construction of senior life-care facilities.

20.2: Housing and supportive services to seniors are provided
through Continuum of Care, Emergency Solutions Grant
program, and Measure H funding sources.
Continued Appropriateness:
Program objectives will be continued to ensure housing for
seniors are available. This program will be continued in the
2021-2029 Housing Element.

Senior Services. Pasadena seniors benefit from supportive
services that enable them to live at home as independently as
possible. The City funds organizations that provide meal and
nutrition, recreation, health care, and service programs. Many
programs operate from Pasadena’s Senior Center. The City’s
transit line offers subsidized low-cost public transit for seniors.
The City also implements its MASH program, which provides
free home maintenance, repairs, and property maintenance
for eligible seniors.
Objectives
20.1: Continue to support the provision of senior housing and
life care facilities and the preservation of affordable senior
housing as funding is available.
20.2: Continue to fund the provision of supportive services for
senior residents as funding is available.
PROGRAM #21: FAMILY AND YOUTH HOUSING
The City of Pasadena implements three programs to assist in
developing and providing housing for families, including
families with children, emancipated youth, and college age
youth.
Development of Housing for Families. Recent market surveys
show that developers are building primarily smaller
condominiums and apartments targeted toward singles and
couples without children. As part of Pasadena’s Policy on
Children, Youth and Families (2006), the City Council adopted
a policy to increase the supply of adequate and affordable
housing for families with children. To implement this policy,
the City will evaluate incorporation of incentives in the IHO
and a comprehensive funding strategy, as funds are available,
to promote family housing.
Housing for Emancipated Youth. Emancipating youth refers to
youth “aging out” of the foster care system, as well as a
broader group of youth becoming independent adults before
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21.1: Since 2021, the City utilized $71,410.80 of Homeless
Emergency Aid Program (HEAP) funding for the provision of
emergency shelter for homeless youth, many of whom are
exiting foster care and other institutional living. Additionally,
the City will utilize at least 8% or $75,246.71 specifically for
supportive services for youth experiencing homelessness.
The City also is contracted with the region’s lead homeless
services provider for youth to provide rapid rehousing
resources with Los Angeles County Measure H funding.
The Housing Department awarded HEAP funding to
Hathaway-Sycamores Child and Family Services (lead agency
serving transitional aged youth aged 18-24) in April 2020 in
response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The HEAP funding
strategy for youth focuses on the provision of motel vouchers
so youth have a safe place to sleep in their community and
can remain engaged with services that facilitate connections
to permanent housing.
21.2: The Inclusionary Housing Ordinance (IHO) is not an
appropriate vehicle to achieve this objective, as the
ordinance is regulatory/prescriptive in function. Compliance
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the age of 18. About 1,500 foster youth age out of the Los
Angeles County child welfare system each year. Most have
nowhere to turn for jobs, housing, education, or support.
Studies show that this population is at higher risk of
homelessness. Providing opportunities for affordable
apartments and transition housing in conjunction with support
services could help address these needs.

is not based on incentives. It would be more effective for the
City to support the development or preservation of large
family units through direct financial subsidy, which it
currently has done in previous projects (e.g., Marv's Place,
Summit Grove, and Decker/Gill Court).

Student Housing. Pasadena is home to Caltech, Fuller
Theological Seminary, Art Center of Design, Pasadena
Community College, and other smaller private colleges that
collectively enroll more than 35,000 students. The
exceptionally large number of educational institutions in
Pasadena creates a high demand for apartments and
affordable housing for faculty. The City will continue to work
with local educational institutions to prepare and update
Master Plans to provide additional housing opportunities.

21.3: The City continues to work with colleges to update
existing master plans. In 2018, the City adopted the
ArtCenter Master Plan, which included 1,500 beds of student
housing.
Continued Appropriateness:
This program will be continued in the 2021-2029 Housing
Element, with replacement or modification of objective 21.2.

Objectives
21.1: Annually review grants to determine suitability for
improving housing and supportive services for youth leaving
foster care and institutional living.
21.2: In tandem with the review of the IHO under Program #10
in January 2014, evaluate the feasibility and/or extent to
which incentives could be provided for large family units given
funding and market constraints.
21.3: Continue to work with colleges to update master plans.
PROGRAM #22: HOMELESS SERVICES
Pasadena employs a multi-faceted approach to addressing
homelessness as denoted in its Ten Year Strategy to End
Homelessness as follows:
Continuum of Care. Pasadena has traditionally implemented a
Continuum of Care approach to addressing homelessness. A
network of service agencies has emerged to address the needs
of Pasadena’s homeless. The City continues to fund this
network of shelter and service providers with ESG and COC
funds. The City is in the process of adopting Zoning Code
amendments to expand the area where shelters, transition
housing, and permanent supportive housing can locate
consistent with state law.
Rapid Re-housing/Transition. Pasadena supplements the COC
system with a Rapid Re-housing Approach. This highly
successful model provides an option for placing homeless
individuals and families immediately into
permanent housing with supportive services. Rapid re-housing
participants are provided with short-term interventions
including deposit assistance; shallow, short-term rent
subsidies; and stabilization services including case
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22.1: The City’s Continuum of Care Board and the Pasadena
Partnership to End Homelessness meet periodically to
provide feedback on funding recommendations and
strategies to pursue to prevent and end homelessness.
22.2: Review of the Zoning Code has been completed, and all
updates to the Zoning Code to address 2014-2021 objectives
have been completed. Additional amendments will be
required to address recent laws.
22.3: Amendments to the Zoning Code were adopted by City
Council in December 2013.
22.4: The CoC Board continues to prioritize funding for
permanent supportive housing wherever possible when it is
eligible and feasible with the funding source. Since 2019, the
CoC Board has increased investments in homelessness
prevention programming to reduce the number of people
who experience homelessness for the first time due to the
anticipated sharp increase in demand for prevention and
diversion services when eviction moratoria are lifted in
response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
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management, budgeting assistance, and assistance to increase
income.

The CoC is exploring using upcoming State funding to support
a Moving On program for formerly chronically homeless
participants living in a local permanent supportive housing
site. The program would provide direct assistance via move in
costs, security deposits, etc. to support the transfer over to a
less service intensive housing assistance resource and free up
PSH units for those who are currently experiencing
homelessness and need the housing and the intensive
services that accompany it.

Supportive Services. Pasadena continues to support agencies
that provide supportive services to people who are homeless.
Services are provided by a network of organizations
(nonprofit, local government, for profit, etc.) at all levels of
homelessness, transition and permanent housing. This may
include food services, job training, mental health, substance
abuse recovery, referral services, and other services that
enable people to transition into society and live full and
productive lives.
Objectives
22.1: Periodically update and implement on an ongoing basis
recommendations consistent with the City’s Ten Year Strategy
to End Homelessness and integrate a new Rapid Re-housing
approach.
22.2: By 2015, update zoning code to allow transitional and
permanent supportive housing in all zones allowing residential
uses subject to the same standards as to housing of the same
type in the same zone.
22.3: By December 2013, amend zoning code to allow
emergency shelters as a by right use in the Light Industrial SP-2
(IG), Central District (CD-6), and EPSP-D1-IG subject to
management and operational standards permitted in state
law.
PROGRAM #23: FAIR HOUSING
Pasadena’s fair housing program supports its vision of a
socially and economically diverse community by facilitating the
provision of housing opportunities for all persons, regardless
of status. Pasadena’s efforts to affirmatively further the spirit
of fair housing law are detailed below.
Fair Housing Services. Pasadena contracts with nonprofit
agencies to promote the enforcement of fair and equal
housing opportunity laws. The Housing Rights Center provides
counseling and referrals, landlord and tenant dispute
resolution, discrimination and complaint processing,
education, outreach, training, technical assistance, advocacy,
and relocation assistance. The City implements its Housing
Mediation Ordinance, which oversees landlord-tenant
disputes.
Fair Housing Impediments. Fair housing concerns have varied
over the past decade concurrent with case law, improved
awareness, and contemporary challenges. In accordance with
federal and state fair housing law, the City periodically
prepares an Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice
that identifies potential impediments and offers a menu of
strategies to address them. The City will continue to work with
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22.5: Since 2019, the CoC has funded housing location and
coordinated entry system services to assist clients in
emergency shelter, transitional housing, and rapid rehousing
programs successfully exit to permanent housing.
Continued Appropriateness:
This program will be modified in the 2021-2029 Housing
Element considering that 22.2 and 22.3 have been completed.
With zoning code updates completed, the focus will be on
development and implementation to support programs to
address homelessness.

23.1: Under contract with the City, the Housing Rights Center
(HRC) continued to provide fair housing services, including
landlord-tenant mediation, enforcement, and outreach and
education services. In December of 2019, City Council
approved $75,000 in additional funding for HRC to provide
expanded services. During 2020, with additional City funding,
HRC expanded its services in response to the COVID-19
pandemic. Also, legal services have been added to the
contract with HRC.
23.2: The Housing Department completed the 2020 Analysis
of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice as part of the 5-Year
Consolidated Plan (2020-2024). Progress on
recommendations is reported in the Consolidated Annual
Performance & Evaluation Report (CAPER).
23.3: Amendments to the Tenant Protection Ordinance (TPO)
went into effect on July 13, 2019, expanding and
strengthening protections for tenants. Also, on November 7,
2019, an emergency City ordinance went into effect which
provided interim tenant eviction and rent increase
protections in advance of State law AB 1482 (effective on
January 1, 2020).
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its fair housing provider to affirmatively address identified
impediments.
Tenant Protection Ordinance. The City requires property
owners to pay relocation assistance for tenants who are
involuntarily displaced from housing when the tenant is not at
fault. Relocation assistance is required if: 1) the unit is slated
for demolition; 2) the building must be vacated due to health
and safety violations; or 3) the landlord seeks to remove the
unit permanently from the rental market. Tenant protections
are also enforceable in the case of condominium conversions.

Progress and Continued Appropriateness
23.4: In late 2020, the City provided additional funding
support to the Housing Rights Center to enhance tenant
protection services. At this time, no other tenant protection
requirements are being considered.
Continued Appropriateness:
All AFFH programs will be continued in the 2021-2029
Housing Element to ensure equitable housing available for
renters and low-income residents. Additional programs will
be added to address landlord education and dissemination of
information to affected households.

Objectives
23.1: Continue to provide fair housing services, tenantlandlord mediation, enforcement, and outreach and education
services.
23.2: Periodically prepare the Analysis of Impediments to Fair
Housing Choice and implement recommendations contained
therein.
23.3: Continue to implement the Tenant Protection Ordinance;
by 2016, study appropriateness and options for strengthening
provisions of the ordinance.
PROGRAM #24: HOUSING EDUCATION AND MONITORING
Education and monitoring activities are an essential process
for evaluating and refining housing programs. The City has
three primary activities geared toward monitoring progress
and engaging and educating decision makers and the
community about housing policies and programs.
Monitoring Program. The City maintains records of housing
production for specific plans so that adequate sites remain
available for development. Pasadena periodically prepares the
annual monitoring reports—the Consolidated Annual
Performance Evaluation Report for federal programs and the
Annual Housing Element Progress report for the California
HCD. The City will continue to prepare these reports as
required by law and work toward integrating their preparation
in a more coordinated manner.
Community/Commission Education. Housing policy, programs,
state and federal mandates, and funding sources are intricate
in detail. Moreover, housing programs often change in
response to market cycles. In an effort to enhance and inform
the decision-making process for housing matters, the City will
implement a more formal education process. This process will
include educating elected leaders, city staff, and stakeholders,
both individually and/or collectively, about Pasadena housing
issues.
Midcycle Housing Forum. The 2014–2021 Housing Element is
prepared during a unique period of time. Southern California
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24.1: The City submits the Annual Housing Element Progress
Report to the State Department of Housing and Community
Development each year.
24.2: In November of 2019, the Housing Department
convened a meeting of rental property owners to provide
information on State housing legislation AB 1482 and SB 329.
Presenters consisted of Neighborhood Legal Services of Los
Angeles County, Housing Rights Center, and Housing
Department staff. The City is also conducting community
outreach events as part of the City's program to update all
Specific Plans within the City. These outreach events include
presentations and discussions on housing issues in the City. In
2019, the City held community workshops and walking tours
from February through September 2019.
The Housing Department convened workshops for the
Pasadena Second Unit ADU Program in September 2020 to
provide potential applicants program information.
Specifically, the program provides homeowners financial
assistance to build an ADU through new construction or
garage conversion. Assistance is also available to rehabilitate
and bring up to code an existing unpermitted “granny flat” or
illegal garage conversion.
The City is also conducting community outreach events as
part of the City's program to update all Specific Plans. These
outreach events include presentations and discussions on
housing issues in the City. In 2020, the City held virtual

E L E M E N T

Evaluation of Progress

2014-2021 Housing Element Program

Progress and Continued Appropriateness

cities have one of the shortest periods to update the housing
element. The region is struggling to recover from the worst
economic downturn in generations and the loss of
redevelopment dollars. Finally, the City could face new market
pressures before the end of the housing element cycle in
2021. In this context, a midcycle review of the housing
element may be an appropriate course of action to ensure that
housing programs remain relevant through 2021.
Objectives
24.1: On annual basis, monitor the progress in meeting the
objectives set forth in the housing element and prepare
annual report as required.
24.2: Conduct ongoing educational efforts to engage and
inform the public, decision makers, and stakeholders about
housing issues.
24.3: At the midpoint of the 2014–2021 housing element
period (2017), review select programs and activities to fine
tune and adjust as deemed needed.

C I T Y
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community workshops and open houses from July through
December 2020.
24.3: As a result of new State housing legislation, the City
updated its Inclusionary Housing Ordinance in August 2019,
increasing the inclusionary housing requirement to 20
percent. The City also amended the Tenant Protection
Ordinance in July 2019 to expand protections to tenants
displaced in connection with rent increases, lease
terminations, or evictions.
Continued Appropriateness:
The City will continue education and monitoring program to
ensure compliance with new State laws and the supply of
housing can be reviewed against the demand. Programs will
be added to address education regarding AFFH.
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Appendix E: Public
Engagement and Input
Summary
Public engagement is a vital part of the long-term planning processes that can
be applied to all sectors of government. Engaging the public in the early stages
of the decision-making process can help mitigate the risk of unsuccessful
programming and ineffective policies. Including and involving residents in the
process helps policy makers and officials gain a stronger understanding of the
values, ideas, and recommendations that members of the community deem
important and vital. Along with a better understanding of community values,
proper community engagement helps keep residents informed and helps
cultivate trust. When it comes to housing issues in the City of Pasadena, the City
has emphasized the importance of receiving input from residents and other
stakeholders fully representative of the diverse population, with different
cultural, economic, and educational backgrounds.

Mayor’s Housing Task Force Meetings
To create inclusive and impactful dialogue to help address issues related to
housing in the City of Pasadena, the Mayor organized a Housing Task Force, with
the charge of contributing to development of the 2021-2029 Housing Element.
Chaired by former Mayor Bill Bogaard, the Housing Task Force is comprised of a
diverse group of community leaders and organizations with a wide range of
expertise in several sectors and focuses. Members included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chair, William (Bill) Bogaard
Joel Bryant
Phillip Burns
Julianna Delgado
Megan Foker
Akila Gibbs
Alison Henry
Leonard Hernandez (for Leslie
Barnes)
Sarah Letts

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Charles Loveman
Anne Miskey
Rita Moreno
Phyllis Mueller
Andrew Oliver
Phlunte Riddle
Stan Rushing
Barry Storch
Noel Torro

Housing Task Force members offered their unique experiences, expertise, and
vantage points to guide efforts that address the numerous housing challenges
and barriers through thoughtful and responsible approaches. The Housing Task
Force primarily focused on developing goals, policies, and programs to help
mediate the housing challenges experienced citywide. Through a broad and
strategic outlook of the overall housing needs, the Housing Task Force helped
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the City move closer towards the inclusion of the principles and community
shared values of equity, inclusion, and opportunity for all.
Four initial meetings were held with the following objectives:
•
•
•
•

Meeting 1: Introduced the Housing Element statutory requirements
and initiated the discussion of housing issues.
Meeting 2: Focused on discussing goals, policies, and programs to
include in the Housing Element.
Meeting 3: Members finalized goals, policies, and programs to include
in the draft of the Housing Element.
Meeting 4: Focused on reviewing comments and recommendations
made by the Planning Commission on the Draft Housing Element goals,
policies, and programs.

The Task Force considered public comments in their discussions that directed
crafting of the housing programs and implementing actions. For example, the
suggestion to create a congregational housing overlay arose from public
comment. City staff—Planning and Housing—reviewed both public comments
and Task Force recommendation to prepare the draft Housing Element shared
with the Commission and Council before sending the document to HCD in August
2021.
Subsequent to submittal of the draft element to HCD, the Task Force met an
additional four times to further refine program priorities. These refinements
occurred in parallel with staff’s work to respond to HCD’s comments on the first
draft element.
While HCD was conducting its 60-day review for the draft Housing Element, the
Task Force used this time to strengthen and prioritize housing programs based
on public comments. The Task Force used the public comments to develop a
priority matrix of programs. Also, the group had the benefit of reviewing HCD’s
comment letter on the first draft element prior to its final scheduled meeting.
The Task Force considered public comments in their discussions that directed
crafting of the housing programs and implementing actions. For example, the
suggestion to create a congregational housing overlay arose from public
comment. City staff—Planning and Housing—reviewed both public comments
and Task Force recommendation to prepare the draft Housing Element shared
with the Commission and Council before sending the document to HCD in August
of 2021.
In March 2022, the Task Force reconvened to review HCD comments on the
second draft Housing Element and to take additional community input. During
the course of three final meetings, the group identified programs that needed
further discussion and refinement. They presented final recommendations to
the Planning Commission at a study session on April 27, 2022.

Community Workshops
To expand the conversation to all community members in the discussion, the
City held two community workshops (each workshop with a supplemental
session held entirely in Spanish). In total, four workshops were held from March
to June 2021. Due to the constraints on public gatherings imposed by the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention guidelines associated with the COVID-19
pandemic, community workshops were held entirely in a virtual setting.
Utilization of technological resources and social media platforms allowed the
City to reach a broader range of residents and engage in a manner that was
considerate of the time and availability of residents, as residents had the
opportunity join in at any point during the meeting sessions from their homes
without interruption. As a way to inform residents who did not have the
opportunity to attend the sessions, the City uploaded copies of the presentation
slides and meeting recordings onto the Housing Element update webpage.
For these workshops, the City conducted extensive outreach and advertising to
encourage participation, consisting of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Posting on the Housing Element webpage
Posts on the OurPasadena Instagram account (an account set up initially
to advertise the specific plans update program)
Posts on the City of Pasadena Facebook account
Email blasts to OurPasadena and Housing Element newsletter
subscribers (1,485 total subscribers)
Emails to City Council District Liaisons (each liaison has their own list of
constituents)
Email to the Northwest Commission coordinator
Direct outreach to the following community organizations
o Adelante Youth Alliance
o Day One
o Old Pasadena Management District
o Pasadena Beautiful Foundation
o Pasadena Community Job Center
o Pasadena Education Network (PEN)
o Playhouse District Association
o Making Housing Happen
o Pasadena Tenants Union
o Pasadena Black Pages
o Pasadena En Espanol
o League of Women Voters- Pasadena
o Pasadena Chamber of Commerce
o Abundant Housing LA
o NAACP Pasadena
o South Lake Avenue BID
o PCC Associated Students
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The public was also invited to attend the final Task Force meetings conducted in
March and April 2022 as the Task Force crafted its final recommendations. The
first two meetings were conducted as on-line meetings, with about 50
participants each at the two March meetings. The third final meeting was
conducted as a hybrid meeting, with 27 members of the public attending
virtually.

Community Workshop #1
On April 15 and 22, 2021, the City of Pasadena’s Planning and Community
Development Department conducted two workshop sessions to engage the
community in a discussion of local housing needs. The first session was
conducted in English and the second in Spanish. Approximately 110 residents
and other community members participated. Both sessions included an
approximately 25-minute presentation from the City’s planning consultant, MIG,
Inc., followed by a facilitated discussion.
At the workshop sessions, participants were asked to respond to these three
questions:
1.

What are the major housing issues and challenges in Pasadena today
and in the future?

2. What types of housing are needed in the community?
3. Where should new housing be located in Pasadena?
Participants’ responses were recorded on a virtual whiteboard in real time that
was visible to all workshop participants. Copies of the whiteboards are included
as appendices, as are the presentations.

Community Workshop #2
On June 2, 2021, the City of Pasadena Planning and Community Development
Department conducted two simultaneous workshop sessions to engage the
community in a discussion of local housing needs, focusing particularly on
housing programs. The sessions were conducted in English and Spanish.
Approximately 55 people participated in the English session and four in the
Spanish session. Both sessions involved a brief presentation from the City’s
planning consultant, MIG, Inc., followed by facilitated discussions in breakout
groups for the English session.
A series of breakout group sessions were held to allow participants to have
detailed discussion about the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improving City processes
Easing development regulations
Creative housing solutions
Addressing special housing needs
Improving the existing housing stock
Advancing housing equity and access

Each breakout group consisted of a facilitator, City staff, and a note taker. The
Spanish workshop did not have breakout sessions, but residents were asked to
discuss and provide their thoughts on the topics presented. The note takers
recorded participants’ ideas and responses in a format that allowed for easy
consolidation of the discussion from each group. Copies of the recorded
comments are included at the end of this Appendix.
Prior to formal Planning Commission and City Council adoption hearings in the
spring of 2022, the City conducted a third community workshop to receive public
comments on the proposed adoption draft Housing Element.

Community Survey
A Housing Element survey was made available during the months of May to July
2021 to provide residents with the opportunity to voice their thoughts and
opinions related to housing needs and challenges. To further increase
accessibility and inclusion, the City provided the survey in both English and
Spanish languages; printed survey copies were also made available in locations
such as local libraries and senior centers. The extensive outreach for the
community workshops was also utilized for the community survey.
Approximately 900 survey responses were received.

Survey Questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

How long have you lived in Pasadena?
Which City Council district do you live in?
What is your age?
Which best describes your current living situation?
What types of housing does Pasadena need most?
Rank the importance of current housing challenges in Pasadena.
To meet the City’s long-term housing needs, the City will need to plan
for more homes. This includes single-family homes as well as
apartments, townhomes, and condominiums. Please rank the ideas
below based on what you think are the best general locations in
Pasadena for new housing.
8. How has COVID-19 changed your housing needs in a manner that you
think will continue past the pandemic?
9. In some Pasadena neighborhoods and particularly in Northwest
Pasadena, rising housing prices—both rental and for-sale housing—are
causing lower-income, long-established residents to move because
they can no longer afford their homes. This is an effect of
“gentrification.”
Is gentrification of concern to you in your
neighborhood?
10. If yes, what are your concerns related to gentrification?
11. Many Pasadena residents have indicated that increasing the supply of
affordable housing represents the most pressing housing need in the
City. Please rank, from most important to least important, the strategies
you think should be used to increase the amount of affordable housing.
As you answer, note that the City currently requires that affordable
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

housing units be included in any new development project of 10 or
more units, pay a fee to fund affordable housing, or provide affordable
housing elsewhere in Pasadena.
Do you have other ideas for increasing the supply of affordable
housing?
How many bedrooms do you need to accommodate your household’s
needs?
What features are important to you in multi-family housing
developments?
Are you aware of the resources the City offers to renters to help find
and afford suitable housing?
If you didn't know, the City offers resources to help renters find and
afford suitable housing. Those resources can be found here:
https://www.cityofpasadena.net/housing/
What else would you like the City to consider regarding housing needs
and programs?
Please indicate your gender.
How do you identify yourself?
What language is primarily spoken in your household?
Which best describes your annual household income?

Public Engagement and Input Summary

Responses
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Planning Commission Workshops
In May and July, 2021, Planning staff conducted two study sessions with the
Planning Commission to review ideas and programs for the Housing Element
prior to submitting the draft to HCD for review. The Commission reviewed and
considered inputs from the Task Force meetings, community survey, and
community workshops.
The first session held in May provided the Commission with a brief overview of
the program timeline and goals, followed by a discussion on the current state of
housing in the City. The Commission was informed on the current programs in
place to further housing goals, and then commented and expanded on key
themes and topics to be addressed in the element.
The second session focused on discussion of the proposed housing goals,
policies, and programs and potential housing sites.
Following receipt of the HCD comment letter of the second draft Housing
Element and three Task Force meetings focused on that letter, the Planning
Commission held a study session on April 27, 2022 to hear additional public
comment.

City Council Workshops
The City Council convened on August 2, 2021 to review the first draft of the
Housing Element prior to its submittal to the Department of Housing and
Community Development.

Methods of Outreach
The following are the methods the City used to encourage resident participation,
particularly from communities of color, lower-income residents, and community
organizations:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Posts on the OurPasadena Instagram page
Posts on the City of Pasadena Instagram page
Posts on the City of Pasadena Facebook page
Press releases
Advertisements in local newspapers
o Pasadena Journal
o Pasadena Independent
o Pasadena Weekly
o Pasadena Star News
o Pasadena Now
o La Opinión (Spanish Language)
Email blasts to Our Pasadena newsletter subscribers (1,485 total
subscribers)
Email to City Council District Liaisons – Each liaison has their own email
list and disseminates information to constituents
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Public Engagement and Input Summary
•
•
•

•
•
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Email to Housing Task Force members
Email to the Northwest Commission coordinator
Email to 36 specific community organizations/individuals (e.g., Making
Housing Happen, Spanish Language News, PCC Associated Students,
Pasadena Tenants Union)
Printed copies of the survey at libraries throughout Pasadena and at the
Senior Center
Direct outreach to the following community organizations
o Adelante Youth Alliance
o Day One
o Old Pasadena Management District
o Pasadena Beautiful Foundation
o Pasadena Community Job Center
o Pasadena Education Network (PEN)
o Playhouse District Association
o Making Housing Happen
o Pasadena Tenants Union
o Pasadena Black Pages
o Pasadena En Espanol
o League of Women Voters- Pasadena
o Pasadena Chamber of Commerce
o Abundant Housing LA
o NAACP Pasadena
o South Lake Avenue BID
o PCC Associated Students
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Housing Element Webpage
The City developed the Housing Element Update webpage as a central hub for
residents seeking additional resources and information related to the 2021-2029
Housing Element Update. The webpage provided background information
related to the Housing Element, such as legal requirements and its key role in
the General Plan. Along with background information, the webpage offered
access to important documents and reports produced by the City with regards
to current housing programs and key housing laws. The City’s webpage also
provided a library of past meetings and workshops that the City has conducted
in their efforts to collect viable public input and comments, with links to
recordings and presentation slides. Lastly, the website provided a link to the
Housing Survey for residents to complete and provide their input in the various
housing-related topics.
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Public Engagement and Input Summary

Responses to Public Comments
The City received public comments throughout the Housing Element preparation
and public review periods via the workshops, survey, Planning Commission and
City Council study sessions, final three Task Force meetings, and written
communications. All materials were made available to the Task Force, Planning
Commission, and City Council during preparation of the Housing Element. In
particular, the Task Force discussed public comment in detail and reflected those
discussions in a priority matrix of programs the group produced. Key themes
raised from the public included:

Housing Challenges and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

The lack of supply of affordable housing
In-lieu fees allow developers to get around affordable housing
requirements.
The high cost of new buildings makes it difficult to provide more
affordable housing.
The racism of freeway building is a blot on Pasadena’s past that still
deeply scars the present.
Current zoning regulations limit affordable housing.
o Pasadena restricts attached and detached ADUs and on
multifamily.
o Minimum lot sizes are overly restrictive.
o Minimum parking requirements undercut affordable housing
development.
o The law in Pasadena does not allow over garages; this needs
to be changed. They should be allowed over garages,
especially if they are for Section 8.
The Inclusionary Housing Ordinance does not go far enough.
Fair housing implications of COVID crisis and evictions have
exacerbated the state of affordable housing.
We need to make sure that gentrification doesn't permanently
displace low and moderate-income tenants.
Over 23,000 people are on Pasadena’s Section 8 waiting list.

Housing Needs
•
•
•

E - 1 4

Affordable housing should be dispersed across the city and not
concentrated in only a few communities and Council districts.
Pasadena residents have an excessive rent and mortgage burden,
which has created a desperate need for more affordable housing.
We need to create conditions that will generate more stable housing
situations for Pasadena residents.
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•
•
•

•
•

•

Affordable housing of all types that are accessible for students, people
on fixed incomes, families, etc.
Address the affordable housing needs of youth and students.
There is a need to address the needs of the availability or lack thereof
of affordable and accessible housing for people with various
disabilities, as well as developmental disabilities.
The needs of the unhoused are not being met. Pasadena needs more
bridge housing.
Affordable housing projects should also be designed to improve
quality of life by building in green space and encouraging walkable
neighborhood.
We need more housing with more bedrooms for larger families,
families with kids and grandparents.

Housing Opportunities
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Revise City zoning and parking regulations to encourage more
affordable housing development.
Ensure the incentives for the provision of affordable housing are
working as intended and if not, reform or eliminate them.
Adopt measures to improve housing security and stability, including
rent control, just cause eviction, a rent registry, and tenant
antiharassment ordinance and enforcement.
The City should allow for a greater variety of housing types, including
duplexes/triplexes/ fourplexes, courtyard apartments, micro-units,
and SROs.
The City could encourage more affordable housing in the giant
hole/stub the I-710 left by Old Pasadena.
Allow churches and other religious institutions to have affordable
housing built on their underutilized property by rezoning church land
and to permit housing on their land by right.
Allow mixed-use everywhere.
Examine the potential of developing affordable housing in conjunction
with transportation infrastructure.
Fourplex ordinance; see Portland model.
Locate housing along arterials, such as S. Arroyo Blvd. (giant
warehouse, before 110 freeway) Prime location for multi-use given
ample services and public transportation availability.
Higher mixed-use density along Colorado in the East Colorado Specific
Plan area
Look at history of segregation and exclusion; advance fair housing.

In response to public comments, the Housing Element was revised in its three
iterations to commit the City to:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Removing development caps set forth in the General Plan and
implementing specific plans
Moving forward with an ordinance to allow housing on religious facility
sites
Adopting measures that encourage ADU production
Adopting meaningful actions to affirmatively further fair housing
Including unbundled parking provisions in the specific plans
Creating a housing replacement program for non-vacant sites included
in the sites inventory
Investigating means to establish local revenue sources for affordable
housing production, such as a residential property vacancy tax, real
estate transaction fee, and commercial and industrial development
linkage fee
Finding ways to increase the number of housing vouchers available in
Pasadena
Identifying older multifamily rental properties for potential acquisition
and rehabilitation
Considering establishment of a “safe parking” ordinance
Strengthening the City’s Tenant Protection Ordinance

The comment letters received reflected many of the above comments but also
put forth this question: Why was the City not increasing development densities
and making other land use changes to increase housing capacity citywide? In
developing the sites inventory, the City found that existing zoning and land use
policy in the 2015 General Plan provides suitable sites to accommodate the
RHNA and that updating the specific plans will provide the regulations to
implement policy. Also, with removal of the development caps for the specific
plan areas, any prior constraints will be removed.

E - 1 6
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Appendix F: Affirmatively Furthering Fair
Housing
A. Introduction and Overview of AB 686
AB 686, passed by the California legislature in 2017, requires the inclusion in the
Housing Element an analysis of barriers that restrict access to opportunity and a
commitment to specific meaningful actions to affirmatively further fair housing.
AB 686 added an assessment of fair housing to the Housing Element, which
includes the following components: a summary of fair housing issues and
assessment of the City’s fair housing enforcement and outreach capacity,
analysis of segregation patterns and disparities in access to opportunities,
assessment of contributing factors, and identification of fair housing goals and
actions.
The City conducted an Analysis of Impediments (AI) to Fair Housing Choice in
2020 pursuant to federal law requirements. As appropriate, data and
discussions from the 2020 AI are incorporated here.

B. Assessment of Fair Housing Issues
1.

Fair Housing Enforcement and Outreach

As outlined in Pasadena’s 2020 Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice
(2020 AI), the City has committed to complying with applicable federal and State
fair housing laws including the Fair Housing Act of 1968, the Fair Housing
Amendments Act of 1988, and the Fair Housing Employment and Housing Act
(FEHA).
The Housing Rights Center (HRC), under contract with Pasadena, provides fair
housing services to City residents. HRC is a non-profit agency whose mission is
to actively support and promote fair housing through education and advocacy.
The services provided by HRC include the investigation and resolution of housing
discrimination complaints, discrimination auditing and testing, and education
and outreach, including the dissemination of fair housing information such as
written material, workshops, and seminars. The materials are made available
free to the public in several different languages, including English, Spanish,
Korean, Mandarin, Armenian, Cantonese and Russian. Depending on the
audience, the presentations can be translated by staff into Armenian, Mandarin,
Spanish, or Russian. Landlord/tenant counseling is another fair housing service
that involves informing landlords and tenants of their rights and responsibilities
under fair housing law and other consumer protection legislations, as well as
mediating disputes between tenants and landlords.
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Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing
Between fiscal years (FY) 2014 and 2018, HRC served 6,804 clients, including 992
clients in FY 2018. Approximately 40.4 percent of clients were Black/African
American. A majority of clients were in the extremely low-income category (73.3
percent).

Table F-1: Characteristics of Clients Served by HRC (FY 2014-2018)
Pasadena

2014-15

Total Clients Served

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

Total

Percent

1,487

1,594

1,490

1,241

992

6,804

100.0%

439

446

480

377

320

2,062

30.3%

1,048

1,148

1,010

864

672

4,742

69.7%

White

327

298

299

222

190

1336

19.6%

Black/African American

615

728

575

497

334

2749

40.4%

54

50

58

38

36

236

3.5%

Ethnicity
Hispanic
Non- Hispanic
Race

Asian
Hawaiian/Pacific Islander
American Indian/ Alaska Native
Other/Multi-Racial

7

9

8

4

2

30

0.4%

16

78

15

34

4

147

2.2%

460

409

521

438

416

2244

33.0%

1,080

1,172

1,058

945

729

4,984

73.3%

194

230

217

160

60

861

12.7%

87

91

98

69

48

393

5.8%

126

101

117

67

155

566

8.3%

Income Level
Extremely Low Income (<30% AMI)
Very Low Income (<50% AMI)
Low Income (<80% AMI)
Moderate Income (>80% AMI)

Source: 2020 Pasadena Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice.

Discrimination complaints from both in-place and prospective tenants that are
filed with HRC (or screened from regular calls) are first referred to the HRC
Counseling Department. The complaining party is asked to describe the events
and issues that prompted the complaint. Complaints are then passed to the HRC
Investigations Department and reviewed to see if the facts provided warrant an
investigation.
Between FY 2014 and FY 2018, 398 complaints of housing discrimination were
reported by Pasadena residents. Most allegations were related to physical
disability (55 percent), but a significant number of complaints involved mental
disability (18 percent), familial status (7 percent), and race (5 percent). Of the
398 complaints of discrimination received between FY 2014 and FY 2018, 113
(28 percent) were deemed significant and turned into fair housing cases, and 60
percent of the cases opened had evidence to sustain the allegation of
discrimination (Table F-2).

F - 2
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Table F-2: Discrimination Complaints by Protected
Classification (FY 2014-2018)
201415

201516

201617

201718

201819

Total

Percent

Physical Disability

35

35

43

53

51

217

54.5%

Mental Disability
Discrim.
General
Information

9

13

16

12

22

72

18.1%

2

10

12

4

1

29

7.3%

Familial Status

3

5

5

8

6

27

6.8%

Race

4

2

10

2

0

18

4.5%

National Origin

3

3

3

3

1

13

3.3%

Gender

2

0

5

2

2

11

2.8%

Age

0

2

0

0

2

4

1.0%

Sexual Orientation

1

0

1

0

1

3

0.8%

Arbitrary

0

0

1

1

0

2

0.5%

Religion

0

1

0

0

0

1

0.3%

Source of Income

0

0

0

1

0

1

0.3%

Total

59

71

96

86

86

398

100.0%

Source: 2020 Pasadena Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice.

The 2020 AI also found that a large portion of listings for for-rent and for-sale
ads contained discriminatory language, primarily expressing preference for
families, no-pet policy, and explicitly requiring minimum income levels or
rejecting Section 8 assistance.
During the 2020 AI outreach process, residents commented that they had
trouble finding assistance on fair housing issue and many feared retaliation from
reporting acts of discrimination. Despite extensive fair housing activities and
programs by the City through Housing Rights Center, participation is limited in
them. Also, while fair housing testing is included in the scope of activities for the
Fair Housing provider, no results of testing were provided in the 2020 AI nor
could they be found on the City website.
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2.

Integration and Segregation

Race/Ethnicity
Ethnic and racial composition of a region is useful in analyzing housing demand
and any related fair housing concerns, as it tends to demonstrate a relationship
with other characteristics such as household size, locational preferences and
mobility.
Pasadena’s population is mostly White and Hispanic/Latino. As shown in Figure
, White population has decreased, proportionally, since 2010, while the Asian
and Hispanic/Latino populations have grown. Pasadena has a White population
similar to the neighboring city of San Marino, larger than Alhambra, Arcadia, and
the County, and smaller than Glendale and La Cañada Flintridge (Table ).
Pasadena has a substantially larger Hispanic/Latino population than Arcadia,
Glendale, La Cañada Flintridge, and San Marino. The City also has a larger
Black/African American population compared to most nearby cities.

Figure F-1: Race/Ethnicity Composition Changes
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Table F-3: Racial Composition in Neighboring Cities and Region
Jurisdiction

White
Alone

American
Indian/
Alaskan

Black

Hawaiian/
Pac. Isldr.

Asian

Other

Two or
More

Hispanic/
Latino

Alhambra

10.9%

1.2%

0.2%

52.6%

0.1%

0.0%

0.8%

34.1%

Arcadia

27.7%

0.9%

0.2%

57.4%

0.1%

0.0%

1.6%

12.1%

Glendale

63.5%

1.7%

0.1%

16.2%

0.1%

0.2%

1.4%

16.8%

La Cañada Flintridge

67.1%

0.2%

0.4%

26.0%

0.0%

0.1%

2.0%

4.2%

Pasadena

35.9%

8.3%

0.1%

16.9%

0.2%

0.4%

3.4%

34.9%

San Marino

38.3%

0.0%

0.1%

50.9%

0.0%

0.2%

2.7%

7.8%

Los Angeles County

28.4%

8.5%

0.2%

13.6%

0.2%

0.3%

1.7%

47.1%

Source: American Community Survey (2015-2019 Estimates).

Dissimilarity indices can be used to measure the extent to which a distribution
of any two groups differs across block groups. Racial and ethnic dissimilarity
trends for Pasadena and Los Angeles County are shown in Table F-4. The
following shows how HUD views various levels of the index:
•

<40: Low Segregation

•

40-54: Moderate Segregation

•

>55: High Segregation

From 1990 to 2020, the White and non-White communities in Pasadena have
become less segregated. Segregation between White and non-White residents,
White and Black residents, and White and Hispanic is considered moderate,
while segregation between White and Asian/Pacific Islander communities is low.
While segregation between White and non-White groups in Pasadena has
lessened over the past 30 years, since 2010 they have become increasingly
segregated. Overall, Pasadena shows a lower degree of segregation compared
to the County as a whole.

Table F-4: Dissimilarity Indices
1990 Trend

2000 Trend

2010 Trend

Current

Pasadena
Non-White/White

48.17

46.20

37.91

40.11

Black/White

61.79

57.25

49.47

52.87

Hispanic/White

50.86

53.93

49.62

50.66

Asian or Pacific Islander/White

15.98

20.03

21.61

25.65

Non-White/White

56.66

56.72

56.55

58.53

Black/White

73.04

67.4

64.99

68.24

Hispanic/White

60.88

63.03

63.35

64.33

Asian or Pacific Islander/White

46.13

48.19

47.62

51.59

Los Angeles County

Source: HUD Dissimilarity Index, 2020.
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Block groups in Pasadena have racial/ethnic minority concentrations ranging
from 28.4 to 96.8 percent. There is a higher concentration of minority groups in
the northwest section of the City. Block groups along the southwestern City
boundary and in the northeastern corner of the City have the lowest
concentration of racial/ethnic minorities.
Distribution of RHNA Units by Percentage Minority Concentration
Most sites used to meet the City’s 2021-2029 RHNA are in block groups where
the racial/ethnic minority population makes up 41 to 60 percent of the
population. Approximately 56 percent of lower-income units, 78 percent of
moderate-income units, and 59 percent of above moderate-income units are in
block groups with 41 to 60 percent racial/ethnic minorities. Proportionally, fewer
lower-income units (2.6 percent) are in block groups where the racial/ethnic
minority concentration between 61 to 80 percent, compared to moderateincome units (6.7 percent) and above moderate-income units (15.3 percent).

Table F-5: RHNA Unit Distribution by Percent Minority
Concentration
% Minority
Concentration
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Lower
Income
RHNA

Moderate
Income
RHNA

Above
Moderate
Income RHNA

Total
RHNA
Units

11 - 20%

0.0%

1.0%

0.2%

0.3%

21 - 40%

41.9%

14.0%

25.8%

29.7%

41 - 60%

55.5%

78.3%

58.7%

61.3%

61 - 80%

2.6%

6.7%

15.3%

8.7%

Total

3,997

2,045

4,286

10,328
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Figure F-2: Racial/Ethnic Minority Concentration and Sites Inventory
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Persons with Disabilities
In Los Angeles County, about 9.9 percent of the population has a disability.
Pasadena has a population of persons with disabilities (9.4 percent) comparable
to the County and the neighboring cities of Alhambra (9.5 percent) and Arcadia
(8.1 percent). Pasadena has a smaller disabled population than Glendale (13.8
percent) but larger than La Cañada Flintridge (5.5 percent), and San Marino (5.5
percent).
Figure F-3 shows that persons with disabilities are concentrated in census tracts
in the center of Pasadena and along the northern City boundary. In most tracts,
persons with disabilities make up less than 10 percent of the total population.
One tract located in the center of the City has a disabled population between 20
and 30 percent.
Distribution of RHNA Units by Percent Population with Disabilities
Most RHNA units (61.0 percent) are in tracts where the population of persons
with disabilities is lower than 10 percent. A larger proportion of above
moderate income RHNA units (6.8 percent) are in the tract with a higher
concentration of disabled persons, compared to moderate income units (1.0
percent) and above lower-income units (0.0 percent). Lower-income RHNA sites
are placed near public transit and along the City’s transportation corridors—
convenient locations for persons with disabilities.

Table F-6: RHNA Units by % Population with Disabilities

< 10%

72.2%

77.3%

Above
Moderate
Income
RHNA
42.9%

10% - 20%

27.8%

21.7%

50.3%

35.9%

20% - 30%

0.0%

1.0%

6.8%

3.0%

Total Units

3,997

2,045

4,286

10,328

% Persons
with
Disabilities

Lower
Income
RHNA

Moderate
Income
RHNA

.
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Figure F-3: Distribution of Population with Disabilities and Sites Inventory
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Familial Status
Familial status refers to the presence of children under the age of 18, whether
the child is biologically related to the head of household, and the marital status
of the head of household. Families with children may face housing discrimination
by landlords who fear that children will cause property damage. Some landlords
may have cultural biases against children of the opposite sex sharing a bedroom.
Differential treatments such as limiting the number of children in an apartment
complex or confining children to a specific location are also fair housing
concerns.
Single parent households are also protected by fair housing law. Approximately
21.5 percent of households in Pasadena have children of the householder, fewer
than the surrounding jurisdictions of Alhambra (24.1 percent), Arcadia (33.3
percent), Glendale (24.9 percent), La Cañada Flintridge (38.8 percent), San
Marino (36.1 percent), and the County (28.3 percent). According to the HCD
AFFH map in Figure F-4, children in married households are most concentrated
along the western and southern City boundaries and on the eastern side of the
City. The percent of children living in married households in these tracts is over
80 percent, while tracts in the central areas of Pasadena have fewer children in
married couple households.
Female-headed households with children require special consideration and
assistance because of their greater need for affordable housing and accessible
day care, health care, and other supportive services. Approximately 3.9 percent
of Pasadena households are single female-headed households with children
compared to 6.4 percent countywide. Children in single female-headed
households are concentrated in the south central and northwestern tracts of the
City. Most tracts have less than 20 percent of children living in female-headed
households.
Distribution of RHNA Units by Familial Status
Most RHNA units are located in tracts where the percent of children in married
couple families is between 60 and 100 percent. Fewer lower-income RHNA units
(40.3 percent) are in tracts where more than 80 percent of children live in
married couple households compared to moderate-income units (48.4 percent)
and above moderate-income units (436.7 percent).
The majority of lower-income RHNA units (75.4 percent), moderate-income
units (67.9 percent), and above moderate-income units (67.0 percent) are in
tracts where fewer than 20 percent of children live in female-headed
households.
Most lower-income RHNA sites are higher density sites in mixed use areas where
the existing units may be primarily smaller units and therefore may be
proportionally occupied by fewer families with children.
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Table F-7: RHNA Units by Percent Children in Married-Couple
Households

7.0%

Above
Moderate
Income
RHNA
0.7%

14.2%

5.7%

17.5%

13.9%

60% - 80%

43.8%

38.9%

45.1%

43.3%

> 80%

40.3%

48.4%

36.7%

40.4%

Total Units

3,997

2,045

4,286

10,328

% Children in
MarriedCouple HH

Lower
Income
RHNA

20% - 40%

1.7%

40% - 60%

Moderate
Income
RHNA

Total RHNA Units
2.4%

Table F-8: RHNA Distribution by Percent Children in FemaleHeaded Households (FHH)
% Children in
FHH

Lower
Income
RHNA

Moderate
Income
RHNA

Above
Moderate
Income
RHNA

Total RHNA Units

< 20%

75.4%

67.9%

67.0%

70.4%

20% - 40%

15.2%

28.8%

16.4%

18.4%

40% - 60%

9.4%

3.3%

16.6%

11.2%

Total Units

3,997

2,045

4,286

10,328
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Figure F-4: Children in Married Households and Single Female-Headed Households and Sites Inventory
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Income Level
Identifying low or moderate income (LMI) geographies and individuals is
important to overcome patterns of segregation. Figure F-5: Low- and ModerateIncome Household Distribution shows the Lower and Moderate Income (LMI)
areas in the County by Census block group. HUD defines a LMI area as a Census
tract or block group where over 51 percent of the population is LMI (based on
HUD income definition of up to 80 percent of the AMI). LMI areas are
concentrated in census tracts in the center of Pasadena, along the northern City
boundary, and southeast corner. A higher concentration of LMI households is
located in the City of Los Angeles and the surrounding areas south of Pasadena.
Distribution of RHNA Units by Percent Low- and Moderate-Income Population
About 46.1 percent of RHNA units are located in census tracts where LMI
households make up 25 to 50 percent of the population. Approximately 7.3
percent of lower-income RHNA units, 12.6 percent of moderate-income units,
and 10.8 percent of above moderate-income units are in tracts with a high
concentration of LMI households, making up between 75 and 100 percent of the
total population.

Table F-9: RHNA Unit Distribution by Percent LMI Households
in Census Tract
Above
Moderate
Income
RHNA

Lower Income
RHNA

Moderate
Income RHNA

< 25%

19.8%

4.2%

0.7%

8.8%

25% - 50%

46.8%

40.0%

48.4%

46.1%

50% - 75%

26.1%

43.2%

40.1%

35.3%

75% - 100%

7.3%

12.6%

10.8%

9.8%

Total Units

3,997

2,045

4,286

10,328

% LMI HH
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Figure F-5: Low- and Moderate-Income Household Distribution
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3.

Racially and Ethnically Concentrated Areas

Racially and Ethnically Concentrated Areas of Poverty (R/ECAP)
To identify racially/ethnically concentrated areas of poverty (R/ECAPs), HUD has
identified census tracts with a majority non-White population (greater than 50
percent) and a poverty rate that exceeds 40 percent or is three times the average
tract poverty rate for the metro/micro area, whichever threshold is lower. There
are no R/ECAPs identified in Pasadena. The R/ECAPs closest are located in the
City of Los Angeles southwest of Pasadena. Because of this, zero percent of
RHNA units are located in R/ECAP sites.
However, as shown in the next section (Access to Opportunities), some tracts in
the City are classified as areas of High Poverty and Segregation according to the
California Fair Housing Task Force Opportunity Maps. A specific analysis of these
areas is included in the next section.
Racially Concentrated Areas of Affluence (RCAAs)
While racially concentrated areas of poverty and segregation (R/ECAPs) have
long been the focus of fair housing policies, racially concentrated areas of
affluence (RCAAs) must also be analyzed to ensure housing is integrated, a key
to fair housing choice. According to a policy paper published by HUD, RCAAs are
defined as affluent, White communities. According to HUD's policy paper,
Whites are the most racially segregated group in the United States and in the
same way, neighborhood disadvantage is associated with concentrated poverty
and high concentrations of people of color, conversely, distinct advantages are
associated with residence in affluent, White communities.
While HCD has created its own metric for RCAAs, at the time of this writing the
map on the AFFH tool is not available. Thus, the definition of RCAAs used in this
analysis is the definition used by the scholars at the University of Minnesota
Humphrey School of Public Affairs cited in HCD’s memo: “RCAAs are defined as
census tracts where: 1) 80 percent or more of the population is white, and 2) the
median household income is $125,000 or greater (slightly more than double the
national the median household income in 2016). As discussed previously, there
are no block groups in Pasadena with a racial/ethnic minority population below
20%. Therefore, none of Pasadena is considered an RCAA. Block groups with
median incomes exceeding $125,000 are most concentrated along the western
City boundary and in the northeast corner of Pasadena. Most of the block groups
in the center of the City have median incomes below $55,000.
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Figure F-6: Racially and Ethnically Concentrated Areas of Poverty (R/ECAPs)
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Figure F-7: Racially Concentrated Areas of Affluence (RCAAs)
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Although there are no RCAAs in the City, it is important to consider median
income gaps within the City and regionally. As Figure F-4 shows, median
household incomes range from less than $55,00 in the downtown ($13,434 in
the tract with the lowest median income) to more than $125,000 in the edges of
the City ($215,227 in the northwesternmost tract of the City). As housing prices
increase in the City and across the State, residents with lower incomes are more
likely to be affected and displaced. The areas with lower incomes are also the
more “affordable” areas in the City, which correspond with the concentration of
HCV renters in the central tracts. Despite being more affordable, these central
tracts with lower incomes also tend to have higher concentrations of costburdened renter and owner households, as shown in Figures F-16 and F-17.
Regionally, Pasadena has among the highest median incomes and housing prices
in the County. In 1990, the median household income in Pasadena was equal to
the median household income of Los Angeles County as a whole; 20 years later
it grew to 125 percent of the County’s median. In 2018, that trend persisted, with
the Pasadena median income 123 percent that of the County. With respect to
lower-income residents, they make up 40 percent of all households, which is
comparable to the share over the last two decades. It is important to note that
15.7 percent of residents in Pasadena live in poverty (per federal criteria) and
are concentrated in the downtown and Northwest areas of the City. These latter
two data points illustrate the critical need for more affordable housing citywide.

4.

Access to Opportunities

“Significant disparities in access to opportunity” are defined by the AFFH Final
Rule as “substantial and measurable differences in access to educational,
transportation, economic, and other opportunities in a community based on
protected class related to housing.”
TCAC Opportunity Maps
The Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD) and California
Tax Credit Allocation Committee (TCAC) convened the California Fair Housing
Task force to “provide research, evidence-based policy recommendations, and
other strategic recommendations to HCD and other related state agencies/
departments to further the fair housing goals (as defined by HCD).” The Task
Force has created Opportunity Maps to identify resource levels across the state
“to accompany new policies aimed at increasing access to high opportunity areas
for families with children in housing financed with nine percent Low Income
Housing Tax Credits (LIHTCs)”. These opportunity maps are made from
composite scores of three different domains made up of a set of indicators. Table
F-10 shows the full list of indicators. The opportunity maps include a measure or
“filter” to identify areas with poverty and racial segregation. To identify these
areas, census tracts were first filtered by poverty and then by a measure of racial
segregation. The criteria for these filters were:
•
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•

Racial Segregation: Tracts with location quotient higher than 1.25 for
Blacks, Hispanics, Asians, or all people of color in comparison to the
County

Table F-10: Domains and List of Indicators for Opportunity
Maps
Domain

Indicator

Economic

Poverty
Adult education
Employment
Job proximity
Median home value

Environmental

CalEnviroScreen 3.0 pollution Indicators and values

Education

Math proficiency
Reading proficiency
High School graduation rates
Student poverty rates

Source: California Fair Housing Task Force, Methodology for the 2021 TCAC/HCD Opportunity
Maps, December 2020

According to the 2021 TCAC/HCD opportunity area map, two census tracts or
areas of high racial segregation and poverty exist in Pasadena (Figure F-8). These
tracts are located south of the intersection of the I-210 and SR-134 freeways.
The regional map in Figure F-8 identifies most areas with high segregation and
poverty in the downtown Los Angeles area and south of the downtown. The
closest tracts to Pasadena with high segregation and poverty are in Glendale.
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Figure F-8: TCAC Opportunity Areas in the Region
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According to the HCD/TCAC opportunity map, Pasadena is made up of Census
tracts with varying degrees of resources. Categorization is based on percentile
rankings for census tracts within the Los Angeles Region. Locally, Northwest
census tracts scored lower (as low and high concentration of poverty and
segregation), indicating lower resources than other tracts within the City. Tracts
adjacent to the low resources tracts in the Northwest region are moderate, and
the tracts with the highest resources are located on the edges of the City.
Areas of High Segregation and Poverty
Tracts with high poverty and segregation are located in the Central District and
bounded by I-210 freeway to the north, South Lake Avenue to the east, East
Colorado Boulevard to the south, and South Saint John Avenue to the west.
These tracts are part of the Central District Specific Plan vision that “the Central
District will function as the City of Pasadena’s vibrant urban core, providing a
diversity of economic, residential, and cultural opportunities. Downtown will be
a place to work, shop, live, and play, with convenient access by foot, bicycle, and
transit, as well as by car.” In this role, much of the City’s future growth has been
directed at this area. The challenge is to direct this growth to achieve a high
quality of life for the entire community.
Historically, Downtown’s streets and urban land patterns began developing as
far back as the 1880s, with Colorado Boulevard and Fair Oaks Avenue as
Pasadena’s main commercial corridors, with a commercial district surrounding
the intersection of these two streets. Like most cities, however, the character of
Downtown began to change at a more rapid pace following World War II. Largescale, single use projects often built on an auto-oriented, suburban model were
introduced with increasing frequency, interrupting the urban fabric.
Numerous historically significant structures are still found within the Central
District, specifically within the tracts having a high concentration and poverty,
including City Hall and the Public Library. Tracts with high poverty and
segregation also extend through the northern parts of three National Register
Historic Districts in the City: Old Pasadena, Pasadena Civic Center, and Pasadena
Playhouse. Old Pasadena is the historic core of the City that has developed into
a vibrant retail and entertainment destination. The Civic Center is the
governmental center of the City, distinguished by the landmark City Hall, and
Pasadena Playhouse is developing as an arts-oriented area, anchored by the
Pasadena Playhouse.
As shown in Figure F-8, the tracts with high poverty and segregation are mostly
commercial areas along with outer boundary streets, with a mix of land uses and
residential in the middle. Figure F-9 shows that Colorado Boulevard and Lake
Avenue are Downtown’s most intensely developed streets, although building
intensities along these streets are far from consistent. This is apparent in the
periodic presence of multi-story office buildings and towers. On the other hand,
properties in the northern areas of the district, along I-210, are developed at
much lower intensities. Because of the proximity to anticipated rail stations,
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these areas are identified as ripe for infill and higher-density transit-oriented
development.

Figure F-9: District Land Use Patterns (1999)

Source: Central District Specific Plan (2004)

Figure F-10: District Development Intensity

Source: Central District Specific Plan (2004)
Between 2000 and 2017, Pasadena’s housing stock increased by over 11 percent
to 60,286 units. However, the growth mostly occurred between 2000 and 2010
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(10 percent, compared to 1.2 percent between 2010 and 2020). Between 2000
and 2010, developers concentrated on building apartments and condominiums
(which includes single-family attached and multi-family housing) in Pasadena,
particularly along transportation corridors. Of the total housing growth from
2000 through 2010, the vast majority of units were built within the Central
District Specific Plan area. Based on the housing type and price points,
developers appeared to be building multi-family housing for two broad
demographic groups: seniors and single professional adults or recently married
couples.
HCD’s AFFH mapping tool shows that in the past 10 years, the percent of
residents living under the federal poverty line has increased significantly in these
tracts. In 2010, about one-fourth of the population in these census tracts was
living under the poverty line. By 2019, 42 percent of people were living under
the poverty line in the western tract and 31 percent in the eastern tract that
make up the area with high poverty and concentration.
The tracts with high poverty and segregation are also directly south of the
historically African American business district on North Lincoln and the mixedincome, racially diverse neighborhoods of Northwest Pasadena that were
displaced by the construction of I-210 in the 1970s. Much of the Lincoln Avenue
corridor and surrounding residential neighborhoods are located within one of
Pasadena’s historically “redlined” communities, meaning residents were
systematically blocked from mortgage or home improvement loans between
1939 and 1968 due to the Home Owners’ Loan Corporation (HOLC) investment
risk-grading documents (Figure F-11). The explicitly racist and discriminatory
HOLC documents, which referred to the Lincoln neighborhood as a “blighted”
area with “subversive racial elements,” are now infamous for their long-term
influence on housing policy and access to services including banking, insurance,
and healthcare within racially and economically marginalized communities
throughout the United States. While the tracts now classified as high poverty and
segregation were classified as commercial and not given a HOLC grade, the small
areas that did receive a grade classified as “declining,” or areas where the
residents were often working-class and/or first- or second-generation
immigrants from Europe. These areas often lacked utilities and were
characterized by older building stock.
This history of disinvestment, combined with the new focus on growth in these
areas since the 2000s, has created conditions that make residents susceptive to
displacement.
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Figure F-11: Home Owner’s Loan Corporation Redlining Grade
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Distribution of RHNA Units by TCAC Opportunity Area
Figure F-11 also shows the distribution of RHNA sites across the TCAC opportunity areas. About
65 percent of all RHNA units are located in high or highest resource areas (F-10). Of the 3,997
lower-income RHNA units, 60 percent are in the high and highest resource tracts.

Table F-11: RHNA Units by TCAC Opportunity Areas
Opportunity Area

Very Low

Low

Mod

Above Mod

All Units

Highest

31.1%

22.3%

9.2%

18.7%

21.1%

High

35.9%

72.6%

61.1%

38.6%

44.2%

Moderate

7.2%

0.0%

10.1%

12.4%

9.5%

Moderate (Rapid Change)

0.0%

0.0%

0.6%

0.3%

0.3%

4.2%

1.3%

4.9%

6.6%

5.2%

High Segregation & Poverty

21.6%

3.8%

14.1%

23.4%

19.8%

Total

3,373

624

2,045

4,286

10,328

Low
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Figure F-12: TCAC Opportunity Areas in Pasadena
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Opportunity Indicators
While the Federal Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH) Rule has been
repealed, the data and mapping developed by HUD for the purpose of preparing
the Assessment of Fair Housing (AFH) can still be useful in informing
communities about segregation in their jurisdiction and region, as well as
disparities in access to opportunity. This section presents the HUD-developed
index scores based on nationally available data sources to assess Pasadena
residents’ access to key opportunity assets in comparison to the County. Table
F-12 provides index scores or values (the values range from 0 to 100) for the
following opportunity indicator indices:
•

Low Poverty Index: The low poverty index captures poverty in a given
neighborhood. The poverty rate is determined at the census tract level.
The higher the score, the less exposure to poverty in a neighborhood.

•

School Proficiency Index: The school proficiency index uses school-level
data on the performance of 4th grade students on state exams to
describe which neighborhoods have high-performing elementary
schools nearby and which are near lower performing elementary
schools. The higher the score, the higher the school system quality is in
a neighborhood.

•

Labor Market Engagement Index: The labor market engagement index
provides a summary description of the relative intensity of labor market
engagement and human capital in a neighborhood. This is based upon
the level of employment, labor force participation, and educational
attainment in a census tract. The higher the score, the higher the labor
force participation and human capital in a neighborhood.

•

Transit Trips Index: This index is based on estimates of transit trips
taken by a family that meets the following description: a three-person
single-parent family with income at 50 percent of the median income
for renters for the region (i.e., the Core-Based Statistical Area, or CBSA).
The higher the transit trips index, the more likely residents in that
neighborhood utilize public transit.

•

Low Transportation Cost Index: This index is based on estimates of
transportation costs for a family that meets the following description: a
three-person single-parent family with income at 50 percent of the
median income for renters for the region/CBSA. The higher the index,
the lower the cost of transportation in that neighborhood.

•

Jobs Proximity Index: The jobs proximity index quantifies the
accessibility of a given residential neighborhood as a function of its
distance to all job locations within a region/CBSA, with larger
employment centers weighted more heavily. The higher the index
value, the better the access to employment opportunities for residents
in a neighborhood.
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•

Environmental Health Index: The environmental health index
summarizes potential exposure to harmful toxins at a neighborhood
level. The higher the index value, the less exposure to toxins harmful
to human health. Therefore, the higher the value, the better the
environmental quality of a neighborhood, where a neighborhood is a
census block-group.

In Los Angeles County, Black and Hispanic residents were more likely (compared
to other racial/ethnic groups) to be impacted by poverty, limited access to
proficient schools, lower labor participation, lower jobs proximity, and lower
environmental health scores. For population living below the federal poverty
line, scores decreased for among all races, though Blacks and Hispanics
continued to score the lowers.
Within Pasadena, Blacks and Hispanics were more likely (scored lowest) to be
impacted by poverty, limited access to proficient schools, lower job
participation, and lower jobs proximity. Unlike the County trends, Pasadena
Hispanics and Blacks did not score lowest among the race/ethnic groups in the
environmental health index. Like the County, the Pasadena population living
below the poverty line scored lower than the population at large across most
indices, except for the transit index and the job proximity index.
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Table F-12: Opportunity Indicators by Race/Ethnicity
City of Pasadena

Low Poverty
Index

School
Proficiency
Index

Labor Market
Index

Transit
Index

Low
Transportation
Cost Index

Jobs
Proximity
Index

Environmental
Health Index

Total Population
White, Non-Hispanic

62.03

60.77

80.84

88.69

78.00

74.98

17.67

Black, Non-Hispanic

39.76

50.89

58.97

88.77

78.76

69.34

20.58

Hispanic

40.41

49.66

58.06

89.37

79.59

72.04

19.09

Asian or Pacific Islander, Non-Hispanic

59.40

60.23

79.73

89.92

81.80

79.45

17.04

Native American, Non-Hispanic

47.95

55.90

67.34

89.57

80.15

75.03

17.95

White, Non-Hispanic

52.64

55.06

73.14

89.90

82.11

76.06

17.17

Black, Non-Hispanic

31.63

43.03

54.60

90.54

81.60

73.81

18.83

Hispanic

33.34

45.00

50.17

89.95

81.45

75.01

18.20

Asian or Pacific Islander, Non-Hispanic

50.90

52.90

70.94

91.67

85.09

82.37

16.72

Native American, Non-Hispanic

25.21

39.13

38.27

93.88

81.88

78.25

17.02

White, Non-Hispanic

62.59

65.09

65.41

82.63

74.09

55.80

18.99

Black, Non-Hispanic

34.95

32.37

34.00

87.70

79.18

40.13

11.66

Hispanic

33.91

38.38

33.18

87.19

77.74

41.53

11.91

Asian or Pacific Islander, Non-Hispanic

53.57

59.34

55.94

86.52

76.45

51.82

12.16

Native American, Non-Hispanic

45.04

46.90

44.50

83.17

75.65

44.24

16.74

White, Non-Hispanic

50.68

58.06

57.49

86.42

79.48

57.52

16.66

Black, Non-Hispanic

23.45

27.16

25.52

88.65

81.18

36.59

11.62

Hispanic

23.66

32.87

27.66

89.45

81.02

42.84

10.30

Asian or Pacific Islander, Non-Hispanic

42.97

54.52

50.06

89.62

81.49

54.19

9.84

Native American, Non-Hispanic

29.85

35.12

32.02

85.23

78.70

46.35

16.01

Population below federal poverty line

Los Angeles County
Total Population

Population below federal poverty line

Note: American Community Survey Data are based on a sample and are subject to sampling variability. See narrative for index score meanings. Table is comparing the total Pasadena and County
population, by race/ethnicity, to the Pasadena and County population living below the federal poverty line, also by race/ethnicity.
Source: AFFHT Data Table 12; Note 1: Data Sources: Decennial Census; ACS; Great Schools; Common Core of Data; SABINS; LAI; LEHD; NATA
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Education
School proficiency scores are indicators of school system quality. In Pasadena,
school proficiency indices ranged from 50 to 61 across all races and from 39 to
55 across all races living below the federal poverty line (Table F-12). The
differences in scores among the races indicate a dissimilar access to schools,
where Blacks and Hispanics scored the lowest. However, Black and Hispanic
residents at-large and those living below the poverty level had access to higher
quality schools in Pasadena compared to the County overall, where school
proficiency scores were in the 30s. The higher the score, the higher the quality
of schools.
Greatschools.org is a non-profit organization that rates schools across the States.
The Great Schools Summary Rating calculation is based on four ratings: the
Student Progress Rating or Academic Progress Rating, College Readiness Rating,
Equity Rating, and Test Score Rating. Ratings at the lower end of the scale (1-4)
signal that the school is “below average,” 5-6 indicates “average,” and 7-10
means “above average.” Figure F-13 shows that Pasadena elementary, middle,
and high schools mostly rate as below average and average, with the exception
of a few schools on the north western edges of the City. Lower educational
opportunities across the City is shown in TCAC’s Education Score2 map. Census
tracts in the Northwest region had the lowest education scores, while Census
tracts in the edges have greater scores (meaning more positive education
outcomes).

1
2
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For more information of GreatSchools ratings, visit: https://www.greatschools.org/gk/ratings/
Education scores are a composite of different indicators including: math proficiency, reading
proficiency, high school graduation rates, student poverty rates
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Figure F-13: GreatSchools Ratings
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Figure F-14: TCAC Education Score Map
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Transportation
HUD’s opportunity indicators have two categories to describe transportationtransit index and low transportation cost. Transit index scores did not differ
significantly between races or between the total population and the population
living in poverty. Transit index scores fell in the between 89 and 94 across all
races. Low transportation cost scores were lower but had similar range (78 to
81) between all races in the entire population and were slightly higher for the
population living below the poverty line (81 to 85). Considering that a higher
transit index score indicates a higher likelihood to use public transit and a higher
“low transportation cost” indicates a lower cost of transportation, Pasadena’s
lower income population has better access to transit compared to the entire
population.
All Transit explores metrics that reveal the social and economic impact of transit,
specifically looking at connectivity, access to jobs, and frequency of service.
According to the most recent data posted (2019), Pasadena has an AllTransit
Performance Score of 8.3 (Figure F-15). This is a relatively high score and the
shows that most of the City has similarly high scores, with scores in the eastern
part of the City being slightly lower. Figure F-16 shows that the number of transit
stops within one-half mile is greatest in the Census tracts along I-210 but does
not differ across the greatly across most of the City.

Figure F-15: AllTransit Performance Score
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Figure F-16: Number of Transit Stops within One-half Mile of Households

Economic Development
HUD’s opportunity indicators provide scores for labor market and jobs proximity.
The labor market score is based the level of employment, labor force
participation, and educational attainment in a census tract. Pasadena had higher
labor market index scores (58 to 80) than the County overall (33 to 65), indicating
a higher labor force participation and human capital in a neighborhood.
However, within the large range of labor market index scores in the City, Whites
and Asians scored the highest, and Blacks and Hispanics scored the lowest.
The jobs proximity score quantifies the accessibility of a neighborhood to jobs in
the region. Pasadena scored higher (64 to 79) than the County overall (40-56).
Within the City, higher job proximity scores are located near downtown, mostly
south of I-210 along the I-710 freeway stub. Some tracts north of I-210 also
scored among the highest in jobs proximity within the City.
TCAC Economic Scores are based on a composite of the following area
characteristics: poverty, adult education, employment, job proximity, median
home value. The areas surrounding Pasadena and in the southern census tracts
of Pasadena have the highest economic scores among the northeastern Los
Angeles region. The census tracts with the lowest scores within the City and the
surrounding region are located within Pasadena in the Northwestern census
tracts.
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Figure F-17: Jobs Proximity Index
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Figure F-18: TCAC Economic Score
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Environment
The TCAC Environmental Score is based on CalEnviroScreen 3.0 scores. The
California Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) compiles
these scores to help identify California communities disproportionately
burdened by multiple sources of pollution. In addition to environmental factors
(pollutant exposure, groundwater threats, toxic sites, and hazardous materials
exposure) and sensitive receptors (seniors, children, persons with asthma, and
low birth weight infants), CalEnviroScreen also takes into consideration
socioeconomic factors. These factors include educational attainment, linguistic
isolation, poverty, and unemployment. Similar to economic scores, the TCAC’s
environmental scores were highest near and within part of Pasadena when
compared to the immediate surrounding region and downtown Los Angeles.
However, within the City, the lowest environmental scores were concentrated
along I-210 and south of it. The westernmost and easternmost census tracts
along that transect scored the lowest (0.25 to 0.50).
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Figure F-19: TCAC- Environmental Score
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Distribution of RHNA Units by CalEnviroScreen Scores
The February 2021 update to the CalEnviroScreen (CalEnviroScreen 4.0) shows even more differentiation in
CalEnviroScreen scores and shows that the Northwestern census tracts of the City have the highest (worst) scores
(Table F-13). These census tracts fall between the 60 and 80 percentile of scores relative to other census tracts. Only
18 percent of lower-income RHNA units are located in the lowest scoring tracts (61-80 percentile). Overall, only 15
percent of all RHNA units are located in these tracts.

Table F-13: RHNA Units by CalEnviroScreen 4.0 Scores
CalEnviroScreen Score
(Percentile)

Very Low
Income
RHNA

Low Income
RHNA

Moderate Income
RHNA

Above Moderate
Income RHNA

Total
RHNA Units

1 - 10% (Lowest Score)

0.0%

0.0%

0.1%

0.2%

0.1%

11 - 20%

0.9%

22.7%

17.6%

0.2%

6.1%

21 - 30%

24.8%

0.0%

5.1%

36.0%

21.3%

31 - 40%

31.1%

0.0%

30.2%

14.2%

26.4%

41 - 50%

14.7%

0.0%

16.2%

22.6%

17.1%

51 - 60%

10.6%

9.1%

21.9%

10.9%

14.2%

61 - 70%

17.4%

68.2%

7.8%

11.5%

13.1%

71 - 80%

0.5%

0.0%

1.1%

4.4%

1.7%

81 - 90%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

91 - 100% (Highest Score)

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

Total Units

3,946

44

2,849

2,295

9,134
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Figure F-20: RHNA Unit Distribution by CalEnviroScreen 4.0 Score3

3

The results for each indicator range from 0-100 and represent the percentile ranking of census tract relative to other census tracts
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5.

Disproportionate Housing Needs

The AFFH Rule Guidebook defines disproportionate housing needs as a condition
in which there are significant disparities in the proportion of members of a
protected class experiencing a category of housing needs when compared to the
proportion of a member of any other relevant groups or the total population
experiencing the category of housing need in the applicable geographic area (24
C.F.R. § 5.152). The analysis is completed by assessing cost burden, severe cost
burden, overcrowding, and substandard housing.
Cost Burden
The Comprehensive Housing Affordability Strategy (CHAS) developed by the
Census for HUD provides detailed information on housing needs by income level
for different types of households in Pasadena. Housing problems considered by
CHAS include:
•

Housing cost burden, including utilities, exceeding 30 percent of gross
income;

•

Severe housing cost burden, including utilities, exceeding 50 percent of
gross income;

•

Overcrowded conditions (housing units with more than one person per
room); and

•

Units with physical defects (lacking complete kitchen or bathroom)

Pasadena households experience housing problems (46 percent) and cost
burdens (42 percent) at lower rates than the County overall (52 percent and 46
percent) (Table F-14). As shown in Table F-14, households of all Black, American
Indian, and Hispanics race experience housing problems at a higher rate than
White and Asian households and all households in the City (46 percent). Renterhouseholds, independent of race, experience housing problems at higher rates
than owner-occupied households in Pasadena. Renters are also cost burdened
at higher rates than owners, independent of race. Similar trends are seen in Los
Angeles County, where Black and Hispanic households experience cost burdens
and housing problems at higher rates than other races and the County overall,
and renters experience problems at a higher rate than owners.
Elderly and large households may also be subject to disproportionate housing
problems. Table F-14 shows that renter-elderly and large households experience
housing problems and cost burden at greater rates than all renter-households
and all households in the City. More than two thirds of elderly renter-households
experience housing problems and cost burdens. Large renter households
experience housing problems and cost burden at the highest rates (80 percent).
Among owner households, large households also have the highest rates of
housing problems and cost burdens (45 percent and 37 percent, respectively).
In the County, renter and owner large households experience the greatest rates
of housing problems, compared to all households in the City and other
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household types of the same tenure. However, elderly households are more
likely to experience cost burdens and renter elderly households are most
affected (66 percent).

Table F-14: Housing Problems by Race, Pasadena vs. Los Angeles
County (2017)
Pasadena

White

Black

Asian

Am.
Ind.

Pac Isl.

Hisp.

Other

All

With Housing Problem
Owner-Occupied

29.3%

40.8%

33.5%

50.0%

0.0%

45.4%

28.9%

33.9%

Renter-Occupied

49.2%

66.3%

42.5%

66.7%

33.3%

64.6%

50.9%

54.5%

All Households

39.0%

58.1%

38.3%

55.0%

22.2%

58.2%

43.8%

45.5%

With Cost Burden >30%
Owner-Occupied

28.8%

38.3%

32.4%

14.3%

0.0%

41.1%

27.7%

32.4%

Renter-Occupied

45.9%

64.7%

37.9%

83.3%

33.3%

57.2%

49.1%

50.1%

All Households

37.1%

56.2%

35.4%

35.0%

22.2%

51.8%

42.2%

42.4%

Black

Asian

Am.
Ind.

Pac Isl.

Hisp.

Other

Los Angeles
County

White

All

With Housing Problem
Owner-Occupied

32.1%

41.5%

38.3%

39.7%

39.7%

48.2%

36.5%

39.0%

Renter-Occupied

52.6%

63.7%

56.3%

56.4%

55.5%

71.1%

55.7%

62.3%

All Households

41.4%

56.3%

46.8%

49.4%

50.2%

62.3%

48.4%

51.6%

With Cost Burden >30%
Owner-Occupied

31.1%

40.0%

34.4%

36.9%

33.3%

39.5%

34.9%

35.0%

Renter-Occupied

49.4%

59.6%

47.6%

48.8%

47.9%

58.3%

50.9%

54.2%

All Households

39.4%

53.0%

40.6%

43.7%

43.0%

51.1%

44.8%

45.4%

Note: Data presented in this table are based on special tabulations from sample Census data. The
number of households in each category usually deviates slightly from the 100% total due to the
need to extrapolate sample data out to total households. Interpretations of these data should
focus on the proportion of households in need of assistance rather than on precise numbers.
Source: HUD CHAS, (2013-2017).
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Table F-15: Housing Problems, Elderly and Large Households, Pasadena vs Los Angeles County
Renter-Occupied
Pasadena

Elderly

Owner-Occupied

Large HH

All Renter

Elderly

All
Owners

Large HH

All HHs

Any Housing Problem

69.0%

80.9%

54.5%

35.5%

45.0%

33.9%

45.5%

Cost Burden > 30%

66.6%

59.1%

50.1%

35.1%

36.7%

32.3%

42.4%

Any Housing Problem

66.1%

84.8%

62.3%

36.8%

54.6%

39.0%

51.6%

Cost Burden > 30%

63.0%

55.9%

54.2%

36.2%

33.5%

35.0%

45.4%

Los Angeles County

Note: Data presented in this table are based on special tabulations from sample Census data. The number of households in each category
usually deviates slightly from the 100% total due to the need to extrapolate sample data out to total households. Interpretations of these data
should focus on the proportion of households in need of assistance rather than on precise numbers.
Source: HUD CHAS, (2013-2017).

Between 2014 and 2017, the share of cost burdened households in the City has
increased by less than one percent (42.0 percent in 2014). However, only renter
households had an increase in cost burden rates (from 47 percent to 50 percent).
Owner cost burden rates decreased from 35 percent in 2010 to 32 percent in
2017. While cost burdens have increased slightly between 2010 and 2017 for
renters, the distribution of cost-burdened households has not changed
significantly across the City. Figure F-21 shows the concentration of renter costburdened households remaining concentrated in the Northwestern
neighborhoods. However, some of the westernmost census tracts increased in
their concentration of cost-burdened households from 60 to 80 percent to over
80 percent in the five-year time period mapped. By contrast, many tracts in the
southwestern part of the City decreased their concentration of cost-burdened
owner households (Figure F-22). Cost-burdened owner households remain
present in the central tracts north to south and east to west in the City.
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Figure F-21: Change in Cost-Burdened Renter Households, 2014 to 2019
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Figure F-22: Change in Cost-Burdened Owner Households, 2014 to 2019
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Overcrowding
Overcrowding is defined as housing units with more than one person per room
(including dining and living rooms but excluding bathrooms and kitchen).
According to the 2019 five-year ACS estimates, a lower percentage of
households in Pasadena (5.8 percent) are living in overcrowded conditions than
the County (11.3 percent) (Table F-16). Renter households are also more likely
to live in overcrowded condition in both Pasadena and Los Angeles County. Table
F-16 shows that overcrowding is more prevalent in downtown Los Angeles and
its surrounding areas but low in the cities adjacent to Pasadena. Pasadena has
the highest concentration of overcrowded households among its neighboring
cities. Within the City, overcrowded households are concentrated in the north
central part of the City, north of I-210.

Table F-16: Overcrowded Households, Pasadena vs Los Angeles County
Pasadena

Los Angeles County

Overcrowded
Owner-Occupied

Renter-Occupied

Owner-Occupied

Renter-Occupied

1.9%

8.6%

5.5%

16.2%

0.6%

3.7%

1.5%

7.5%

Overcrowded
(>1 person per room)
Severely Overcrowded
(>1.5 persons per room)
Total Overcrowded Households (>1
person per room)

5.8%

11.3%

Source: 2015-2019 ACS (5-Year Estimates).
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Figure F-23: Overcrowded Households
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Substandard Conditions
Housing that is 30 years or older is assumed to require some rehabilitation. Such
features as electrical capacity, kitchen features, and roofs, usually need updating
if no prior replacement work has occurred. Pasadena’s housing stock is similarly
aged to the County’s; 85 percent of the City’s housing stock was constructed
prior to 1990 (and thus over 30 years old), compared to 86 percent of the
County’s housing stock.
Nearly 91 percent of the City’s existing housing stock will exceed 30 years of age
by the end of this Housing Element planning period (built before 2000). As shown
in Figure F-24, the median year of housing built varies across the City. Housing in
the central census tracts has been built more recently (after 1971, 50 years ago)
while the housing by the City edges tends to be older.

Figure F-24: Median Year Housing Built

Source: 2015-2019 ACS (5-Year Estimates).
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Displacement Risk
UCLA’s displacement project defines residential displacement as “the process by
which a household is forced to move from its residence - or is prevented from
moving into a neighborhood that was previously accessible to them because of
conditions beyond their control.” As part of this project, the UCLA team has
identified populations vulnerable to displacement (named “sensitive
communities”) in the event of increased redevelopment and drastic shifts in
housing cost. They defined vulnerability based on the share of low-income
residents per tract and other criteria, including: share of renters is above 40
percent, share of people of color is more than 50 percent, share of low-income
households severely rent burdened, and proximity to displacement pressures.
Displacement pressures were defined based on median rent increases and rent
gaps. Using this methodology, sensitive communities are concentrated in
downtown Los Angeles and adjacent to major freeways, with the highest
concentrations south and west of downtown (Figure F-24). East of Downtown
and in the Pasadena area, only Pasadena had census tracts identified as sensitive
communities (Figure F-25). These census tracts were concentrated in the north
central area of the City, north and west of I-210.
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Figure F-25: Sensitive Communities Map, Regional
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Figure F-26: Sensitive Communities, City of Pasadena
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6.

Other Relevant Factors

Lending Patterns
A key aspect of fair housing choice is equal access to credit for the purchase or
improvement of a home, particularly in light of the recent lending/credit crisis.
In the past, credit market distortions and other activities such as “redlining” were
prevalent and prevented some groups from having equal access to credit. The
Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) in 1977 and the subsequent Home
Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) were designed to improve access to credit for
all members of the community and hold the lender industry responsible for
community lending. Under HMDA, lenders are required to disclose information
on the disposition of home loan applications and on the race or national origin,
gender, and annual income of loan applicants. Table F-17 examines detailed
2017 HMDA data for Pasadena and the County.
The 2020 Pasadena Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice identified
access to financing as an impediment to Fair Housing choice. All racial/ethnic
groups had lower approval rates for home mortgage financing than non-Hispanic
Whites and Asian (Table F-17). Approval rates ranged between 40 percent
(American Indian and Alaska Natives) to 64 percent (Whites and Asian). The
Citywide approval rating was 58 percent. The AI further broke down approval
rates by race and income level. Approval rates for loans tend to increase as
household income increases; however, lending outcomes should not vary
significantly by race/ethnicity among applicants of the same income level. The
AI found that while approval rates were lower for lower income applicants,
White applicants had the highest approval ratings at all income levels and
Hispanics and Blacks had the lowest4.
Hispanics were the most under-represented in the applicant pool, making up
only 11 percent of the City’s applicant pool but 34 percent of the City’s
population in 2017. Other minority groups (Blacks, Hawaiian Native/Pacific
Islanders, American Indian and Alaska Native) were also underrepresented.
In the County, approval rates were also lowest for Black, Hispanics, and American
Indian/Alaska Natives. These groups were approved at lower rates than Whites,
Asians, and the County overall. Like in Pasadena, Hispanics were the most
underrepresented in the applicant pool, making up 11 percent of the County
applicant pool but 26 percent of the County’s population.

4

The AI analysis only showed the approval ratings by race and income for Whites, Hispanics, Blacks,
and Asian applicants.
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Table F-17: Loan Applications and Approval by Race (2017)
Pasadena
%
Applicant
Pool
Non-Hispanic White
Black

Los Angeles County

% Pop

Approval

39%

37%

64%

%
Applicant
Pool

% Pop

33%

Approval

26%

63%

5%

10%

54%

7%

8%

53%

Hispanic

11%

34%

56%

25%

48%

59%

Asian

15%

16%

64%

13%

14%

67%

Hawaiian / P.I.

1%

0.1%

49%

1%

0.2%

57%

Am. Ind./Alaska Native

0%

16%

40%

1%

0.2%

47%

Other

3%

1%

64%

2%

2%

65%

Total

5,970

58%

303,275

62%

Source: www.lendingpatterns.com, 2019. 2013-2017 ACS 5-Year Estimates.

Housing Choice Voucher Use
Trends related to housing choice vouchers (HCV) can show patterns of
concentration and integration. As of March 2021, 1,202 low-income Pasadena
families are recipients of Housing Choice Vouchers (Section 8) for rental
assistance The map in Figure F-27 shows that HCV use is concentrated in the
Northwest downtown census tracts of the City. In these tracts, between five and
15 percent of the renter households are HCV users. HCV use is also highly
concentrated in the Central District tract at the southeastern intersection of I210 and SR-134. This pattern may be because these areas have the lowest
“affordability index” or median gross rents (Figure F-28). Despite low rents,
between 40 and 80 percent of renter households in these areas are considered
cost-burdened.
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Figure F-27: Housing Choice Voucher Use
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Figure F-28: Median Gross Rent
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Displacement and Gentrification
Urban Renewal and Redevelopment
Northwest Pasadena has history of discriminatory real estate practices and
planning, followed by decades of underinvestment, that created neighborhoods
in need of focused attention. In the 1950s, central and Northwest Pasadena was
a racially diverse community of working-class Whites, African Americans,
Mexican Americans, and Japanese Americans living in both single-family and
multi-family homes of varying sizes. However, federal officials and the local
Chamber of Commerce classified the area as “blighted” in the late 1950s,
allowing City officials to use federal funds to redevelop the area through the
1949 US Housing Act. While 20 percent of the redevelopment funds were
supposed to be allocated to affordable housing, Pasadena passed a law to use
instead the funds for Police and Fire pensions. During this time, redlining and
racially restrictive covenants were also allowed and in place. Northwest
Pasadena residents were unable to obtain loans to rehabilitate their homes or
purchase new homes. In the end, though redevelopment funds were able to
rebuild and revive Old Pasadena and other neighborhoods, many residents were
displaced by these investment practices. According to A Voice Within 5, “by the
late 1960s, an estimated 299 families had been displaced by urban renewal
projects in Pasadena, 91 percent of which were families of color.” In 1968, the
Fair Housing Act allowed Blacks to move to other areas outside of Northwest
Pasadena, which opened a disinvestment vacuum that led to gentrification in the
Northwest area.
Gentrification
As the areas surrounding Northwest Pasadena improved and experienced
increased investment, Northwest Pasadena was largely disinvested and became
a neighborhood for low-income families. However, with the improvements in
the surrounding areas that connected Pasadena to major work hubs and transit
networks, many people have begun moving back into Northwest Pasadena. This
has led to further displacement as homes are remodeled and sold, apartments
are converted to condos, or landlords increase their rents and displace existing
residents.
I-210 Freeway Construction
Construction of the I-210 freeway in 1970s also displaced communities of color,
especially Black communities. During freeway construction, southeast Pasadena
residents (a majority White community) were able to keep freeway construction
from affecting their neighborhoods. However, this meant diverting the freeway
through the African American business district on North Lincoln and the mixedincome, racially diverse neighborhoods of Northwest Pasadena. Displaced
individuals were offered $75,000 for their homes despite no homes in Pasadena
costing less than $85,000 at the time, worsening the displacement.

5

A Voice Within, “Black History in Pasadena.” https://www.anoisewithin.org/black-history-inpasadena/
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Zoning Laws
Published sources6 point to zoning laws as a tool to prevent mixed-income
communities in the City. In the 1970s, local no-growth and slow-growth
movements led to downzoning and large lots only zoned for single-family homes.
Also, for many years the City’s ADU ordinances made it impossible to build ADUs,
having requirements for two-car garages, a minimum 15,000-square-foot lot size
requirement, and other restrictions. Between, 2001 and 2017 only one ADU was
built.
Community Knowledge
The City received many useful comments regarding AFFH comments throughout
the outreach process, especially from Our Future LA Coalition and Abundant
Housing LA. Our Future LA Coalition commented on the disproportionate
housing needs of Black and Latino residents. Black residents are more likely to
experience homelessness and evictions due to effects of decades of racist
policies like restrictive covenants, exclusionary zoning, and redlining made it
impossible for Black families to build wealth through home ownership and result
in lower homeownership and higher rents today. Latino and Black communities
in Los Angeles County were also disproportionately affected by COVID 19.
According to Our Future LA, “essential workers living in overcrowded housing
were exposed to COVID at work and had no choice but to expose their families
at home, leading to disproportionate deaths among Black and Latino people.”
The Coalition recommended making every neighborhood resource-rich and
avoiding displacement while also achieve equitable land use and zoning so that
new areas can have higher densities and increase their values. At the same time,
areas already zoned for density need to be protected from environmental and
spatial racism.
The Abundant Housing LA group also provided more comment on the history of
housing policy and land use regulation use to segregate Latino and Black
residents. “From its incorporation in 1886, Pasadena’s Latino and Black residents
were essentially confined to segregated neighborhoods in the southwest and
northwest parts of the City. In response to efforts by such residents to seek to
move outside those areas, a drive was launched in the 1930s to enlist white
homeowners to sign real estate covenants to forbid occupancy by anyone
“whose blood is not entirely that of the Caucasian race.” This effort was
supported by the Pasadena Board of Realtors, Pasadena Chamber of Commerce
and members of the City Council. By 1940, 60 percent of the homes in Pasadena
were covered by such covenants, which were enforced by the California courts
until the United States Supreme Court banned them in 1947. Pasadena
continued to pursue policies rigidly reinforcing racial segregation and
discrimination in housing, education and public employment well into the 1960s.
The U.S. Justice Department introduced compelling testimony in the 1970 case
of Spangler v. Pasadena of the long-standing and pernicious practices of realtors
in continuing to keep Blacks and Latinos from buying in white neighborhoods.
6

Jill Shook, “Pasadena’s Racialized History”
https://makinghousinghappen.net/2020/06/23/pasadenas-racialized-history/
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Moreover, with the overt aim of “urban renewal,” known nationally as “Negro
removal,” the Pasadena Redevelopment Agency during the 1960s and 1970s
deliberately demolished the homes and businesses of hundreds of established
Black and Latino residents in northwest and southwest Pasadena (including the
childhood home of Jackie Robinson).
During the same period, Caltrans (with City concurrence) removed the homes
and businesses of thousands more for the I-210 and I-710 freeway projects. The
pattern of locating “affordable housing” projects in majority Black and Brown
neighborhoods and keeping them out of white majority neighborhoods is
apparent today. The demographic map of Pasadena reflects the result of
decades of deliberate public policies to deny Black and Latino households the
opportunity to live in Pasadena’s choicest neighborhoods. The Abundant
Housing LA group recommended that lower-income housing opportunities be
located in high-resource areas and near jobs and transit. More housing
opportunities would be created by allowing higher-density development near
transit, thus promoting goals to affirmatively further fair housing and prices out
a more diverse community of potential Pasadena residents.

Existing Ordinances and Programs to Combat
Displacement and Gentrification
The City has taken great steps to address previous discriminatory practices and
affirmatively further fair housing.
Northwest Pasadena
The City of Pasadena has long directed enhanced efforts at improving conditions
in Northwest Pasadena. Through community building efforts and enhanced
community participation, the City continues to make substantial investments in
this area. Prior to the dissolution of redevelopment in California, funds were
available for significant investment in housing. Without that resource, the City
has had to use federal and State funding sources more creatively to improve the
existing housing stock and bring new homes to the Northwest community.
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•

Community Building. Pasadena supports for-profit, nonprofit, and
faith- based organizations that are committed to implementing
community-building efforts in Northwest Pasadena. These include, but
are not limited to, Flintridge Center, Community Bible Church through
its work at the Kings Village and Community Arms Apartment projects,
and numerous other nonprofit and for-profit organizations. Other
efforts include Neighbors Acting Together Helping All (NATHA), which
has received three-year grants from the California Community
Foundation.

•

Northwest Commission and Programs. Working in conjunction with
the Northwest Commission, the City’s Northwest Program office works
specifically to maintain a healthy business environment and facilitate
housing maintenance and production. These include updating the Fair
Oaks/Orange Grove and Lincoln Avenue Specific Plans, monitoring of
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capital improvement projects, improvements to Robinson Park, police
department activities to address neighborhood safety, and ongoing
liaison activities with neighborhoods associations.
Local Priority Preference
The Local Preference and Priority System Guidelines ("Local Preference
Guidelines") were adopted by City Council in 2006 to determine the order in
which eligible applicants receive priority to rent or purchase available affordable
housing units, including units developed with City subsidy and units created
under the Inclusionary Housing Ordinance. Under the 2006 Ordinance,
applicants who live and work in the City currently received the highest priority,
followed by applicants who live in the City, those who work in the City, and those
who were involuntarily displaced from Pasadena by government action,
improper termination of tenancy, domestic violence, participation in the
Witness Protection program, hate crimes, inaccessibility issues or substandard
housing, and homelessness. all other applicants are considered after those who
meet the priority category criteria.
However, there has been a recognition among policy makers, stakeholders, and
housing advocates that the 2006 local preference policies, while perhaps
successful in achieving their stated purposes, did not address the impacts of
housing displacement created by high housing costs and gentrification. In 2021,
the City adopted changes to the Local Preference Ordinance which created a new
priority category (Over-Housed Priority) and a new set-aside.
Over-House Priority, which is an uncapped priority category that gives
preference to residents of deed restricted affordable housing units in Pasadena
who are currently considered over-housed (e.g., a single-person household
residing in a three-bedroom unit). This new "Over-Housed" priority is intended
to address inefficiencies in the match between household size and unit size
(which occur over time as dependents in larger households move out) and will
allow such households the opportunity to move to smaller units and pay a lower
rent, while freeing up larger units for larger eligible households.
Former Resident Set-Aside (20 percent) creates an additional set-aside of up to
20 percent of the units to be available to former Pasadena residents ("Former
Resident Set-Aside"). This modification is meant to provide households who
were unable to remain in Pasadena, whether due to rising housing costs or
gentrification, with the opportunity to return to the City. This set-aside applies
to developments with five or more affordable housing units. Under the set-aside,
up to 20 percent of the units would be available to households who can
demonstrate that they had maintained a primary residence in Pasadena
sometime in the five years prior to their application for available housing. In
addition, to be eligible for this set-aside, a household must have maintained a
primary residence in Pasadena for at least two years. Within this set-aside,
households will receive priority based on length of tenure in Pasadena. This
means, for example, that a household who had lived in Pasadena for five years
prior to application would receive priority over a household who had lived in
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Pasadena for two years during the same time period. Table F-18 summarizes the
new local preference categories.

Table F-18: Local Preference Categories (2021)
Set-Aside
First

Former Resident Set-Aside (capped at 20 percent)

Priority
First

Over-Housed Priority

Second

Resides and works in Pasadena

Third

Resides (but does not work) in Pasadena

Fourth

Works (but does not reside) in Pasadena

Fifth

Involuntarily displaced from Pasadena

Sixth

All other applicants

While some may argue that local preference ordinances can perpetuate patterns
of segregation and inequality in areas already wealthy and predominantly white,
Pasadena’s Local Preference ordinance has been implemented successfully,
providing affordable housing opportunities to income-eligible households who
live and/or work in Pasadena. For example, the 69-unit Heritage Square senior
apartments, completed in 2016, achieved about 94 percent local preference
upon initial occupancy. The Theo apartments project was placed in service in
April 2020 with all nine of the inclusionary units leased to applicants who resided
and/or worked in Pasadena. Most recently, the 17-unit Decker/Gill affordable
homeownership project achieved approximately 75 percent local preference. In
addition, by adding a former resident set-aside, the City provides opportunities
to those that have already been displaced.
While local preference ordinances can benefit existing residents by allowing
them to remain in their City, local preference ordinances can affect regional
housing mobility by limiting the opportunities for low-income residents in other
cities to procure affordable housing in neighborhoods or cities with higher
resources and opportunities. In Pasadena, many of the City’s tracts are
considered areas of high and moderate resources, so it is likely that many
nonresidents would look for housing in the City. However, the City has prioritized
the needs of its existing residents and former residents that have been displaced
in response to public comments.
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Tenant Protection Ordinance (TPO)
The ordinance, adopted in 2004 and amended in 2017, requires landlords to
provide relocation benefits to tenants who are displaced under specific
circumstances. In 2019, the City amended the Ordinance to strengthen tenant
protections. The modified TPO now covers situations in which a change in
property ownership has occurred within 18 months prior to the tenant being
issued a notice of eviction, tenancy termination, or rent increase which exceeds
five percent plus the percentage annual change in the Consumer Price Index.
Other circumstances which require landlords to pay relocation benefits to
displaced tenants are: demolition, conversion to condominium, or permanent
removal of the unit from the rental market; occupancy by the landlord or
landlord’s family member; government order to vacate; or the displacement of
tenants from housing owned by educational institutions under certain situations.
Multi-family rental properties with two or more units on a single parcel are
subject to TPO. Single-family homes and condominium units are exempt from
TPO. In late 2020, the City provided funding to the Housing Rights Center to
enhance tenant protection and legal services. In early 2022, the City began
drafting updates to the administrative regulations of the TPO to close loopholes
associated with landlord evictions of tenants for improvements to units
(“renovictions”).
ADU Units
The City has gone above the State-mandated efforts to promote ADU
construction and rental to low- and moderate-income residents through:
Second Unit Pilot Program: The Housing Department launched the Second Unit
Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) Pilot Program to provide easy financing to
construct an ADU in exchange for leasing the unit to a “Section 8” housing choice
voucher holder for seven years. Other options include bringing an unpermitted
ADU (e.g., garage conversions) up to code for low- to moderate-income
households.
Pre-Approved Plans: City has initiated a program to produce pre-approved ADU
building plans to help reduce the cost to property owners of processing building
permits and getting a project more quickly to construction.
Reduced Residential Impact Fees: The City offers reduced impact fees for units
750 square or larger if the unit is rented to a lower income household, to a City’s
rental assistance client, or a family member.
The City has a dedicated page with ADU information on its City website:
https://www.cityofpasadena.net/planning/planning-division/communityplanning/accessory-dwelling-units/
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Sites Inventory Analysis
AB 686 requires a jurisdiction’s site inventory “…be used to identify sites
throughout the community, consistent with…” its duty to affirmatively further
fair housing. The number of units, location, and assumed affordability of
identified sites throughout the community (i.e., lower, moderate, and above
moderate income RHNA) relative to components of the assessment of fair
housing was integrated throughout the discussion in the fair housing assessment
section. The overall strategy for the Sites Inventory was to remain consistent
with established land use policy in the 2015 General Plan. The foundational
General Plan land use principle is to locate housing near transit and services,
largely within the eight specific plan areas. This practice also encourages private
investment in areas Like North Lake Avenue and East Colorado Boulevard with
more need since housing tends to attract services. The City identified sites based
on existing land use policy, current trends, and development feasibility within
the planning period, with income levels based on the 30 unit per acre default
density allowed under State law.
Since adoption of the General Plan in 2015, the City has been working to update
eight Specific Plans that implement General Plan land use policy, which calls for
substantially more housing in areas where the plans do not currently allow
housing, such as within the South Fair Oaks and East Colorado Specific Plan areas.
However, since only two of those amended specific plans have yet been
adopted—with the sixth others to be completed by 2023—the sites inventory
does not include many potential sites for new high-density residential
development. However, as shown in the Housing Resources section of this
element, the RHNA can be achieved using current zoning/specific plan
designations. The City’s ability to accommodate even more units in areas in highresource areas will expand with Specific Plan adoption, resulting in a more
extensive distribution of affordable housing.
As demonstrated throughout the assessment and in Table F-19, the City made
its best effort to distribute RHNA units in vacant and underutilized areas outside
of Specific Plan areas as well as within Specific Plan areas. For areas outside
specific plan zones, most units were classified as moderate-income or abovemoderate income. For example, virtually all of these sites in the Northwestern
Pasadena (about 282 units) have been included in the above moderate-income
RHNA category since densities fall below the default density of 30 units per acre.
Given that this area been identified as having a high concentration of lowerincome households, locating above-moderate income housing in this area is
expected to ameliorate conditions by attracting investment and the services that
follow.
Specific Plans have been developed for the purpose of creating regulatory
provisions that encourage focused residential development in the Central
District and Transit-Oriented Villages areas and along major travel corridors. By
locating the majority of RHNA units within these specific plan areas (4,709 of the
6,504), the City intends to focus investment in these areas in an environmentally
sustainable manner. While a majority of these RHNA units are lower-income in
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Specific Plan areas, private investment through housing is expected to
ameliorate conditions in these areas, specifically the Central District. The sites
inventory includes properties within Specific Plan areas that, similar to
properties that have been redeveloped over the past eight or so years, are
characterized by: 1) single-story commercial or industrial buildings that have not
had significant investment in many years, 2) parking lots not needed to support
demand of associated uses, and 3) retail commercial and office buildings for
which property owners have inquired with City Planning staff regarding reuse
potential. As such, these properties do not currently offer benefits to the
residents of the area as they could with housing.
While the proposed land use regulatory changes for each Specific Plan area were
not considered in this sites analysis, the Specific Plan updates are expected to
expand the available sites that can accommodate housing beyond RHNA
obligations, especially lower-income housing (Program 6).

Table F-19: Sites Inventory by Area
Affordability Level

Lower
Incomes
(0-80%
Areas
AMI)
Outside of Specific Plan Areas
Vacant
-Underutilized
291
Subtotal
291
Within Specific Plan Areas
Central District
1,421
East Colorado
572
East Pasadena
777
Fair Oaks/
102
Orange Grove
Lamanda Park
133
Lincoln
North Lake
South Fair Oaks
Subtotal
Total

171
97
3,273
3,564

Moderate
Income
(80-120%
AMI)

Above
Moderate
Income
(120%+
AMI)

Total

18
644
662

18
824
842

36
1,759
1,795

517
151
53

470
13
20

2,408
723
790
175

102
21

55

235
76

27
5
876
1,538

2
560
1,402

200
102
4,709
6,504
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Summary of Fair Housing Issues, Contributing
Factors, and Meaningful Actions
Below is a summary of the fair housing issues and contributing factors.
Contributing factors were evaluated and prioritized. Contributing factors were
prioritized based on their impact on fair housing issues as well as the City’s ability
to address the contributing factors. Prioritized contributing factors are
numbered.
Fair Housing Outreach and Enforcement
Issue #1: Limited public participation in fair housing activities and limited
enforcement.
Housing discrimination activities persist in Pasadena, with discrimination against
persons with disabilities (physical and mental) as the leading basis for
discrimination, followed by familial status. According to the 2020 AI, fair housing
discrimination may also go unreported, as many residents fear retaliation or are
unclear where to look for assistance with fair housing issues. In addition, a large
portion of listings for for-rent and for-sale ads contain discriminatory language,
primarily expressing preference for families, no-pet policy, and explicitly
requiring minimum income levels or rejecting Section 8 assistance. Overall,
participation in fair housing activities and programs has been mostly limited
despite extensive outreach efforts.
Also, while fair housing testing is included in the scope of activities for the Fair
Housing provider, no results of testing were provided in the 2020 AI nor could
they be found in the City website.
Contributing Factors
•

Lack of education in fair housing laws1

•

Limited participation in outreach events and fear of retaliation1

•

Lack of a variety of media to publicize fair housing resources 1

•

Lack of testing1

Evaluation and Prioritization
The analysis found that while there are fair housing services available to
residents, one of the biggest factors that limit its fair housing goals is low
participation, which in turn means low awareness of fair housing rights and laws.
Given the limited funds available to the City, the City will focus on expanding
awareness of the resources available citywide, as well as specifically to residents
in Northwest Pasadena.
Since fair housing services are provided by the Housing Rights Center, the City
will work the organization to provide targeted outreach not only of fair housing
services but monitor consistent testing and enforce federal, State, and local laws.
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Meaningful Actions
1.

Ongoing, publicize fair housing events and program information more
prominently on City website and at public locations. Expand methods
of outreach and education, especially through social media and
community-based organizations.
a.

At least annually make public announcements, via different
media (e.g., social media, newspaper ads, and public service
announcements at local radio and television channels) related
to fair housing programs and opportunities.

b.

In 2023, work with KPAS to create an informational video on
fair housing, including the new source of income protection.

c.

Annually, participate in diversity awareness events and
programs at a variety of locations throughout the City.

.
2.

Annually publicize outcomes of fair housing lawsuits and complaints to
promote the positive outcomes and resolutions.

3.

The City will conduct increased outreach in Northwest Pasadena to
increase awareness of housing resources, fair housing workshops, and
the City’s Tenant Protection Ordinance (Program 2).
a.

Specifically, annually conduct at least one workshop for CBOs
that serve Northwest Pasadena.

b.

Conduct at least one fair housing workshop in Spanish
annually.

4.

By 2023, engage a consultant to establish a method of measuring the
progress of fair housing practices which can include the index of
dissimilarity, the Regional Opportunity Index, and percentage of
residents experiencing extreme housing cost burdens. Report the
findings of these metrics as part of the city’s Housing Element Annual
Progress Report each April. Use information collected to adjust and
target community outreach.

5.

As enumerated in Program 20:
a.

Monitoring: Contracting with the Housing Rights Center, the
City will continue fair housing testing every two years starting
in 2022. Specifically, upon release of 2020 Census data,
random testing will be conducted that reflects the City’s
changing demographics and emerging fair housing trends.
Ensure fair housing testing is conducted in Northwest
Pasadena with disproportionate housing needs and
displacement risks.
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b.

Tenant Protection Ordinance: With additional City funding, the
Housing Rights Center will continue to provide tenant
protections counseling and legal services. City will continue
implementing the Housing Mediation Ordinance, which
oversees landlord-tenant disputes.

c.

“Renoviction” Protections: Adopt and begin implementation
of new renoviction protections by July 2022. Currently,
residents can be evicted due to renovation of the properties.
As a result, there is an emerging trend of such evictions. The
City is in the process of addressing this issue with modifications
to the administrative regulations of the Tenant Protections
Ordinance.

d.

Landlord Education. The Housing Department supports
landlord education through funding to the Housing Rights
Center (HRC) and partners with the HRC to conduct fair
housing workshops and informational flyers. Through the
contract, the City will expand outreach and education of the
State’s Source of Income Protection laws (SB 329 and SB 222)
defining public assistance, including housing choice vouchers
as legitimate source of income for housing. Also, the City will
develop materials regarding source of income protection for
distribution to property owners with ADUs and property
owners seeking building permits for small rental complexes
such as duplex and triplex developments.

e.

Tenant and Homeowner Education. The City will target
dissemination of Fair Housing Outreach information and
notices of available services and workshops in Northwest
neighborhoods identified with disproportionate housing
needs and displacement risks.

Segregation and Integration
Issue #2: Segregated living patterns with a concentration of minorities, persons
with disabilities, and low- and moderate-income households in Northwest
Pasadena and Central District tracts south of I-210. There is also a concentration
of HCV users in these areas.
Contributing Factors
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•

Location and type of affordable housing 1

•

Historical discriminatory practices1

•

Disinvestment in the 1970s2

•

Lack of private investments 2

•

Lack of public investments in specific neighborhoods, including services
or amenities2
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Evaluation and Prioritization
Patterns of concentration and segregation need to be addressed by providing
opportunities for lower-income residents to live in areas with higher resources.
The City’s strategy is to create housing opportunities, especially lower income
housing, across all neighborhoods of the City, to explore alternative housing
options, and to improve housing accessibility.

Meaningful Actions
As part of the City’s goal to create opportunities for people to find housing of all
types in all neighborhoods (Program 20):
1.

Continue the Second Unit Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) Pilot Program
to provide easy financing to construct an ADU in exchange for leasing
the unit to a Section 8 housing choice voucher holder for seven years.
Other options include bringing an unpermitted ADU (e.g., garage
conversions) up to code for low- to moderate income households. The
goal is to achieve 20 ADUs over eight years.

2.

Continue the program initiated with SCAG in 2021 to produce preapproved ADU building plans to help reduce the cost to property
owners of processing building permits and getting a project more
quickly to construction.

3.

Monitor and review all ADU programs in 2024 for effectiveness to
ensure ADU production and affordability goals are being achieved. As
necessary, adjust the incentives in 2025 to facilitate production.

4.

Continue to implement the 2021 modifications to the Local Preference
Ordinance for affordable housing (rental or ownership) developed with
City subsidy or under the Inclusionary Housing/Density Bonus
Ordinances. The modifications created a new priority category and a
new set-aside designed to address displacement (Over Housed Priority
and Former Resident Set-Aside (20 percent of available units).

5.

Increase visibility of the http://pasadenahousingsearch.com website by
publishing an article for the website annually in the City’s Pasadena-inFocus newsletter, which is sent to all Pasadena residents

6.

Work
with
SocialServe.com
(the
developer
of
the
http://pasadenahousingsearch.com website) to include areas of
opportunity as a search feature.

7.

In 2021, as part of its Missing Middle policy to address the growing need
for “missing middle” housing—rental units affordable to the low- and
moderate-income workforce—the City entered into a Public Benefit
Agreement with the California Statewide Communities Development
Authority for the acquisition of four existing apartment projects totaling
993 missing middle units (Westgate Apartments Phase I – 384 units,
Phase II and Ill - 340 units, Theo Apartments – 96 units, and The Hudson
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- 173 units). The City will consider additional projects if opportunities
arise during the planning period.
8.

Beginning in 2022, promote the City’s reduced residential impact fee
from $20,000 to $3,000 if the developer builds workforce units.
Currently, this reduction is not being widely utilized. Promote this
incentive during pre-application and initial project reviews.

9.

By the end of 2023, amend the General Plan to remove building caps.

The City has also committed to the following actions to explore alternative
housing options in Program 12 such that that by 2025:
10.

Create standards and a review process for the establishment of
affordable housing on properties owned by institutions via a zoning
code amendment..

11.

Investigate how the City or a partner organization may serve as the
property manager for property owners who construct ADUs but
wish to have a low-cost option for managing the rental.

12.

Explore the purchase of Caltrans I-710 properties for creative
housing types for lower-income and special need households.

In addition, the City committed to the following actions in the 2020 AI to improve
housing accessibility:
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13.

Continue to provide options for reduced parking as an incentive for
development of affordable, special needs, and transit-oriented
housing.

14.

Implement the Reasonable Accommodation ordinance. Periodically
analyze the City’s process to identify any constraints to the
development, maintenance, and improvement of housing for
persons with disabilities and take corrective measures

15.

Work with the fair housing service providers to educate landlords
and tenants on the reasonable accommodations process to reduce
the confusion surrounding this issue.
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Access to Opportunities
Issue #3: Lower access to opportunities in Northwest Pasadena.
Northwest Pasadena and the Central District directly south of I-210 were
classified as lower resource and areas of high poverty and segregation
(respectively) and had lower TCAC education, economic, and environmental
scores.
Contributing Factors
•

Location of lower quality schools in Northwest areas 2

•

Lack of access to local jobs2

•

Location near environmental pollutants (freeways) 2

•

Lack of private investments1

•

Lack of public investments in specific neighborhoods, including services
or amenities1

Evaluation and Prioritization
Disproportionate access to opportunities can be addressed with place-based
strategies to improve the conditions to existing residents. The contributing
factors that have the highest impact on the conditions on areas of need are the
lack of private and public investment. The City’s strategy is to continue to invest
public funds for the improvement of areas with low resources.
Meaningful Actions
Place-based strategies to improve the conditions in Northwest Pasadena and
Central District Tracts include:
1.

Continue to promote Transit Oriented Development in the Central
District (Program 7)/ In 2005, Pasadena adopted TOD standards to
encourage projects within a quarter-mile radius of light rail stations
and throughout the greater Central District, which has three stations.
Update all specific plans by the end of 2023 to implement new
standards that promote TOD, allowing more housing at higher density
within the Central District, Fair Oaks/Orange Grove, and N. Lake
Specific Plans.

2.

Facilitate affordable housing production.
a. Create a Menu of Affordable Housing Concessions by 2025
where developers can select during administrative review of
the project.
b. By 2023, establish reduced processing time for both
entitlement and plan checking for affordable housing projects
(with 50 percent or more for lower income households). The
goal is to reduce the plan check time from the current 30
days to 15 days. Prioritize processing of projects in Northwest
Pasadena.
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3.

Continue efforts to improve conditions in Northwest Pasadena
(Program 2) through:
a. Support of community building efforts through funding and
dedicated staff resources. Annually, through the CDBG funding
process, allocate available resources to support communitybuilding efforts, with the goal of assisting other City
departments to address public facility and infrastructure
improvements in the community.
b.

Working with the Northwest Commission to address
community concerns and support the long-term revitalization
of this area.

c.

ADU Pilot Program
•

The City currently has funding from the Inclusionary InLieu fee to provide grants for five ADUs under this pilot
program. The City will seek additional funding sources to
fund this program if funding is available. The City will
target Northwest Pasadena for funding.

•
•

d.

4.

Applying to CalFHA to be a lender for ADU construction;
as of early 2022, the application was awaiting approval.

Community Building Efforts: Support community building
efforts by funding organizations and dedicating staff resources
to support efforts, subject to funding availability. By FY 2022,
expand staff capacity (utilizing CDBG funds) to assist service
providers in Northwest Pasadena to apply for CDBG and
Pasadena Assistance Fund (endowment for human services).

Work with the Northwest Commission to address community concerns
and support long-term revitalization of this neighborhood. Conduct
meeting with the Commission at least once a year.Neighborhood
Improvements (infrastructure and community facility improvements):
Target 20 percent of public improvement funds under the CBDG
program to Northwest Pasadena.

Displacement
Issue #4: Communities with disproportionate housing needs (renter cost
burdens, overcrowding, and vulnerability to displacement) are concentrated
in Northwest Pasadena.
Northwest Pasadena neighborhoods have home values that have stayed lower
than the local median prices due to underinvestment in community
infrastructure, historic real estate practices that prevented people of color from
buying or renting homes in particular districts, and poorly performing local public
schools, among other factors. These lower-income areas contain houses with
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historic character and local shopping districts that people can walk to. With
home prices so high in most of the City, homebuyers and institutional investors
see value in historically undervalued areas and are buying houses at seemingly
bargain prices. They may be purchasing properties currently rented at affordable
rates, rehabilitating the home, and “flipping” them to be bought or rented at
higher prices. This practice often forces long-term residents to move.
Evaluation and Prioritization
All three contributing factors work in combination to create a community that is
at risk of displacement. As explained earlier, the areas with the disproportionate
needs and concentration of poverty and segregation have older housing with
lower home values but high historic values and transit. The City’s antidisplacement strategies include actions that directly address displacement as
well as providing affordable housing options and rental assistance.
Meaningful Actions
Anti-displacement actions included in Program 22 include:
1.

Monitor annually building and home sales activities in historically under
market neighborhoods to identify any adverse trends. If trends indicate
substantial displacement and changes in community character,
investigate effective means that can supplement existing City efforts.

2.

Investigate whether imposition of a vacancy tax would result in keeping
properties in the rental and for-sale markets and not held vacant by
owners waiting for the market to shift upwards.

3.

Continue to implement the 2021 modifications to the Local Preference
Ordinance for affordable housing (rental or ownership) developed with
City subsidy or under the Inclusionary Housing/Density Bonus
Ordinances. The modifications created a new set-aside category for
former Pasadena residents designed to address displacement and a
new priority category for residents who are “over-housed”.
a.

Former Resident Set-aside: Many residents who are being
priced out of Pasadena are disproportionately minority. This
priority is for people who were priced out within the last ten
years. Twenty percent of the affordable units up to 50 units
are being set aside for this category. By 2025, evaluate the
effectiveness of this priority and consider modifications and
increase the cap.

b.

Over-Housed Priority: Many older naturally affordable homes
(with three or more bedrooms) are being occupied by empty
nesters. These households are “over-housed” but have limited
trade down options in Pasadena due to price. This priority
allows the over-housed households to access smaller City
deed-restricted affordable units and be able to remain in the
community.
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The City has also committed to preserving affordable housing options (Program
15) and providing rental and financial assistance (Program 13 and Program 12)
through the following actions:
4.

Continue preservation of deed-restricted housing, focusing on housing
projects at risk of conversion.

5.

Continue activities to preserve market rate affordable housing through
rehabilitation loans. Inform builders of the option to satisfy inclusionary
housing ordinance requirements through acquisition/rehabilitation of
rental properties.
a.

At the predevelopment review stage, inform builders of the
option to fulfill inclusionary requirements
with
acquisition/rehabilitation.

b.

Beginning in 2023 and updating annually, generate a list of
small older multi-family rental properties for potential
acquisition/rehabilitation and deed restriction. Target
properties in Northwest Pasadena.

6.

Increase the availability of rental vouchers by applying for special needs
or other vouchers when available. Annually, pursue opportunities for
increasing voucher allocations to Pasadena.

7.

Work with local property owners and landlords on an ongoing basis to
encourage their willingness to accept vouchers and thus increase the
supply of units citywide where vouchers can be used.

8.

In 2023, investigate the feasibility of enacting local rent stabilization
controls that reflect conditions unique to Pasadena.

9.

Contingent on availability, provide funding support for the production,
rehabilitation, and preservation of up to 90 affordable units annually

10. Continue to provide reduced fees for the new affordable housing units.
For ADU construction, comply with State requirement to waiver local
impact fees. In addition, continue to offer local impact fee waiver for
units that exceed the State size requirements if the units are available
for family members, deed restricted for seven years as low-income
housing, or rent exclusively to Housing Choice Voucher households. In
2024, evaluate the current approach to creating affordable ADUs and
develop a program to waive fees, as legally feasible, for affordable
ADUs.
11. Look for additional opportunities to convert existing market rate
housing to affordable units, such as through the CSCDA “missing
middle” program. Also, to continue to provide affordable housing to
these communities, the 2020 AI included actions to:
•
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housing units and affordable housing projects that
received City funding or incentives.
•

Annually monitor to verify that each builder follows
procedures and requirements for tenant or
homebuyer selection.
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ATTACHMENT C
MATRIX OF RESPONSES TO HCD CORRECTIONS

REVIEW AND REVISION
HCD Review Comments on the Draft Housing Element in Letter
Dated October 11, 2021

How HCD Comments Have Been Addressed in the December 2021
Revised Housing Element
The Housing Task Force considered HCD comments and determined that
the assessment contained in the draft Element reviewed by HCD aligns
well with the priorities expressed by the Task Force and community needs
and that many programs can be appropriately carried forward without
adjustment. Language was added to the assessment to explain why a
program is being continued, modified, or eliminated.

The element must evaluate the effectiveness of prior programs and
appropriately adjust goals, objectives, policies, and programs. For
example, many programs are continued without adjustment. Further, HCD
received substantial public comments regarding past programs and these
comments should be considered as part of this evaluation and adjustment
of program in the 6th cycle.
In addition, as part of the review of programs in the past cycle, the
element must provide an evaluation of the cumulative effectiveness of
goals, policies, and related actions in meeting the housing needs of special
needs populations (e.g., elderly, persons with disabilities, large
households, female headed households, farmworkers, and persons
experiencing homelessness).

HCD Review Comments on the Draft Housing Element Revised No.
2 in Letter Dated February 25, 2022

How HCD Comments Have Been Addressed in the May 2022
Revised Housing Element
Appendix D was revised to further describe program efficacy and
why a program was continued, modified, or deleted. An extensive
public engagement process considered all public comments, and
those that align with City program priorities have been included.
Information about public comment was included in the Housing Plan

The revised element provided an adequate evaluation of the cumulative
effectiveness of goals, policies, and related actions in meeting the housing
needs of special needs populations (e.g., elderly, persons with disabilities,
large households, female-headed households, farmworkers, and persons
experiencing homelessness). However, the element generally lacks an
evaluation of the effectiveness of prior programs and an appropriate
adjustment to goals, objectives, policies, and programs. Further, the
element must still address public comments regarding past programs and
these comments should be considered as part of this evaluation and
adjustment of program in the 6th cycle.

chapter under Public Engagement.

1

HOUSING NEEDS, RESOURCES, and CONSTRAINTS
HCD Review Comments on the Draft Housing Element in Letter
Dated October 11, 2021

How HCD Comments Have Been Addressed in the December 2021
Revised Housing Element
Appendix F was updated to include the discussion and analysis requested.

Affirmatively further[ing] fair housing (AFFH)
Concentrated Areas of Poverty and Affluence: The element notes there are
not Racially and Ethnically Concentrated Areas of Poverty (R/E CAP) in the
City. However, the element also identifies an area of High Segregation and
Poverty utilizing HCD and TCAC Opportunity Areas maps and as a result, it
should include a specific analysis of these areas including trends,
investment, past policies, local data and knowledge and other relevant
factors. In addition, the element states there are no block groups with
racial/ethnic minority populations below 20 percent; therefore, Pasadena
is not an area of concentrated area of affluence. However, the element
should include discussion and analysis of household incomes relative to
the rest of the region and whether any trends present potential barriers to
AFFH.

Appendix F, the AFFH analysis, was augmented to provide the discussion
and analysis requested regarding the relationship of the sites inventory
and concentrations of minority and low-income households.

Sites Inventory: The element reports percentages of the regional housing
need allocation (RHNA) by income group based on different
concentrations of socio-economic characteristics but should also include
analysis of the magnitude of the impact of identified sites relative to the
number of households and whether the identification of sites exacerbates
or improves existing conditions. This analysis should also discuss impacts
at a neighborhood level and the element should include policies and
program as appropriate.

Appendix F, the AFFH analysis, was augmented to summarize public
comments regarding AFFH issues and to provide the discussion and
analysis requested.

Local Data and Knowledge: The element should incorporate local data and
knowledge of the jurisdiction into the Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing
(AFFH) section. To assist in meeting this requirement, the element should
provide local data not captured in regional, state, or federal data analysis.
In addition, HCD received many useful comments regarding AFFH,
particularly from Our Future LA Coalition, Affordable Housing Services,
Abundant Housing LA, and Pasadena Affordable Housing Coalition. The
2

City should consider these valuable and important comments across all
components of the AFFH analysis and programs.
Appendix F, the AFFH analysis, was augmented to provide the discussion
and analysis requested, and discussion has been augmented regarding
regional housing mobility.

Other Relevant Factors: The element includes some discussion of other
relevant factors such as past restrictive covenants and redlining as well as
freeway construction and efforts related to Northwest Pasadena. The
element should include additional analysis of the effectiveness of efforts in
Northwest Pasadena and add or modify programs as appropriate. In
addition, the element describes the City’s local preference policy but
should also discuss the impacts of this policy on housing mobility on a
regional level.

The AFFH analysis was expanded to describe factors contributing to fair
housing issues and to present actions the City has taken to address
adverse consequences of past practices and protect against future
violation of fair housing laws.

Contributing Factors to Fair Housing Issues: The element must identify and
prioritize contributing factors to fair housing issues. Contributing factors
create, contribute to, perpetuate, or increase the severity of fair housing
issues and are fundamental to adequate goals and actions. Examples
include community opposition to affordable housing, housing
discrimination, land use and zoning laws, lack of regional cooperation,
location and type or lack of affordable housing and lack of public or private
investment in areas of opportunity or affordable housing choices.

The City augmented discussion of existing programs and added new
actions to directly address housing mobility enhancement, new housing
choices for lower-income households in high opportunity areas, placebased strategies for community preservation (anti-gentrification
measures), and displacement protection.

Goals, Actions, Metrics, and Milestones: The element must be revised to
add or modify goals and actions based on the outcomes of a complete
analysis. Goals and actions must specifically respond to the analysis and to
the identified and prioritized contributing factors to fair housing issues and
must be significant and meaningful enough to overcome identified
patterns and trends. Actions must have specific commitment, metrics and
milestones as appropriate and must address housing mobility
enhancement, new housing choices and affordability in high opportunity
areas, place-based strategies for community preservation and
revitalization and displacement protection.

The needs of ELI households mirror those of by VLI households, which
had been analyzed. Information was added in this regard.

Extremely Low-Income (ELI) Households: While the element includes a
general description and identifies the projected number of ELI households,
it must still analyze their existing housing needs. This is particularly
3

important given the unique and disproportionate needs of ELI households.
For example, the element should analyze tenure, cost burden,
overcrowding and other household characteristics then examine trends
and the availability of resources to determine the magnitude of gaps in
housing needs. For additional information, see the Building Blocks at
http://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/buildingblocks/housing-needs/extremely-low-income-housing-needs.shtml.
Additional information from City Code Compliance Staff was added to the
analysis. No new programs are warranted.

Housing Conditions: The element identifies the age of the housing stock.
However, the element should also estimate the number of units in need of
rehabilitation and replacement. For example, the analysis could include
estimates from the City’s inspection programs, a recent windshield survey
or sampling or information from knowledgeable builders/developers and
neighborhood advocacy groups. Programs should be added or modified
based on the outcomes of a complete analysis.

The sites table was updated to reflect actual affordability levels where
known. Inclusionary and density bonus units have their affordability
maintained via covenants.

Sites Inventory.
RHNA Progress: The City’s RHNA may be reduced by the number of new
units pending, approved, permitted or built since July 1, 2021 by
demonstrating availability and affordability based on rents, sale prices or
other mechanisms ensuring affordability (e.g., deed restrictions). The
element notes 1,277 units affordable to various income groups. However,
the element should account for whether the units will likely be built during
the planning period and specifically demonstrate affordability on a project
basis utilizing rents, sale prices or other mechanisms ensuring affordability
(e.g., deed restrictions). Since these are actual projects, this analysis may
not utilize density as a factor to demonstrate affordability.

The sites inventory database was updated to include requested
information.

Sites Inventory: The sites inventory lists sites by address, assessor parcel
number, parcel size, general plan, zoning, specific plan, and number of
units but should also clearly distinguish between vacant and nonvacant
sites. For nonvacant sites, parcels should be listing by existing uses and the
description should be sufficiently detailed to facilitate an analysis of the
potential for additional development in the planning period.
4

Additional documentation was added to the sites inventory
demonstrating that projects subject to the Inclusionary Housing
Ordinance (10+ units) achieve or exceed the maximum permitted
densities. Additional discussion was included to analyze and document
the trend of 100 percent nonresidential uses.

Realistic Capacity: The element mentions an assumption of 90 percent of
maximum allowable densities to calculate residential capacity on identified
sites. However, the element should include additional and clear supporting
information on typical densities of existing or approved residential
developments at a similar affordability level. For example, the element
could clearly list other recent projects, the zone, acreage, built density,
allowable density, level of affordability and presence of exceptions such as
a density bonus.
In addition, the element appears to assume residential development on
sites with zoning that allows 100 percent nonresidential uses, but to
support this assumption, the element must analyze the likelihood of
residential development in zoning where 100 percent nonresidential uses
are allowed. The analysis should be based on factors such as development
trends including nonresidential, performance standards requiring
residential uses or other relevant factors such as enhanced policies and
programs. For example, the element could analyze all development
activity in these nonresidential zones, how often residential development
occurs and adjust residential capacity calculations, policies, and programs
accordingly. For addition information, see HCD’s Housing Element Sites
Inventory Guidebook at https://www.hcd.ca.gov/communitydevelopment/housing-element/housing-element-memos.shtml.

The eight active applications to replace existing single-unit residences
were documented in the sites inventory. An analysis was done to clearly
demonstrate that existing uses of nonvacant sites are not an impediment
to additional residential development.

Suitability of Nonvacant Sites: The element offers a high-level analysis of
sites and their suitability for residential development. However, the
element must include an analysis to demonstrate the potential for
redevelopment. The analysis shall consider factors including, but not
limited to, the extent existing uses constitute an impediment, recent
developments, development trends and market conditions. For example,
the element identifies over 30 acres of nonvacant sites in the RM-12 zone
based on inquiries from property owners but must also include analysis of
trends relative to identified sites and characteristics of sites that
demonstrate the potential for additional development.
In addition, the element appears to rely on nonvacant sites to
accommodate 50 percent or more of the RHNA for lower-income
5

households. For your information, the housing element must demonstrate
existing uses are not an impediment to additional residential development
and will likely discontinue in the planning period. (Gov. Code, § 65583.2,
subd. (g)(2).) Absent findings (e.g., adoption resolution) based on
substantial evidence, the existing uses will be presumed to impede
additional residential development and will not be utilized toward
demonstrating adequate sites to accommodate the RHNA.
A program was added to address the specific requirement regarding a
replacement housing program.

Replacement Housing Requirements: If the sites inventory identifies
sites with existing residential uses, it must identify whether the current
residential uses are affordable to lower-income households or describe
whether the additional residential development on the site requires
the demolition of the existing residential use. For nonvacant sites with
existing, vacated, or demolished residential uses and occupied by, or
subject to an affordability requirement for, lower-income households
within the last five years there must be a replacement housing program
for units affordable to lower-income households. (Gov. Code, §
65583.2, subd. (g)(3).) Absent a replacement housing program, these
sites should not be utilized toward the regional housing need
allocation. The replacement housing program has the same
requirements as set forth in Government Code section 65915,
subdivision (c)(3). The housing element must be revised to include an
analysis and a program, if necessary.

The requested information was added to the sites inventory.

Sites Identified in Prior Planning Periods: Sites identified in prior planning
periods shall not be deemed adequate to accommodate the housing needs
for lower-income households unless a program, meeting statutory
requirements, requires rezoning within three years. The element should
clarify if sites were identified in prior planning periods and if so, which
sites and include a program if utilizing previously identified sites in the
current planning period. For more information on program requirements,
please see HCD’s Housing Element Sites Inventory Guidebook at
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/housingelement/housing-element-memos.shtml.
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The sites analysis did not include sites less than 0.5 acres in size for lowerincome housing.

Small Sites: Sites less than 0.5 acres in size are deemed inadequate to
accommodate housing for lower-income housing unless it is demonstrated
that sites of equivalent size were successfully developed during the prior
planning period for an equivalent number of lower-income housing units
as projected for the site or unless the housing element describes other
evidence to HCD that the site is adequate to accommodate housing for
lower-income households. (Gov. Code, § 65583.2, subd. (c)(2)(A)&(B).) For
example, the analysis could describe trends in facilitating affordability on
small sites, potential for lot consolidation or zoning, policies or programs
that will facilitate consolidation or development comparable to sizes of
typical affordable developments (e.g., 50 to 150 units).

Information was added to address each additional minor point. These
changes do not affect any policies or programs.

Zoning for a Variety of Housing Types:
• Emergency Shelters: The element must identify a zone(s) to permit
emergency shelters without discretionary action and sufficient to
accommodate the need for emergency shelters. Currently, the element
appears to identify insufficient capacity to accommodate the need for
emergency shelters and should include programs as appropriate to zone
additional capacity. In addition, the element should discuss available
acreage, including typical parcel sizes and the presence of reuse
opportunities proximity to transportation and services and any conditions
inappropriate for human habitability. Finally, the element should analyze
development standards, including parking requirements which appear
inconsistent with recent changes to law (AB 139).
• Transitional Housing: Transitional and supportive housing must be
permitted as a residential use in all zones and only subject to those
restrictions that apply to other residential dwellings of the same type in
the same zone. These uses appear to be excluded from low density
residential zones (Table B-3). The element must demonstrate compliance
with these statutory requirements and include a program, as appropriate.
• Employee Housing Act: The element states the City does not have
agricultural land and as a result does not have zoning responsive to the
needs of farmworkers. However, regardless of need or presence of
agricultural land. The City must demonstrate zoning in compliance with the
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Employee Housing Act (Health and Safety Code, § 17000 et seq.) or include
programs as appropriate to establish zoning by a specified date.
Specifically, Health and Safety Code section 17021.5 requires employee
housing for six or fewer employees to be treated as a single-family
structure and permitted in the same manner as other dwellings of the
same type in the same zone. Section 17021.6 requires employee housing
consisting of no more than 12 units or 36 beds to be permitted in the same
manner as other agricultural uses in the same zone.
Discussion of environmental constraints was augmented in Appendix B.

Environmental Constraints: The element must include analysis of potential
environmental constraints and any known conditions that preclude
development on sites listed in the inventory. This analysis may describe
any mitigation or other measures that impact the availability of sites.

A paragraph was added to the site inventory discussion.

Infrastructure: The element must demonstrate sufficient existing or
planned water, sewer and dry utilities capacity to accommodate the
regional housing need allocation in the planning period. For additional
information, see the Building Blocks at
http://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/building-blocks/siteinventory-analysis/analysis-of-sites-and-zoning.shtml#environmental.
In addition, water and sewer service providers must establish specific
procedures to grant priority water and sewer service to developments
with units affordable to lower-income households. (Gov. Code, § 65589.7.)
Local governments are required to immediately deliver the housing
element to water and sewer service providers. The element must
demonstrate compliance with these requirements or include a program as
appropriate.

This analysis was captured in the revised discussion.

Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs): The element relies on 1,245 Accessory
Dwelling Unit to accommodate a portion of the City’s RHNA, including for
lower-income households. The element appears to rely on the number of
applications in 2019 and 2020. While this information may be utilized to
inform the potential for ADUs in the planning period, the analysis should
be based on permitted ADUs and the approval information should be
ancillary to permitted ADUs. For your information, HCD records indicate
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permitted ADUs of 13 in 2018, 16 in 2019 and 79 in 2020. The element
should reconcile these numbers and adjust assumptions as appropriate.
The City included the more detailed sites inventory in the second
submittal and will submit the standard form once HCD has concurred that
the inventory fulfills the requirements of the law.

Electronic Site Inventory: For your information, pursuant to Government
Code section 65583.3, subdivision (b), the City must utilize standards,
forms, and definitions adopted by HCD when preparing the sites inventory.
Please see HCD’s housing element webpage at
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/housingelement/index.shtml for a copy of the form and instructions. The City can
reach out to HCD at sitesinventory@hcd.ca.gov for technical assistance.
Please note, upon adoption of the housing element, the City must submit
an electronic version of the sites inventory with its adopted housing
element to sitesinventory@hcd.ca.gov.

Analysis of parking requirements was included on page B-15 of the draft
element. Table B-5 summarized the development standards for all multifamily and mixed-use zones outside the Specific Plan areas. Additional
language was added regarding specific plan caps and the City’s intent to
suspend the caps. The relationship between the IHO program to density
bonus regulations was described on page B-17 of the housing element.
The City’s density bonus ordinance was discussed throughout appendix B
and constraints specifically discussed on page B-17. All City processing
and impact fees were presented in Tables B-8 and B-9 in Appendix B –
Constraints.

Government Constraints
Land Use Controls: The element must identify and analyze all relevant land
use controls impacts as potential constraints on a variety of housing types.
The analysis should analyze land use controls independently and
cumulatively with other land use controls. The analysis should specifically
address requirements related to parking and heights. The analysis should
address any impacts on cost, supply, housing choice, affordability, timing,
approval certainty and ability to achieve maximum densities and include
programs to address identified constraints. In addition, this analysis should
address the following:
• Specific Plans: The element mentions caps general plan development
caps on specific plans and exemptions for affordable housing; however, it
must specifically analyze the impacts of caps on residential capacity on
identified sites and overall impacts on housing supply and cost.
• Inclusionary Requirements: The element must identify the components
and all pertinent procedures related to inclusionary housing requirements
and analyze impacts on the cost, supply and timing of housing. The
analysis must evaluate the implementation framework, including levels of
mandated affordability and the types of options and incentives offered to
encourage and facilitate compliance with the inclusionary requirements.
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This analysis should also address the relationship to State Density Bonus
Law pursuant to Government Code section 65915.
• State Density Bonus Law: The element must describe and analyze the
City’s density bonus ordinance, including any discretionary actions or other
related procedures for compliance with Government Code section 65915.
Local Processing and Permit Procedures: The element provides a general
overview of the City’s processing and permit procedures. However, the
element must describe and analyze the development application process
and all related procedures including design review and decision-making
criteria for their impact on housing cost, supply, timing, and approval
certainty. For example, the element should describe the procedures for a
typical single family and multifamily development. The analysis should
address the approval body, the number of public hearing if any, approval
findings and any other relevant information. Finally, the element notes a
development may trigger a Planning Commission or Design Commission
review. The analysis should address what triggers this type of review and
all components of the review that may impact housing supply, cost and
approval findings.
Zoning and Fee Transparency: The City must address whether it has
complied with new transparency laws requiring all zoning and
development standards for each parcel to be provided on the jurisdiction’s
website (Gov. Code, § 65940.1 (a)(1)(B)).
Housing for Persons with Disabilities: While the element briefly describes
its reasonable accommodation procedures, it should further evaluate its
reasonable accommodation criteria and process, including approval
findings. For example, the element notes a process similar to a minor
variance which involves findings related to hardship provisions that are not
appropriate for providing reasonable accommodation and act as a barrier
to housing for persons with disabilities. In addition, group homes for seven
or more persons appears to be excluded from several zones allowing
residential uses and subject to a conditional use permit. The element

Detailed text was added to Appendix B: Constraints of the Housing
Element to explain processing and permit procedures. Text addresses
design review triggers and impacts of conducting design review.

The information was added to the Constraints section.

The was revised to indicate the current reasonable accommodation
process may be considered time consuming and costly and that Program
16 calls for the program to be revised to comply with State law.
Under the Transitional and Supportive Housing subheading, additional
discussion was included regarding group homes for seven or more
persons. Program 9 was expanded to include residential care facilities.
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should evaluate these requirements as constraints and include programs
as appropriate.

HCD Review Comments on the Draft Housing Element Revised No.
2 in Letter Dated February 25, 2022
Affirmatively further[ing] fair housing (AFFH)

How HCD Comments Have Been Addressed in the May 2022
Revised Housing Element
Appendix F was augmented to provide the discussion and analysis
requested.

Local Data and Knowledge: The element should incorporate local data and
knowledge of the jurisdiction into the Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing
(AFFH) section. To assist in meeting this requirement, the element should
provide local data not captured in regional, state, or federal data analysis.
While the City does incorporate comments regarding AFFH from Our
Future LA Coalition, Abundant Housing LA, and Pasadena Affordable
Housing Coalition, it must still provide more evidence of outreach
conducted for AFFH and show how that local data is integrated into the
overall AFFH analysis.
Other Relevant Factors: The element was revised to include further
discussion of other relevant factors such as past restrictive covenants and
redlining as well as freeway construction and efforts related to Northwest
Pasadena. The element was also revised to include additional analysis of
the effectiveness of efforts in Northwest Pasadena and programs were
modified as needed. However, the element must still provide more
information on City’s local preference policy and should also discuss the
impacts of this policy on housing mobility on a regional level. The analysis
should also further assess and address concerns that the policy
perpetuates existing patterns of segregation within the City.
Goals, Actions, Metrics, and Milestones: While the element has been
revised to include some actions in Appendix F (pp. 68-75), based on the
outcomes of a complete analysis, these actions must be significant and
meaningful to overcome patterns of segregation and foster more inclusive
communities, including specific commitment, metrics and milestones as
appropriate and must address housing mobility enhancement, new
housing choices and affordability in high opportunity areas, place-based

This information was added.

New text was added to Appendix F and the targeted programs section of
the Housing Plan chapter.
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strategies for community preservation and revitalization and displacement
protection. Please see HCD’s prior review.

Previous Comment:
Goals, Actions, Metrics, and Milestones: The element must be revised
to add or modify goals and actions based on the outcomes of a
complete analysis. Goals and actions must specifically respond to the
analysis and to the identified and prioritized contributing factors to fair
housing issues and must be significant and meaningful enough to
overcome identified patterns and trends. Actions must have specific
commitment, metrics and milestones as appropriate and must address
housing mobility enhancement, new housing choices and affordability
in high opportunity areas, place-based strategies for community
preservation and revitalization and displacement protection.
Extremely Low-Income (ELI) Households: The element generally was not
revised to address this requirement. Please see HCD’s prior review.

Additional information was added to the element beginning on page A-5
to analyze the needs of ELI households.

Previous comment:
Include an analysis of population and employment trends and
documentation of projections and a quantification of the locality's existing
and projected needs for all income levels, including extremely low-income
households. (Gov. Code, § 65583, subd. (a)(1).)
Extremely Low-Income (ELI) Households: While the element includes a
general description and identifies the projected number of ELI households,
it must still analyze their existing housing needs. This is particularly
important given the unique and disproportionate needs of ELI households.
For example, the element should analyze tenure, cost burden,
overcrowding and other household characteristics then examine trends
and the availability of resources to determine the magnitude of gaps in
housing needs. For additional information, see the Building Blocks at
http://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/buildingblocks/housing-needs/extremely-low-income-housing-needs.shtml.
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Housing Conditions: The element generally was not revised to address this
requirement. Please see HCD’s prior review.
Previous comment:

Information was added that indicates the City has identified an average of
359 units annually in need of rehabilitation and/or replacement due to
code violations. The City is able to identify and address substandard unit
conditions continuously.

Include an analysis and documentation of household characteristics,
including level of payment compared to ability to pay, housing
characteristics, including overcrowding, and housing stock condition. (Gov.
Code, § 65583, subd. (a)(2).)
Housing Conditions: The element identifies the age of the housing stock.
However, the element should also estimate the number of units in need of
rehabilitation and replacement. For example, the analysis could include
estimates from the City’s inspection programs, a recent windshield survey
or sampling or information from knowledgeable builders/developers and
neighborhood advocacy groups. Programs should be added or modified
based on the outcomes of a complete analysis.
Sites Inventory.
RHNA Progress: The element generally was not revised to address this
requirement. Please see HCD’s prior review.

The response matrix information was integrated into the element to
document actual affordability of pipeline projects. The sites inventory
database was updated to include the additional information requested.

Previous comment:

RHNA Progress: The City’s RHNA may be reduced by the number of new
units pending, approved, permitted or built since July 1, 2021 by
demonstrating availability and affordability based on rents, sale prices
or other mechanisms ensuring affordability (e.g., deed restrictions). The
element notes 1,277 units affordable to various income groups.
However, the element should account for whether the units will likely
be built during the planning period and specifically demonstrate
affordability on a project basis utilizing rents, sale prices or other
mechanisms ensuring affordability (e.g., deed restrictions). Since these
are actual projects, this analysis may not utilize density as a factor to
demonstrate affordability.
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While the element now supports capacity assumptions relative to
maximum allowable densities, it still must account for the likelihood of 100
percent nonresidential uses. For example, the element includes some
reasons why residential might occur in these zones and selects a few
projects from the past, it still must address the likelihood of 100 percent
nonresidential uses. For example, the element should examine all
development activity in the pertinent zones, examine how often 100
percent nonresidential uses occur and account for that likelihood in the
calculation of residential capacity.
Suitability of Nonvacant Sites: The element generally was not revised to
address this requirement. Please see HCD’s prior review.

Discussion was included to document residential projects replacing
commercial uses on sites that allow 100 percent nonresidential uses.

The active applications to replace existing single-unit residences with
multiple units was documented in the sites inventory.

In addition, as noted in the prior review, the element appears to rely on
nonvacant sites to accommodate 50 percent or more of the RHNA for
lower-income households. For your information, the housing element
must demonstrate existing uses are not an impediment to additional
residential development and will likely discontinue in the planning period.
(Gov. Code, § 65583.2, subd. (g)(2).) Absent findings (e.g., adoption
resolution) based on substantial evidence, the existing uses will be
presumed to impede additional residential development and will not be
utilized toward demonstrating adequate sites to accommodate the RHNA.
Replacement Housing Requirements: The element generally was not
revised to address this requirement. Please see HCD’s prior review.
Sites Identified in Prior Planning Periods: Sites identified in prior planning
periods shall not be deemed adequate to accommodate the housing needs
for lower-income households unless a program, meeting statutory
requirements, requires rezoning within three years. The element now
clarifies which sites were identified in prior planning periods, but it must
also, as noted in the prior review, include a program if utilizing previously
identified sites in the current planning period. For more information on
program requirements, please see HCD’s Housing Element Sites Inventory
Guidebook at https://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/housingelement/housing-element-memos.shtml.

Language was added to program 6 (housing sites) to specifically address
the requirement regarding a replacement housing program.
The requested information was added to the sites inventory discussion.
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Small Sites: The element generally was not revised to address this
requirement. Please see HCD’s prior review.
Environmental Constraints: The element generally was not revised to
address this requirement. Please see HCD’s prior review.
Infrastructure: While the element now explains that procedures are
available to grant priority water and sewer service to developments with
units affordable to lower-income households, it must still clarify sufficient
capacity to accommodate the RHNA as noted in the prior review.

Discussion was added.

A thorough discussion of environmental constraints was added to the end
of Appendix B and was part of the second draft element provided to HCD.
Discussion was included in Appendix B, constraints.

Infrastructure: The element must demonstrate sufficient existing or
planned water, sewer and dry utilities capacity to accommodate the
regional housing need allocation in the planning period. For additional
information, see the Building Blocks at
http://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/building-blocks/siteinventoryanalysis/analysis-of-sites-and-zoning.shtml#environmental.
Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs): As noted in HCD’s prior review, while the
number of applications can be utilized to inform the potential for ADUs in
the planning period, the analysis should be based on permitted ADUs and
the approval information should be ancillary to permitted ADUs. In
response, the element continues to utilize applications in estimating the
number of ADUs in the planning period. Please see HCD’s prior review for
additional information.
Electronic Site Inventory: As noted in the prior review, pursuant to
Government Code section 65583.3, subdivision (b), the City must utilize
standards, forms, and definitions adopted by HCD when preparing the
sites inventory and submit an electronic version of the sites inventory.
While the City has submitted an electronic version of the sites inventory,
any future adopted versions of the element must also submit the
electronic version of the sites inventory.
Zoning for a Variety of Housing Types

The sites inventory was updated to reflect building permits issued.

The city will continue to submit the standard form as noted.

Additional information regarding homeless service was added to
Appendix A. Additional information was to the sites analysis to report
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• Emergency Shelters: The element generally was not revised to address
this requirement. Please see HCD’s prior review.
•

availability of sites for additional emergency shelters. Parking
requirements are reflected in Appendix B. Program 23 was updated to
include emergency shelter regulations, ensure proper use regulations are
included, and address employee housing with six or fewer residents.

Emergency Shelters: The element must identify a zone(s) to permit
emergency shelters without discretionary action and sufficient to
accommodate the need for emergency shelters. Currently, the element
appears to identify insufficient capacity to accommodate the need for
emergency shelters and should include programs as appropriate to
zone additional capacity. In addition, the element should discuss
available acreage, including typical parcel sizes and the presence of
reuse opportunities proximity to transportation and services and any
conditions inappropriate for human habitability. Finally, the element
should analyze development standards, including parking
requirements which appear inconsistent with recent changes to law
(AB 139).

• Transitional Housing: The element now includes a program that appears
intended to amend zoning to comply with state law regarding transitional
housing, but it does not address HCD’s prior finding. This Program
(Program 9 – Removal of Constraints) should specifically amend zoning and
comply with law, including addressing exclusion of these uses in lower
density residential zoning districts as noted in the prior review.


Transitional Housing: Transitional and supportive housing must be
permitted as a residential use in all zones and only subject to those
restrictions that apply to other residential dwellings of the same type
in the same zone. These uses appear to be excluded from low density
residential zones (Table B-3). The element must demonstrate
compliance with these statutory requirements and include a program,
as appropriate.
• Employee Housing: The element generally was not revised to address
this requirement. Please see HCD’s prior review.
Employee Housing Act: The element states the City does not have
agricultural land and as a result does not have zoning responsive to the
needs of farmworkers. However, regardless of need or presence of
agricultural land. The City must demonstrate zoning in compliance with the
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Employee Housing Act (Health and Safety Code, § 17000 et seq.) or include
programs as appropriate to establish zoning by a specified date.
Specifically, Health and Safety Code section 17021.5 requires employee
housing for six or fewer employees to be treated as a single-family
structure and permitted in the same manner as other dwellings of the
same type in the same zone. Section 17021.6 requires employee housing
consisting of no more than 12 units or 36 beds to be permitted in the same
manner as other agricultural uses in the same zone.
Government Constraints
The element generally was not revised to address this requirement. Please
see HCD’s prior review. In addition, from the prior review, the element
must address the following:
• Specific Plans: The element was not revised to analyze development caps
in specific plans. Further, Program 9 (Removal of Constraints) does not
appear to specifically commit to remove development caps. The element
should include analysis and add or modify program as appropriate.

The Housing Element was updated to include action in Program 9 that
committed the City to removing the development caps in the General
Plan and Specific Plans. The December 29, 2021 response matrix
addressed at length the comments raised in the prior letter, particularly
regarding parking, building heights, specific plans, the inclusionary
ordinance, density bonus regulations, and density bonus.

• Inclusionary Requirements: The element generally was not revised to
address this requirement. Please see HCD’s prior review.


Inclusionary Requirements: The element must identify the
components and all pertinent procedures related to inclusionary
housing requirements and analyze impacts on the cost, supply and
timing of housing. The analysis must evaluate the implementation
framework, including levels of mandated affordability and the types of
options and incentives offered to encourage and facilitate compliance
with the inclusionary requirements. This analysis should also address
the relationship to State Density Bonus Law pursuant to Government
Code section 65915.
• State Density Bonus Law: While the element includes Program 10
(Regulatory Incentives) to revise the City’s density bonus ordinance, the
Program should include specific commitment to not subject requests
under State Density Bonus Law to discretionary actions.
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Local Processing and Permit Procedures: The element generally was not
revised to address this requirement. Please see HCD’s prior review.

Extensive information was included in Appendix B of the December 29,
2021 draft. Text was also added to review triggers and the impacts of
conducting design review.

Local Processing and Permit Procedures: The element provides a general
overview of the City’s processing and permit procedures. However, the
element must describe and analyze the development application process
and all related procedures including design review and decision-making
criteria for their impact on housing cost, supply, timing, and approval
certainty. For example, the element should describe the procedures for a
typical single family and multifamily development. The analysis should
address the approval body, the number of public hearing if any, approval
findings and any other relevant information. Finally, the element notes a
development may trigger a Planning Commission or Design Commission
review. The analysis should address what triggers this type of review and
all components of the review that may impact housing supply, cost and
approval findings.
Housing for Persons with Disabilities: While the element now includes
actions under Program 9 (Removal of Constraints) to remove constraints
that inhibit residential care facilities for seven or more persons when the
use operates as transitional and supportive, this Program does not address
that these uses are excluded from residential zones and subject to a
conditional use permit, unlike other residential uses. Please see HCD’s
prior review for additional information.
Special Needs Housing

The December 29, 2021 draft included a program on how to address how
residential care facilities are regulated. Language was expanded to reflect
discussions with HCD on April 29, 2022.

Information about special needs housing requirements was provided in
the December 29, 2021 draft.

The element generally was not revised to address this requirement. Please
see HCD’s prior review.
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HOUSING PROGRAMS
HCD Review Comments on the Draft Housing Element from
October 11, 2021 Letter
1. Timelines and Commitment. To have a beneficial impact in the
planning period and address the goals of the housing element, programs
must be revised with discrete timelines, specific commitment, and
descriptions on how the program will be implemented. For example,
programs to be revised with specific timelines include, but are not limited
to Programs 2 (Northwest Pasadena), 3 (Housing Rehabilitation), 5
(Housing Design), 6 (Housing Sites), 14 (Rental Housing Assistance), 16
(Housing for People with Disabilities), 17 (Housing for Seniors), 18 (Family,
Youth and Student Housing) and 19 (Homeless Services). Programs to be
revised with specific commitment include but are not limited to:
• Program 7 (Mixed Use/TOD Strategy): The program must go beyond
“assess” and include actions toward actual housing outcomes.
• Program 10 (Regulatory Incentives): Program timing should be moved
earlier in the planning period and revised as appropriate based on a
complete analysis as described in Finding B5.
• Program 11 (Alternative Housing Opportunities): Program timing should
be moved earlier in the planning period (Consistent with Program 23) and
actions should go beyond “review” and “evaluate” toward actual housing
outcomes in the planning period.
• Program 12 (Financial Assistance): Program actions should be added
beyond “Look for additional opportunities…).
• Program 15 (Affordable Housing Preservation): The program currently
“plans” to monitor properties at-risk of converting to market rate uses but
should include specific commitment to carry out actions. In addition, the
program should commit to comply with noticing requirements, assist with
funding and support funding opportunities and coordinate with qualified
entities to preserve at-risk properties.

How HCD Comments Have Been Addressed in the December 2021
Revised Housing Element
(Northwest Pasadena): Programs are appropriately indicated as ongoing.
(Housing rehabilitation): Program are appropriately indicated as ongoing.
(Housing Design): A timeline of early 2023 was added for objective design
standards.
(Rental Housing Assistance): Timelines included for each program
component where applicable.
(Housing for People with Disabilities): Language was added show
commitment to simplifying the reasonable accommodation process by
2023.
(Housing for Seniors): Language added to apply a timeline for possible
shared housing program.
(Family, Youth and Student Housing): Language was added to address the
more specific programs to identify incentives for 3+ bedroom units.
(Homeless Services): Language was added to address the more specific
programs to update the Ten-Year Strategy to End Homelessness and
investigate a “Moving On” program.
(Mixed Use/ TOD strategy): Language was added that the City will
consider adjusting the incentives if future, ongoing assessment warrants
such adjustment.
(Regulatory Incentives): The target date for completing the Zoning Code
and Specific Plan amendments was moved from 2025 to 2024.
(Alternative Housing Opportunities): The time frame for completing
targeted Zoning Code amendments was moved from 2025 to 2023.
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(Financial Assistance): The target for identifying a property or properties
to be converted to market-rate to affordable housing was identified for
2023
(Affordable Housing Preservation): The key objective was revised.
The site analysis was revised to address HCD comments regarding ADU
2. Sites Inventory. As noted in Finding B4, the element does not include a
contributions, the size of sites for lower-income RHNA, the assumed
complete site analysis, therefore, the adequacy of sites and zoning were
yields based on actual projects, and the documentation for reuse of
not established. Based on the results of a complete sites inventory and
nonvacant sites.
analysis, the City may need to add or revise programs to address a shortfall
of sites or zoning available to encourage a variety of housing types.
3. Removal of Constraints. As noted in Finding B5, the element requires a
complete analysis of potential governmental and nongovernmental
constraints. Depending upon the results of that analysis, the City may need
to revise or add programs and address and remove or mitigate any
identified constraints.
4. Affirmatively Further Fair Housing. As noted in Finding B1, the element
must include a complete analysis of AFFH. Based on the outcome of that
analysis, the element must add or modify programs. Additionally,
programs and actions need to be significant, meaningful, and sufficient to
overcome identified patterns of segregation and AFFH.
5. ADUs. Programs must be added or modified to include incentives to
promote the creation and affordability of ADUs. Examples include
exploring and pursuing funding, modifying development standards and
reducing fees beyond state law, increasing awareness, pre-approved plans
and homeowner/applicant assistance tools. In addition, Program 11
(Alternative Housing Opportunities) should be revised with a date earlier
in the planning period and must monitor permitted ADUs and affordability
every other year and take appropriate action such as adjusting
assumptions or rezoning within a specified time (e.g., 6 months).

The first draft of the housing element contained several programs to
address removal of regulatory constraints.

Several new implementation programs/meaningful actions were added
throughout the Housing Plan.

Discussion was added to highlight the pilot program that provides grants
for construction of ADUS covenanted as affordable housing. The
timeframe for amending ADU regulations was reduced from 2025 to
2023.

HCD Review Comments on the Draft Housing Element Revised No.
2 in Letter Dated February 25, 2022

How HCD Comments Have Been Addressed in the May 2022
Revised Housing Element
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1. Timelines and Commitment. While the element revised several
programs with specific commitment and timing, Programs 3 (Housing
Rehabilitation), 16 (Housing for People with Disabilities) and 18 (Family,
Youth and Student Housing) should still be revised with specific timelines.
In addition, from the prior review:
• Program 7 (Mixed Use/TOD Strategy): The prior review noted the
Program should include actions toward actual housing outcomes. In
response, the Program now commits to “explore” adjustments to zoning.
The Program should make a specific and clear commitment to adjust
zoning and other mechanisms as appropriate to promote mixed use and
transit-oriented development.

(Housing Rehabilitation): Timeframe indicated as ongoing.
(Housing for People with Disabilities): Language was added to show
commitment to simplifying the reasonable accommodation process by
2023.
(Family, Youth and Student Housing): Language was added to address the
more specific program to identify incentives for 3+ bedrooms.
(Mixed Use/ TOD Strategy): Language was added that the City will
evaluate the incentives in the Specific Plans as they are being updated.
(Financial Assistance): The target for identifying a property(ies) to be
converted from market-rate to affordable housing was identified for 2023

• Program 12 (Financial Assistance): While the Program now commits to
identify opportunities, it should also add discrete timing (e.g., annually) for
pursuing state and federal funding.
The previous analysis was revised and still shows that existing zoning can
2. Sites Inventory. As noted in Finding B3, the element does not include a
accommodate the RHNA for all income categories.
complete site analysis, therefore, the adequacy of sites and zoning were
not established. Based on the results of a complete sites inventory and
analysis, the City may need to add or revise programs to address a shortfall
of sites or zoning available to encourage a variety of housing types.
3. Removal of Constraints. As noted in Finding B4, the element requires a
complete analysis of potential governmental and nongovernmental
constraints. Depending upon the results of that analysis, the City may need
to revise or add programs and address and remove or mitigate any
identified constraints.
4. Affirmatively Further Fair Housing. As noted in Finding B1, the element
does not contain programs that satisfy the AFFH requirements for specific
and meaningful actions accompanied by specific commitment, goals, and
milestones to overcome fair housing issues. Based on a complete analysis,
the element must add or revise programs.

Additional program language was added to address:




Removal of Specific Plan caps (Programs 6 and 9)
Removal of Waiver of Development Standards Permit (Program 9)
Addressing transitional housing in lower density residential zones
(Program 23)

Several implementation programs/meaningful actions were added
throughout the Housing Plan.
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QUANTIFIED OBJECTIVES
HCD Review Comments on the Draft Housing Element from
October 11, 2021 Letter
While the element includes quantified objectives for the preservation of
units at-risk of conversion to market rate uses, the objectives are far less
than the number of units at-risk of conversion. Given the importance of
preserving the existing affordable housing stock, the City should consider a
higher objective for the planning period.

How HCD Comments Have Been Addressed in the December 2021
Revised Housing Element
The City worked actively preserve the affordable units within existing
market-rate developments.

HCD Review Comments on the Draft Housing Element from
October 11, 2021 Letter
While the element includes a general summary of the public participation
process, it should also summarize public comments and describe how they
were considered and incorporated into the element. Further, the element
should describe additional methods for public outreach efforts in the
future, particularly to include lower-income and special needs households
and neighborhoods with higher concentrations of lower-income
households. For example, the City could conduct targeted stakeholder
interviews or establish a committee representative of lower-income
households in future public outreach efforts. For additional information,
see the Building Blocks at http://www.hcd.ca.gov/communitydevelopment/building-blocks/getting-started/public-participation.shtml.

How HCD Comments Have Been Addressed in the December 2021
Revised Housing Element
The extensive public engagement effort was documented in Appendix E
and summarized in the Housing Plan. Public comments were considered
by City staff, the Task Force, the Planning Commission, and City Council in
the drafting of the Housing Element. The Housing Department provided
workshops targeted to lower-income households. When program updates
were made to the Specific Plan in 2019, the City initiated community
outreach events. Text was added to the Housing Plan public engagement
summary to describe previous and future efforts.

In addition, HCD understands the City did not make the full element
available with sufficient time to comment prior to HCD submittal. If so, by
not providing an opportunity for the public to review and comment on a
draft of the element in advance of submission, the City has not yet
complied with statutory mandates to make a diligent effort to encourage
the public participation in the development of the element and it reduces
HCD’s ability to consider public comments in its review. The availability of
the document to the public and opportunity for public comment prior to
submittal to HCD is essential to the public process and HCD’s review. The
City must proactively make future revisions available to the public,
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including any commenters, prior to submitting any revisions to HCD and
diligently consider and address comments, including revising the
document where appropriate. HCD’s future review will consider the extent
to which the revised element documents how the City solicited,
considered, and addressed public comments in the element. The City’s
consideration of public comments must not be limited by HCD’s findings in
this review letter.
Finally, HCD received comments with many meaningful and valuable
suggestions related to the housing element. Comments ranged a variety of
topics such as protection and preservation of affordable housing,
prioritization of affordable housing, site capacity, AFFH, ADU estimates,
lack of past progress in implementation such as place based strategies for
community revitalization in northwest Pasadena, not enough sites for
moderate income households, density caps in specific plans, lack of
rezoning for housing on religious institutions sites, dedicated affordable
housing money and lack of analysis and zoning to address the needs of
people experiencing homelessness. Yet, the element includes no
discussion of how these comments were considered or incorporated in the
element. In future versions of the element, HCD strongly encourages the
City to consider and address these comments, including revising the
document as appropriate.
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HCD Review Comments on the Draft Housing Element Revised No.
2 in Letter Dated February 25, 2022
As noted in the prior review, the element should summarize public
comments and describe how they were considered and incorporated into
the element. Further, the prior review called for the application of
additional methods for public outreach, particularly to include lowerincome and special needs households and neighborhoods with higher
concentrations of lower-income households. Finally, in the prior review,
HCD received comments with many meaningful and valuable suggestions
related to the housing element and HCD strongly encouraged the City to
consider and address these comments, including revising the document as
appropriate. The City appears to not have taken any actions to address
HCD’s prior finding. Please see HCD’s prior review.

How HCD Comments Have Been Addressed in the May 2022
Revised Housing Element
Text was added to the Housing Plan public engagement summary to
describe ongoing efforts and additional outreach moving forward.
Additional text was included in Appendix E that indicates how public
comments have been incorporated into the revised Housing Element.
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ATTACHMENT D
OCTOBER 28, 2021 HCD CORRECTION LETTER

STATE OF CALIFORNIA - BUSINESS, CONSUMER SERVICES AND HOUSING AGENCY

GAVIN NEWSOM, Governor

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
DIVISION OF HOUSING POLICY DEVELOPMENT
2020 W. El Camino Avenue, Suite 500
Sacramento, CA 95833
(916) 263-2911 / FAX (916) 263-7453
www.hcd.ca.gov

October 11, 2021
David Reyes, Director
Planning and Community Development Department
City of Pasadena
175 North Garfield Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91101
Dear David Reyes:
RE: City of Pasadena’s 6th Cycle (2021-2029) Draft Housing Element
Thank you for submitting the City of Pasadena’s (City) draft housing element received for
review on August 12, 2021. Pursuant to Government Code section 65585, subdivision (b), the
California Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD) is reporting the results
of its review. Our review was facilitated by a telephone conversation on October 8, 2021 with
Arlene Granadosin-Jones, Planner, David Sanchez, Principal Planner and Consultants Laura
Stetson and Veronica Tam. In addition, HCD considered comments from Affordable Housing
Services, Pasadenans Organizing for Progress, Pasadena Affordable Housing Coalition,
YIMBY Law, Abundant Housing LA, Our Future LA Coalition, Making Housing and Community
Happen and Sonja K. Berndt pursuant to Government Code section 65585, subdivision (c).
The draft element addresses many statutory requirements; however, revisions will be
necessary to comply with State Housing Element Law (Article 10.6 of the Gov. Code). The
enclosed Appendix describes the revisions needed to comply with State Housing Element
Law.
The City’s statutory deadline to adopt a housing element is October 15, 2021. For your
information, pursuant to Assembly Bill 1398 (Chapter 358, Statutes of 2021), if a local
government fails to adopt a compliant housing element within 120 days of this statutory
deadline, then any rezoning to accommodate the regional housing needs allocation,
including for lower-income households, shall be completed no later than one year from the
statutory deadline. Otherwise, the local government’s housing element will no longer
comply with State Housing Element Law, and HCD may revoke its finding of substantial
compliance pursuant to Government Code section 65585, subdivision (i).
Public participation in the development, adoption and implementation of the housing
element is essential to effective housing planning. Throughout the housing element
process, the City should continue to engage the community, including organizations that
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represent lower-income and special needs households, by making information regularly
available and considering and incorporating comments where appropriate.
Several federal, state, and regional funding programs consider housing element
compliance as an eligibility or ranking criteria. For example, the CalTrans Senate Bill (SB) 1
Sustainable Communities grant; the Strategic Growth Council and HCD’s Affordable
Housing and Sustainable Communities programs; and HCD’s Permanent Local Housing
Allocation consider housing element compliance and/or annual reporting requirements
pursuant to Government Code section 65400. With a compliant housing element,
the City will meet housing element requirements for these and other funding sources.
For your information, some general plan element updates are triggered by housing element
adoption. HCD reminds the City to consider timing provisions and welcomes the
opportunity to provide assistance. For information, please see the Technical Advisories
issued by the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research at:
http://opr.ca.gov/docs/OPR_Appendix_C_final.pdf and
http://opr.ca.gov/docs/Final_6.26.15.pdf.
We are committed to assisting the City in addressing all statutory requirements of State
Housing Element Law. If you have any questions or need additional technical assistance,
please contact Reid Miller, of our staff, at Reid.Miller@hcd.ca.gov.
Sincerely,

Paul McDougall
Senior Program Manager
Enclosure

APPENDIX
CITY OF PASADENA
The following changes are necessary to bring the City’s housing element into compliance
with Article 10.6 of the Government Code. Accompanying each recommended change, we
cite the supporting section of the Government Code.
Housing element technical assistance information is available on HCD’s website
at http://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/housing-element/housing-elementmemos.shtml. Among other resources, the housing element section contains HCD’s latest
technical assistance tool, Building Blocks for Effective Housing Elements (Building
Blocks), available at http://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/buildingblocks/index.shtml and includes the Government Code addressing State Housing Element
Law and other resources.
A. Review and Revision
Review the previous element to evaluate the appropriateness, effectiveness, and
progress in implementation, and reflect the results of this review in the revised element.
(Gov. Code, § 65588 (a) and (b).)
The element must evaluate the effectiveness of prior programs and appropriately adjust
goals, objectives, policies, and programs. For example, many programs are continued
without adjustment. Further, HCD received substantial public comments regarding past
programs and these comments should be considered as part of this evaluation and
adjustment of program in the 6th cycle.
In addition, as part of the review of programs in the past cycle, the element must
provide an evaluation of the cumulative effectiveness of goals, policies, and related
actions in meeting the housing needs of special needs populations (e.g., elderly,
persons with disabilities, large households, female headed households, farmworkers,
and persons experiencing homelessness).
B. Housing Needs, Resources, and Constraints
1. Affirmatively further[ing] fair housing in accordance with Chapter 15 (commencing
with Section 8899.50) of Division 1 of Title 2…shall include an assessment of fair
housing in the jurisdiction (Gov. Code, § 65583, subd. (c)(10)(A))
Concentrated Areas of Poverty and Affluence: The element notes there are not
Racially and Ethnically Concentrated Areas of Poverty (R/E CAP) in the City.
However, the element also identifies an area of High Segregation and Poverty
utilizing HCD and TCAC Opportunity Areas maps and as a result, it should include a
specific analysis of these areas including trends, investment, past policies, local data
and knowledge and other relevant factors. In addition, the element states there are
no block groups with racial/ethnic minority populations below 20 percent; therefore,
Pasadena is not an area of concentrated area of affluence. However, the element
City of Pasadena’s 6th Cycle Draft Housing Element
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should include discussion and analysis of household incomes relative to the rest of
the region and whether any trends present potential barriers to AFFH.
Sites Inventory: The element reports percentages of the regional housing need
allocation (RHNA) by income group based on different concentrations of socioeconomic characteristics but should also include analysis of the magnitude of the
impact of identified sites relative to the number of households and whether the
identification of sites exacerbates or improves existing conditions. This analysis
should also discuss impacts at a neighborhood level and the element should include
policies and program as appropriate.
Local Data and Knowledge: The element should incorporate local data and
knowledge of the jurisdiction into the Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH)
section. To assist in meeting this requirement, the element should provide local data
not captured in regional, state, or federal data analysis. In addition, HCD received
many useful comments regarding AFFH, particularly from Our Future LA Coalition,
Affordable Housing Services, Abundant Housing LA, and Pasadena Affordable
Housing Coalition. The City should consider these valuable and important comments
across all components of the AFFH analysis and programs.
Other Relevant Factors: The element includes some discussion of other relevant
factors such as past restrictive covenants and redlining as well as freeway
construction and efforts related to Northwest Pasadena. The element should include
additional analysis of the effectiveness of efforts in Northwest Pasadena and add or
modify programs as appropriate. In addition, the element describes the City’s local
preference policy but should also discuss the impacts of this policy on housing
mobility on a regional level.
Contributing Factors to Fair Housing Issues: The element must identify and prioritize
contributing factors to fair housing issues. Contributing factors create, contribute to,
perpetuate, or increase the severity of fair housing issues and are fundamental to
adequate goals and actions. Examples include community opposition to affordable
housing, housing discrimination, land use and zoning laws, lack of regional
cooperation, location and type or lack of affordable housing and lack of public or
private investment in areas of opportunity or affordable housing choices.
Goals, Actions, Metrics, and Milestones: The element must be revised to add or
modify goals and actions based on the outcomes of a complete analysis. Goals and
actions must specifically respond to the analysis and to the identified and prioritized
contributing factors to fair housing issues and must be significant and meaningful
enough to overcome identified patterns and trends. Actions must have specific
commitment, metrics and milestones as appropriate and must address housing
mobility enhancement, new housing choices and affordability in high opportunity
areas, place-based strategies for community preservation and revitalization and
displacement protection.
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For further information about AFFH requirements, please refer
to HCD’s https://www.hcd.ca.gov/communitydevelopment/affh/docs/affh_document_final_4-27-2021.pdf#page=7.
2. Include an analysis of population and employment trends and documentation of
projections and a quantification of the locality's existing and projected needs for all
income levels, including extremely low-income households. (Gov. Code, § 65583,
subd. (a)(1).)
Extremely Low-Income (ELI) Households: While the element includes a general
description and identifies the projected number of ELI households, it must still
analyze their existing housing needs. This is particularly important given the unique
and disproportionate needs of ELI households. For example, the element should
analyze tenure, cost burden, overcrowding and other household characteristics
then examine trends and the availability of resources to determine the magnitude
of gaps in housing needs. For additional information, see the Building Blocks at
http://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/building-blocks/housingneeds/extremely-low-income-housing-needs.shtml.
3. Include an analysis and documentation of household characteristics, including level
of payment compared to ability to pay, housing characteristics,
including overcrowding, and housing stock condition. (Gov. Code, § 65583, subd.
(a)(2).)
Housing Conditions: The element identifies the age of the housing stock. However,
the element should also estimate the number of units in need of rehabilitation and
replacement. For example, the analysis could include estimates from the City’s
inspection programs, a recent windshield survey or sampling or information from
knowledgeable builders/developers and neighborhood advocacy groups. Programs
should be added or modified based on the outcomes of a complete analysis.
4. An inventory of land suitable and available for residential development, including
vacant sites and sites having realistic and demonstrated potential for redevelopment
during the planning period to meet the locality’s housing need for a designated
income level, and an analysis of the relationship of zoning and public facilities and
services to these sites. (Gov. Code, § 65583, subd. (a)(3).)
RHNA Progress: The City’s RHNA may be reduced by the number of new units
pending, approved, permitted or built since July 1, 2021 by demonstrating availability
and affordability based on rents, sale prices or other mechanisms ensuring
affordability (e.g., deed restrictions). The element notes 1,277 units affordable to
various income groups. However, the element should account for whether the units
will likely be built during the planning period and specifically demonstrate
affordability on a project basis utilizing rents, sale prices or other mechanisms
ensuring affordability (e.g., deed restrictions). Since these are actual projects, this
analysis may not utilize density as a factor to demonstrate affordability.
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Sites Inventory: The sites inventory lists sites by address, assessor parcel number,
parcel size, general plan, zoning, specific plan, and number of units but should also
clearly distinguish between vacant and nonvacant sites. For nonvacant sites, parcels
should be listing by existing uses and the description should be sufficiently detailed
to facilitate an analysis of the potential for additional development in the planning
period.
Realistic Capacity: The element mentions an assumption of 90 percent of maximum
allowable densities to calculate residential capacity on identified sites. However, the
element should include additional and clear supporting information on typical
densities of existing or approved residential developments at a similar affordability
level. For example, the element could clearly list other recent projects, the zone,
acreage, built density, allowable density, level of affordability and presence of
exceptions such as a density bonus.
In addition, the element appears to assume residential development on sites with
zoning that allows 100 percent nonresidential uses, but to support this assumption,
the element must analyze the likelihood of residential development in zoning where
100 percent nonresidential uses are allowed. The analysis should be based on
factors such as development trends including nonresidential, performance standards
requiring residential uses or other relevant factors such as enhanced policies and
programs. For example, the element could analyze all development activity in these
nonresidential zones, how often residential development occurs and adjust
residential capacity calculations, policies, and programs accordingly. For addition
information, see HCD’s Housing Element Sites Inventory Guidebook at
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/housing-element/housing-elementmemos.shtml.
Suitability of Nonvacant Sites: The element offers a high-level analysis of sites and
their suitability for residential development. However, the element must include an
analysis to demonstrate the potential for redevelopment. The analysis shall consider
factors including, but not limited to, the extent existing uses constitute an
impediment, recent developments, development trends and market conditions. For
example, the element identifies over 30 acres of nonvacant sites in the RM-12 zone
based on inquiries from property owners but must also include analysis of trends
relative to identified sites and characteristics of sites that demonstrate the potential
for additional development.
In addition, the element appears to rely on nonvacant sites to accommodate 50
percent or more of the RHNA for lower-income households. For your information, the
housing element must demonstrate existing uses are not an impediment to
additional residential development and will likely discontinue in the planning period.
(Gov. Code, § 65583.2, subd. (g)(2).) Absent findings (e.g., adoption resolution)
based on substantial evidence, the existing uses will be presumed to impede
additional residential development and will not be utilized toward demonstrating
adequate sites to accommodate the RHNA.
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Replacement Housing Requirements: If the sites inventory identifies sites with
existing residential uses, it must identify whether the current residential uses are
affordable to lower-income households or describe whether the additional residential
development on the site requires the demolition of the existing residential use. For
nonvacant sites with existing, vacated, or demolished residential uses and occupied
by, or subject to an affordability requirement for, lower-income households within the
last five years there must be a replacement housing program for units affordable to
lower-income households. (Gov. Code, § 65583.2, subd. (g)(3).) Absent a
replacement housing program, these sites should not be utilized toward the regional
housing need allocation. The replacement housing program has the same
requirements as set forth in Government Code section 65915, subdivision (c)(3).
The housing element must be revised to include an analysis and a program, if
necessary.
Sites Identified in Prior Planning Periods: Sites identified in prior planning periods
shall not be deemed adequate to accommodate the housing needs for lower-income
households unless a program, meeting statutory requirements, requires rezoning
within three years. The element should clarify if sites were identified in prior planning
periods and if so, which sites and include a program if utilizing previously identified
sites in the current planning period. For more information on program requirements,
please see HCD’s Housing Element Sites Inventory Guidebook at
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/housing-element/housing-elementmemos.shtml.
Small Sites: Sites less than 0.5 acres in size are deemed inadequate to
accommodate housing for lower-income housing unless it is demonstrated that sites
of equivalent size were successfully developed during the prior planning period for
an equivalent number of lower-income housing units as projected for the site or
unless the housing element describes other evidence to HCD that the site is
adequate to accommodate housing for lower-income households. (Gov. Code,
§ 65583.2, subd. (c)(2)(A)&(B).) For example, the analysis could describe trends in
facilitating affordability on small sites, potential for lot consolidation or zoning,
policies or programs that will facilitate consolidation or development comparable to
sizes of typical affordable developments (e.g., 50 to 150 units).
Environmental Constraints: The element must include analysis of potential
environmental constraints and any known conditions that preclude development on
sites listed in the inventory. This analysis may describe any mitigation or other
measures that impact the availability of sites.
Infrastructure: The element must demonstrate sufficient existing or planned water,
sewer and dry utilities capacity to accommodate the regional housing need
allocation in the planning period. For additional information, see the Building Blocks
at http://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/building-blocks/site-inventoryanalysis/analysis-of-sites-and-zoning.shtml#environmental.
In addition, water and sewer service providers must establish specific procedures to
grant priority water and sewer service to developments with units affordable to
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lower-income households. (Gov. Code, § 65589.7.) Local governments are required
to immediately deliver the housing element to water and sewer service providers.
The element must demonstrate compliance with these requirements or include a
program as appropriate.
Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs): The element relies on 1,245 Accessory Dwelling
Unit to accommodate a portion of the City’s RHNA, including for lower-income
households. The element appears to rely on the number of applications in 2019 and
2020. While this information may be utilized to inform the potential for ADUs in the
planning period, the analysis should be based on permitted ADUs and the approval
information should be ancillary to permitted ADUs. For your information, HCD
records indicate permitted ADUs of 13 in 2018, 16 in 2019 and 79 in 2020. The
element should reconcile these numbers and adjust assumptions as appropriate.
Electronic Site Inventory: For your information, pursuant to Government Code
section 65583.3, subdivision (b), the City must utilize standards, forms, and
definitions adopted by HCD when preparing the sites inventory. Please see HCD’s
housing element webpage at https://www.hcd.ca.gov/communitydevelopment/housing-element/index.shtml for a copy of the form and instructions.
The City can reach out to HCD at sitesinventory@hcd.ca.gov for technical
assistance. Please note, upon adoption of the housing element, the City must submit
an electronic version of the sites inventory with its adopted housing element to
sitesinventory@hcd.ca.gov.
Zoning for a Variety of Housing Types:
•

•

•

Emergency Shelters: The element must identify a zone(s) to permit
emergency shelters without discretionary action and sufficient to
accommodate the need for emergency shelters. Currently, the element
appears to identify insufficient capacity to accommodate the need for
emergency shelters and should include programs as appropriate to zone
additional capacity. In addition, the element should discuss available acreage,
including typical parcel sizes and the presence of reuse opportunities
proximity to transportation and services and any conditions inappropriate for
human habitability. Finally, the element should analyze development
standards, including parking requirements which appear inconsistent with
recent changes to law (AB 139).
Transitional Housing: Transitional and supportive housing must be permitted
as a residential use in all zones and only subject to those restrictions that
apply to other residential dwellings of the same type in the same zone. These
uses appear to be excluded from low density residential zones (Table B-3).
The element must demonstrate compliance with these statutory requirements
and include a program, as appropriate.
Employee Housing Act: The element states the City does not have
agricultural land and as a result does not have zoning responsive to the
needs of farmworkers. However, regardless of need or presence of
agricultural land. The City must demonstrate zoning in compliance with the
Employee Housing Act (Health and Safety Code, § 17000 et seq.) or include
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programs as appropriate to establish zoning by a specified date. Specifically,
Health and Safety Code section 17021.5 requires employee housing for six or
fewer employees to be treated as a single-family structure and permitted in
the same manner as other dwellings of the same type in the same zone.
Section 17021.6 requires employee housing consisting of no more than 12
units or 36 beds to be permitted in the same manner as other agricultural
uses in the same zone.
5. An analysis of potential and actual governmental constraints upon the maintenance,
improvement, or development of housing for all income levels, including the types of
housing identified in paragraph (1) of subdivision (c), and for persons with disabilities
as identified in the analysis pursuant to paragraph (7), including land use controls,
building codes and their enforcement, site improvements, fees and other exactions
required of developers, and local processing and permit procedures… (Gov. Code, §
65583, subd. (a)(5).)
Land Use Controls: The element must identify and analyze all relevant land use
controls impacts as potential constraints on a variety of housing types. The analysis
should analyze land use controls independently and cumulatively with other land use
controls. The analysis should specifically address requirements related to parking
and heights. The analysis should address any impacts on cost, supply, housing
choice, affordability, timing, approval certainty and ability to achieve maximum
densities and include programs to address identified constraints. In addition, this
analysis should address the following:
•

•

•

Specific Plans: The element mentions caps general plan development caps
on specific plans and exemptions for affordable housing; however, it must
specifically analyze the impacts of caps on residential capacity on identified
sites and overall impacts on housing supply and cost.
Inclusionary Requirements: The element must identify the components and all
pertinent procedures related to inclusionary housing requirements and
analyze impacts on the cost, supply and timing of housing. The analysis must
evaluate the implementation framework, including levels of mandated
affordability and the types of options and incentives offered to encourage and
facilitate compliance with the inclusionary requirements. This analysis should
also address the relationship to State Density Bonus Law pursuant to
Government Code section 65915.
State Density Bonus Law: The element must describe and analyze the City’s
density bonus ordinance, including any discretionary actions or other related
procedures for compliance with Government Code section 65915.

Fees and Exaction: The element must describe all required fees for single family and
multifamily housing development, including impact fees, and analyze their impact as
potential constraints on housing supply and affordability. While the element
summarizes impact fees, it should also list and analyze all relevant impact fees.
Local Processing and Permit Procedures: The element provides a general overview
of the City’s processing and permit procedures. However, the element must describe
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and analyze the development application process and all related procedures
including design review and decision-making criteria for their impact on housing
cost, supply, timing, and approval certainty. For example, the element should
describe the procedures for a typical single family and multifamily development. The
analysis should address the approval body, the number of public hearing if any,
approval findings and any other relevant information. Finally, the element notes a
development may trigger a Planning Commission or Design Commission review.
The analysis should address what triggers this type of review and all components of
the review that may impact housing supply, cost and approval findings.
Zoning and Fee Transparency: The City must address whether it has complied with
new transparency laws requiring all zoning and development standards for each
parcel to be provided on the jurisdiction’s website (Gov. Code, § 65940.1 (a)(1)(B)).
Housing for Persons with Disabilities: While the element briefly describes its
reasonable accommodation procedures, it should further evaluate its reasonable
accommodation criteria and process, including approval findings. For example, the
element notes a process similar to a minor variance which involves findings related
to hardship provisions that are not appropriate for providing reasonable
accommodation and act as a barrier to housing for persons with disabilities. In
addition, group homes for seven or more persons appears to be excluded from
several zones allowing residential uses and subject to a conditional use permit. The
element should evaluate these requirements as constraints and include programs as
appropriate.
6. Analyze any special housing needs such as elderly; persons with disabilities,
including a developmental disability; large families; farmworkers; families with female
heads of households; and families and persons in need of emergency shelter. (Gov.
Code, § 65583, subd. (a)(7).)
The element includes some general quantification; however, the element should
include analysis of households with special housing needs. The analysis should
include, but is not limited to, factors such as trends, household income, tenure,
housing types, zoning, and available resources. In addition, the element should
address persons with disabilities by type, elderly households by tenure, permanent,
seasonal farmworkers (e.g., USDA county level data) and the characteristics and
trends of persons experiencing homelessness. For additional information and a
sample analysis, see the Building Blocks at http://www.hcd.ca.gov/communitydevelopment/building-blocks/housing-needs/large-families-female-headhousehold.shtml.
C. Housing Programs
1. Include a program which sets forth a schedule of actions during the planning period,
each with a timeline for implementation, which may recognize that certain programs
are ongoing, such that there will be beneficial impacts of the programs within
the planning period, that the local government is undertaking or intends to undertake
to implement the policies and achieve the goals and objectives of the housing
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element through the administration of land use and development controls, the
provision of regulatory concessions and incentives, and the utilization of appropriate
federal and state financing and subsidy programs when available. The program shall
include an identification of the agencies and officials responsible for the
implementation of the various actions. (Gov. Code, § 65583, subd. (c).)
To have a beneficial impact in the planning period and address the goals of the
housing element, programs must be revised with discrete timelines, specific
commitment, and descriptions on how the program will be implemented. For
example, programs to be revised with specific timelines include, but are not limited
to Programs 2 (Northwest Pasadena), 3 (Housing Rehabilitation), 5 (Housing
Design), 6 (Housing Sites), 14 (Rental Housing Assistance), 16 (Housing for People
with Disabilities), 17 (Housing for Seniors), 18 (Family, Youth and Student Housing)
and 19 (Homeless Services). Programs to be revised with specific commitment
include but are not limited to:
•
•
•

•
•

Program 7 (Mixed Use/TOD Strategy): The program must go beyond
“assess” and include actions toward actual housing outcomes.
Program 10 (Regulatory Incentives): Program timing should be moved
earlier in the planning period and revised as appropriate based on a
complete analysis as described in Finding B5.
Program 11 (Alternative Housing Opportunities): Program timing should
be moved earlier in the planning period (Consistent with Program 23) and
actions should go beyond “review” and “evaluate” toward actual housing
outcomes in the planning period.
Program 12 (Financial Assistance): Program actions should be added
beyond “Look for additional opportunities…).
Program 15 (Affordable Housing Preservation): The program currently
“plans” to monitor properties at-risk of converting to market rate uses but
should include specific commitment to carry out actions. In addition, the
program should commit to comply with noticing requirements, assist with
funding and support funding opportunities and coordinate with qualified
entities to preserve at-risk properties.

2. Identify actions that will be taken to make sites available during the planning period
with appropriate zoning and development standards and with services and facilities
to accommodate that portion of the city’s or county’s share of the regional housing
need for each income level that could not be accommodated on sites identified in the
inventory completed pursuant to paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) without rezoning,
and to comply with the requirements of Government Code section 65584.09. Sites
shall be identified as needed to facilitate and encourage the development of a
variety of types of housing for all income levels, including multifamily rental housing,
factory-built housing, mobilehomes, housing for agricultural employees, supportive
housing, single-room occupancy units, emergency shelters, and transitional housing.
(Gov. Code, § 65583, subd. (c)(1).)
As noted in Finding B4, the element does not include a complete site analysis,
therefore, the adequacy of sites and zoning were not established. Based on the
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results of a complete sites inventory and analysis, the City may need to add or
revise programs to address a shortfall of sites or zoning available to encourage a
variety of housing types.
3. Address and, where appropriate and legally possible, remove governmental and
nongovernmental constraints to the maintenance, improvement, and development of
housing, including housing for all income levels and housing for persons with
disabilities. The program shall remove constraints to, and provide reasonable
accommodations for housing designed for, intended for occupancy by, or with
supportive services for, persons with disabilities. (Gov. Code, § 65583, subd. (c)(3).)
As noted in Finding B5, the element requires a complete analysis of potential
governmental and nongovernmental constraints. Depending upon the results of that
analysis, the City may need to revise or add programs and address and remove or
mitigate any identified constraints.
4. Promote and affirmatively further fair housing opportunities and promote housing
throughout the community or communities for all persons regardless of race,
religion, sex, marital status, ancestry, national origin, color, familial status, or
disability, and other characteristics protected by the California Fair Employment and
Housing Act (Part 2.8 (commencing with Section 12900) of Division 3 of Title 2),
Section 65008, and any other state and federal fair housing and planning law. (Gov.
Code, § 65583, subd. (c)(5).)
As noted in Finding B1, the element must include a complete analysis of AFFH.
Based on the outcome of that analysis, the element must add or modify programs.
Additionally, programs and actions need to be significant, meaningful, and sufficient
to overcome identified patterns of segregation and AFFH.
5. Develop a plan that incentivizes and promotes the creation of ADU that can be
offered at affordable rent, as defined in Section 50053 of the Health and Safety
Code, for very low, low-, or moderate-income households. For purposes of this
paragraph, “ADU” has the same meaning as “ADU” as defined in paragraph (4) of
subdivision (i) of Section 65852.2. (Gov. Code, § 65583, subd. (c)(7).)
Programs must be added or modified to include incentives to promote the creation
and affordability of ADUs. Examples include exploring and pursuing funding,
modifying development standards and reducing fees beyond state law, increasing
awareness, pre-approved plans and homeowner/applicant assistance tools. In
addition, Program 11 (Alternative Housing Opportunities) should be revised with a
date earlier in the planning period and must monitor permitted ADUs and
affordability every other year and take appropriate action such as adjusting
assumptions or rezoning within a specified time (e.g., 6 months).
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D. Quantified Objectives
Establish the number of housing units, by income level, that can be constructed,
rehabilitated, and conserved over a five-year time frame. (Gov. Code, § 65583, subd.
(b)(1 & 2).)
While the element includes quantified objectives for the preservation of units at-risk of
conversion to market rate uses, the objectives are far less than the number of units atrisk of conversion. Given the importance of preserving the existing affordable housing
stock, the City should consider a higher objective for the planning period.
E. Public Participation
Local governments shall make a diligent effort to achieve public participation of all
economic segments of the community in the development of the housing element, and
the element shall describe this effort. (Gov. Code, § 65583, subd. (c)(8).)
While the element includes a general summary of the public participation process, it
should also summarize public comments and describe how they were considered and
incorporated into the element. Further, the element should describe additional methods
for public outreach efforts in the future, particularly to include lower-income and special
needs households and neighborhoods with higher concentrations of lower-income
households. For example, the City could conduct targeted stakeholder interviews or
establish a committee representative of lower-income households in future public
outreach efforts. For additional information, see the Building Blocks at
http://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/building-blocks/getting-started/publicparticipation.shtml.
In addition, HCD understands the City did not make the full element available with
sufficient time to comment prior to HCD submittal. If so, by not providing an opportunity
for the public to review and comment on a draft of the element in advance of submission,
the City has not yet complied with statutory mandates to make a diligent effort to
encourage the public participation in the development of the element and it reduces
HCD’s ability to consider public comments in its review. The availability of the document
to the public and opportunity for public comment prior to submittal to HCD is essential to
the public process and HCD’s review. The City must proactively make future revisions
available to the public, including any commenters, prior to submitting any revisions to
HCD and diligently consider and address comments, including revising the document
where appropriate. HCD’s future review will consider the extent to which the revised
element documents how the City solicited, considered, and addressed public comments
in the element. The City’s consideration of public comments must not be limited by
HCD’s findings in this review letter.
Finally, HCD received comments with many meaningful and valuable suggestions
related to the housing element. Comments ranged a variety of topics such as protection
and preservation of affordable housing, prioritization of affordable housing, site capacity,
AFFH, ADU estimates, lack of past progress in implementation such as place based
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strategies for community revitalization in northwest Pasadena, not enough sites for
moderate income households, density caps in specific plans, lack of rezoning for housing
on religious institutions sites, dedicated affordable housing money and lack of analysis
and zoning to address the needs of people experiencing homelessness. Yet, the element
includes no discussion of how these comments were considered or incorporated in the
element. In future versions of the element, HCD strongly encourages the City to consider
and address these comments, including revising the document as appropriate.
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ATTACHMENT E
FEBRUARY 28, 2022 HCD CORRECTION LETTER

STATE OF CALIFORNIA - BUSINESS, CONSUMER SERVICES AND HOUSING AGENCY

GAVIN NEWSOM, Governor

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
DIVISION OF HOUSING POLICY DEVELOPMENT
2020 W. El Camino Avenue, Suite 500
Sacramento, CA 95833
(916) 263-2911 / FAX (916) 263-7453
www.hcd.ca.gov

February 25, 2022
David Reyes, Director
Planning and Community Development Department
City of Pasadena
175 North Garfield Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91101
Dear David Reyes:
RE: City of Pasadena’s 6th Cycle (2021-2029) Revised Draft Housing Element
Thank you for submitting the City of Pasadena’s (City) revised draft housing element
received for review on December 29, 2021. Pursuant to Government Code section
65585, subdivision (b), the California Department of Housing and Community
Development (HCD) is reporting the results of its review. In addition, HCD
considered comments from Abundant Housing LA and the Pasadena Affordable
Housing Coalition pursuant to Government Code section 65585, subdivision (c).
The revised draft element addresses some statutory requirements described in HCD’s
October 11, 2021 review; however, largely, the element was not revised to address
HCD’s prior findings and revisions will be necessary to comply with State Housing
Element Law (Article 10.6 of the Gov. Code). The enclosed Appendix describes
revisions needed to comply with State Housing Element Law.
As a reminder, the City’s 6th cycle housing element was due October 15, 2021. As of
today, the City has not completed the housing element process for the 6th cycle. The
City’s 5th cycle housing element no longer satisfies statutory requirements. HCD
encourages the City to revise the element as described above, adopt, and submit to
HCD to regain housing element compliance.
For your information, pursuant to Assembly Bill 1398 (Chapter 358, Statutes of 2021), if
a local government fails to adopt a compliant housing element within 120 days of the
statutory deadline (October 15, 2021), then any rezoning to accommodate the regional
housing needs allocation (RHNA), including for lower-income households, shall be
completed no later than one year from the statutory deadline. Otherwise, the local
government’s housing element will no longer comply with State Housing Element Law,
and HCD may revoke its finding of substantial compliance pursuant to Government
Code section 65585, subdivision (i).

David Reyes, Director
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Public participation in the development, adoption and implementation of the housing
element is essential to effective housing planning. Throughout the housing element
process, the City should continue to engage the community, including organizations that
represent lower-income and special needs households, by making information regularly
available and considering and incorporating comments where appropriate.
Several federal, state, and regional funding programs consider housing element
compliance as an eligibility or ranking criteria. For example, the CalTrans Senate Bill
(SB) 1 Sustainable Communities grant; the Strategic Growth Council and HCD’s
Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities programs; and HCD’s Permanent
Local Housing Allocation consider housing element compliance and/or annual reporting
requirements pursuant to Government Code section 65400. With a compliant housing
element, the City will meet housing element requirements for these and other funding
sources.
For your information, some general plan element updates are triggered by housing
element adoption. HCD reminds the City to consider timing provisions and welcomes
the opportunity to provide assistance. For information, please see the Technical
Advisories issued by the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research at:
http://opr.ca.gov/docs/OPR_Appendix_C_final.pdf and
http://opr.ca.gov/docs/Final_6.26.15.pdf.
HCD is committed to assisting the City in addressing all statutory requirements of State
Housing Element Law. If you have any questions or need additional technical
assistance, please contact Reid Miller, of our staff, at Reid.Miller@hcd.ca.gov.
Sincerely,

Paul McDougall
Senior Program Manager
Enclosure

APPENDIX
CITY OF PASADENA
The following changes are necessary to bring the City’s housing element into compliance with
Article 10.6 of the Government Code. Accompanying each recommended change, we cite the
supporting section of the Government Code.
Housing element technical assistance information is available on HCD’s website at
http://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/housing-element/housing-element-memos.shtml.
Among other resources, the housing element section contains HCD’s latest technical assistance
tool, Building Blocks for Effective Housing Elements (Building Blocks), available at
http://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/building-blocks/index.shtml and includes the
Government Code addressing State Housing Element Law and other resources.
A. Review and Revision
Review the previous element to evaluate the appropriateness, effectiveness, and progress in
implementation, and reflect the results of this review in the revised element. (Gov. Code, §
65588 (a) and (b).)
The revised element provided an adequate evaluation of the cumulative effectiveness of
goals, policies, and related actions in meeting the housing needs of special needs populations
(e.g., elderly, persons with disabilities, large households, female-headed households,
farmworkers, and persons experiencing homelessness). However, the element generally
lacks an evaluation of the effectiveness of prior programs and an appropriate adjustment to
goals, objectives, policies, and programs. Further, the element must still address public
comments regarding past programs and these comments should be considered as part of this
evaluation and adjustment of program in the 6th cycle.
B. Housing Needs, Resources, and Constraints
1. Affirmatively further[ing] fair housing in accordance with Chapter 15 (commencing with
Section 8899.50) of Division 1 of Title 2…shall include an assessment of fair housing in
the jurisdiction. (Gov. Code, § 65583, subd. (c)(10)(A).)
Local Data and Knowledge: The element should incorporate local data and knowledge of
the jurisdiction into the Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH) section. To assist in
meeting this requirement, the element should provide local data not captured in regional,
state, or federal data analysis. While the City does incorporate comments regarding AFFH
from Our Future LA Coalition, Abundant Housing LA, and Pasadena Affordable Housing
Coalition, it must still provide more evidence of outreach conducted for AFFH and show
how that local data is integrated into the overall AFFH analysis.
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Other Relevant Factors: The element was revised to include further discussion of other
relevant factors such as past restrictive covenants and redlining as well as freeway
construction and efforts related to Northwest Pasadena. The element was also revised to
include additional analysis of the effectiveness of efforts in Northwest Pasadena and
programs were modified as needed. However, the element must still provide more
information on City’s local preference policy and should also discuss the impacts of this
policy on housing mobility on a regional level. The analysis should also further assess and
address concerns that the policy perpetuates existing patterns of segregation within the
City.
Goals, Actions, Metrics, and Milestones: While the element has been revised to include
some actions in Appendix F (pp. 68-75), based on the outcomes of a complete analysis,
these actions must be significant and meaningful to overcome patterns of segregation and
foster more inclusive communities, including specific commitment, metrics and milestones
as appropriate and must address housing mobility enhancement, new housing choices
and affordability in high opportunity areas, place-based strategies for community
preservation and revitalization and displacement protection. Please see HCD’s prior
review.
2. Include an analysis and documentation of household characteristics, including level of
payment compared to ability to pay, housing characteristics, including overcrowding, and
housing stock condition. (Gov. Code, § 65583, subd. (a)(2).)
Extremely Low-Income (ELI) Households: The element generally was not revised to
address this requirement. Please see HCD’s prior review.
Housing Conditions: The element generally was not revised to address this requirement.
Please see HCD’s prior review.
3. An inventory of land suitable and available for residential development, including vacant
sites and sites having realistic and demonstrated potential for redevelopment during the
planning period to meet the locality’s housing need for a designated income level, and an
analysis of the relationship of zoning and public facilities and services to these sites. (Gov.
Code, § 65583, subd. (a)(3).)
Regional Housing Need Allocation (RHNA) Progress: The element generally was not
revised to address this requirement. Please see HCD’s prior review.
Realistic Capacity: While the element now supports capacity assumptions relative to
maximum allowable densities, it still must account for the likelihood of 100 percent
nonresidential uses. For example, the element includes some reasons why residential
might occur in these zones and selects a few projects from the past, it still must address
the likelihood of 100 percent nonresidential uses. For example, the element should
examine all development activity in the pertinent zones, examine how often 100 percent
nonresidential uses occur and account for that likelihood in the calculation of residential
capacity.
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Suitability of Nonvacant Sites: The element generally was not revised to address this
requirement. Please see HCD’s prior review.
In addition, as noted in the prior review, the element appears to rely on nonvacant sites
to accommodate 50 percent or more of the RHNA for lower-income households. For
your information, the housing element must demonstrate existing uses are not an
impediment to additional residential development and will likely discontinue in the
planning period. (Gov. Code, § 65583.2, subd. (g)(2).) Absent findings (e.g., adoption
resolution) based on substantial evidence, the existing uses will be presumed to impede
additional residential development and will not be utilized toward demonstrating
adequate sites to accommodate the RHNA.
Replacement Housing Requirements: The element generally was not revised to address
this requirement. Please see HCD’s prior review.
Sites Identified in Prior Planning Periods: Sites identified in prior planning periods shall
not be deemed adequate to accommodate the housing needs for lower-income
households unless a program, meeting statutory requirements, requires rezoning within
three years. The element now clarifies which sites were identified in prior planning
periods, but it must also, as noted in the prior review, include a program if utilizing
previously identified sites in the current planning period. For more information on program
requirements, please see HCD’s Housing Element Sites Inventory Guidebook at
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/housing-element/housing-elementmemos.shtml.
Small Sites: The element generally was not revised to address this requirement. Please
see HCD’s prior review.
Environmental Constraints: The element generally was not revised to address this
requirement. Please see HCD’s prior review.
Infrastructure: While the element now explains that procedures are available to grant
priority water and sewer service to developments with units affordable to lower-income
households, it must still clarify sufficient capacity to accommodate the RHNA as noted in
the prior review.
Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs): As noted in HCD’s prior review, while the number of
applications can be utilized to inform the potential for ADUs in the planning period, the
analysis should be based on permitted ADUs and the approval information should be
ancillary to permitted ADUs. In response, the element continues to utilize applications in
estimating the number of ADUs in the planning period. Please see HCD’s prior review
for additional information.
Electronic Site Inventory: As noted in the prior review, pursuant to Government Code
section 65583.3, subdivision (b), the City must utilize standards, forms, and definitions
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adopted by HCD when preparing the sites inventory and submit an electronic version of
the sites inventory. While the City has submitted an electronic version of the sites
inventory, any future adopted versions of the element must also submit the electronic
version of the sites inventory.
Zoning for a Variety of Housing Types
•
•

•

Emergency Shelters: The element generally was not revised to address this
requirement. Please see HCD’s prior review.
Transitional Housing: The element now includes a program that appears intended
to amend zoning to comply with state law regarding transitional housing, but it does
not address HCD’s prior finding. This Program (Program 9 – Removal of
Constraints) should specifically amend zoning and comply with law, including
addressing exclusion of these uses in lower density residential zoning districts as
noted in the prior review.
Employee Housing: The element generally was not revised to address this
requirement. Please see HCD’s prior review.

4. An analysis of potential and actual governmental constraints upon the maintenance,
improvement, or development of housing for all income levels, including the types of
housing identified in paragraph (1) of subdivision (c), and for persons with disabilities as
identified in the analysis pursuant to paragraph (7), including land use controls, building
codes and their enforcement, site improvements, fees and other exactions required of
developers, and local processing and permit procedures... (Gov. Code, § 65583,
subd. (a)(5).)
Land Use Controls: The element generally was not revised to address this requirement.
Please see HCD’s prior review. In addition, from the prior review, the element must
address the following:
•

•
•

Specific Plans: The element was not revised to analyze development caps in
specific plans. Further, Program 9 (Removal of Constraints) does not appear to
specifically commit to remove development caps. The element should include
analysis and add or modify program as appropriate.
Inclusionary Requirements: The element generally was not revised to address this
requirement. Please see HCD’s prior review.
State Density Bonus Law: While the element includes Program 10 (Regulatory
Incentives) to revise the City’s density bonus ordinance, the Program should
include specific commitment to not subject requests under State Density Bonus
Law to discretionary actions.

Local Processing and Permit Procedures: The element generally was not revised to
address this requirement. Please see HCD’s prior review.
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Housing for Persons with Disabilities: While the element now includes actions under
Program 9 (Removal of Constraints) to remove constraints that inhibit residential care
facilities for seven or more persons when the use operates as transitional and supportive,
this Program does not address that these uses are excluded from residential zones and
subject to a conditional use permit, unlike other residential uses. Please see HCD’s prior
review for additional information.
5. Analyze any special housing needs such as elderly; persons with disabilities, including a
developmental disability; large families; farmworkers; families with female heads of
households; and families and persons in need of emergency shelter. (Gov. Code, § 65583,
subd. (a)(7).)
The element generally was not revised to address this requirement. Please see HCD’s
prior review.
C. Housing Programs
1. Include a program which sets forth a schedule of actions during the planning period, each
with a timeline for implementation, which may recognize that certain programs are
ongoing, such that there will be beneficial impacts of the programs within the planning
period, that the local government is undertaking or intends to undertake to implement the
policies and achieve the goals and objectives of the Housing Element through the
administration of land use and development controls, the provision of regulatory
concessions and incentives, and the utilization of appropriate federal and state financing
and subsidy programs when available. The program shall include an identification of the
agencies and officials responsible for the implementation of the various actions. (Gov.
Code, § 65583, subd. (c).)
While the element revised several programs with specific commitment and timing,
Programs 3 (Housing Rehabilitation), 16 (Housing for People with Disabilities) and 18
(Family, Youth and Student Housing) should still be revised with specific timelines. In
addition, from the prior review:
•

Program 7 (Mixed Use/TOD Strategy): The prior review noted the Program should
include actions toward actual housing outcomes. In response, the Program now
commits to “explore” adjustments to zoning. The Program should make a specific
and clear commitment to adjust zoning and other mechanisms as appropriate to
promote mixed use and transit-oriented development.

•

Program 12 (Financial Assistance): While the Program now commits to identify
opportunities, it should also add discrete timing (e.g., annually) for pursuing state
and federal funding.

2. Identify actions that will be taken to make sites available during the planning period with
appropriate zoning and development standards and with services and facilities to
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accommodate that portion of the city’s or county’s share of the regional housing need for
each income level that could not be accommodated on sites identified in the inventory
completed pursuant to paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) without rezoning, and to comply
with the requirements of Government Code section 65584.09. Sites shall be identified as
needed to facilitate and encourage the development of a variety of types of housing for all
income levels, including multifamily rental housing, factory-built housing, mobilehomes,
housing for agricultural employees, supportive housing, single-room occupancy units,
emergency shelters, and transitional housing. (Gov. Code, § 65583, subd. (c)(1).)
As noted in Finding B3, the element does not include a complete site analysis, therefore,
the adequacy of sites and zoning were not established. Based on the results of a complete
sites inventory and analysis, the City may need to add or revise programs to address a
shortfall of sites or zoning available to encourage a variety of housing types.
3. Address and, where appropriate and legally possible, remove governmental and
nongovernmental constraints to the maintenance, improvement, and development of
housing, including housing for all income levels and housing for persons with disabilities.
The program shall remove constraints to, and provide reasonable accommodations for
housing designed for, intended for occupancy by, or with supportive services for, persons
with disabilities. (Gov. Code, § 65583, subd. (c)(3).)
As noted in Finding B4, the element requires a complete analysis of potential
governmental and nongovernmental constraints. Depending upon the results of that
analysis, the City may need to revise or add programs and address and remove or
mitigate any identified constraints.
4. Promote and affirmatively further fair housing opportunities and promote housing
throughout the community or communities for all persons regardless of race, religion, sex,
marital status, ancestry, national origin, color, familial status, or disability, and other
characteristics protected by the California Fair Employment and Housing Act (Part 2.8
(commencing with Section 12900) of Division 3 of Title 2), Section 65008, and any other
state and federal fair housing and planning law. (Gov. Code, § 65583, subd. (c)(5).)
As noted in Finding B1, the element does not contain programs that satisfy the AFFH
requirements for specific and meaningful actions accompanied by specific commitment,
goals, and milestones to overcome fair housing issues. Based on a complete analysis, the
element must add or revise programs.
D. Public Participation
Local governments shall make a diligent effort to achieve public participation of all economic
segments of the community in the development of the housing element, and the element shall
describe this effort. (Gov. Code, § 65583, subd. (c)(8).)
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As noted in the prior review, the element should summarize public comments and describe how
they were considered and incorporated into the element. Further, the prior review called for the
application of additional methods for public outreach, particularly to include lower-income and
special needs households and neighborhoods with higher concentrations of lower-income
households. Finally, in the prior review, HCD received comments with many meaningful and
valuable suggestions related to the housing element and HCD strongly encouraged the City to
consider and address these comments, including revising the document as appropriate. The City
appears to not have taken any actions to address HCD’s prior finding. Please see HCD’s prior
review.
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ATTACHMENT F
HOUSING TASK FORCE LIST OF PUBLIC COMMENT TOPICS
(DECEMBER 8, 2021)

21 – ADUs

X

Easy Implementation

Potential Measures

X

Program 11Alternative
Housing
Opportunities

X

HTF Top 10. Two city-owned
sites, Heritage Square South and
Ramona, have been designated
for affordable housing. One
Caltrans single family housing has
been acquired and rehabed for
affordable shared housing. City is
awaiting additional Caltrans
properties to be made available.

Pending availability of
homes and funding,
pursue acquisition of
vacant Caltrans homes
for use as affordable
housing. Engage
institutions with land
potentially available for
affordable housing
including educational,
religious, health and
nonprofit
organizations.

Program 11Alternative
Housing
Opportunities

X

HTF Top 10. Housing Dept has
received Permanent Local
Housing Allocation funds, applied
for Housing Trust Funds and is
investigating new state funding
(e.g., Calhome, CalHFA, Project
HomeKey, Regional Housing Trust
Fund).

Pursue and advocated
for additional non-City Program 12funding sources for
Financial
affordable housing.
Assistance

30 – Affordable Housing Funding

X

Comments

Housing Element
Program

Pending available
funding, launch
additional rounds of
HTF Top 10. More than 400 ADU ADU loans perhaps
permit applications have been
targeting low income
submitted to Planning Dept since senior homeowners on
2018. Affordable Housing ADU fixed-incomes as a
Pilot underway with 5 ADUs.
means to generate
New state funding for ADUs
additional household
being explored by Housing Dept. income.

29 – Public Land for Housing; 2 – Opportunities for Additional
Housing Sites; 14 – Increasing Affordable Housing Production

X

High Impact

In Progress

Needs Policy Direction

Production & Preservation

Counts for RHNA

Housing Task Force Categorized List of Housing Suggestions
12.8.21

1

35 – More Permanent Supportive Housing

X

X

HTF Top 10. Salvation Army is
starting construction. Heritage
Square South is seeking funding.
Additional PSH development will
be difficult since Pasadena's
Project Based Voucher cap has
been hit.

Pursue and advocate
for additional Project
Based Vouchers to
facilitate future
permanent supportive Program 19housing development. Homeless Services

X

Pursue and advocate
for non-City funding to
acquire and rehab
existing naturally
occuring affordable
housing (NOAH) and
deed restrict them to
HTF Top 10. One small NOAH
become formal longproperty has been acquired. LA term affordable
County is likely to issue NOAH
housing. Explore an
funding in early 2022 which may ordianance to preserve Program 15make more and larger NOAH
NOAH in development Affordable Housing
projects feasible.
projects.
Preservation
HTF Top 16. Affordable housing
developers and ADU
Encourage
homeowners have not utilized
manufactured housing Program-9
manufactured housing in
as one way to produce Removal of
Pasadena.
cost-effective ADUs.
Constraints

X

Over 600 missing middle housing
rental units have been recently
acquired. Another 100 units are
pending. An additional 400 units
are being reviewed. Over 40
missing middle rental
homeownership units are under
construction. Over 50 additional
units are in the development
pipeline.

Program 20 - Fair
Housing

The development of this future
reclaimed Caltrans land will likely
include housing which at
minimum will need to comply
with inclusionary requirements.

Program 6Housing Sites

37 – Naturally Occurring Affordable Housing

X

40 – Manufactured Housing

28 – Missing Middle Housing

X

44 – Freeway Stub
X

X

2

X

Affordable housing development
in NW Pasadena includes over 40
homeownership units under
construction (Lincoln Orange
Grove), 2 homeownership units
in plan check (Howard &
Navarro), a recently acquired 5
unit NOAH building, and 70 units
of permanent supportive housing
in the pipeline (Heritage Square
South).

X

Pursue and advocate
for additional Project
Heritage Square South is seeking Based Vouchers to
funding. The Ramona
facilitate future
development agreement is
permanent supportive Program 17pending.
housing development. Housing for Seniors

5 – Produce Affordable Housing in Northwest Pasadena

X

9 – Amend the Inclusionary Housing Ordinance

X

Easy Implementation

High Impact

Needs Policy Direction

Planning & Land Use

Counts for RHNA

X

In Progress

42 – Senior Supportive Housing

Program 2Northwest
Pasadena

Housing Element
Program

Comments

Potential Measures

HTF Top 10. Affordable
percentage and in-lieu fee were
increased 2 years ago.

Given the large number
of Missing Middle
rental housing recently
produced, consider
shifting some of the
existing Moderate
Income requirement to
Low Income for
Program 8Inclusionary rental
Inclusionary
developments.
Housing

3

25 – Housing in Commercial Zones

HTF Top 10. Majority of
commercially zoned property in
the City permits housing
currently. Higher densities would
potentially incentivize additional
housing.

Program 6Housing Sites

X

HTF Top 10.

Program 6Housing Sites

X

HTF Top 16. Concession Menu
includes a 50% reduction in
minimum parking requirements,
but no projects have utilized this
reduction to date.
HTF Top 16. General Plan and
Specific Plan Updates address
this by increasing allowable
density near transit. Not a
"bonus", simply increased
density.

X

43 – Adaptive Re-Use

22 – Parking Minimums

24 – Local Density Bonus

HTF Top 16. Policy HE-2.8 in the
draft Housing Element is to
streamline entitlements for
affordable housing.

26 – Streamline Approvals

3 – Congregational Housing Overlay
X

X

Program 9Removal of
Constraints
Program 11Alternative
Housing
Opporunities

1 – Strengthen Housing Element Program Language

X

Motel ordinance has yet to be
used.

X

Changes to Density Bonus Law
and Congragational Housing
Overlay are comparable tools.

8 – Amend Motel Conversion Ordinance

23 – Affordable Housing Overlay Zone

Program 19Homeless Services

4

The General Plan Land Use
Element includes Policy 6.3
requiring a form-based approach,
but also includes density
limitations. Would require
fundamentally revisiting the
General Plan to deemphasize
density limitations.

27 – Form-Based Code

X
38 – Enhance Code Enforcement
45 – Housing Incentives and Disincentives

X
Specific Plan Updates include
increased open space
requrements for development
projects.

13 – Interim/Bridge Housing

Easy Implementation

Comments

X

HTF Top 10. Motel vouchers are
the preferred means of providing
interim housing.
HTF Top 10. Heritage Housing
Partners is exploring this for their
future developments.

X

HTF Top 16. A wide variety of
homeless programs are provided
in Pasadena.

X

36 – Community Land Trust
X

High Impact

In Progress

Needs Policy Direction

Programs

Counts for RHNA

46 – Access to Green Space

4 – Programs to Address Homelessness; 34 – Ending
Homelessness

Potential Measures

Housing Element
Program

Program 19Homeless Services

Program 19Homeless Services

5

X

Consider additonal
incentives &
streamlining measures
for affordable housing
outside of NW
Pasadena. Consider
HTF Top 16. Inclusionary units
additonal ways to
and missing middle rental
better connect
housing have largely been
residents of NW to
located outside of NW Pasadena citywide affordable
Program 20- Fair
and in TODs.
housing opportunities. Housing

X

Pasadena Public Housing Agency
(Housing Authority) has
maintained lease-up in a tight
rental market with marketing and
landlord incentives and applied
for and received new
Pursue and advocate
Mainstream vouchers and
for additional rental
Emergency Housing Vouchers.
vouchers.

Program 19Homeless Services

X

Recently received Mainstream
and Emergency Housing
Vouchers.

Pursue and advocate
for additional rental
vouchers.

Program 14- Rental
Housing Assistance

Potential Measures

Housing Element
Program

11 – Fair Housing; 39 – Distribute Affordable Housing

X

7 – Proactive Housing Authority

X
41 – Expand Section 8
X

10 – Gentrification and Vacancy Surcharges

Specific Plan Updates include
requirement to unbundle parking
from housing for new projects.

18 – Just Cause
19 – Rent Control
15 – Rent Registry
16 – Tenant Right to Purchase
20 – Legal Right to Counsel

Easy Implementation

High Impact

In Progress

Needs Policy Direction

Tenant Measures

Counts for RHNA

31 – Separate Housing and Parking Costs

Comments

X
X

6

6 – Housing Task Force or Commission
32 – Housing Dept Funding
12 - Provide Sufficient Infrastructure and City Services

Easy Implementation

High Impact

In Progress

Needs Policy Direction

Counts for RHNA

Other

Comments

Potential Measures

Housing Element
Program

X
X

X

An emergency rental assistance
program was implement for
COVID-impacted households.

X

A micro business loan program
was implemented for COVIDimpacted micro-businesses.

17 – COVID Impacts

33 – COVID-19 Economic Losses

7

ATTACHMENT G
HOUSING TASK FORCE FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS
(APRIL 6, 2022)

SUMMARY OF HOUSING TASK FORCE MOTIONS AND VOTES
MEETING OF APRIL 6, 2022

DISCUSSION ITEM: Enforcement of Anti-Harassment Tenant Protections
Motion: Provide adequate resources to enforce anti-harassment tenant protections
(Mueller/ Second Riddle)
Vote: Motion Carried
10- Yes (Bryant, Burns, Foker, Gibbs, Henry, Loveman, Miskey, Mueller, Oliver, Riddle)
0-No
3- Abstain (Delgado, Letts, Storch)
5- Absent (Arrellano, Barnes, Noel-Toro, Moreno, Rushing)
DISCUSSION ITEM: Rent Stabilization Ordinance
Motion: City Council adopt a local rent stabilization ordinance by the end of 2022
(Henry/Second Burns)
Vote: Motion Carried
8- Yes (Burns, Delgado, Gibbs, Henry, Letts, Miskey, Oliver, Riddle)
4-No (Bryant, Loveman, Mueller, Storch)
1- Abstain (Foker)
5- Absent (Arrellano, Barnes, Noel-Toro, Moreno, Rushing)
DISCUSSION ITEM: Just Cause Eviction Ordinance
Motion: Adopt a local Just Cause Eviction Ordinance by the end of 2022
(Burns/Second Delgado)
Vote: Motion Carried
12-Yes (Bryant, Burns, Delgado, Gibbs, Henry, Letts, Loveman, Miskey, Mueller, Oliver, Riddle, Storch)
1-Abstain (Foker)
5- Absent (Arrellano, Barnes, Noel-Toro, Moreno, Rushing)
DISCUSSION ITEM: Investments in Transit and Pedestrian and Bicycle Infrastructure
Motion: Do not include this item in the Housing Element
(Bryant/Second Delgado)
Vote: Motion Carried
11-Yes (Bryant, Delgado, Foker, Gibbs, Letts, Loveman, Miskey, Mueller, Oliver, Riddle, Storch)
2-No (Burns, Henry)
5-Absent (Arrellano, Barnes, Noel-Toro, Moreno, Rushing)

DISCUSSION ITEM: Use of Vacant Land for Greenspace
Motion: Do not include this item in the Housing Element
(Delgado/Second Bryant)
Vote: Motion Carried
13- Yes (Bryant, Burns, Delgado, Foker, Gibbs, Henry, Letts, Loveman, Miskey, Mueller, Oliver, Riddle, Storch)
5- Absent (Arrellano, Barnes, Noel-Toro, Moreno, Rushing)
DISCUSSION ITEM: Proactive Code Enforcement
Motion: Do not include this item in the Housing Element
(Loveman/Second Bryant)
Vote: Motion Carried
12-Yes (Bryant, Burns, Delgado, Foker, Gibbs, Letts, Loveman, Miskey, Mueller, Oliver, Riddle, Storch)
1-No (Henry)
5- Absent (Arrellano, Barnes, Noel-Toro, Moreno, Rushing)
DISCUSSION ITEM: Housing Department Staff Dedicated to Interagency Coordination
Motion: Do not include this item in the Housing Element
(Delgado/Second Bryant)
Vote: Motion Carried
12-Yes (Bryant, Burns, Delgado, Foker, Gibbs, Henry, Letts, Loveman, Miskey, Oliver, Riddle, Storch)
1-No (Mueller)
5- Absent (Arrellano, Barnes, Noel-Toro, Moreno, Rushing)
DISCUSSION ITEM: Impact Fee to Fund Affordable Housing Development
Motion: Recommend a comprehensive study of ways to increase affordable housing funding
(Bryant/Second Riddle)
Vote: Motion Carried
11-Yes (Bryant, Burns, Delgado, Foker, Gibbs, Letts, Loveman, Miskey, Oliver, Riddle, Storch)
2- No (Henry, Mueller)
5- Absent (Arrellano, Barnes, Noel-Toro, Moreno, Rushing)
DISCUSSION ITEM: Vacancy Tax
Motion: Continue to explore local housing dollars that fund affordable housing such as a vacancy tax,
commercial linkage fee and a document transfer tax by the end of 2023
(Loveman/Second Letts)
Vote: Motion Carried
12-Yes (Bryant, Burns, Delgado, Foker, Gibbs, Henry, Letts, Mueller, Loveman, Miskey, Oliver, Riddle)
1- No (Storch)
5- Absent (Arrellano, Barnes, Noel-Toro, Moreno, Rushing)

DISCUSSION ITEM: Creation of an Affordable Housing Overlay Zone
Motion: Do not include this item in the Housing Element
(Letts/Second Bryant)
Vote: Motion Carried
13-Yes (Bryant, Burns, Delgado, Foker, Gibbs, Henry, Letts, Mueller, Loveman, Miskey, Oliver, Riddle, Storch)
5- Absent (Arrellano, Barnes, Noel-Toro, Moreno, Rushing)
DISCUSSION ITEM: Legal Counsel for Tenants
Motion: Housing Department to bring forward a cost study to establish a legal right to counsel for tenants.
(Burns/Second Henry)
Vote: Motion Carried
7-Yes (Bryant, Burns, Delgado, Henry, Loveman, Miskey, Riddle)
3-No (Mueller, Oliver, Storch)
3-Abstain (Foker, Gibbs, Letts)
5-Absent (Arrellano, Barnes, Noel-Toro, Moreno, Rushing)
DISCUSSION ITEM: Create a Housing Authority
This item was withdrawn by Task Force Member Delgado who introduced it
DISCUSSION ITEM: Establish a Safe Parking Ordinance
Motion: Establish creation of a safe parking ordinance in the Housing Element by the end of 2023
(Henry/Second Burns)
Vote: Motion Carried
12- Yes (Bryant, Burns, Delgado, Gibbs, Henry, Letts, Loveman, Miskey, Mueller, Oliver, Riddle, Storch)
1-No (Foker)
5- Absent (Arrellano, Barnes, Noel-Toro, Moreno, Rushing)
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CHAPTER 1
PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND
The City of Pasadena (City) has prepared this Addendum to the 2015 Pasadena General Plan
Environmental Impact Report (GP EIR) (State Clearinghouse No. 2013091009) to address
the potential environmental impacts associated with the 2021-2029 Housing Element Update
(Housing Element Update, project, or proposed project). This Addendum is prepared in
accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act of 1970 (CEQA) (Cal. Public
Resources Code Section 21000, et. seq., as amended) and its implementing guidelines (Cal.
Code Regs., Title 14, Section 15000 et. seq., 2016). This Addendum has been prepared and
will be processed consistent with CEQA Guidelines (Cal. Code Regs., Title 14, Section 15162
and Section 15164).
In 2015, the City updated the Pasadena General Plan and prepared the GP EIR to analyze
potential citywide impacts, broad policy alternatives, and programmatic mitigation measures
associated with the update of the Pasadena General Plan and specific plan amendments. The
changes focused on the Land Use and Mobility Elements and the Land Use Diagram. The
update also included the consolidation of optional elements into required elements of the
General Plan. The Land Use and Mobility Elements, together with the other General Plan
elements, guide the overall physical development of the City through horizon year 2035. The
GP EIR is a Program EIR as defined by CEQA Guidelines Section 15161, California Code of
Regulations, Title 14, Division 6, Chapter 3 and prepared in compliance with CEQA Guidelines
Section 15168. The Final GP EIR was certified and the findings, Statement of Overriding
Considerations (SOC), and Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) adopted
by the City Council on August 17, 2015 (Resolution No. 9451).
Per the GP EIR, future discretionary review may rely on analysis provided in the GP EIR for
the purpose of tiering and/or streamlining. The purpose of tiering is to use the analysis of
general matters contained in a broader EIR (such as the GP EIR) with later CEQA documents
on narrower or more site specific projects (CEQA Guidelines Section 15152). Tiering serves
to reduce repetitive analysis and provide subsequent site specific analysis at a time when it is
meaningful. Tiering is common and appropriate when the sequence of analysis is from a
General Plan EIR to a program of lesser scope, such as a Housing Element Update.
Therefore, CEQA review required for the Housing Element Update may tier from the GP EIR
pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15152.

1.1

APPLICABILITY AND USE OF AN ADDENDUM

Per the GP EIR, CEQA review required for subsequent projects, including this update to the
City’s Housing Element, may tier from the GP EIR pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section
15152. In addition, per CEQA Guidelines Section 15152(h), other methods to streamline the
environmental review process also exist. These methods include the use of a Program EIR
(i.e., GP EIR) for later activities (CEQA Guidelines Section 15168) and preparing an
addendum (CEQA Guidelines Section 15164). Lead agencies have discretion regarding which
method may apply and should be used.
Under the process described in CEQA Guidelines Section 15168(c), later activities in the
program must be examined in the light of the Program EIR to determine whether an additional
environmental document must be prepared. No additional documentation is required for
Addendum to the Pasadena General Plan EIR
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subsequent proposed actions (e.g., updating of the City’s Housing Element) if the examination
determines that the potential impacts were within the scope of the GP EIR, and subsequent
proposed actions implement appropriate feasible mitigation measures identified in the MMRP
that accompanies the Final EIR. Whether a later activity is within the scope of a Program EIR
is a factual question that the lead agency determines based on substantial evidence in the
record. Factors that a legal agency may consider in making that determination include, but
are not limited to, consistency of the later activity with the type of allowable land use, overall
planned density and building intensity, geographic area analyzed for environmental impacts
and covered infrastructure as described in the Program EIR. If the agency finds that pursuant
to CEQA Guidelines Section 15162, no subsequent EIR would be required, the agency can
approve the activity as being within the scope of the project covered by the program EIR, and
no new environmental document would be required.
The conditions in CEQA Guidelines Section 15162 calling for the preparation of a subsequent
EIR are:
1. Substantial changes are proposed in the project which will require major revisions of
the previous EIR or negative declaration due to the involvement of new significant
environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified
significant effects;
2. Substantial changes occur with respect to the circumstances under which the project
is undertaken which will require major revisions of the previous EIR or negative
declaration due to the involvement of new significant environmental effects or a
substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects; or
3. New information of substantial importance which was not known and could not have
been known with the exercise of reasonable diligence at the time the previous EIR was
certified as complete or the negative declaration was adopted, shows any of the
following:
a. The project will have one or more significant effects not discussed in the
previous EIR or negative declaration;
b. Significant effects previously examined will be substantially more severe than
shown in the previous EIR;
c. Mitigation measures or alternatives previously found not to be feasible would
in fact be feasible, and would substantially reduce one or more significant
effects of the project, but the project proponents decline to adopt the mitigation
measures or alternative; or
d. Mitigation measures or alternatives which are considerably different from those
analyzed in the previous EIR would substantially reduce one or more
significant effects on the environment, but the project proponents decline to
adopt the mitigation measure or alternative.
Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15164, the City, as the lead agency, has prepared this
Addendum to confirm that none of the conditions identified in CEQA Guidelines Section 15162
and Public Resources Code Section 21166 have occurred. For a proposed project or
implementing activity, CEQA Guidelines Section 15164 provides that an Addendum to a
Addendum to the Pasadena General Plan EIR
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previously certified Final EIR may be prepared if only minor technical changes or additions
are necessary, or none of the conditions described in Section 15162 calling for the preparation
of a subsequent EIR or negative declaration have occurred. The City must consider the whole
of the data presented in the GP EIR with the information provided in this Addendum and the
previously adopted MMRP.

1.2

FORMAT OF THIS ADDENDUM

The previously certified GP EIR serves as the primary environmental compliance document
for the project, and this Addendum provides minor changes and additions to the GP EIR. This
Addendum should be considered with the full text of the previously certified GP EIR. All
applicable mitigation measures from the GP EIR would be applicable to the proposed project
and, therefore, are incorporated by reference into this Addendum. This Addendum relies on
the use of an Environmental Checklist Form (Checklist), as suggested in Section 15063(d)(3)
of the CEQA Guidelines. Per the CEQA Guidelines, an addendum does not need to be
circulated for public review but can be included in or attached to the Final EIR prior to making
a decision on the project.

1.3

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Based upon the Checklist prepared for the proposed project and supporting responses (see
Chapter 3), adoption of the Housing Element Update would not result in substantial changes
requiring major revisions to the previously certified GP EIR. Further, the proposed project
would not result in any new significant environmental impacts that were not discussed in the
GP EIR or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant impacts. No
new mitigation measures are required for the proposed project. Since only minor changes and
additions are required to the GP EIR, and none of the conditions described in Public
Resources Code Section 21166 or CEQA Guidelines Section 15162(a-b) or Section 15163
requiring preparation of a subsequent or supplemental EIR have occurred, the City finds that
the preparation of an Addendum to the GP EIR is the appropriate CEQA documentation for
the proposed project and that the proposed project is within the scope of the GP EIR.

1.4

LEAD AGENCY AND DISCRETIONARY APPROVALS

This Addendum and the previously certified GP EIR are intended to serve as the
environmental documentation for the changes being proposed as part of the Housing Element
Update. The City of Pasadena is the lead agency under CEQA and maintains authority to
approve the Addendum for the adoption of the Housing Element Update. Discretionary
approvals being sought as part of the Housing Element Update include the following:


Acknowledge this Addendum to the GP EIR and that no subsequent CEQA document
is required.



Adopt the Housing Element Update.

Addendum to the Pasadena General Plan EIR
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CHAPTER 2
PROJECT DESCRIPTION

2.1

INTRODUCTION

On August 18, 2015, the City certified the Pasadena General Plan (GP) Final Environmental
Impact Report (GP EIR). The GP EIR analyzed potential citywide impacts, broad policy
alternatives, and programmatic mitigation measures. The GP EIR analyzed the update of the
GP and specific plan amendments, which were limited to specific plan boundary changes and
updated development caps within each of the City’s eight specific plan areas. The changes
focused on the Land Use and Mobility Elements and the Land Use Diagram. The update also
included the consolidation of optional elements into required elements of the General Plan.
The Land Use and Mobility Elements, together with the other General Plan elements, guide
the overall physical development of the City through horizon year 2035.
The Housing Element is a mandated chapter of the Pasadena General Plan and addresses
the production, maintenance, and improvement of housing, as well as ensuring equal access
to housing for all persons. The Housing Element Update does not specifically authorize the
construction of any housing development, nor does it indicate where and when specific
housing projects will occur. The Housing Element Update is a policy document setting forth
the City’s plan to accommodate its share of regional housing needs, as determined by the
Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG). This housing element covers an
eight-year planning period from 2021 to 2029.
The detailed statutory requirements for preparing a housing element are contained in the
California Government Code (Sections 65580–65589.8). In accordance with State law, the
housing element must include: 1) an identification and analysis of its existing and projected
housing needs; 2) an analysis of the various governmental and nongovernmental constraints
to meeting that need; and 3) a series of goals, policies, and scheduled programs to further the
development, improvement, and preservation of housing.
This housing element consists of two sections: Housing Framework and Appendices. The
Housing Framework sets forth the housing concerns and issues in Pasadena, followed by the
goals, policies, programs, and resources to address those issues. The Appendices support
the Housing Framework and address specific statutory requirements as follows:


Appendix A: Housing Needs. This includes an analysis of demographic, economic,
social, and housing characteristics of Pasadena residents and an assessment of
current and future housing needs in the community associated with population and
employment growth and change.



Appendix B: Constraints Analysis. This includes an analysis of potential governmental
constraints that affect the development, maintenance, and improvement of housing for
all income groups and people with disabilities, commensurate with the City’s identified
housing needs.



Appendix C: Housing Resources. This includes an inventory of resources available to
address the City’s housing needs, including available land to accommodate new
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housing, financial resources to support program efforts, and administrative capacity to
manage housing programs.


Appendix D: Program Evaluation. This includes an evaluation of current housing
programs and accomplishments in addressing the housing needs identified in the
2014–2021 Housing Element.



Appendix E: Community Inputs. This includes the input from community engagement
initiatives conducted for this Housing Element Update. Although the City lacks
resources to implement all initiatives in the Housing Element Update, this appendix is
a resource to draw upon for creative housing solutions over a longer planning horizon.



Appendix F: Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing. State Housing Element law requires
a thorough analysis of any patterns of discrimination in the provision of housing. The
analysis in this section is coupled with programs in the Housing Plan to forward
meaningful actions to address fair housing issues identified in the analysis.

The purpose of this Addendum to the GP EIR is to evaluate the environmental effects
associated with the Housing Element Update and to determine whether these impacts are
consistent with the evaluation presented in the GP EIR in compliance with CEQA (Public
Resources Code Sections 21000 et seq.) and the State CEQA Guidelines (California Code of
Regulations Section 15000 et seq.).

2.2

PROJECT LOCATION

The City of Pasadena is located in north-central Los Angeles County, at the base of the San
Gabriel Mountains. Interstate 210 bisects the City east to west, and State Route 110 has its
northern terminus at the City’s southern boundary (Figure 1 shows the regional location and
City boundary and Figure 2 shows the Housing Element Sites Inventory). The Housing
Element Update applies to all properties within the City limits.
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Figure 1 - Regional Location Map
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Figure 2 – Housing Element Sites Inventory
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The objectives identified in the GP EIR include:


Objective 1: Provide a new Land Use Element that targets growth to serve community
needs and enhance the quality of life. Direct higher density development away from
residential neighborhoods and into the Central District, Transit Villages, and
Neighborhood Villages.



Objective 2: Reduce vehicle miles traveled for the City and the region by providing a
diverse housing stock, job opportunities, and exciting districts with commercial and
recreational uses, and transit opportunities in the Central District, Transit Villages, and
Neighborhood Villages.



Objective 3: Ensure new development builds upon Pasadena’s tradition of strong
sense of place, great neighborhoods, gardens, plazas, parks, and trees.



Objective 4: Preserve Pasadena’s historic resources by ensuring that new
development is compatible with and differentiated from existing historic resources.



Objective 5: Achieve economic vitality and fiscal responsibility by providing jobs,
services, revenues, and opportunities with a diverse economic base.



Objective 6: Provide a General Plan that establishes the goals and policies to create
a socially, economically, and environmentally sustainable community. Provide safe,
well-designed, accessible, and human-scale residential and commercial areas where
people of all ages can live, work, and play, including neighborhood parks, urban open
spaces, and the equitable distribution of public and private recreational facilities.



Objective 7: Create a cultural, scientific, corporate, entertainment, and educational
center for the region. Provide long-term growth opportunities for existing institutions
and foster a healthy economy to attract new cultural, scientific, corporate,
entertainment, and educational institutions.



Objective 8: Create mobility guidelines and multimodal metrics consistent with Senate
Bill (SB) 743. Incorporate new goals, policies, and programs that balance multiple
modes of transportation and meet the requirements of the Complete Streets Act.



Objective 9: Reduce greenhouse gas emissions and encourage walking, biking,
transit, and other alternatives to motor vehicles by creating strategies to encourage
nonautomotive travel and protect residential neighborhoods consistent with Assembly
Bill (AB) 32, SB 375, and SB 743.



Objective 10: Reconcile General Plan buildout projections with regional and
subregional estimates for growth creating consistency with the Southern California
Association of Governments (SCAG).



Objective 11: Incorporate housing sites identified in the adopted Housing Element
with the Land Use Element.
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Table 1 show the goals and policies included in the Housing Element Update:
Table 1: Housing Element Update Goals and Policies
Goal HE-1
Policy HE-1.1
Policy HE-1.2
Policy HE-1.3
Policy HE-1.4
Policy HE-1.5
Policy HE-1.6

Policy HE-1.7
Policy HE-1.8
Goal HE-2
Policy HE-2.1
Policy HE-2.2
Policy HE-2.3
Policy HE-2.4
Policy HE-2.5
Policy HE-2.6

Neighborhoods citywide with quality housing, parks and community services, infrastructure, and
public services that maintain and enhance neighborhood quality, character, and residents’
health.
Diversity of Neighborhoods. Provide balanced mixes, densities, and forms of residential and mixeduse districts and neighborhoods.
Property Conditions. Help property owners maintain the quality of rental and ownership housing by
ensuring compliance with City building codes and standards. Facilitate and promote the renovation,
improvement, and rehabilitation of housing.
Housing Design. Require excellence in design of housing through use of materials and colors, building
treatments, landscaping, open space, parking, and environmentally sensitive and sustainable building
design.
Historic Preservation. Promote the preservation of historically and architecturally significant buildings
and the quality of historic neighborhoods through the appropriate land use, design, and housing policies
and practices
Community Services. Integrate and maintain the provision of schools, public safety, community centers,
infrastructure, green spaces and parks, and other public amenities with the planning and development
of housing.
Green Spaces. Preserve neighborhood and community parks, street trees, open spaces and
recreational areas, hillsides, and other landscape amenities that support, define, and lend character to
residential neighborhoods. For new development, ensure that residents have ready access to public
parks and private open space.
Neighborhood Safety. Provide City services that contribute to the overall safety of neighborhoods in
terms of traffic and circulation, crime prevention, and property conditions. Support the efforts of
neighborhood groups to promote safe conditions in their neighborhoods.
Healthful Housing. Promote indoor air quality through a ban on smoking in apartments and
condominiums and with construction materials that are sustainable, green, and not a detriment to indoor
air quality.
A balanced supply and diversity of rental and ownership housing suited to residents of varying
lifestyle needs and income levels.
Housing Diversity. Facilitate and encourage diversity in types, prices, ownership, and size of singleunit homes, apartments, homes, mixed-use and transit-oriented developments, work/live housing, and
emerging housing types.
Strategic Growth. Direct new residential development into the Central District, transit villages,
neighborhood villages, and along key corridors—neighborhoods where people can live and work, shop,
and benefit from access to a rail and bus transit.
Environmental Sustainability. Encourage sustainable patterns of residential growth and preservation
with respect to land use, building and site design, resource conservation, open space, and health
considerations.
Affordable Housing. Facilitate a mix of household income and affordability levels in residential projects
citywide, with an emphasis on ensuring integration of affordable housing into every neighborhood.
Adaptive Reuse. Support innovative strategies for the adaptive reuse of office, retail, hotels/motels, and
industrial buildings, consistent with land use policy, to accommodate innovative housing types and
productive use of underused buildings.
Housing Incentives. Facilitate the development of affordable housing through regulatory concessions,
financial assistance, density bonuses, the inclusionary housing program, and other City and outside
agency programs.
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Missing Middle. Address the growing need for “missing middle” housing—rental and ownership homes
affordable to the moderate-income workforce.
Development Process. Modify development processes to streamline and simplify the processing of
entitlement permits, design review, building permits, and funding of affordable housing.
Community Involvement. Continue and support dialogue with builders, advocates, nonprofits,
residents, finance industry, and other stakeholders to understand and address evolving housing needs
of residents and the workforce.
Overconcentration of Affordable Housing. Ensure future development of housing distributes
affordable units throughout the City and avoids overconcentration of affordable units.
Increased opportunities for people to find and retain housing in Pasadena and to afford rental
and ownership homes specific to their income and life stage status.
Financial Resources. Pursue and maximize the use of State, federal, local, and private funds for the
development, preservation, and rehabilitation of housing affordable to lower- and moderate-income
households.
Partnerships. Pursue collaborative partnerships with nonprofit organizations, faith-based organizations,
developers, business community, and State and federal agencies to develop, rehabilitate, preserve, and
retain affordable housing.
Homeownership Opportunities. Increase homeownership opportunities for lower- and moderateincome residents, local employees, and essential workers through the provision of financial assistance
(subject to funding availability and partnerships).
Preservation of Affordable Housing. Establish and seek to renew long-term affordability covenants for
all City-assisted housing projects. Support the conservation of unassisted housing affordable to lowerincome households.
Homeownership Retention. Create and maintain education and resources that enable residents to
make informed decisions on home purchases and maintaining homeownership.
Rental Assistance. Support the provision of rental assistance for residents earning lower incomes,
including persons with special needs consistent with City preference and priority categories and fair
housing law.
Workforce Housing. Work with major employers, educational institutions, health care institutions, and
other employers within Pasadena to facilitate and encourage the development of workforce housing
opportunities.
Housing Acquisition and Rehabilitation. Promote the acquisition, rehabilitation, preservation, or
purchase of affordability covenants on multi-family housing and the maximum extension of affordability
controls.
Neighborhood Stability. Promote strategies that guard against neighborhood gentrification and
facilitate the ability of long-time residents to remain in their neighborhoods as economic conditions
change.
Adequate housing opportunities and support services for seniors, people with disabilities,
families with children, college students, and people in need of emergency, transitional, or
supportive housing.
Senior Housing. Support development and maintenance of affordable senior rental and ownership
housing and supportive services that facilitate independence and the ability of seniors to remain in their
homes and the community.
Family Housing. Facilitate and encourage the development of larger housing units for families with
children, and the provision of support services such as childcare, after-school care, family development
services, and health care.
People with Disabilities. Support the development of permanent, affordable, and accessible housing
that allows people with disabilities to live independent lives.
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Service-Enriched Housing. Support and assist organizations in the provision of support services and
service-enriched housing for special needs groups, such as seniors, large families, people with
disabilities, people experiencing homelessness, and those with medical conditions.
Large Institutions. Work with educational and health care institutions to update master plans and
provide housing accommodations for students, faculty, and employees that reflect the housing needs
and preferences of their respective institution.
Homeless Housing and Services. Provide support and financial assistance to community service
organizations that provide housing opportunities and supportive services for people who are homeless
or at risk of being homeless.
A housing environment in which all people have equal access to the housing of their choice and
are treated with dignity and respect in the neighborhoods in which they choose to live.
Fair Housing. Support the enforcement of federal and State fair housing laws that prohibit discrimination
in the sale, rental, and occupancy of housing on the bases of race, religion, color, ancestry, national
origin, age, sex, sexual orientation, family type, handicap, minor children, or other protected status under
State and federal law.
Organizational Support. Support organizations that can receive and investigate allegations of
noncompliance with fair housing principles, monitor compliance with fair housing laws, and refer possible
violations to enforcing agencies.
Distributed Housing. Work to ensure that housing for lower-income households is distributed
throughout the City and that concentrations in particular neighborhoods and/or Council districts are
explicitly avoided.
Supportive Housing. Promote a balanced geographical dispersal of assisted affordable housing
developments and associated supportive social services for individuals and households throughout the
community.
Civic Engagement. Provide the means for residents and neighborhood organizations to be proactive in
identifying and addressing housing and neighborhood needs and seeking solutions in partnership with
the City. Facilitate increased participation among traditionally underrepresented groups in the public
decision-making process.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT

A Housing Element is one of the eight required General Plan elements. It addresses existing
and future housing needs of persons of all income levels and provides policy guidance to
decision-makers and City staff. The City is not required to construct housing to meet those
needs, but it must create a regulatory environment that supports and encourages housing
production and equal access to housing. The Housing Element Update does not specifically
authorize the construction of any housing development, nor does it indicate where and when
specific housing projects will occur. The Housing Element Update is a policy document setting
forth the City’s plan to accommodate its share of regional housing needs, as determined by
the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG). This Housing Element Update
covers an eight-year planning period from 2021 to 2029.
State law requires that all housing elements address five key topics: 1) housing needs, 2)
constraints to housing development, 3) housing resources, 4) affirmatively furthering fair
housing, and 5) a housing plan. Article 10.6, Section 65580 – 65589.8, Chapter 3 of Division
1 of Title 7 of the California Government Code establishes the legal requirements for a housing
element and encourages the provision of affordable and decent housing, in suitable living
environments, in all communities, in working toward statewide goals. The 2021-2029 Housing
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Element Update is the policy document that addresses current and projected housing needs
consistent with State law.
Implementation Action Programs
In addition to goals and polices (listed above), the Housing Element Update includes 24
implementation action programs to implement policy direction.
PROGRAM #1: CODE ENFORCEMENT AND HOUSING INSPECTION. Code enforcement
and other efforts to improve the quality of housing are important tools to maintain home values
and to protect residents’ health, safety, and welfare. To achieve these goals, the City conducts
several code enforcement and housing inspection programs.


Code Compliance. Code compliance is a means to ensure that the quality of the
City’s commercial and residential neighborhoods is maintained. Code compliance
staff enforces State and local regulations governing exterior building conditions,
property maintenance, and interior conditions. Code compliance staff also works with
neighborhood groups to address common concerns. For properties found in
violation, eligible property owners are directed to nonprofit organizations and City
rehabilitation loans and grants for assistance in resolving code violations and making
repairs. The City has organized the Code Compliance Division to have officers
assigned to specific areas of Pasadena, thus achieving faster abatement.



Emergency Enforcement. The City maintains an inter- departmental effort called
City Resources Against Substandard Housing (CRASH), chaired by the Code
Compliance Manager. The CRASH team includes representatives from Health, Fire,
Building, Humane Society, Police, and Code Enforcement. The CRASH team works
to correct substandard buildings, eliminate blight, identify solutions to neighborhood
crime, and provide emergency response and abatement for the worst properties. The
program also encompasses an education component to train property owners in
prevention of illegal activity. In addition, Health and Code Compliance staff regularly
reassign complaints via the Pasadena Citizen Service Center for appropriate followup.



Maintenance Assistance to Homeowners. The MASH program provides free
services to low income, senior, or disabled homeowners unable to perform deferred
maintenance on their owner-occupied, single-family homes. As a secondary function,
the MASH program provides a unique program for providing on-the-job training for
adults to gain the skills and work habits necessary to obtain a permanent job. MASH
crews may also assist in times of emergencies, such as fire, storms, or earthquakes.



Occupancy Inspection. This inspection is designed to ensure the quality and
maintenance of single-family homes, duplexes, and condominiums. Whenever a
change in occupancy of an eligible unit occurs, the property is inspected for
compliance with City codes. Typical items inspected include electrical, plumbing,
heating, structural conditions, and health and safety items. If a housing code violation
is found, the property owner is notified of the violations and given a reasonable time
to correct them. Upon correction of the violations, a certificate of inspection is issued.
To streamline the program, the City has established an online self-certification
process at: https://www.cityofpasadena.net/planning/code-compliance/presaleprogram/
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Quadrennial Inspection. This inspection is designed to ensure that apartments are
decent, safe, and well maintained. All rental properties with three or more units are
inspected at least once every four years. Typical items inspected include the same
as an occupancy inspection. Property owners are notified if code violations exist and,
upon remedy, are issued a certificate of compliance. This program continues to be
an effective way to identify code violations as they occur, before they affect the
condition of the building and quality of life experienced by tenants.



Lead-Based Paint Hazards. The City’s Public Health Department has a Childhood
Lead Poisoning Prevention Program designed to prevent lead exposure and, when
exposure occurs, to care for children with lead poisoning. Public health nurses provide
case management for children and their families affected by lead poisoning.
Environmental health specialists work with nurses to identify lead sources, provide
advice on lead-safe painting and remodeling, enforce City ordinances for lead
reduction, and provide information and assistance to care providers of children.

PROGRAM #2: NORTHWEST PASADENA. The City of Pasadena has long directed
enhanced efforts at improving conditions in Northwest Pasadena, where a history of
discriminatory real estate practices, followed by decades of underinvestment, created
neighborhoods in need of focused attention. Through community building efforts and
enhanced community participation, the City continues to make substantial investments in this
area. Prior to the dissolution of redevelopment in California, funds were available for
significant investment in housing. Without that resource, the City has had to use federal and
State funding sources more creatively to improve the existing housing stock and bring new
homes to the Northwest community. It should be noted that the CDBG Northwest Fund
account was discontinued in 2015 due to overall reduction citywide on CDBG resources.


Community Building. Pasadena supports for-profit, nonprofit, and faith- based
organizations that are committed to implementing community-building efforts in
Northwest Pasadena. These include, but are not limited to, Flintridge Center,
Community Bible Church through its work at the Kings Village and Community Arms
Apartment projects, and numerous other nonprofit and for-profit organizations. Other
efforts include Neighbors Acting Together Helping All (NATHA), which has received
three-year grants from the California Community Foundation.



Northwest Commission and Programs. Working in conjunction with the Northwest
Commission, the City’s Northwest Program office works specifically to maintain a
healthy business environment and facilitate housing maintenance and production.
These include monitoring of capital improvement projects, improvements to park
facilities and community centers, police department activities to address neighborhood
safety, and ongoing liaison activities with neighborhoods associations.



Citywide Programs. The many programs described in this element are used to assist
households within Northwest Pasadena, from rental assistance to tenant protections
to new affordable housing construction. The City will conduct focused outreach for
these programs in Northwest Pasadena to increase residents’ awareness of available
resources.

PROGRAM #3: HOUSING REHABILITATION. Many housing units in Pasadena are 50 years
or older; maintaining housing in good condition is a critical priority since existing units are
often the most affordable type of housing. In addition to the programs described in Program
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#1, the City offers several programs to encourage the maintenance, repair, and improvement
of rental and ownership housing.


Municipal Assistance, Solutions, and Hiring (MASH). The MASH program provides
free services to low-income, senior, or disabled homeowners unable to perform
deferred maintenance on their owner-occupied, single-family homes. As a secondary
function, the MASH program provides a unique program for providing on-the-job
training for adults to gain the skills and work habits necessary to obtain a permanent
job. MASH crews may also assist in times of emergencies, such as fire, storms, or
earthquakes.



Single-family Rehabilitation Loan. The City works with Neighborhood Housing
Services of Los Angeles County (NHS) to provide services. This program includes a
single-family rehabilitation loan program, homebuyer and homeownership education,
foreclosure counseling, and other neighborhood services formerly provided by the
Pasadena NHS. These programs are offered citywide, although many of the activities
are targeted for residents in the Northwest community. Three owner-occupied home
rehabilitation projects were completed by the interdepartmental Under One Roof
program between 2014 and 2020: 840 Manzanita Avenue, 3570 Cartwright Avenue,
and 760 Elmira Street. NHS administers the HOME single-family rehabilitation
program in Pasadena. The program is being marketed to identify projects.



Acquisition/Rehabilitation. Pasadena implements multi-family and other housing
acquisition and rehabilitation efforts as opportunities arise. However, initiation of a
more strategic, proactive program can help fill a needed gap, serve to both upgrade
older apartment properties and stabilize rents, and enhance City efforts to improve
distressed neighborhoods. One project, 268 Waverly Drive, involved City purchase
and rehabilitation of a Caltrans-owned single-family residence and construction of an
ADU for City operation of rental Rapid Re-Housing.
Lack of a permanent source of funds limit the City’s ability to compete with market rate
investors to acquire residential buildings. However, the City used HOME funds to
support a nonprofit housing developer’s acquisition/rehabilitation and preservation of
a 44-unit housing project (The Groves). Also, the City Council continues to consider
committing inclusionary in-lieu fees to assist with acquisition/rehabilitation project

PROGRAM #4: HISTORIC PRESERVATION. The City's historic preservation program
promotes the identification, evaluation, rehabilitation, adaptive use, and restoration of historic
structures, neighborhoods, and other landmarks. With respect to housing, key activities
directed at historic preservation objectives are as follows.


Historic Ordinance and Design Guidelines. The Historic Preservation Ordinance
implements the goals, policies, and programs of the General Plan and establishes the
review authority of the Historic Preservation Commission and Design Commission.
City codes require that properties within historic districts and individually designated
historic properties be reviewed and approved prior to alteration or development.
Pasadena’s “Design Guidelines for Historic Districts” and the Secretary of the Interior’s
“Standards for Rehabilitation” help guide the review of historic properties. In March
2021, the City adopted changes to the Historic Preservation Ordinance. Details of the
historic preservation programs, which promote the identification, evolution,
rehabilitation, adaptive reuse, and restoration of historic structures, are advertised on
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the City's website. Key revisions included in the 2021 update are: 1) the regulations
now apply to all buildings 45 years of age or older and 2) for undesignated historic
resources, a Certificate of Appropriateness is required for demolitions and major
projects (as defined in the ordinance). The requirement to conduct an assessment to
building 45 years of age or older can add up to 12 weeks to the entitlement process.


Historic Preservation Incentives. The City offers incentives to promote the
preservation of historic sites and structures. Incentives include reduction of building
permit fees and construction tax, waiver of covered parking requirements in singlefamily landmark districts, modified City of Gardens standards, and variances for both
adaptive reuse and relocation. The City’s Mills Act program also allows owners of
designated historic properties to reduce their property taxes in exchange for a contract
with the City to maintain the property’s historic character.

PROGRAM #5: HOUSING DESIGN. Pasadena implements design review of proposed
projects to ensure that new development is of exemplary quality and appropriately integrated
into the surrounding neighborhood context.


Design Review. Pasadena requires excellence in architectural design that
complements the scale and character of the City. Citywide design principles set the
foundation, and City residential design guidelines provide clear examples of the quality
and type of design recommended. Design guidelines work in tandem with
development standards in the zoning code or appropriate specific plans.



Neighborhood Development Permit, Hillside Development Permit, and SingleFamily Compatibility Permit. The City has three types of permits that provide a
means to ensure proposed new development fits within existing neighborhood context.
The Neighborhood Development Permit is required for properties within the Lower
Hastings Ranch neighborhood and is intended to preserve the scale and architectural
style of this 1950s/1960s era neighborhood. The Hillside Development Permit is
required for specific types of projects, including proposed subdivisions, new dwelling
units or structures, any new square footage above the first story, and the addition of
500 square feet or greater to the first floor of an existing structure for properties that
are within the HD and HD-SR overlay zones. The Single-Family Compatibility Permit
applies only to properties within limited designated geographic areas for which
applications for second building stories or upper-story additions; the regulations are
intended to address concerns regarding “mansionization” in lower-scale single-family
neighborhoods.



City of Gardens Standards. The City of Gardens Standards apply to multi-family
projects within RM districts, certain specific plan areas, and the CL and CO commercial
districts. City of Gardens standards are an innovative set of zoning regulations aimed
at creating more livable multi-family housing projects, encouraging designs that typify
the garden character of earlier apartments and bungalow courts in Pasadena. These
standards are also an integral way of encouraging the production of multi-family
apartments and condominium projects of lasting quality.



Historic Review. Because of the age, history, and rich fabric of Pasadena, many
structures contain valuable and historic architectural features. The Pasadena Zoning
code requires that properties within historic districts and individually designated
historic properties must be reviewed and approved prior to alteration or development.
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Pasadena’s “Design Guidelines for Historic Districts” and the Secretary of the Interior’s
“Standards for Rehabilitation” help guide historic review. City staff carefully reviews
such structures to ensure that historic features are preserved.
PROGRAM #6: HOUSING SITES. Since 1994, Pasadena’s General Plan has explicitly
directed new residential development into seven specific plan areas. The 2015 update of the
Land Use Element confirmed this direction and more specifically, stated that growth would
occur within the Central District, transit villages, and neighborhood villages and along selected
corridors. This strategy is intended to allow for continued growth and development while
reducing traffic congestion, improving air quality, providing housing, and stimulating economic
development.
Beginning in 2017, the City initiated updates of the seven specific plans and creation of an
eighth for Lamanda Park (comprising parts of the current East Colorado and East Pasadena
Specific Plans). Adoption of all specific plans should conclude by the end of 2023. The 2015
General Plan established residential development caps within each specific plan area.
However, affordable housing production is not included within the caps (except within the Fair
Oaks/Orange Grove Specific Plan). Also, adoption of the Specific Plans will expand the overall
residential capacity in Pasadena by increasing development densities in some areas and
allowing residential uses on properties currently zoned exclusively for residential use. Notably,
in this Housing Element the City commits to removing the development caps stated in the
General Plan, and the Specific Plans will not identify caps.
The RHNA for 2021-2029 is 9,429 units divided among four household income categories.
These housing planning targets can be addressed through a combination of housing
production credits and available housing sites. As mentioned in Appendix C, adequate sites
can be identified to accommodate the full RHNA at the four income levels. If, through the
update process of the specific plans, additional housing capacity is created, this can be
reflected in any subsequent Housing Element updates.
PROGRAM #7: MIXED USE/TOD STRATEGY. Pasadena housing growth strategy, as noted
above, relies predominantly on mixed-use and transit-oriented development focused into
specific plan areas, transit villages, and neighborhood villages, plus along key corridors. To
implement the Land Use Element, the City has a mixed-use/transit-oriented development
strategy described below.


Mixed-Use Development. Mixed use is the key strategy to increase housing choices
(including affordable housing), concentrate higher-density projects in specific plan
areas, support economic activity, and improve neighborhood/district walkability. To
achieve these benefits, the City has codified zoning standards that facilitate and
encourage mixed-use projects—such as reducing the project area required for open
space, providing flexibility in meeting that requirement, and allowing a larger building
envelope.



Transit-Oriented Development. Transit-oriented development, or TOD, closely
coordinates land use and mobility planning, making it more convenient to travel
throughout the community by transit and foot. Pasadena has embraced TOD planning
since establishment of the Gold Line (now called the L Line) in the City in 2003. In
2005, Pasadena adopted TOD standards to encourage projects within a quarter-mile
radius of light rail stations and throughout the greater Central District, which has three
stations. Allowed densities are substantially higher within one-quarter mile of transit
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stations. These incentives have resulted in numerous residential and mixed-use
projects, including Westgate, Del Mar Station, 10 West Walnut, and numerous projects
in East Pasadena near the Sierra Madre station.
PROGRAM #8: INCLUSIONARY HOUSING. The City’s Inclusionary Housing Ordinance
requires that residential and mixed-use projects of 10 or more units dedicate 20 percent of the
units as affordable to very low-, low-, and moderate-income households. For rental housing,
at least five percent must be rented to very low-income households, five percent to very lowor low-income, and 10 percent to very low-, low-, or moderate-income. As an alternative to
constructing the inclusionary units, a developer may choose one of three options: 1) pay an
in-lieu fee, 2) construct the required units on another site, or 3) donate another site for a
portion or total number of units. If existing affordable units are displaced by a development
project, the required inclusionary units must be provided on that site.
The City’s inclusionary housing ordinance continues to be very effective, benefitting
immensely from AB 1505, which eliminated restrictions on the application of inclusionary
housing ordinances. From 2014 to 2020, 432 inclusionary affordable units were added
(building permits issued, under construction, and completed), and $14,283,090 in developerpaid in-lieu fees were added to the Inclusionary Housing Trust Fund. During 2020 alone,
despite the COVID-19 pandemic, 135 inclusionary units had building permits issued, were
under construction, or were issued occupancy permits.
The City updated the ordinance in 2019 to increase the inclusionary requirement from 15 to
20 percent, increase in-lieu fees, and provide a streamlined process for developers utilize
concessions and incentives pursuant to State density bonus law through a local Affordable
Housing Concession Menu.
PROGRAM #9: REMOVAL OF CONSTRAINTS. The Constraints chapter of this Housing
Element identifies several conditions and practices that act to constrain housing development.
By addressing these conditions and practices, the City can streamline development
processes, thus allowing developers to get housing to market faster and less expensively.


Development Review. City staff continues to examine how modifications to
development review procedures and requirements— design review, permit
processing, commission reviews, and other features— can be improved to streamline
the process. In 2020, Pasadena implemented a new Land Management System to
consolidate and streamline several processes, including use of an online plan check
tool. In the future, further improvements may include broader by-right approval
processes, streamlined environmental review, and tighter timeframes to comply with
SB 330 (statutes of 2019). The City assesses the improvements in light of staffing
loads, community expectations, service demands, and funding.



Development Fees. Development fees largely are established based on nexus
studies and the cost of providing municipal services and infrastructure to serve new
development. The California legislature has focused on fees as significant cost driving
up housing prices and proposed laws to control fees. The City sets its fees to reflect
cost recovery, will continue to review fees on a regular basis (every two to three years),
and will impose fees consistent with community expectations for services and facilities
and in compliance with all state laws.
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Short-Term Rentals. Pasadena is a destination and vacation city, not just during the
annual Rose Parade and Rose Bowl festivities but year-round. Some property owners
look to profit from this circumstance by renting out their units for short-term vacation
stays, thus removing homes from the ordinary rental market and potentially driving up
prices to purchase properties because of the income potential. While Pasadena has a
short-term rental ordinance, regulations may be revisited if the City finds that shortterm rental activities are adversely impacting housing supply.



Residential Care Facilities. With the passage of several State laws addressing
transitional and supportive housing, the distinction between such housing and group
homes has become blurred. The Pasadena Zoning Code (Municipal Code Title 17)
subsumes the definition of group homes within that of “residential care facilities,” with
the specific distinction that a residential care facility involves 24-hour nonmedical care.
Residential care facilities for seven or more persons require a conditional use permit
in residential and commercial zones, whereas transitional and supportive housing do
not. The regulations will be revisited as part of the comprehensive Zoning Code update
to ensure the distinctions are clear and all regulations comply with current State law.
This will include addressing the need for any conditional use permit requirement to
focus on life safety conditions of such facilities and not the persons being housed.



Development Caps. The City’s General Plan identifies development caps that limit
the number of residential units and non-residential square footage permitted to be built
within each Specific Plan area. The General Plan also allows the conversion of nonresidential square footage to residential units. The City will establish the specific
requirements for conversion to ensure housing is allowed to be developed in Specific
Plan areas. Also, the City is committed to removing the caps set forth in the General
Plan and will not include caps in the updated Specific Plans.



Emergency Housing. Meeting the needs of Pasadena’s unhoused residents includes
ensuring that emergency housing is available commensurate with identified need.
Zoning regulations need to clearly identify where emergency housing can be
established, and the development regulations need to be crafted in manner that allows
such facilities to be readily established. State law is very specific regarding zoning
regulations for emergency housing, including requiring Low Barrier Navigation Centers
to be a by-right use in mixed-use and nonresidential zones.



Ongoing Evaluation. Over time, potential constraints to the development,
maintenance, and improvement of housing will arise due to changing conditions and
local needs. These potential constraints may be related to municipal codes,
environmental conditions, funding availability, or City processes. The City will respond
to changing conditions as they arise and evaluate whether further adjustments to local
government practices are needed to provide a welcoming environment for housing
production.

PROGRAM #10: REGULATORY INCENTIVES. Because Pasadena is built out with wellestablished development patterns, housing incentives represent the key means to facilitate
the construction of affordable and market-rate housing in targeted growth areas.


Density Bonus. Pasadena implements a density bonus ordinance to incentivize the
production of affordable housing. Because the ordinance, as of June 2021, has not
been updated to reflect evolving State density bonus law, the City defaults to the
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requirements of State law where the local ordinance conflicts. Given the effectiveness
and flexibility of the City’s concession menu ordinance, many developers opt instead
to use the concession programs in that ordinance over density bonus provisions. The
City, in a May 2021 memorandum, outlined the relationship between density bonus
law and the inclusionary housing ordinance to assist the development community.


Parking Incentives. Reductions in parking requirements are available to facilitate
affordable, special needs, and transit-oriented housing. For example, tandem parking
may fulfill up to 30 percent of the parking requirement in multi-family and mixed-use
projects. Parking may be reduced to 0.5 space per unit for senior housing and 0.25
space for single room occupancy units. The City also requires a reduction in parking
for transit-oriented development within one-quarter mile of a light rail station and in the
Central District Transit-Oriented Area. However, through the public engagement
process for the Housing Element, the public noted additional constraints imposed by
Pasadena’s parking regulations.



Minor Variances. The City has created other flexible tools to facilitate new housing,
such as the minor variance process. Eligible projects can receive the following minor
variances: 1) yard setback requirements, with no limit on percentage of deviation; 2)
size of landscape areas in multi-family districts (including City of Gardens projects); 3)
fence/wall height, with no limit on percentage of deviation; 4) building heights; and 5)
other development standards set forth in the municipal code.

PROGRAM #11: ALTERNATIVE HOUSING OPPORTUNITIES. Pasadena residential
neighborhoods offer a diversity of housing types that vary in type, density, and vintage. The
challenge in creating new housing opportunities is how to integrate new units into established
and highly defined neighborhoods.


Accessory Dwelling Units. Beginning in 2017, the State legislature passed a series
of laws regulating accessory dwelling units, or ADUs, recognizing the ability of such
housing to provide an ample source of smaller units considered affordable by design.
These laws now largely pre-empt local regulations, and homeowners have the
authority to construct a detached ADU as well as a junior ADU (essentially a rented
room with an efficiency kitchen) in a single-family residence. Under certain conditions,
extra space in multi-family dwellings can be converted to units. Rent from second units
can help modest income and elderly homeowners remain in or continue affording their
homes. As of June 2020, the City had not adopted a local ADU ordinance and thus
relies upon the provisions of State law. In 2019-2020, Pasadena received 150
applications for ADUs. In 2020, the City’ Housing Department initiated a pilot program
to provide loans to qualifying property owners wishing to construct a new ADU or to
legalize an existing ADU constructed without proper permits. Also in 2021, the City
launched a joint ADU Technical Services project with SCAG, which includes a review
of current ADU approval processes and any recommended improvements; potential
prototype plans, together with development of other materials to encourage ADU
production in Pasadena.



Religious Facilities with Affordable Housing Ordinance. Pasadena is home to a
multitude of properties owned by churches, mosques, temples, and other religious
institutions. In 2022, the City started the process of investigating whether to allow
housing development to occur on these properties. Local institutions and housing
advocacy organizations have expressed enthusiasm over such a program.
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Caltrans Houses. For decades, the California Department of Transportation
(Caltrans) has owned the homes located along the planned route for the I-710 freeway
extension. With the State Legislature’s action not to pursue the extension, plans
continue to move forward for reuse of the Caltrans properties. Many of the large homes
could readily be converted to supportive housing, and the City has already completed
a demonstration project by purchasing and rehabilitating a unit, plus adding an ADU,
with all units provided for lower-income households.

PROGRAM #12: FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE. The City provides financial assistance for
developers of affordable housing to encourage the production of affordable housing.
Assistance may include direct financial contributions, land assemblage/write-downs, and fee
modifications or waivers.


City Assistance. During 2014-2020, the City provided funding to assist in the
rehabilitation, preservation, or development of 225 affordable units. Funding resources
include the Inclusionary Housing Trust Fund, HOME, State, and federal funds. Eligible
uses include new construction (rental and ownership), property acquisition,
rehabilitation (rental and ownership), homebuyer assistance, special needs housing,
and affordable housing preservation. When funds are available, the Housing
Department issues Notices of Funding Availability (NOFAs) and requests for proposals
to solicit competitive proposals. For example, in 2020 the City and nonprofit developer
BRIDGE Housing entered into a development and loan agreement with $4,992,683 in
funding assistance for the new construction of a 70-unit permanent supportive housing
complex for homeless seniors, located on the City-owned “Heritage Square South”
site. In 2021, the City partnered with The California Statewide Communities
Development Authority (a joint powers authority) to set aside 513 units in the Hudson
and Westgate apartment developments for low- and moderate-income households.



Land Assemblage/Write-downs. The City may also provide land write-downs to
selected developers in the acquisition and disposition of housing sites and/or surplus
properties for the construction or rehabilitation of affordable housing units. Typically,
developers acquire and assemble lots before submitting an application for
development and City funding. Subject to the availability of funding, the City will
continue to seek property acquisition opportunities, consider land write-downs and
other creative land subsidies, and assemble sites for affordable housing.



Fee Reduction. Developers of affordable housing are not required to request fee
waivers or reductions. Projects with affordable units automatically qualify for fee
reductions, which are accounted for at the time of building permit issuance. Affordable
projects receive fee reductions of up to $25,000 per unit, with a cap of $125,000 per
project. Fee modifications are increased progressively for projects that provide a
higher percentage of affordable units and deeper income targets. The fee modification
also includes a reduced residential impact fee and traffic impact fee for affordable
housing. From 2014 to 2019, 17 projects received over $7 million total in impact fee
reductions and fee waivers by providing affordable housing.

PROGRAM #13: HOMEBUYERS ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS. Pasadena has traditionally
offered several homeownership programs to increase the number of affordable housing
opportunities. Though the loss of redevelopment funding has significantly curtailed these
efforts, the City will be pursuing additional funding to restore past program efforts.
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Homebuyer Education. The City contracts with Neighborhood Housing Services of
Los Angeles County (NHS) to provide homebuyers’ education and counseling to
lower-income renters to purchase housing. Program services also include credit
counseling, financial prequalification, referrals, and limited financial assistance to firsttime homebuyers. NHS also employs certified foreclosure counselors who work with
homeowners and lenders in the home mortgage lending process.



Homeownership Assistance. Because the State loan assistance limits under the
CalHome program are insufficient to bridge the financing gap between market sale
prices and low-income affordability given the high cost of housing in Pasadena, this
program does not work locally. However, CalHome assistance may be helpful to
provide deeper income affordability in for-sale housing projects that already require
low-income units (e.g., projects subject to density bonus or inclusionary requirements).
Thus, developers of such projects may opt to apply to the State for CalHome funds.
Also, in 2021 the State awarded Pasadena approximately $5.6M in Permanent Local
Housing Allocation funds through 2026, a portion of which will be used to provide
workforce housing down payment assistance loans to homebuyers.

PROGRAM #14: RENTAL HOUSING ASSISTANCE. The Housing Department is the
federally designated agency for implementing rental assistance programs for income-eligible
households, as well eligible families experiencing homelessness, individuals, and persons
with special needs. During the COVID-19 pandemic of 2020-2021, temporary rental
assistance and rental forgiveness programs at the federal, State, and local level provided
safety nets for residents who lost their jobs during the economic shutdown. Those programs
are not anticipated to continue during this sixth cycle Housing Element and therefore are not
discussed here as programs to be carried through 2029.


Housing Choice Vouchers. The Housing Department issues approximately 1,285
vouchers annually to income-eligible Pasadena residents. The City’s priority and
preference system for allocating vouchers adhere to the following order: residency,
working, disability, veteran, involuntary displacement, and substandard housing.



Special Needs. Pasadena administers vouchers for special needs groups. These
include persons living with HIV/AIDS and their families under the Housing
Opportunities for Persons with Aids (HOPWA) program. Vouchers are also issued to
non-elderly disabled (NED) people under two programs: NED #1 must be selected
from the Section 8 waiting list and meet the definition of non-elderly disabled
households, and NED #2 provides rental assistance to very low-income people.
Federal funds are also allocated for the Continuum of Care (CoC) program.



Rapid Rehousing. The City continues to receive Los Angeles County Measure H
funding for rapid rehousing of single adults as well as homelessness prevention for
individuals. This funding is contracted out to local, non-profit homeless service
providers. In late 2021, the City submitted a new grant application for $103,667 in
Measure H funds. Additionally, the City has allocated $1.2 million of Emergency
Solutions Grant (ESG-CV) funding made available through the CARES Act for rapid
rehousing activities. In fiscal year 2022, the City expects to receive Homeless Housing,
Assistance, and Prevention Round 2 grant funding from the State of California which
will be allocated toward additional rapid rehousing activities. In 2021, the City approved
two projects that will provide housing for homeless individuals and seniors: a Salvation
Army development and Heritage Square South in Northwest Pasadena.
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Case Management. Case management for rental assistance is supported with Los
Angeles Measure H funding. This initiative helps rental assistance participants who
had previously experienced homelessness to assist them to remain in good standing
with the rental assistance program.



Rent Stabilization. In 2019, the California Governor signed AB 1482, which capped
rent increases statewide through December 31, 2030. Rent increases are tied to
increases in the consumer price index. Given that the legislation applies equally
throughout the State, it does not reflect unique conditions in more expensive housing
markets like Pasadena’s.

PROGRAM #15: AFFORDABLE HOUSING PRESERVATION. The City of Pasadena has an
expansive inventory of deed-restricted affordable housing and a smaller inventory of marketrate affordable projects. Preserving existing affordable housing, both market rate and
government deed-restricted projects, are important goals.


Deed-Restricted Affordable Housing. Pasadena has approximately 3,000 publicly
assisted multi-family units that are deed restricted as affordable to lower-income
households (owner and rental). Approximately 243 of the covenanted units will come
up for renewal by 2031. Properties owned by non-profit entities with an affordable
housing mission are less at risk than properties owned by for-profit entities. About half
of the units cited above are owned by profit-motivated organizations; most of these
units consist of covenanted units within a market-rate multi-family housing
development. The City monitors the status of these projects and reaches out to owners
to determine ways to preserve the units as affordable. The City proactively monitor the
list of at-risk properties, explore funding sources to keep the affordable units as
affordable, present options for developers building new projects to preserve at-risk
units, and ensure tenants are properly notified of impending conversions as required
by State law. For example, in June 2021, the City closed on the transaction to
rehabilitate and preserve the 114-unit La Villa Lake senior rental housing complex at
1070 N. Lake Avenue.



Market Rate Affordable Housing. Pasadena helps to preserve market rate housing
affordable to lower-income households through acquisition and rehabilitation (Program
#3), historic preservation (Program #4), and funding assistance (Program #11).
Developers can fulfill their inclusionary housing ordinance obligations by acquiring,
rehabilitating, and preserving existing market rate units as affordable housing. Since
this is a complex issue, an objective to study options for preserving non-deedrestricted affordable housing and tenant protections is included as an action for this
Housing Element.

PROGRAM #16: HOUSING FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES. Pasadena encourages the
development of housing suitable for people with disabilities (including developmental
disabilities) and funds supportive services to address their needs.


Building Design. The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) mandates certain
requirements for multi-family housing units to be accessible to people with disabilities.
There are also techniques for improving the accessibility of housing through the
adoption of principles of “universal design,” “visitability,” or “barrier free” housing.
Features typically include zero-step entrances, wide doorways that can accommodate
wheelchairs, and other key features.
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Reasonable Accommodation. Pasadena’s housing stock was predominantly built
before ADA requirements and may not be as accessible as new units. Therefore, the
City’s municipal code establishes a process for requesting and granting reasonable
modifications to zoning, development regulations, building codes, and land use to
allow for the fullest access to housing. The City will continue to implement this process
to improve access to housing for people with disabilities.



Housing Opportunities. Expanding housing opportunities for people with disabilities
(including developmental disabilities) is a necessary step toward achieving
Pasadena’s housing vision. The City supports the construction of housing and group
quarters suitable for people with disabilities. The City allocates vouchers (Program
#15) for people with disabilities to live in housing in an integrated setting with other
nondisabled people. The City uses federal and state grants, as well as county and
local tax revenue, to provide services and permanent housing for the unhoused
population, a significant percentage of whom have disabilities. Notably, $3.15 million
of Continuum of Care funding received from the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) is utilized for the provision of permanent supportive
housing to people with a disabling condition.

PROGRAM #17: HOUSING FOR SENIORS. Pasadena continues to have a sizable senior
population. Many retirement communities have been built in the City since Pasadena was
established.


Housing Facilities. Pasadena offers more than 1,200 units of senior housing, the
majority of which are deed-restricted affordable to low-income seniors through
covenants. In addition, more than 500 housing choice vouchers are allocated to
seniors to rent housing in the community. The production of senior housing is also
encouraged in multi-family districts, where provisions for parking reductions, density
bonus incentives, and fee reductions apply. The City actively seeks partners to
preserve affordable senior housing, such as the arrangement with the Retirement
Housing Foundation to rehabilitate and preserve the 150-unit Concord senior housing
development and the 70-unit Heritage Square rental project for older residents.



Life Care Facilities. As the baby boomer population continues to age and grow, senior
housing providers are expanding their housing facilities and services to include “lifecare” housing opportunities, ranging from independent and semi- independent to
assisted-living housing. The concept is to allow seniors who no longer reside in singlefamily homes to age in place without having to move to a completely different
community or building as their health needs change. To that end, Pasadena works
with life-care facility providers and developers to facilitate the construction of senior
life-care facilities.



At-Risk Seniors. A significant percentage of grant funding and local dollars spent on
homeless services, including Continuum of Care and Emergency Solutions Grant
program funding, provide housing and supportive services to seniors. In June 2020,
the City and BRIDGE Housing entered into a development and loan agreement for the
new construction of a 70-unit permanent supportive housing complex for homeless
seniors, located on the City-owned “Heritage Square South” site.



Senior Services. Pasadena seniors benefit from supportive services that enable them
to live at home as independently as possible. The City funds organizations that provide
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meal and nutrition, recreation, health care, and service programs. Many programs
operate from Pasadena’s Senior Center. The City’s transit line offers subsidized lowcost public transit for seniors. The City also implements its MASH program, which
provides free home maintenance, repairs, and property maintenance for eligible
seniors.


Shared Housing. Existing housing units can help meet seniors’ needs through shared
housing programs. Seniors who remain mobile and wish to remain in their single-family
homes but may not have the financial resources for maintenance can look for other
seniors or younger roommates to reduce living costs. This model can achieve many
objectives simultaneously —allow seniors to live independently, provide them with
companionship and support with daily care/assistance with tasks, create affordable
housing options for students, and encourage intergenerational interactions.

PROGRAM #18: FAMILY, YOUTH, AND STUDENT HOUSING. The City of Pasadena
implements several programs to assist in developing and providing housing for families,
including families with children, emancipated foster-care youth, and college-age persons.


Development of Housing for Families. During the public outreach for this Housing
Element, many participants identified the lack of affordable housing for families with
children. Residents noted the difficulty of finding three-bedroom or larger apartments
and houses that provide the space needed for larger families in particular. Because
most new housing production in Pasadena consists of multi-family housing,
opportunities to create units with three-plus bedrooms are limited unless incentives or
subsidies are provided (as the City has done for the Marv’s Place and Summit Grove
projects).



Housing for Emancipated Youth. Emancipating youth refers to youth “aging out” of
the foster care system, as well as a broader group of youth becoming independent
adults before the age of 18. About 1,500 foster youth age out of the Los Angeles
County child welfare system each year. Most have nowhere to turn for jobs, housing,
education, or support. Studies show that this population is at higher risk of
homelessness. The City historically has not provided programs targeted to
emancipated foster youth as other programs for affordable apartments and supportive
housing help address their needs. The goal is to ensure these youth have access to
the information that can help them find appropriate services.



Student Housing. Pasadena is home to Caltech, Fuller Theological Seminary,
ArtCenter of Design, Pasadena City College, and other small private colleges that
collectively enroll more than 45,000 students. The exceptionally large number of
educational institutions in Pasadena creates a high demand for apartments and
affordable housing for faculty and students. While Fuller Theological Seminary is
moving toward a predominant online presence, ArtCenter has expanded to a second
campus on South Raymond Avenue and has plans to provide housing. Pasadena City
College supports the educational aspirations for about 29,000 students every year,
and statewide data show that as high as 17 percent of these students face housing
challenges. The City will continue to work with the private institutions to prepare and
update Master Plans to provide additional housing opportunities. Pasadena City
College’s land use decisions are not subject to City regulation, but Pasadena supports
efforts to allow housing on College lands to meet a significant student housing need.
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PROGRAM #19: HOMELESS SERVICES. Pasadena employs a multi-faceted approach to
addressing homelessness, as set forth in its Ten-Year Strategy to End Homelessness. As
noted in the 2020 Pasadena Homeless Count, “although we continue to battle complex
societal factors that are compounded by long-standing structural inequities, an increasing
number of people are successfully getting connected to services and housing.”


Continuum of Care. Pasadena has traditionally implemented a Continuum of Care
(CoC) approach to addressing homelessness. A network of service agencies has
emerged to address the needs of Pasadena’s homeless population: The Pasadena
Partnership to End Homelessness. The Pasadena Partnership is the primary entity in
Pasadena focused on meeting the housing and service needs of people experiencing
homelessness. As a CoC designee, the Pasadena Partnership receives funding from
HUD for its programs. The City’s Housing Department is a collaborative applicant for
the CoC funding.



Rapid Re-housing/Transition. Pasadena supplements the CoC system with a Rapid
Re-housing Approach, as described in Program #15. This highly successful model
provides an option for placing individuals and families experiencing homelessness
immediately into permanent housing with supportive services. Rapid re-housing
participants are provided with short-term interventions such as deposit assistance;
short-term rent subsidies; and stabilization services including case management,
budgeting assistance, and assistance to increase income.



Motel/Hotel Conversions. Pasadena has many motels that have the potential to be
converted to affordable housing. In 2018, the City passed a hotel/motel conversion
ordinance to make it easier to convert existing hotels and motels to affordable housing.



Supportive Services. Pasadena continues to support agencies that provide
supportive services to people experiencing homelessness. Services are provided by
a network of organizations (nonprofit, local government, for- profit, etc.) addressing
both chronic and temporary homeless conditions people of all ages and backgrounds
face, with the key goals of providing transitional and permanent housing. This
assistance may include food services, job training, mental health, substance abuse
recovery, referral services, and other services that enable people to transition to live
full and productive lives.

PROGRAM #20: FAIR HOUSING. Pasadena’s fair housing program supports its vision of a
socially and economically diverse community by facilitating the provision of housing
opportunities for all persons, regardless of their status. Pasadena’s efforts to affirmatively
further fair housing law are detailed below. Many of the programs involve work of the Human
Rights Center through its contract with the City.


Fair Housing Services. Pasadena contracts with nonprofit agencies to promote the
enforcement of fair and equal housing opportunity laws. These agencies provides
counseling and referrals, landlord and tenant dispute resolution, discrimination and
complaint processing, education, outreach, training, technical assistance, advocacy,
and relocation assistance. The City implements its Housing Mediation Ordinance,
which oversees landlord-tenant disputes.



Fair Housing Impediments. Fair housing concerns have varied over the past
decades concurrent with case law, improved awareness, and contemporary
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challenges. In accordance with federal and State fair housing law, the City regularly
prepares an Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice that identifies potential
impediments and offers a menu of strategies to address them. The City will continue
to work with its fair housing provider to affirmatively address identified impediments.


Monitoring. Contracting with non-profit housing organizations, the City will continue
fair housing testing every two years starting in 2022. Specifically, upon release of 2020
Census data, random testing will be conducted that reflects the City’s changing
demographics and emerging fair housing trends. Ensure fair housing testing is
conducted in Northwest Pasadena with disproportionate housing needs and
displacement risks.



Tenant Protection Ordinance. The City requires property owners to pay relocation
assistance for tenants who are involuntarily displaced from housing when the tenant
is not at fault. Relocation assistance is required if: 1) the unit is slated for demolition;
2) the building must be vacated due to health and safety violations; or 3) the landlord
seeks to remove the unit permanently from the rental market. Tenant protections are
also enforceable in the case of condominium conversions. In 2019, updates to the
ordinance strengthened tenant protections. The City will strengthen protection efforts
as follows:
o

With additional City funding, the Housing Department will continue to provide
tenant protections counseling and legal services.

o

Continue implementing the Housing Mediation Ordinance, which oversees
landlord-tenant disputes.

o

“Renoviction”: By the end of 2022, complete amendments to administrative
regulations in the existing Tenant Protection Ordinance (TPO) to close
loopholes associated with landlord evictions of tenants for unit improvements.



Landlord Education. The Housing Department supports landlord education through
funding to non-profit organizations and partners with the HRC to conduct fair housing
workshops and informational flyers. Through the contract, the City will expand
outreach and education of the State’s Source of Income Protection laws (SB 329 and
SB 222) defining public assistance, including housing choice vouchers as legitimate
source of income for housing. Also, the City will develop materials regarding source of
income protection for distribution to rental property owners, including property owners
with ADUs and property owners seeking building permits for small rental complexes
such as duplex and triplex developments.



Tenant and Homeowner Education. The City will target dissemination of Fair
Housing Outreach information and notices of available services and workshops in
Northwest neighborhoods identified with disproportionate housing needs and
displacement risks.



Unhoused Individuals and Families. The City will engage Mental Health Advocacy
Services to provide fair housing training for homeless services providers who assist
with housing locator services.
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Expanding Housing Opportunities. A key goal of fair housing is to create
opportunities for people to find housing of all types in all neighborhoods. Actions to
achieve this goal include:
o

Continue the Second Unit Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) Pilot Program to
provide easy financing to construct an ADU in exchange for leasing the unit to
a Section 8 housing choice voucher holder for seven years. Other options
include bringing an unpermitted ADU (e.g., garage conversions) up to code for
low- to moderate-income households. The goal is to achieve 20 ADUs over
eight years.

o

Initiate a program in 2022 to produce pre-approved ADU building plans to help
reduce the cost to property owners of processing building permits and getting
a project more quickly to construction.

o

Monitor and review all ADU programs for effectiveness to ensure ADU
production and affordability goals are being achieved. As necessary, adjust the
incentives to facilitate production.

o

Continue to implement the 2021 modifications to the Local Preference
Ordinance for affordable housing (rental or ownership) developed with City
subsidy or under the Inclusionary Housing/Density Bonus Ordinances. The
modifications created a new priority category and of a new set-aside designed
to address displacement (Over-Housed Priority and Former Resident SetAside (20 percent of available units).

o

Increase visibility of the http://pasadenahousingsearch.com website by
publishing an article for the website annually in the City’s Pasadena-in-Focus
newsletter, which is sent to all Pasadena residents.

o

Work
with
SocialServe.com
(the
developer
of
the
http://pasadenahousingsearch.com website) to include areas of opportunity as
a search feature.

o

In 2021, as part of its Missing Middle policy to address the growing need for
“missing middle” housing—rental units affordable to the moderate-income
workforce—the City entered a of a Public Benefit Agreement with the California
Statewide Communities Development Authority for the acquisition of existing
apartment projects Westgate Apartments Phase II and Ill (340 units) and The
Hudson, with 173 units. The City will consider additional projects if
opportunities arise during the planning period, with the goals of acquiring 900
total units.

o

Beginning in 2022, promote the City’s reduced residential impact fee from
$20,000 to $3,000 if the developer builds workforce units. Currently, this
reduction is not being widely utilized. Promote this incentive during preapplication and initial project reviews.

PROGRAM #21: EDUCATION AND MONITORING. Education and monitoring activities are
an essential process for evaluating and refining housing programs. The City has three primary
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activities geared toward monitoring progress and engaging and educating decision makers
and the community about housing policies and programs.


Monitoring Program. For reporting purposes of federal funding programs, Pasadena
prepares the required Consolidated Annual Performance Evaluation Report (CAPER)
for federal programs. As required by State law, the City prepares the Annual Housing
Element Progress report for HCD. The City maintains a tracking program for the
specific plans to ensure conformance with General Plan policies regarding
development caps (which do not apply to affordable housing production and which the
City has committed to removing). Per State law, a similar program will be required to
track no-net-loss provisions regarding housing inventory sites identified for affordable
housing production.



Community/Commission Education. Housing policy and programs, State and
federal mandates, funding sources, and entitlement processes can be confusing to
people unfamiliar with their application. To enhance and inform the decision-making
process for housing matters and to help the public navigate seemingly complex
processes, the City will implement more formal education programs about housing
production and policy. Targeted audiences will include elected and appointed City
officials, affected City staff, and the public who use and benefit from housing programs
and entitlement processes.

PROGRAM #22: NEIGHBORHOOD AND COMMUNITY PRESERVATION. Several
neighborhoods in Pasadena have home values that have stayed lower than the local median
prices due to underinvestment in community infrastructure, historic real estate practices that
prevented people of color from buying or renting homes in particular districts, and poorly
performing local public schools, among other factors. Like other Pasadena neighborhoods,
the lower-income areas contain houses with historic character and local shopping districts that
people can walk to. They are culturally rich neighborhoods where families have lived for
generations.
With home prices so high in most of the City, homebuyers and institutional investors see the
value in the historically undervalued areas and are buying houses at seemingly bargain prices.
They may be purchasing properties now rented as affordable units, rehabilitating the home,
and “flipping” them to be bought or rented at higher prices. This practice often forces longterm residents to move. Also, however, long-term residents who own the homes are
benefitting from increased home values and can build generational wealth formerly not
possible. The process of gentrification creates tensions, and those residents who are
adversely affected see a loss not just of their home but their neighborhood.
As of 2021, Pasadena did not have any programs specifically to address the adverse impacts
of gentrification. However, the City has adopted strategies and programs to address residents’
concerns, such as expanding the middle-income housing supply and providing opportunities
for renters to purchase the units they live in. Through the public engagement process for this
Housing Element, residents and neighborhood advocates asked for additional actions to allow
long-term residents to remain in their neighborhoods of choice.
PROGRAM #23: ZONING CODE UPDATES. Beginning in 2017, the California legislature
passed several laws aimed at increasing housing production of all types, particularly housing
for lower-income and special needs households. To implement the legislation, Pasadena will
need to amend its zoning ordinance to address current density bonus regulations, laws
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applicable to ADUs, low-barrier navigation centers, supportive housing as a by-right use, and
application review processes for projects using streamlined approvals pursuant to SB 35 and
SB 330. In the absence of tailored local zoning regulations, State law applies.
PROGRAM 24: RESOURCE CONSERVATION. Pasadena encourages sustainable
development that reduces energy conservation, protects the environment, and facilitates
production of affordable housing. In 2018, the City adopted a Climate Action Plan (CAP) which
establishes several strategies applicable to residential development. Notably, the CAP
includes a consistency checklist which City staff uses in project review to determine ability of
project design features to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.


Building Codes. Pasadena implements the California Green Building Standards
Code (CalGreen) to promote sustainable building design and construction practices.
Although CalGreen’s mandatory provisions apply only to new construction and
rehabilitation, the City extends these requirements to additions and alterations.
Additional requirements, as permitted under State law, also apply to the residential
and mixed-use development.



Solar Incentives. Pasadena Solar Initiative (PSI) promotes the expansion of
renewable solar power use locally. Through rebates, additional incentives and
education, the PSI aimed to facilitate the generation of 14 megawatts of solar power
by 2017. Through these incentives, the City has already facilitated the installation of
380 solar units in residential structures in Pasadena.



Water and Sewer Services. The 2015 General Plan EIR concluded that adequate
water supplies are available to meet the projected level of growth, with which this
Housing Element conforms. However, statewide drought conditions associated with
climate change can be expected to strain water supply. As required by State law, the
City has policies in place (City Council resolution #8621) to grant priority for service
allocations to proposed projects that include low-income housing. Sewer service
capacity continues to be adequate.

Regional Housing Needs Assessment Allocation
Several factors influence the demand for housing in Pasadena, including population growth,
the cost of housing, and housing needs of "special needs groups" that include the elderly,
large families, female-headed households, households with a physically or developmentally
disabled person, farm workers, and the homeless. The 2021-2029 Housing Element Update
examines the housing needs of different groups of people based on demographic metrics that
include owners versus renters, lower-income households, overcrowded households, elderly
households, special needs groups, and homeless persons.
California housing element law requires that each city and county develop local housing
programs designed to meet its “fair share” of housing needs for all income groups, based on
projected population growth. The California Department of Housing and Community
Development (HCD), Housing Policy Division develops Regional Housing Needs
Assessments (RHNA) for each region of the State represented by councils of governments.
In Southern California, Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) determines
the housing allocation for its member cities and Counties. SCAG has assigned the City of
Pasadena a RHNA allocation of 9,429 housing units for the 2021-2029 planning period,
divided among the household income categories as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2: City of Pasadena Regional Housing Needs Assessment Allocation
Income Group
Extremely Low/
Very Low
Low

Total Allocation (DU)

Income Group Percent

2,747

29%

1,662

18%

Moderate

1,565

16%

Above Moderate

3,455

37%

Total

9,429

100%

Source: SCAG 2021

Housing units that have been approved or proposed but not yet built or that are under
construction as of June 2021 may be credited toward the RHNA. Table 3 (RHNA Credits and
Remaining Need) identifies RHNA credits and the remaining housing need to be
accommodated by land use policy and zoning regulations.
Table 3: RHNA Credits and Remaining Need
Ex./Very
Low
Income
(0-50%
AMI)

Low
Income
(50-80%
AMI)

Moderate
Income (80120% AMI)

Above
Moderate
Income
(120%+
AMI)

Outside of Specific Plan areas

28

8

50

102

Within Specific Plan areas

43

13

14

1,025

1,095

subtotal

71

21

64

1,127

1,283

Outside of Specific Plan areas

72

30

2

118

Within Specific Plan areas

186

59

465

1,690

2,400

subtotal

258

89

467

1,808

2,622

Total

APPROVED PROJECTS
188

PROPOSED PROJECTS
222

Total

329

110

531

2,935

3,905

RHNA

2,747

1,662

1,565

3,455

9,429

Remaining RHNA

2,418

1,552

1,034

520

5,524

State law requires that jurisdictions demonstrate in the Housing Element Update that land
inventory is available and adequate to accommodate the RHNA. The City of Pasadena has
determined that the inventory of vacant and underutilized residential and mixed-use sites and
the estimated production of accessory dwelling units during the planning period are sufficient
to accommodate the remaining RHNA of 5,524 units. Sites currently available and appropriate
to accommodate a portion of the RHNA are categorized and summarized in Table 4. Figure 2
shows the site inventory locations.
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Table 4: RHNA/Sites Inventory Summary

Site Type
Approved Projects
Proposed Projects
Sites Available
ADUs
Total Sites
2021-2029 RHNA
RHNA status
(- shortfall/+ surplus)

2.5

EL/VL
Income
(0-50%
AMI)
71
258

2,747

Affordability Level
Above
Low
Moderate
Moderate
Income
Income
Income
(50-80%
(80-120%
(120%+
AMI)
AMI)
AMI)
21
64
1,127
89
467
1,808
3,564
1,538
1,402
481
15
210
4,484
2,084
4,547
1,662
1,565
3,455
+75

+519

Total
1,283
2,622
6,504
706
11,115
9,429

+1,092

+1,686

RELATIONSHIP TO GENERAL PLAN EIR

The 2015 General Plan Update focused on the Land Use and Mobility Elements and Land
Use Diagram. The General Plan Update also included the consolidation of optional elements
(cultural and recreational, historic and cultural, public facilities, scenic highways, social
development, and economic development) into the required elements of the General Plan.
The Land Use and Mobility Elements, together with the other General Plan elements, guide
the overall physical development and circulation of the entire City through horizon year 2035.
Figure 3-5 of the General Plan EIR (GP EIR) - Proposed General Plan Land Use Diagram shows how land uses would be distributed with the General Plan Update.
The 2015 General Plan assumed a horizon year of 2035 and established a buildout scenario
for evaluation in the EIR. Impacts associated with implementation of the 2015 General Plan
were evaluated in a Draft and Final General Plan EIR (GP EIR). The GP EIR evaluated the
construction of 12,312 net new dwelling units, which were expected to be constructed
incrementally through 2035, with most of the City’s growth occurring in specific plan areas. As
described in the GP EIR, Pasadena had 59,641 housing units in 2013. Per City of Pasadena
records, between 2014 and 2020, the City has issued 2,103 certificates of occupancy for
residential dwellings.1 Taking these numbers into consideration, there are approximately
10,209 units remaining in the buildout scenario evaluated in the GP EIR.
It should be noted that the City Council, when adopting the General Plan Update, did adopt a
Refined Project, with different development characteristics than were evaluated in the Draft
EIR. However, the Final EIR noted that Refined Project would not result in a new significant
impact or a substantial increase in the severity of an impact already disclosed in the EIR and
that revisions to the EIR, or recirculation of the EIR, were not necessary.
Beginning in 2017, the City initiated updates of the seven specific plans and creation of an
eighth for Lamanda Park (comprising parts of the current East Colorado and East Pasadena
Specific Plans). Adoption of all specific plans should conclude by the end of 2023. The 2015
1

City of Pasadena, 2021. Energov System Report, Bld. Permits Issued in Range: 1/1/2021 - 6/30/2021,
September 3.
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General Plan established residential development caps within each specific plan area.
However, affordable housing production is not included within the caps (except within the Fair
Oaks/Orange Grove Specific Plan). Also, adoption of the Specific Plans will expand the overall
residential capacity in Pasadena by increasing development densities in some areas and
allowing residential uses on properties currently zoned exclusively for residential use. Notably,
in this Housing Element the City commits to removing the development caps stated in the
General Plan, and the Specific Plans will not identify caps.
As described above, SCAG has assigned the City of Pasadena a RHNA allocation of 9,429
housing units for the 2021-2029 planning period, which is within the remaining GP EIR
buildout projection of approximately 10,209 dwelling units. As such, the buildout associated
with the RHNA allocation could be accommodated by the buildout scenario evaluated within
the GP EIR.
Additionally, of the potential units included in the Housing Element Update, approximately 706
units are identified as Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs). Since adoption of the 2015 General
Plan Update, ADU regulations within the State have changed significantly; currently ADUs
that are consistent with City standards and State law are now allowed by right with a building
permit. The projections analyzed within the GP EIR likely did not anticipate legislative changes
which facilitated the increase in ADU development.
Further, it should be noted that sites included in the site inventory could accommodate 11,115
units, which is 1,686 more units than required under the City’s RHNA. The City included the
identification of these additional parcels to show the ability of the City to meet the requirements
and to provide additional flexibility; this EIR Addendum evaluates the potential impacts
associated with implementing the Housing Element Update to meet the RHNA allocation
(9,429 units), but not the development of all 11,115 potential sites identified in Table 4, above.
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CHAPTER 3
EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
The following evaluation assesses the environmental impacts of the proposed Housing
Element Update in relation to the analysis provided in the GP EIR. Determinations are made
as to whether the proposed project would result in new significant impacts or substantially
more severe effects, which would trigger the need for a Subsequent or Supplemental EIR.
For each threshold identified below, the following questions are addressed and discussed in
the narrative for each issue:


What is the Housing Element Update impact conclusion?
For each impact identified below, a level of significance of the impact is provided. While
criteria for determining significant impacts are unique to each issue area, the
environmental analysis applies a uniform classification of the impacts based on the
following definitions consistent with CEQA and its implementing CEQA Guidelines:


No Impact (NI) – A designation of no impact is given when no changes in the
environment would occur.



Less than Significant Impact (LTS) – A less than significant impact would cause no
substantial adverse change in the environment.



Less than Significant Impact with Mitigation (LTS-M) – A less than significant
impact with mitigation incorporated avoids substantial adverse impacts on the
environment with adherence to identified mitigation measures. For those issue areas
where the impact of the Housing Element update would be less than significant with
the incorporation of the same mitigation measure(s) identified in the GP EIR, the
impact is identified as LTS-M (GP). The number of the mitigation measure from the
MMRP of the 2015 General Plan are referenced and summarized in Chapter 4.



Significant and Unavoidable Impact (S-U) – A significant unavoidable impact would
cause a substantial adverse effect on the environment, and no feasible mitigation
measures would be available to reduce the impact to a less than significant level.



What is the GP EIR impact conclusion? The issues that were found to be either less than
significant or were found to have no impact in the Initial Study prepared for the General
Plan Update, and were therefore excluded from further analysis in the GP EIR, are
identified with (IS) after the impact conclusion.



Does the Housing Element Update involve new significant impacts or substantially more
severe impacts than those analyzed in the GP EIR?



Are there any new or changed circumstances involving new significant impacts or
substantially more severe impacts than those analyzed in the GP EIR?
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Is there any new information of substantial importance that was not and could not have
been known at the time of certification of the GP EIR that rises to the level of requiring
new analysis or verification?



Are any new mitigation measures required for the Housing Element Update?
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Any New or
Changed
Circumstances
Involving New
Significant
Impacts or
Substantially
More Severe
Impacts than
those analyzed
in the GP EIR?

Any New
Information of
Substantial
Importance
That Was Not
and Could Not
Have Been
Known at the
Time of
Certification of
the GP EIR that
Rises to the
Level of
Requiring New
Analysis or
Verification?

Housing Element
Update Impact
Conclusion

GP EIR Impact
Conclusion

Does the
Housing
Element Update
Involve New
Significant
Impacts or
Substantially
More Severe
Impacts than
those analyzed
in the GP EIR?

a) Have a substantial adverse effect on
a scenic vista?

LTS

LTS

No

No

No

No

b) Substantially damage scenic
resources, including, but not limited
to, trees, rock outcroppings, and
historic buildings within a state
scenic highway?

LTS

LTS (IS)

No

No

No

No

c) Substantially degrade the existing
visual character or quality of the site
and its surroundings?

LTS

LTS

No

No

No

No

d) Create a new source of substantial
light or glare which would adversely
affect day or nighttime views in the
area?

LTS

LTS

No

No

No

No

Issues and Supporting Data Sources:

I.

Are Any New
Mitigation
Measures
Required for
the Housing
Element
Update?

AESTHETICS.

Would the project:

Discussion:
The GP EIR concluded that implementation of the General Plan Update would result in less than significant environmental impacts to
aesthetics. Parcels in all areas of the City and its sphere of influence have unused development intensity where new development or
redevelopment could occur, changing the visual appearance of their respective neighborhoods. While buildout of the General Plan would
visibly alter the neighborhood by allowing new residential and commercial uses on industrial and vacant parcels, thus introducing new
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structures, the GP EIR found that this increased development would not result in a significant aesthetic impact. The overall visual
appearance and character of neighborhoods is expected to remain intact and no major obstructions of scenic views are anticipated. For
these reasons, and because policies in the General Plan Update and applicable City specific plans and design guidelines focus heavily
on land use compatibility and context-sensitive design, the GP EIR concluded no significant impacts to the aesthetic character, quality,
or scenic views of the City are anticipated.
As discussed in the GP EIR Initial Study (Initial Study), the General Plan Update would change some land use designations within Specific
Plan areas in the City. State Route (SR-2) is a state scenic highway and traverses the northernmost leg of the City that extends along
the border of the Angeles National Forest. This area is designated for open space on the City’s existing and proposed Land Use map
and the General Plan Update would not result in any change or development in this area. As a result, the General Plan Update would not
damage scenic resources visible from that highway.
Additionally, a portion of the SR-110—from Colorado Boulevard in central Pasadena to US 101 in downtown Los Angeles—is designated
a National Scenic Byway (USDOT 2011) and State Historic Parkway (Caltrans 2007). The General Plan Update would result in land use
changes and intensification of development in its specific plan areas. However, these areas are currently built out, and the removal of
significant trees, rock outcroppings, or any historic buildings would be inconsistent with this General Plan Update. The City has an
extensive tree protection ordinance and adopted measures to protect public trees, landmark trees, native trees and specimen trees.
Removal of landmark, native and specimen trees are prohibited unless specific procedures are followed and findings are made and
approved by the City. The Initial Study concluded that implementation of the General Plan Update would not substantially damage scenic
resources along this byway; impacts would be less than significant.
City is largely built out, the lighting and glare associated with improvements and structures of future development projects would not
substantially increase nighttime light within the City. New development or redevelopment would also be required to comply with standards
outlined in the Pasadena Municipal Code that address light and glare (Section 17.40.080). Additionally, the Design Guidelines and
Municipal Code contain lighting standards that would be applicable to development activity associated with future development that would
be accommodated by the General Plan. The GP EIR found this potential impact to be less than significant.
The RHNA allocation described within the Housing Element Update, and development of the number of units identified by the RHNA
(9,429 units) would be consistent with the amount of residential development analyzed within the GP EIR. Future residential development
associated with implementation of the Housing Element Update would have the effect of incrementally changing the visual character of
individual parcels. Future development on the Inventory Sites identified within the Housing Element Update would be subject to applicable
General Plan policies and zoning regulations related to height, mass and scale, architectural style, materials, landscaping, and a variety
of other standards that would ensure future housing development is consistent with the visual character intended for the area. The
Housing Element Update does not include changes to any General Plan land use or zoning designations of any parcel. Impacts due to
changes to visual character or quality would be less than significant with implementation of existing regulations and no mitigation
measures are required.
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No new significant impacts and no substantial increase in the severity of previously identified impacts associated with the proposed
project would occur. Likewise, there is no new information of substantial importance requiring new analysis or verification. The project
does not propose substantial changes that require major revisions to the GP EIR, and no new mitigation measures are required.
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Any New or
Changed
Circumstances
Involving New
Significant
Impacts or
Substantially
More Severe
Impacts than
those analyzed
in the GP EIR?

Any New
Information of
Substantial
Importance That
Was Not and
Could Not Have
Been Known at
the Time of
Certification of
the GP EIR that
Rises to the
Level of
Requiring New
Analysis or
Verification?

Housing
Element Update
Impact
Conclusion

GP EIR Impact
Conclusion

Does the
Housing Element
Update Involve
New Significant
Impacts or
Substantially
More Severe
Impacts than
those analyzed
in the GP EIR?

a) Convert Prime Farmland, Unique
Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide
Importance (Farmland), as shown on
the maps prepared pursuant to the
Farmland Mapping and Monitoring
Program of the California Resources
Agency, to non-agricultural use?

NI

NI (IS)

No

No

No

No

b) Conflict with existing zoning for
agricultural use, or a Williamson Act
contract?

NI

NI (IS)

No

No

No

No

c) Conflict with existing zoning for, or
cause rezoning of, forest land (as
defined in Public Resources Code
Section 12220[g]), timberland (as
defined by Public Resources Code
Section 4526), or timberland zoned
for Timberland Production (as
defined by Government Code
Section 51104[g])?

NI

NI (IS)

No

No

No

No

d) Result in the loss of forest land or
conversion of forest land to
non-forest use?

NI

NI (IS)

No

No

No

No

Issues and Supporting Data Sources:

II.

Are Any New
Mitigation
Measures
Required for
the Housing
Element
Update?

AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES.

Would the project:
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NI

NI (IS)

No

No

No

No

Discussion:
Impacts to agriculture and forestry resources were addressed in the 2015 General Plan EIR Initial Study (Initial Study). As described
in the Initial Study, there is no farmland of any category mapped within the City of Pasadena, and the General Plan Update would not
convert mapped farmland to nonagricultural use. The zoning code permits commercial growing in designated zoning districts; however,
the Initial Study stated that the General Plan Update did not alter uses permitted by the zoning code. The Initial Study also stated that
there are no Williamson Act contracts in the City, nor is any part of the City designated as timberland, forest land, or farmland; as such
these types of lands would not be converted to another use. The Initial Study concluded there would be no impacts on agriculture and
forestry resources.
The Housing Element Update does not re-zone or re-designate any parcel within the City from agricultural uses or zones to other
uses. In addition, the project does not propose any specific development that would result in the conversion of farmland to nonagricultural use; Inventory Sites identified within the Housing Element Update are located within urban areas. There are no parts of
the City designated as timberland, forest land, or farmland; as such, implementation of the Housing Element Update would not result
in a conversion of these land uses to another use. Development associated with implementation of the Housing Element Update
would not result in the conversion of any agricultural or forest land to non-agricultural or non-forest uses; no impact would occur.
No new significant impacts and no substantial increase in the severity of previously identified impacts associated with the proposed
project would occur. Likewise, there is no new information of substantial importance requiring new analysis or verification. The project
does not propose substantial changes that require major revisions to the GP EIR, and no new mitigation measures are required.
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Housing Element
Update Impact
Conclusion

GP EIR Impact
Conclusion

Does the
Housing
Element Update
Involve New
Significant
Impacts or
Substantially
More Severe
Impacts than
those analyzed
in the GP EIR?

Any New or
Changed
Circumstances
Involving New
Significant
Impacts or
Substantially
More Severe
Impacts than
those analyzed
in the GP EIR?

Any New
Information of
Substantial
Importance
That Was Not
and Could Not
Have Been
Known at the
Time of
Certification of
the GP EIR that
Rises to the
Level of
Requiring New
Analysis or
Verification?

Are Any
New
Mitigation
Measures
Required
for the
Housing
Element
Update?

AIR QUALITY.

Where available, the significance criteria established by the applicable air quality management or air pollution control district may be relied
upon to make the following determinations. Would the project:
a) Conflict with or obstruct
implementation of the applicable air
quality plan?

S-U

S-U

No

No

No

No

b) Violate any air quality standard or
contribute to an existing or projected
air quality violation?

S-U

S-U

No

No

No

No

c) Result in a cumulatively
considerable net increase of any
criteria pollutant for which the
project region is non-attainment
under an applicable federal or state
ambient air quality standard?

S-U

S-U

No

No

No

No

d) Expose sensitive receptors to
substantial pollutant concentrations?

LTS-M(GP)

LTS-M

No

No

No

No

e) Result in other emissions (such as
those leading to odors) adversely
affecting a substantial number of
people?

LTS-M(GP)

LTS-M

No

No

No

No
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Discussion:
The GP EIR found that the General Plan Update would not be consistent with the South Coast Air Quality Management District
(SCAQMD) air quality management plan (AQMP) because air pollutant emissions associated with buildout of the General Plan would
cumulatively contribute to the nonattainment designations in the South Coast Air Basin (SoCAB). Furthermore, buildout of the General
Plan Update would exceed population and employment estimates for the City of Pasadena and therefore those emissions were not
included in the regional emissions inventory for the SoCAB used at the time. The Land Use Diagram of the General Plan would increase
density and mixed-use development, which would be consistent with regional goals of improving transportation and land-use planning.
In addition, the policies of the General Plan would help minimize air pollutant emissions. However, because this additional growth would
generate emissions that would cumulatively contribute to the nonattainment designations, the General Plan Update was considered
inconsistent with the AQMP, and the GP EIR identified this as a significant impact.
The GP EIR noted that construction activities associated with the Land Use Plan would occur over the buildout horizon of the General
Plan Update, which would cause short-term emissions of criteria air pollutants. Information regarding specific development projects,
soil types, and the locations of receptors would be needed in order to quantify the level of impact associated with construction activity.
Due to the scale of development activity associated with buildout of the Land Use Plan, emissions would likely exceed the SCAQMD
regional significance thresholds. Even with implementation of GP EIR Mitigation Measures 2-1, the GP EIR identified this impact as
significant and unavoidable.
Buildout in accordance with the General Plan Update would generate long-term emissions that would exceed SCAQMD’s regional
significance thresholds and cumulatively contribute to the nonattainment designations of the SoCAB. GP EIR Mitigation Measure 2-2,
in addition to the goals and policies of the General Plan Update, would reduce air pollutant emissions to the extent feasible. The
measures and policies covering topics such as expansion of the pedestrian and bicycle networks, installation of electric vehicle charging
stations, and development and implementation of land use policies that promote public and active transit would also reduce criteria air
pollutants within the City. However, due to the magnitude of emissions generated by residential, office, commercial, industrial, and
warehousing land uses, the GP EIR identified this as a significant unavoidable impact.
Buildout of the General Plan Update could expose sensitive receptors to substantial concentrations of criteria air pollutants and toxic
air contaminants. Review of projects by SCAQMD for permitted sources of air toxics (e.g., industrial facilities, dry cleaners, and gasoline
dispensing facilities) would ensure that health risks are minimized. GP EIR Mitigation Measure 2-3 would ensure mobile sources of
Toxic Air Contaminants (TACs) not covered under SCAQMD permits are considered during subsequent project-level environmental
review. Development of individual projects would be required to achieve the incremental risk thresholds established by SCAQMD, and
TACs would be less than significant. While implementation of GP EIR Mitigation Measure 2-1 could reduce impacts, localized emissions
of criteria air pollutants could exceed the SCAQMD significance thresholds because of the scale of development activity associated
with theoretical buildout of the General Plan. In accordance with the SCAQMD methodology, the GP EIR identified the impact associated
with criteria air pollutants as significant and unavoidable.
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As described in the GP EIR, if new sensitive receptors were sited within 500 feet of I-210 or SR-134 or within the California Air Resources
Board (CARB) siting recommendations of other stationary sources, they may be exposed to significant concentrations of air pollutants.
Residential land uses could also be near or adjacent to areas designated for commercial and industrial uses and to existing permitted
sources. Air quality impacts from placement of sensitive uses near major pollutant sources are considered significant.GP EIR Mitigation
Measure 2-4 would ensure that placement of sensitive receptors near major sources of air pollutants would achieve the incremental
risk thresholds; with implementation of GP EIR Mitigation Measures 2-4, the GP EIR found this impact to be less than significant.
As described in the GP EIR, industrial land uses associated with the General Plan Update may generate potentially significant odor
impacts to a substantial number of people, but implementation of GP EIR Mitigation Measure 2-5 would ensure that odor impacts are
minimized and facilities would comply with SCAQMD Rule 402 resulting in a less than significant impact.
The RHNA allocation described in the Housing Element Update, and development of the number of units identified by the RHNA
allocation (9,429 units), would be consistent with the amount of residential development analyzed within the GP EIR. Future housing
developed in accordance with the goals and policies of the Housing Element Update would have the effect of contributing incrementally
to the mobile, energy, and area sources that cumulatively contribute to criteria pollutant levels and associated air pollution in the Basin.
Development of future housing would be subject to environmental review pursuant to CEQA upon application for entitlement permits.
Projects found to be not exempt from CEQA would be subject to analysis and mitigation, if required. GP EIR Mitigation Measures 2-1
through 2-5 would also be applicable to the development associated with implementation of the Housing Element Update.
No new significant impacts and no substantial increase in the severity of previously identified impacts associated with the proposed
project would occur, nor would the significant unavoidable impacts identified in the GP EIR be worsened. Likewise, there is no new
information of substantial importance requiring new analysis or verification. The project does not propose substantial changes that
require major revisions to the GP EIR, and no new mitigation measures are required.
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Any New or
Changed
Circumstances
Involving New
Significant
Impacts or
Substantially
More Severe
Impacts than
those analyzed
in the GP EIR?

Any New
Information of
Substantial
Importance That
Was Not and
Could Not Have
Been Known at
the Time of
Certification of
the GP EIR that
Rises to the
Level of
Requiring New
Analysis or
Verification?

Housing
Element Update
Impact
Conclusion

GP EIR Impact
Conclusion

Does the
Housing
Element Update
Involve New
Significant
Impacts or
Substantially
More Severe
Impacts than
those analyzed
in the GP EIR?

a) Have a substantial adverse effect,
either directly or through habitat
modifications, on any species
identified as a candidate, sensitive,
or special status species in local or
regional plans, policies, or
regulations, or by the California
Department of Fish and Wildlife or
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service?

LTS-M(GP)

LTS-M

No

No

No

No

b) Have a substantial adverse effect
on any riparian habitat or other
sensitive natural community
identified in local or regional plans,
policies, regulations, or by the
California Department of Fish and
Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service?

LTS-M(GP)

LTS-M

No

No

No

No

c) Have a substantial adverse effect
on state or federally protected
wetlands (including, but not limited
to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.)
through direct removal, filling,

LTS-M(GP)

LTS-M

No

No

No

No

Issues and Supporting Data Sources:

IV.

Are Any New
Mitigation
Measures
Required for
the Housing
Element
Update?

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Would the project:
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hydrological interruption, or other
means?
d) Interfere substantially with the
movement of any native resident or
migratory fish or wildlife species or
with established native resident or
migratory wildlife corridors, or
impede the use of native wildlife
nursery sites?
e) Conflict with any local policies or
ordinances protecting biological
resources, such as a tree
preservation policy or ordinance?
f)

Conflict with the provisions of an
adopted Habitat Conservation Plan,
Natural Community Conservation
Plan, or other approved local,
regional, or state habitat
conservation plan?

LTS

LTS (IS)

No

No

No

No

NI

NI (IS)

No

No

No

No

NI

NI (IS)

No

No

No

No

Discussion:
As described in the General Plan EIR, the General Plan Update would not result in land use changes that convert open space to other
development uses; however, buildout would allow for development in several areas with vacant residential parcels in the City. These
include parcels zoned low-density residential in the San Rafael Hills and tract of land at the northwest of the intersection of Crestford
Drive and Florecita Drive, shown on Figure 5.3-2 of the GP EIR, Sensitive Areas Designated for Development. These areas have
patches of sage scrub, sagebrush, and chaparral habitats, as well as oak and walnut woodlands, partly on steep slopes. Sensitive
plant communities in the region also consist of coastal scrub and riparian oak woodlands. The CNDDB does not include records of
sensitive species from these areas, which could be due to the absence of focused surveys in the area. Sensitive species that may now
occur in these parcels could be impacted directly or indirectly by buildout of the General Plan Update.
The GP EIR identified four areas where sensitive natural habitats occur to varying degrees, including Arroyo Seco, Eaton Canyon
Corridor, Hastings Canyon, and the San Rafael Hills. The land use designation for Arroyo Seco, Eaton Canyon, and Hastings Canyon
is Open Space- Parks in the General Plan; no changes were proposed in the boundaries of the Parks land use designation in these
areas. Therefore, consistent with the General Plan Update, impacts to sensitive biological resources in these areas was not anticipated.
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The GP EIR found that Arroyo Seco, Eaton Canyon, and Hastings Canyon all contain jurisdictional waters, and that the San Rafael
Hills contain riparian and/or wetland habitat. No land use changes were proposed in these areas; however, the GP EIR stated that
future development of vacant parcels or redevelopment in this area could impact waters.
The GP EIR concluded that buildout of the General Plan Update could have potentially significant impacts to sensitive species,
sensitive natural communities, and jurisdictional waters and/or wetlands. GP EIR Mitigation Measures 3-1 through 3-6 would ensure
that a qualified biologist would be involved in the assessment, mitigation, and monitoring of all projects occurring on land where impacts
to biological resources could be potentially significant; with implementation of the identified mitigation measures, these potential
impacts would be considered less than significant.
The Initial Study found that development projects would be required to comply with Chapter 17.44 (Landscaping) of the City’s Zoning
Code, and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), as applicable. As such, the General Plan Update’s impact on overland wildlife
movement and migration would be less than significant and the General Plan Update would not conflict with the City’s tree protection
ordinance. Additionally, the Initial Study prepared for the GP EIR indicated that there are no adopted habitat conservation or natural
community conservation plans within the City and, as such, concluded that no impacts to such plans would result from the General
Plan Update.
The RHNA allocation described in the Housing Element Update, and development of the number of units identified by the RHNA
allocation (9,429 units), would be consistent with the amount of residential development analyzed within the GP EIR. Any future
development would be required to comply with existing regulations to protect waterways, wetlands, riparian habitat, and water quality
during construction and operation of the developments. Additionally, biological resources mitigation measures identified in the GP EIR
would be applicable to development on Inventory Sites that could have biological resources. Similar to the General Plan Update,
development associated with implementation of the Housing Element Update would be required to comply with the City’s Master Street
Tree Plan, Chapter 17.44 (Landscaping) of the City’s Zoning Code, and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), as applicable. Therefore,
development associated with implementation of the Housing Element Update would not conflict with the City’s tree protection ordinance
and impacts to wildlife movement and migration would be less than significant. Additionally, as indicated in the Initial Study, there are
no adopted habitat conservation or natural community conservation plans within the City; therefore, the proposed Housing Element
Update would not result in impacts to any such plans.
No new significant impacts and no substantial increase in the severity of previously identified impacts associated with the proposed
project would occur. Likewise, there is no new information of substantial importance requiring new analysis or verification. The project
does not propose substantial changes that require major revisions to the GP EIR, and no new mitigation measures are required.
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Any New or
Changed
Circumstances
Involving New
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Impacts or
Substantially
More Severe
Impacts than
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in the GP EIR?

Any New
Information of
Substantial
Importance That
Was Not and
Could Not Have
Been Known at
the Time of
Certification of
the GP EIR that
Rises to the
Level of
Requiring New
Analysis or
Verification?

Housing
Element Update
Impact
Conclusion

GP EIR Impact
Conclusion

Does the
Housing
Element Update
Involve New
Significant
Impacts or
Substantially
More Severe
Impacts than
those analyzed
in the GP EIR?

a) Cause a substantial adverse
change in the significance of a
historical resource pursuant to
CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5?

LTS-M(GP)

LTS-M

No

No

No

No

b) Cause a substantial adverse
change in the significance of an
archaeological resource pursuant to
CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5?

LTS-M(GP)

LTS-M

No

No

No

No

c) Directly or indirectly destroy a
unique paleontological resource or
site or unique geologic feature?

LTS-M(GP)

LTS-M

No

No

No

No

d) Disturb any human remains,
including those interred outside of
formal cemeteries?

LTS

LTS

No

No

No

No

Issues and Supporting Data Sources:

V.

Are Any New
Mitigation
Measures
Required for
the Housing
Element
Update?

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Would the project:

Discussion:
The GP EIR found that while the General Plan Update did not propose the alteration or demolition of any historic landmarks, any
development under buildout of the General Plan Update could potentially impact a historic resource, as the GP EIR notes there are
approximately 7,440 historical resources throughout the City. The GP EIR states that the likelihood of encountering and impacting a
historical resource is greater within a historic neighborhood and that future projects under the buildout of the General Plan Update can
avoid significantly impacting historical resources by adhering to the Pasadena Municipal Code 17.61.030 design review, to state and
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federal regulations, and to the policies of the City’s Land Use Element, including Policy LU 8.5, Scale and Character of New
Construction in Designated Landmark and Historic Districts. Additionally, GP EIR Mitigation Measure 9-4, which is discussed in Section
XIII, would ensure that vibrations from construction activity would not impact architectural structures of historical significance.
Pasadena Municipal Code Section 17.62.090 identifies specific procedures and findings required prior to demolition of a designated
historic resource or new construction in a landmark or historic district.
As described in the GP EIR, due to the limited number of archaeological resources documented and the built out nature of the City,
impacts to archaeological resources are anticipated to be low. However, development or redevelopment may occur where deep
excavations may unearth previously undisturbed areas. Impacts to archaeological resources can be reduced to a less than significant
level upon implementation of GP EIR Mitigation Measure 4-1, which would halt construction upon discovery of an archaeological
resource and require consultation with a registered archaeologist before proceeding with development.
The GP EIR lists the Topanga Formation as an area sensitive to paleontological resources and states that implementation of GP EIR
Mitigation Measure 4-2, which would enlist the service of a registered paleontologist prior to any grading activity in the vicinity of this
area, as a sufficient measure to reduce the impact to a less than significant level.
The GP EIR concluded that grading activities are not expected to disturb human remains. Should human remains be discovered,
California Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5 requires that if human remains are discovered within the project site, disturbance
of the site shall halt and remain halted until the coroner has conducted an investigation and made recommendations to the person
responsible for the excavation, or to his or her authorized representative. If the coroner determines that the remains are not subject to
his or her authority and if the coroner recognizes or has reason to believe the human remains are those of a Native American, he or
she shall contact the Native American Heritage Commission. Public Resources Code Section 5097.98 mandates the process to be
followed in the event of a discovery of any human remains. These regulations ensure that any remains encountered during grading
activities would not be disturbed.
Implementation of the Housing Element Update is not anticipated to result in significant cultural resources impacts. As noted above,
that potential development would avoid significantly impacting historical resources by adhering to the Pasadena Municipal Code
17.61.030 design review, to state and federal regulations, and to the policies of the City’s Land Use Element, including Policy LU 8.5,
Scale and Character of New Construction in Designated Landmark and Historic Districts. Additionally, GP EIR Mitigation Measure 94, which is discussed in Section XIII, would ensure that vibrations from construction activity would not impact architectural structures
of historical significance. Pasadena Municipal Code Section 17.62.090 identifies specific procedures and findings required prior to
demolition of a designated historic resource or new construction in a landmark or historic district. Therefore, implementation of the
Housing Element Update is not expected to significantly impact historic resources.
If archaeological resources are discovered during construction of any project associated with implementation of the Housing Element
Update, GP EIR Mitigation Measure 4-1 would ensure the impact level would be less than significant. The GP EIR lists the Topanga
Formation as an area sensitive to paleontological resources; should development occur within this area, implementation of GP EIR
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Mitigation Measure 4-2 would measure to reduce the impact to a less than significant level. Disturbance of human remains is not
expected, and adherence to existing regulations would reduce this potential impact to a less than significant level.
The current CEQA Guidelines Appendix G checklist also includes assessment criteria for potential impacts to tribal cultural resources.
Tribal cultural resources are defined in Public Resources Code section 21074 as either a site, feature, place, cultural landscape that
is geographically defined in terms of the size and scope of the landscape, sacred place, or object with cultural value to a California
Native American tribe. These types of resources were analyzed in the GP EIR and Native American consultation was conducted. The
GP EIR concluded that the results of the Native American consultation did not result in new information or unknown impacts, but that
while there are no known sacred lands within the City, the potential to uncover archaeological resources during grading remains. GP
EIR Mitigation Measure 4-1 would be applicable if any archaeological resources, including tribal cultural resources, are discovered
during construction, reducing the impact level to less than significant.
No new significant impacts and no substantial increase in the severity of previously identified impacts associated with the proposed
project would occur. Likewise, there is no new information of substantial importance requiring new analysis or verification. The project
does not propose substantial changes that require major revisions to the GP EIR, and no new mitigation measures are required.
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Any New or
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Impacts than
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Any New
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Substantial
Importance That
Was Not and
Could Not Have
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the Time of
Certification of
the GP EIR that
Rises to the
Level of
Requiring New
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Housing
Element Update
Impact
Conclusion

GP EIR Impact
Conclusion

Does the
Housing
Element Update
Involve New
Significant
Impacts or
Substantially
More Severe
Impacts than
those analyzed
in the GP EIR?

a) Conflict with adopted energy
conservation plans?

LTS

LTS (IS)

No

No

No

No

b) Use non-renewable resources in a
wasteful and inefficient manner?

LTS

LTS (IS)

No

No

No

No

Issues and Supporting Data Sources:

VI.

Are Any New
Mitigation
Measures
Required for
the Housing
Element
Update?

ENERGY

Would the project:

Discussion:
As described in the Initial Study, buildout of the General Plan Update would result in greater intensification and new development.
However, new development and redevelopment in accordance with the General Plan Update would be designed to comply with the
performance levels of the City’s Green Building Standards Code (14.04.504), the City’s Green Action Plan, and the Open Space and
Conservation Element of the adopted General Plan, which would reduce energy consumption compared to the existing buildings. All
new buildings would be required to achieve at least a 15 percent increase in energy efficiency compared to the 2008 Building and
Energy Efficiency Standards. Development associated with the General Plan Update would comply with adopted energy conservation
plans and the Initial Study described these impacts as less than significant.
Construction activities would also use energy and resources. As described in the Initial Study, future development would be consistent
with the City’s Green Building Standards Code, Green City Action Plan, and adopted General Plan Conservation and Open Space
Element. The City of Pasadena has adopted an amended 2010 California Green Building Standards Code (CAL Green) (City of
Pasadena Municipal Code, Chapter 14.04, Green Building Standards Code, Section 14.04.504). The adoption of the code promotes
energy conservation by mandating certain building requirements that are currently voluntary under CALGreen requirements. In
addition, The City developed an Action Plan (2006) to create a more sustainable City capable of meeting growing demand and reducing
impacts to natural resources. Since new development would be concentrated in developed urban areas it would tie into the existing
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infrastructure from mains, lines, and substations in the area. New development and redevelopment would be required to comply with
the requirements of the City’s Green Building Standards, which result in a 15 to 30 percent increase in building energy efficiency
compared to the 2008 Building and Energy Efficiency Standards. Consistency of the above programs and regulatory requirements
would ensure that future development under the General Plan Update would not use non-renewable resources in a wasteful and
inefficient manner. These potential impacts were considered less than significant.
The RHNA allocation described in the Housing Element Update, and development of the number of units identified by the RHNA
allocation (9,429 units), would be consistent with the amount of residential development analyzed within the GP EIR. All development
would need to comply with City’s Green Building Standards Code (14.04.504), the City’s Green Action Plan, and the Open Space and
Conservation Element. As with implementation of the General Plan Update, the Housing Element Update would not conflict with an
adopted conservation plan or resources in a wasteful or inefficient manner; these potential impacts would be considered less than
significant.
No new significant impacts and no substantial increase in the severity of previously identified impacts associated with the proposed
project would occur. Likewise, there is no new information of substantial importance requiring new analysis or verification. The project
does not propose substantial changes that require major revisions to the GP EIR, and no new mitigation measures are required.
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Any New or
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Any New
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Level of
Requiring New
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Housing
Element Update
Impact
Conclusion

GP EIR Impact
Conclusion

Does the
Housing
Element Update
Involve New
Significant
Impacts or
Substantially
More Severe
Impacts than
those analyzed
in the GP EIR?

Rupture of a known earthquake
fault, as delineated on the most
recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake
Fault Zoning Map issued by the
State Geologist for the area or
based on other substantial
evidence of a known fault?
Refer to California Geological
Survey Special Publication 42.

LTS

LTS (IS)

No

No

No

No

ii.

Strong seismic ground shaking?

LTS

LTS (IS)

No

No

No

No

iii.

Seismic-related ground failure,
including liquefaction as
delineated on the most recent
Seismic Hazards Zones Map
issued by the State Geologist for
the area or based on other
substantial evidence of known
areas of liquefaction?

LTS

LTS (IS)

No

No

No

No

Issues and Supporting Data Sources:

VII.

Are Any New
Mitigation
Measures
Required for
the Housing
Element
Update?

GEOLOGY AND SOILS

Would the project:
a) Expose people or structures to
potential substantial adverse effects,
including the risk of loss, injury, or
death involving:
i.
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most recent Seismic Hazards
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on other substantial evidence of
known areas of landslides?
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LTS

LTS (IS)

No

No

No

No

b) Result in substantial soil erosion or
the loss of topsoil?

LTS

LTS (IS)

No

No

No

No

c) Be located on a geologic unit or soil
that is unstable, or that would
become unstable as a result of the
project, and potentially result in onor off-site landslide, lateral
spreading, subsidence, liquefaction
or collapse?

LTS

LTS (IS)

No

No

No

No

d) Be located on expansive soil, as
defined in Table 18-1-B of the
Uniform Building Code (1994),
creating substantial risks to life or
property?

LTS

LTS (IS)

No

No

No

No

NI

NI (IS)

No

No

No

No

e) Have soils incapable of adequately
supporting the use of septic tanks or
alternative wastewater disposal
systems where sewers are not
available for the disposal of
wastewater?

Discussion:
Geology and soils were addressed in the Initial Study prepared for the GP EIR, which found that impacts to this topic would be less
than significant. As described in the Initial Study, one Alquist-Priolo earthquake fault zone passes through the City, along the Raymond
Fault, in two places in the City near the south City boundary. In addition, as shown in the General Plan Safety Element, two active faults
and one possible active fault are mapped in the City: an active strand of the Sierra Madre Fault passes through the northwest part of
the City north of Devil’s Gate Reservoir; the Raymond Fault passes through the southernmost part of the City; and a possibly active
strand of the Sierra Madre Fault passes through the north-central and northwestern parts of the City near and north of Washington
Boulevard. During seismic activity, active faults could experience surface rupture. Any future development projects pursuant to the
General Plan Update would be required to comply with all applicable Building and Safety division requirements. Further, the City’s
Building Code (Pasadena Municipal Code, Title 14) requires future development to submit an engineering geology report and soils
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engineering report to identify and mitigate geology conditions and hazards. Compliance with the CBC and City Building Code would
ensure impacts would be less than significant.
Development under the General Plan Update would expose new structures and residents in Pasadena to seismic ground shaking.
Future development would be designed and built in compliance with the California Building Code (CBC). The CBC contains provisions
for earthquake safety based on factors including occupancy type, the types of soil and rock onsite, and the strength of ground motion
with specified probability of occurring at the site or in the area. Compliance with the CBC and City Building Code would ensure impacts
would be less than significant
As noted in the Initial Study, there are zones of required investigation for liquefaction in the western and northwestern parts of the City
near the Arroyo Seco; near the southwest corner of the City in the San Rafael Hills; and in the northeastern part of the City near Eaton
Canyon and Hastings Canyon, as mapped in the General Plan Safety Element. Each project developed pursuant to the General Plan
Update would be required to have a site-specific geotechnical investigation conducted. The geotechnical investigations for each
respective project would evaluate liquefaction potential at the affected project sites and provide any needed recommendations for
minimizing hazards from liquefaction and other seismic ground failure. In addition, development must also comply with seismic safety
regulations in the CBC and City of Pasadena Building Code. Compliance with the CBC and City Building Code would ensure impacts
would be less than significant.
The Initial Study concluded that natural water erosion potential of soils in Pasadena is low, unless these soils are disturbed during the
wet season. Erosion can be dramatically accelerated by soil disturbance and soil exposure by construction activities if effective soil
erosion measures are not used. Water erosion during construction of projects developed in accordance with the General Plan Update
would be minimized by limiting construction to dry weather, covering exposed excavated dirt during periods of rain, and protecting
excavated areas from flooding with temporary berms. Soil erosion after construction would be controlled by implementation of approved
landscape and irrigation plans. The City of Pasadena requires, as a standard condition of approval, that these plans be submitted to
the Zoning Administrator and Design staff for review and approval prior to the issuance of building permits for each project. Additionally,
any project which involves more than 250 cubic yards of cut or fill grading would have an erosion and sediment transport control plan
as part of the applicant's grading plan, as a standard condition of approval by the City of Pasadena. The grading plan must be approved
by the Building Official and the Public Works Department prior to the issuance of any building permits. The Initial Study found this
potential impact would be considered less than significant.
As described in the 2015 General Plan Update Initial Study, there are known areas in Pasadena with unstable soils that could result in
on- or offsite landslides, lateral spreading, liquefaction, or collapse. Development proposing structures for human occupancy would be
required to have a geotechnical investigation conducted per CBC and the City’s Building Code. The geotechnical investigation would
include site-specific assessment of hazards from subsidence and collapsible soils. Each project would be required to comply with
recommendations in the geotechnical investigation report for that project ensuring that impacts are less than significant.
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The Initial Study describes that expansive soils may be present within Pasadena, and development may be proposed and/or located
on expansive soils. However, projects built in accordance with the General Plan Update would be required to comply with applicable
Building and Safety regulations and the CBC. The geotechnical investigation would be prepared and include site-specific assessment
of hazards from the potential for expansive soils. Each project would be required to comply with recommendations in the geotechnical
investigation report for that project; the Initial Study concluded that expansive soils impacts would be less than significant.
There are existing sewers serving the entire urbanized portions of the City of Pasadena. Projects developed in accordance with the
General Plan Update would include sewer laterals and would not rely on septic tanks or other alternative wastewater disposal systems.
No impact would occur.
Development associated with implementation of the Housing Element Update would fall within the same City boundaries as were
analyzed within the Initial Study, and would be subject to similar risks and associated potential impacts related to geology and soils.
The Housing Element Update would not cause new or more significant impacts beyond those analyzed in the Initial Study. Additionally,
development associated with implementation of the Housing Element Update would be required to adhere to the regulations, policies,
and standards pertaining to geology and soils impacts, both during construction and operation, including the preparation of projectspecific geotechnical investigations for individual development projects.
No new significant impacts and no substantial increase in the severity of previously identified impacts associated with the proposed
project would occur. Likewise, there is no new information of substantial importance requiring new analysis or verification. The project
does not propose substantial changes that require major revisions to the GP EIR, and no new mitigation measures are required.
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Any New or
Changed
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Impacts or
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Impacts than
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Any New
Information of
Substantial
Importance That
Was Not and
Could Not Have
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the Time of
Certification of
the GP EIR that
Rises to the
Level of
Requiring New
Analysis or
Verification?

Housing
Element Update
Impact
Conclusion

GP EIR Impact
Conclusion

Does the
Housing
Element Update
Involve New
Significant
Impacts or
Substantially
More Severe
Impacts than
those analyzed
in the GP EIR?

a) Generate greenhouse gas
emissions, either directly or
indirectly, that may have a
significant impact on the
environment?

S-U

S-U

No

No

No

No

b) Conflict with an applicable plan,
policy or regulation adopted for the
purpose of reducing the emissions
of greenhouse gases?

LTS

LTS

No

No

No

No

Issues and Supporting Data
Sources:

VIII.

Are Any New
Mitigation
Measures
Required for
the Housing
Element
Update?

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

Would the project:

Discussion:
As described in the GP EIR, buildout of the General Plan Update would result in a substantial increase in GHG emissions compared
to existing conditions. Additionally, community-wide GHG emissions would not meet the long-term GHG reductions goal under
Executive Order S-03 -05. The climate action plan/GHG reduction plan required by GP EIR Mitigation Measure 5-1 would ensure that
GHG emissions from buildout of the General Plan Update would be minimized. However, at the time the General Plan EIR was certified,
there was not certainty that the climate action plan required by GP EIR Mitigation Measure 5-1 would attain the AB 32 targets. Also,
additional statewide measures would be necessary to reduce GHG emissions under the General Plan Update to meet the long-term
GHG reduction goals under Executive Order S-03 -05, which identifies a GHG reduction target of 80 percent from 1990 levels by year
2050. At the time of adoption of the General Plan, there was no plan past 2020 that demonstrated attainment of the long-term GHG
reduction goal established under Executive Order S-03-05. As identified by the California Council on Science and Technology, the
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state cannot meet the 2050 goal without major advances in technology (CCST 2012). Since no additional statewide measures were
currently available, the GP EIR identified this impact as significant and unavoidable.
The GP EIR found that the General Plan Update would not conflict with the CARB Scoping Plan or the Southern California Association
of Governments’ (SCAG) 2012 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS).
The RHNA allocation described in the Housing Element Update, and development of the number of units identified by the RHNA
allocation (9,429 units), would be consistent with the amount of residential development analyzed within the GP EIR. Any new
development would be subject to the policies of the City’s current Climate Action Plan, which was adopted in 2018 to fulfill the
requirements under GP EIR Mitigation Measure 5-1, as well as any additional climate action/GHG reduction plans established locally,
state-wide, or federally at the time.
No new significant impacts and no substantial increase in the severity of previously identified impacts associated with the proposed
project would occur, nor would the significant unavoidable impacts identified in the GP EIR be worsened. Likewise, there is no new
information of substantial importance requiring new analysis or verification. The project does not propose substantial changes that
require major revisions to the GP EIR, and no new mitigation measures are required.
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HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

Would the project:
a) Create a significant hazard to the
public or the environment through
the routine transport, use, or
disposal of hazardous materials?

LTS

LTS

No

No

No

No

b) Create a significant hazard to the
public or the environment through
reasonably foreseeable upset and
accident conditions involving the
release of hazardous materials into
the environment?

LTS

LTS

No

No

No

No

c) Emit hazardous emissions or handle
hazardous or acutely hazardous
materials, substances, or waste
within one-quarter mile of an existing
or proposed school?

LTS

LTS

No

No

No

No

d) Be located on a site that is included
on a list of hazardous materials sites
compiled pursuant to Government
Code Section 65962.5 and, as a
result, would it create a significant
hazard to the public or the
environment?

LTS

LTS

No

No

No

No
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NI

NI (IS)

No

No

No

No

For a project within the vicinity of a
private airstrip, would the project
result in a safety hazard for people
residing or working in the project
area?

LTS

LTS (IS)

No

No

No

No

g) Impair implementation of or
physically interfere with an adopted
emergency response plan or
emergency evacuation plan?

LTS

LTS

No

No

No

No

h) Expose people or structures to a
significant risk of loss, injury or death
involving wildland fires, including
where wildlands are adjacent to
urbanized areas or where residences
are intermixed with wildlands?

LTS

LTS

No

No

No

No

f)

Discussion:
As described in the GP EIR, development in accordance with the General Plan Update would result in infill development and
intensification of land uses within the City. During construction, new development pursuant to the General Plan Update would involve
the use of hazardous materials, such as fuels, lubricants, paints, solvents, and greases in construction equipment and coatings used in
construction. However, the materials used would not be in such quantities or stored in such a manner as to pose a significant safety
hazard. These activities would also be short-term in nature and would be required to conform to existing laws and regulations.
The City of Pasadena has ordinances regulating hazardous materials management in accordance with state law: Municipal Code Title
8, Chapter 8.80, Handling and Disclosure of Hazardous Materials. As noted in the GP EIR, the General Plan Update contains policies
and programs to ensure compliance with federal, state, and local regulations relating to hazardous waste production, use, storage,
transport, or disposal of hazardous materials so that impacts to the environment and sensitive land uses are mitigated. General Plan
Policy H-1.3 states that new proposed facilities involved in the production, use, storage, transport, or disposal of hazardous materials
will be a safe distance from existing sensitive land uses; conversely, new sensitive facilities will not be allowed near existing sites that
use, store, or generate hazardous materials. Additionally, the use, storage, transport, and disposal of hazardous materials by residents
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and commercial businesses would be required to comply with existing regulations of several agencies, including California Department
of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC), the EPA, Cal/OSHA, Pasadena Fire Department (PFD), and Los Angeles Count Fire Department
(LACoFD). Compliance with applicable laws and regulations governing the use, storage, and transportation of hazardous materials
would ensure that all potentially hazardous materials are used and handled in an appropriate manner and would minimize the potential
for safety impacts to occur.
As described in the GP EIR, land use changes associated with implementation of the General Plan Update may result in impacts related
to the emission or handling of hazardous materials near schools. For new school sites that receive state funding or for existing school
sites with new construction, the DTSC oversees school site approval for potential hazards in soil at the site or from potential hazardous
waste impact from nearby parcels. The California Department of Education oversees the evaluation of air quality hazards within a quarter
mile of permitted and nonpermitted hazardous emission sources to new and expanding school sites.
An environmental database search conducted for the General Plan Update identified 881 separate hazardous materials sites in a 0.25mile-buffer zone surrounding the City. As described in the GP EIR, due to the fact that there are sites undergoing investigation and/or
remediation within the City, impacts from hazardous substance contamination on or adjacent to specific project developments in the City
may occur. Future development in accordance with implementation of the General Plan Update may be impacted by hazardous
substance contamination remaining from historical operations on a particular site. However, properties contaminated by hazardous
substances are regulated at the federal, state, and local levels and are subject to compliance with stringent laws and regulations for
investigation and remediation. For example, compliance with the CERCLA, RCRA, California Code of Regulations, Title 22, and related
requirements would remedy any potential impacts caused by hazardous substance contamination. Therefore, impacts resulting from
buildout of the General Plan Update would be less than significant upon compliance with existing laws and regulations. Furthermore,
Policy LU 3.5, Hazardous Uses, is proposed to prohibit or control land uses that pose potential health and environmental hazards to
Pasadena’s neighborhoods and districts. The GP EIR concluded that compliance with state law would ensure that impacts of General
Plan buildout from listed hazardous materials sites would be less than significant.
The Initial Study identified that the nearest public use airports are El Monte Airport in the City of El Monte, 4 miles to the southeast, and
Bob Hope Airport in Burbank, 9.2 miles northwest of the City boundary. No portion of the City is within an airport land use plan or within
two miles of an airport.
There are two heliports in Pasadena and one immediately adjacent to the City. These heliports are private facilities not open for public
use. Over congested areas, helicopters must maintain an altitude of at least 1,000 feet above the highest obstacle within 2,000 feet of
the aircraft, except as needed for takeoff and landing (Code of Federal Regulations Title 14 Section 91.119). The Federal Aviation
Administration does not regulate heights of structures near private heliports. Implementation of the General Plan Update would intensify
development within areas that are already built out. In addition, the General Plan Update would not allow the development of buildings
with increased height that would affect flight patterns or pose a safety hazard. Therefore, General Plan Update implementation would
not result in a safety hazard for people residing or working near a private airstrip or heliport.
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As described in the GP EIR, the Los Angeles County Operational Area Emergency Response Plan provides the framework for
responding to major emergencies or disasters. The goals of this plan are to outline a strategy to prepare for, respond to, and recover
from an emergency or disaster for 88 cities, 137 communities and 288 special districts in the county. Additionally, the Pasadena Fire
Department (PFD) provides emergency response services to the City of Pasadena, including hazardous materials emergency response.
Buildout of the General Plan Update would not interfere with the implementation of the Pasadena EOP because the plan would be
followed by new residents and the project does not interfere with operations of the PFD, police department, or other agencies that would
respond in the event of a disaster or major emergency in Pasadena. No project would be permitted to block any designated evacuation
routes. Impacts would be less than significant.
The current CEQA Guidelines Appendix G checklist also includes assessment criteria for potential impacts to wildfire for those areas
located within or near a state responsibility area or on lands classified as Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zones. As shown in Figure
5.6-1 of the GP EIR, CAL FIRE classifies areas in Pasadena as very high fire hazard severity zones in the western portion of the planning
area west of the Arroyo Seco and the hillsides in the northwestern and northeastern portions of Pasadena. The West Gateway Specific
Plan, along Arroyo Boulevard north and south of its intersection with Westminster Drive, abuts a very high fire hazard severity zone in
the San Rafael Hills. Buildout of the residential areas within the very high fire severity zone west of the Arroyo Seco and adjacent to
hillside areas, could expose additional people and structures to wildland fire hazards.
As described in the GP EIR, fire suppression services in Pasadena are provided by the PFD and through a mutual aid agreement with
LACoFD. To help protect the City and its residents from fire hazards, the City of Pasadena has building and fire codes that must be
followed. The fire chief may also use his/her authority to instate certain building, planning, or landscaping requirements. Pasadena
addresses the issue of weeds and other vegetation as potential fire hazards and prevention measures in Municipal Code, Title 14,
Chapter 14.29. Specifically, the Hazardous Vegetation Ordinance provides a fire prevention partnership between the City and property
owners to prevent disastrous fires. The ordinance minimizes fire danger by minimizing density and regulating placement of flammable
vegetation. Each spring, the PFD does a mail-out for residents within the City-designated urban-interface zone to remind property owners
of their responsibility to mitigate hazardous vegetation conditions. Hazardous Vegetation Inspection Notices indicate the level of fire
safety and where any mitigation action is required of the property owner
Additionally, the City of Pasadena has adopted the 2010 California Fire Code, as amended, a modification of the International Fire Code.
Provisions include sprinkler and fire hydrant requirements in new structures and remodels, road widths and configurations designed to
accommodate the passage of fire trucks and engines, and requirements for minimum fire flow rates for water mains. The City has also
adopted the California Building Code that includes sections on fire-resistant construction material requirements based on building use
and occupancy. The construction requirements are a function of building size, purpose, type, materials, location, proximity to other
structures, and the type of fire suppression systems installed. Furthermore, the City’s General Plan Safety Element provides goals and
policies to minimize the risk of fire hazard. Policy R-1 ensures that there is adequate infrastructure and response times, R-2 requires all
new development in a high fire hazard area to provide fire retardant landscaping, and R-3 requires the City to assess secondary water
supplies for emergency fire flow needs. Development proposed within high-fire hazard areas will be required to implement fire
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management plans. Because the State of California, County of Los Angeles, and City of Pasadena require adherence to building codes
and review by the fire department to reduce fire hazards, impacts on fire hazards resulting from implementation of the General Plan
Update would be less than significant. Buildout of the General Plan Update would not expose people or structures to substantial wildfire
hazards, and the GP EIR determined that impacts would be less than significant.
Construction of development associated with implementation of the Housing Element Update could potentially involve the transport, use,
and/or disposal of hazardous materials; however, all development would comply with the California Health and Safety Code, OSHA, and
SCAQMD regulations. Implementation of the Housing Element Update would result in additional residential uses within the City, and
significant impacts related to the transport, use, and/or disposal of hazardous materials are not typically associated with residential land
uses. Construction of residential units would not be anticipated to result in sustained and prolonged use of hazardous materials resulting
in a significant hazardous materials impact. In addition, future development would be required to comply with CERCLA, RCRA, California
Code of Regulations, Title 22, and related requirements, as well as adherence to the City’s Land Use Element Policy LU 3.5: Hazardous
Uses. Future development associated with implementation of the Housing Element Update could result in temporary road closures; all
future development would be required to coordinate with the PFD. Additionally, buildout of the Housing Element Update is not anticipated
to interfere with the Los Angeles County Operational Area Emergency Response Plan or the City’s Emergency Operation Plan and no
future development project would be permitted to block any designated evacuation routes.
The current CEQA Guidelines Appendix G checklist also includes assessment criteria for potential impacts to wildfire for those areas
located within or near a state responsibility area or on lands classified as Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zones. There are some
inventory sites located within areas identified as Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zones within the GP EIR. Development proposed within
high-fire hazard areas will be required to implement fire management plans.
No new significant impacts and no substantial increase in the severity of previously identified impacts associated with the proposed
project would occur. Likewise, there is no new information of substantial importance requiring new analysis or verification. The project
does not propose substantial changes that require major revisions to the GP EIR, and no new mitigation measures are required.
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HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY

Would the project:
a) Violate any water quality standards
or waste discharge requirements?

LTS

LTS

No

No

No

No

b) Substantially deplete groundwater
supplies or interfere substantially
with groundwater recharge such
that there would be a net deficit in
aquifer volume or a lowering of the
local groundwater table level (e.g.,
the production rate of pre-existing
nearby wells would drop to a level
which would not support existing
land uses or planned uses for
which permits have been
granted)?
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LTS

No

No

No

No

c) Substantially alter the existing
drainage pattern of the site or
area, including through the
alteration of the course of stream
or river, in a manner, which would
result in substantial erosion or
siltation on- or off-site?
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LTS

No

No

No
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d) Substantially alter the existing
drainage pattern of the site or
area, including through the
alteration of the course of stream
or river, substantially increase the
rate or amount of surface runoff in
a manner, which would result in
flooding on- or offsite?
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No

No

No

No

e) Create or contribute runoff water
which would exceed the capacity
of existing or planned stormwater
drainage systems or provide
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No

No

No

No
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No

No

No
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No

LTS

LTS

No

No

No

No

LTS

LTS

No

No

No
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f)

Otherwise substantially degrade
water quality?

g) Place housing within a 100-year
flood hazard area as mapped on a
federal Flood Hazard Boundary or
Flood Insurance Rate Map or dam
inundation area as shown in the
City of Pasadena adopted Safety
Element of the General Plan or
other flood or inundation
delineation map?
h) Place within a 100-year flood
hazard area structures, which
would impede or redirect flood
flows?
i)

j)

Expose people or structures to a
significant risk of loss, injury or
death involving flooding, including
flooding as a result of the failure of
a levee or dam?
Inundation by seiche, tsunami, or
mudflow?
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Discussion:
As described in the GP EIR, future development within the City would need to comply with provisions of Chapter 8.70 of the City’s
Municipal Code, which prohibits discharge of certain pollutants into the City’s storm drain system, regulates illicit connections to the
storm-drain system, requires implementation of permanent BMPs, and specifies requirements for natural watercourse protection. The
Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) also requires industrial projects and land uses that generate stormwater or discharges
that can directly affect water courses or water bodies to obtain individual water discharge requirements (WDRs) and/or water quality
certifications. Compliance with WDR conditions of approval and/or water quality certifications would prevent the violation of waterquality standards. Implementation of these programs and regulatory requirements would reduce stormwater pollutants that could affect
water quality in the Arroyo Seco and/or Eaton Wash, thus reducing impacts related to stormwater pollution and water quality to less
than significant levels.
As described in the GP EIR, future development within the City is not anticipated to result in a significant increase in impervious surfaces
as most of the area is already built out. Any increase in impervious surfaces would reduce infiltration, which could lead to reduced
groundwater recharge. There are two groundwater recharge areas in Pasadena: the Arroyo Seco Spreading Basins and the Eaton
Canyon Spreading Basins. The Pasadena Department of Water and Power (PWP) has water rights to divert up to 25 cubic feet per
second (cfs) from the Arroyo Seco to the Arroyo Seco Spreading Basins and up to 8.9 cfs from Eaton Wash to the Eaton Canyon
Spreading Basins. This water is used to recharge the Raymond Groundwater Basin. The General Plan Update would not result in landuse changes or development on or near these spreading grounds. Future development would not interfere with groundwater recharge
that takes place in the recharge basins. Build out of the General Plan Update area could lead to an increased demand for water, which
could lead to an increase in groundwater pumping. However, the Raymond Groundwater Basin is adjudicated by the Raymond Basin
Management Board (RBMB), which oversees the amount of groundwater that can be extracted by each water purveyor to prevent
groundwater overdraft. The GP EIR concluded the General Plan Update would not result in a significant reduction in groundwater
recharge or groundwater resources.
Buildout of the General Plan Update has the potential to result in an increase in impervious surfaces, thus creating an increase in
stormwater runoff, higher peak discharges to drainage channels, and the potential to cause erosion or sedimentation in drainage swales
and streams. Increased runoff volumes and velocities could create nuisance flooding in areas without adequate drainage facilities.
However, this is unlikely to occur because the City is nearly fully developed with a mixture of urban and suburban land uses. Although
implementation of the General Plan Update is not anticipated to result in a significant increase in stormwater runoff, development and
redevelopment activities would alter existing drainage patterns. New storm-drain infrastructure for new development projects would be
required to be designed in accordance with standards set forth in the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works (LACDPW’s)
Hydrology Manual (2006). In addition, new storm drains would be required, under Pasadena Municipal Code Chapter 8.70, to control
the rate of discharge to the City’s storm-drain system such that the rate of discharge would not increase from existing conditions. This
may require the filtration and/or retention of stormwater onsite. All drainage and flood-control structures and improvements are subject
to review and approval by the City of Pasadena Public Works Department. Also, new project applicants must submit a drainage plan to
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the Planning and Development Department as well as the Department of Public Works for approval prior to issuance of grading or
building permits. The GP EIR concluded that compliance with these requirements would ensure that potential impacts related to
stormwater conveyance and flooding would be less than significant.
As noted in the Initial Study, there are no 100-year flood zones, as designated by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA),
in the City of Pasadena; however, parts of the City do lie within a dam inundation zone. As described in the GP EIR, the City of Pasadena
is in the Devil’s Gate Dam and Eaton Wash Dam inundation zones. Dams in California are continually monitored by various
governmental agencies, including the Division of Safety of Dams (DSOD) and the Army Corps of Engineers (Corps). Dam owners are
required to maintain Emergency Action Plans that include emergency warnings and procedures for damage assessment. Devil’s Gate
Dam is just north of Oak Grove Drive and the 210 Freeway. The dam inundation zone for Devil’s Gate Dam, which is shown in Figure
5.7 -4 of the GP EIR, follows the Arroyo Seco floodway and is zoned primarily as open space, although a very small portion of the dam
inundation area is zoned as low density residential. None of the potential development areas in the General Plan Update are in this
dam inundation zone; the West Gateway Specific Plan is just east of the dam inundation zone. Therefore, implementation of the General
Plan Update would not place any housing within the dam inundation zone of Devil’s Gate Reservoir. The dam inundation map for Eaton
Wash Dam, which is shown in Figure 5.7-4 of the GP EIR, shows that the inundation zone encompasses the Eaton Canyon Spreading
Basins and extends to Grayburn Road to the south, Eaton Wash to the west, and South Rosemead Boulevard to the east. Some areas
designated Low Density Residential, and the East Pasadena Specific Plan area, where additional housing is planned, are within the
dam inundation zone. The dam inundation map shows a travel time of approximately 15 minutes for floodwater to reach the northern
portion of the East Pasadena Specific Plan area. However, the probability that there would be significant water behind the dam
coinciding with a dam breach is extremely low. Due to the lack of appreciable amounts of water behind Eaton Wash Dam and the
implementation of evacuation plans as specified in the Safety Element of the General Plan, additional housing proposed in the General
Plan Update would not expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death in the case of dam failure and impacts
are considered to be less than significant.
As described in the Initial Study, a tsunami is a series of ocean waves usually caused by a sudden displacement of the ocean floor,
most often due to earthquakes. Elevations in the City range from about 560 feet on the south City boundary in the San Gabriel Valley,
to 3,400 feet in the San Gabriel Mountains at the northwest corner of the City, and the City is 25 miles inland from the Pacific Ocean;
therefore, the City is not at risk of flooding due to tsunamis. A seiche is a surface wave created when an inland water body is shaken,
usually by an earthquake. There are no major locations of standing water in the City that would likely be impacted by seiche. There are
no potential impacts related to seiche.
As noted in the GP EIR, a mudflow is a landslide composed of saturated rock debris and soil with the consistency of wet cement. The
City’s hillsides are vulnerable to slope instability, which can result in small slides, slumps, soil slips, rock falls, and debris flows. Debris
flows have occurred in the past in some of the canyons near the Pasadena area in the upper reaches of the watersheds. However,
none of the areas proposed for future development in the General Plan Update are in areas subject to potential mudflows. In addition,
the City of Pasadena requires new construction in hillside areas of the San Gabriel Mountains and San Rafael Hills to conduct hydrology
studies to assess the impact of construction on downgradient developed areas. The assessment of possible impacts on LA County
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storm drains and privately owned debris basins is also required. If the analyses indicate a potential hazard, improvements are required
and fees to pay for the improvements may be assessed to the developers, as appropriate. Therefore, implementation of the General
Plan Update would have a less than significant impact with respect to mudflows.
Implementation of the Housing Element Update would result in an increase in development; however, as noted above, the City of
Pasadena is largely developed with a mixture of urban and suburban land uses. Potential pollutants could be generated by development
associated with the General Plan Update. As described in the GP EIR, with issuance of the MS4 permit, the regulatory requirements
have shifted from requiring a Standard Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plan (SUSMP) for new development and redevelopment projects
to requiring compliance with the Los Angeles County’s LID ordinance and submittal of a comprehensive LID Plan and analysis to
demonstrate compliance with the LID Standards Manual. Applicants for future development within the General Plan Update area would
be required to prepare an LID Plan for review and approval by the Director of Public Works that includes 1) feasibility of infiltration
including a percolation report, 2) source control measures, 3) calculation of the Stormwater Quality Design Volume (SWQDv) which
must be retained onsite, 4) discussion of the feasibility of stormwater runoff harvest and use, 5) stormwater quality control measures,
and 6) proposed operation and maintenance plan. Future development within the City and specific-plan areas would also need to
comply with other provisions of Chapter 8.70 of the City’s Municipal Code, which prohibit the discharge of certain pollutants into the
City’s storm drain system, regulates illicit connections to the storm-drain system, requires implementation of permanent BMPs, and
specifies requirements for natural watercourse protection. The RWQCB also requires industrial projects and land uses that generate
stormwater or discharges that can directly affect water courses or water bodies to obtain individual WDRs and/or water quality
certifications. Compliance with WDR conditions of approval and/or water quality certifications would prevent the violation of waterquality standards. Implementation of these programs and regulatory requirements would reduce stormwater pollutants that could affect
water quality in the Arroyo Seco and/or Eaton Wash, thus reducing impacts related to stormwater pollution and water quality to less
than significant levels.
No new significant impacts and no substantial increase in the severity of previously identified impacts associated with the proposed
project would occur. Likewise, there is no new information of substantial importance requiring new analysis or verification. The project
does not propose substantial changes that require major revisions to the GP EIR, and no new mitigation measures are required.
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LAND USE AND PLANNING

Would the project:

Discussion:
As noted in the Initial Study, implementation of the General Plan Update would involve development of vacant land, intensification of
existing land uses, and the introduction of new land uses on parcels throughout the City. Land use changes proposed within the
Housing Element Update are intended to tie into the existing uses and surrounding neighborhoods. Development would occur within
existing urban areas and infill sites, which is not expected to divide an established community, and this potential impact was considered
less than significant.
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The GP EIR included an analysis of the General Plan Update’s consistency with applicable state and regional laws, regulations, plans,
and guidelines. The analysis concluded that with adherence to regulatory requirements and implementation of the General Plan Update
policies, the potential conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating
an environmental effect would be considered less than significant.
The Initial Study prepared for the GP EIR found that there are no adopted habitat conservation or natural community conservation
plans within the City and, as such, concluded that no impacts to such plans would result from the General Plan Update.
The Housing Element Update identifies Inventory Sites throughout the city; these sites use the existing land use designations to
accommodate new residential development; no General Plan land use changes are proposed with implementation of the Housing
Element Update, and the project would not physically divide an established community. The Housing Element Update includes goals
and policies to support housing development within the City. The Housing Element Update does not include any goals, policies, or
programs that would conflict with adopted General Plan goals and policies adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an
environmental effect. Furthermore, as previously discussed, implementation of the Housing Element Update would not exceed the
development buildout identified and analyzed in the GP EIR. Therefore, implementation of the Housing Element Update would not
result in significant land use and planning impacts.
No new significant impacts and no substantial increase in the severity of previously identified impacts associated with the proposed
project would occur. Likewise, there is no new information of substantial importance requiring new analysis or verification. The project
does not propose substantial changes that require major revisions to the GP EIR, and no new mitigation measures are required.
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a) Result in the loss of availability of
a known mineral resource that
would be of value to the region
and the residents of the state?

NI

NI (IS)

No

No

No

No

b) Result in the loss of availability of
a locally-important mineral
resource recovery site delineated
on a local general plan, specific
plan or other land use plan?

NI

NI (IS)

No

No

No

No
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MINERAL RESOURCES

Would the project:

Discussion:
As described in the Initial Study, no active mining operations exist in the City of Pasadena. There are two areas in Pasadena that may
contain mineral resources; each area is designated a Mineral Resource Sector by the California Geological Survey. Eaton Wash (Sector
F, 46 acres) was formerly mined for sand and gravel; Arroyo Seco Wash north of Devils Gate Reservoir (Sector H, 204 acres) was
formerly mined for cement concrete aggregate. There are no active mines and no reserves in Sectors F or H. Aggregate reserves are
aggregate deposits that have been determined to be acceptable for commercial use; are on land owned or leased by aggregate
companies; and have permits allowing mining of aggregate material. Mineral resources—that is, all aggregate, including reserves—
designated in Sectors F and H in 1984 were 4 million tons and 35 million tons, respectively. One closed sand and gravel mine is shown
in Sector H, and no active or closed mines are shown in Sector F on the Mines Online map maintained by the California Office of Mine
Reclamation (OMR 2013). Implementation of the General Plan Update or the Housing Element Update would not result in development
within either sector and would have no impact on availability of mineral resources.
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No new significant impacts and no substantial increase in the severity of previously identified impacts associated with the proposed
project would occur. Likewise, there is no new information of substantial importance requiring new analysis or verification. The project
does not propose substantial changes that require major revisions to the GP EIR, and no new mitigation measures are required.
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d) A substantial temporary or periodic
increase in ambient noise levels in
the project vicinity above levels
existing without the project?

S-U

S-U

No

No

No

No

e) For a project located within an
airport land use plan or, where
such a plan has not been adopted,
within two miles of a public airport
or public use airport, would the
project expose people residing or
working in the project area to
excessive noise levels?

NI

NI (IS)

No

No

No

No

LTS

LTS (IS)

No

No

No

No

f)

For a project within the vicinity of a
private airstrip, would the project
expose people residing or working
in the project area to excessive
noise levels?

Discussion:
The GP EIR analyzed impacts of noise from construction and operation of buildout of the General Plan Update, including stationary
noise, traffic noise, rail noise, industrial noise, and all affiliated levels of vibration. With application of the noise regulations in Section
9.36 of the Municipal Code, compliance with existing Noise Element Policies, and the implementation of the proposed Land Use Element
Policies, the GP EIR concluded noise impacts related to operational stationary sources would be less than significant.
The GP EIR noted that an increase in development could result in additional vehicle trips on local roadways in Pasadena. The majority
of roadways and portions of the freeways through the City would experience either a decrease in noise level or a minimal increase in
noise of less than 5 dB CNEL (from 0.1 to 2.5 dB CNEL for the arterials and 0.2 to 2.7 dB CNEL for the freeways), compared to existing
conditions. The segment of Walnut Street east of Sierra Madre Boulevard is projected to increase by 4.1 dB CNEL, however this
increase would still be below the 5 dB CNEL threshold. Additionally, the existing land uses along this segment consist primarily of
commercial land uses such as a car dealership, auto repair, and auto paint and body businesses. Commercial uses are not considered
noise-sensitive land uses. Therefore, traffic noise impacts are considered less than significant.
Noise-sensitive land uses such as single-family and mixed-use residential developments sited within the 60 dBA CNEL noise contour
would be exposed to noise levels above the clearly acceptable level and would require a noise study through the development review
process to determine the level of impacts and required mitigation. With implementation of General Plan Noise Element, Land Use
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Element, and applicable state and local regulations, the GP EIR concluded transportation related noise impacts would be less than
significant.
As described in the GP EIR, under the General Plan Update, mixed-use land uses would be permitted along the section of the Metro
Gold Line that parallels Arroyo Parkway. In general, vibration levels generated from trains are dependent on specific site conditions
such as geology and the condition of the railroad track and train wheels. Additionally, the use of heavy equipment associated with
industrial operations can create elevated vibration levels in its immediate proximity. Under the General Plan Update, industrial uses
could be sited near or adjacent to vibration-sensitive land uses. Implementation of GP EIR Mitigation Measures 9-1 and 9-2 would
reduce groundborne vibration impacts to a less than significant level.
Construction operations can generate varying degrees of ground vibration, depending on the construction procedures and equipment.
Operation of construction equipment generates vibrations that spread through the ground and diminish with distance from the source.
The effect on buildings in the vicinity varies depending on soil type, ground strata, and receptor-building construction. Implementation
of GP EIR Mitigation Measure 9-3 would minimize vibration impacts related to construction activities. However, due to the specific
circumstances of future development projects, construction-related vibration annoyance impacts may still occur.
The GP EIR notes that in addition to annoyance, vibration generated from operation of construction equipment may also cause
architectural damage. Future land use projects associated with the General Plan Update would likely occur at distances of 25 feet or
less to existing vibration-sensitive receptors, possibly historic structures such as those in the Central District Specific Plan area.
Vibration generated by construction equipment has the potential to be substantial and result in architectural damage to sensitive
structures. Implementation of GP EIR Mitigation Measure 9-4 would minimize vibration-induced architectural impacts related to
construction activities and ensure that vibration levels at sensitive receptors are below the FTA vibration-induced architectural damage
significance criteria. Therefore, impacts would be reduced to less than significant.
Construction activities related to buildout of individual land uses associated with the General Plan Update could substantially elevate
noise levels in the vicinity of noise-sensitive land uses. It is anticipated that the majority of future individual projects would not result in
significant construction-related noise impacts with implementation of GP EIR Mitigation Measure 9-5 and adopted Noise Element
Policies 7b, 7c , and 7d. These measures would contribute in minimizing construction-related noise. However, due to the unknown
number of construction activities that could occur at one time, proximity of construction activities to sensitive receptors, and other factors
that cannot be quantified at this time, such as the longevity of activities, construction-related noise impacts may not be reduced to less
than significant levels for some projects. Therefore, the GP EIR concluded that construction related noise impacts are significant and
unavoidable.
As described in the Initial Study, the nearest public use airport is El Monte Airport in the City of El Monte, which is four miles to the
southeast and Bob Hope Airport in Burbank, 9.2 miles to the west. General Plan Update implementation would not cause any noise-
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related impacts from aircraft operating to or from El Monte Airport or Bob Hope Airport. Therefore, the proposed project would not
expose people to excessive airport related noise and would have no associated impacts.
There are two heliports in Pasadena and one immediately adjacent to the City. The General Plan Update would intensify development
exposing more people to these noise sources. However, these heliports are private facilities not open for public use. Noise from
helicopter flights would be periodic and is not expected to have a significant impact on the ambient noise environment. The Initial Study
identified these impacts as less than significant.
Like buildout of the General Plan, development associated with implementation of the Housing Element Update could have potentially
significant noise impacts due to construction-related noise and vibration, as the phasing and location of future projects are currently
unknown. However, similar to the General Plan Update analyzed under the GP EIR, projects would be required to implement GP EIR
Mitigation Measures 9-3 through 9-5 to ensure activity within the vicinity of sensitive land uses, receptors, and architectural structures
is compliant with FTA vibration criteria and that BMPs are utilized throughout the construction phase of each future development project
to avoid significant noise and vibration impacts to the extent feasible. Additionally, new projects located near rail lines would need to
adhere to GP EIR Mitigation Measure 9-2, when applicable. As indicated in the Initial Study, there are no airports within two miles of
the City and future residents associated with implementation of the Housing Element Update would not be exposed to excessive noise
levels.
No new significant impacts and no substantial increase in the severity of previously identified impacts associated with the proposed
project would occur, nor would the significant unavoidable impacts identified in the GP EIR be worsened. Likewise, there is no new
information of substantial importance requiring new analysis or verification. The project does not propose substantial changes that
require major revisions to the GP EIR, and no new mitigation measures are required.
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Any New or
Changed
Circumstances
Involving New
Significant
Impacts or
Substantially
More Severe
Impacts than
those analyzed
in the GP EIR?

Any New
Information of
Substantial
Importance That
Was Not and
Could Not Have
Been Known at
the Time of
Certification of
the GP EIR that
Rises to the
Level of
Requiring New
Analysis or
Verification?

Housing
Element Update
Impact
Conclusion

GP EIR Impact
Conclusion

Does the
Housing
Element Update
Involve New
Significant
Impacts or
Substantially
More Severe
Impacts than
those analyzed
in the GP EIR?

LTS

LTS

No

No

No

No

LTS

LTS (IS)

No

No

No

No

LTS

LTS (IS)

No

No

No

No

Are Any New
Mitigation
Measures
Required for
the Housing
Element
Update?

POPULATION AND HOUSING

Would the project:
a) Induce substantial unplanned
population growth in an area,
either directly (for example, by
proposing new homes and
businesses) or indirectly (for
example, through extension of
roads or other infrastructure)?
b) Displace substantial numbers of
existing housing, necessitating the
construction of replacement
housing elsewhere?
c) Displace substantial numbers of
people, necessitating the
construction of replacement
housing elsewhere?

Discussion:
The GP EIR concluded that population, housing, and employment at buildout of the General Plan Update would exceed, but not
substantially exceed, SCAG’s growth forecasts for the City of Pasadena. Implementation of the General Plan Update would directly
induce population growth in the area. However, the General Plan Update accommodates future growth in the City by providing for
infrastructure and public services to accommodate this projected growth (see Chapter 5.7, Hydrology and Water Quality, Chapter 5.11,
Public Services, Chapter 5.13, Transportation and Traffic, and Chapter 5.14, Utilities and Service Systems). Furthermore, population
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growth would be offset by employment growth accommodated by the General Plan Update, which would provide employment
opportunities for new residents and create a slightly more balanced jobs-housing ratio for the region. Therefore, implementation of the
General Plan Update would result in a less than significant impact relating to population growth
The proposed Housing Element Update is designed to guide and accommodate the City’s share of the projected regional population
growth and associated housing over the next eight years. The California Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD)
is required to determine the Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA), by income category, for Council of Governments (COGs)
throughout the State. For the 2021-2029 planning period, the City of Pasadena’s RHNA is 9,429 housing units. The Housing Element
Update identifies adequate land and planning mechanisms to accommodate the future housing needs of the growing population
derived directly from the population growth estimates for the region. Implementation of the Housing Element Update would result in a
net increase in housing units within the City and is not anticipated to displace substantial numbers of housing or people; this potential
impact would be considered less than significant.
No new significant impacts and no substantial increase in the severity of previously identified impacts associated with the proposed
project would occur. Likewise, there is no new information of substantial importance requiring new analysis or verification. The project
does not propose substantial changes that require major revisions to the GP EIR, and no new mitigation measures are required.
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Housing
Element Update
Impact
Conclusion

GP EIR Impact
Conclusion

Does the
Housing
Element Update
Involve New
Significant
Impacts or
Substantially
More Severe
Impacts than
those analyzed
in the GP EIR?

Any New or
Changed
Circumstances
Involving New
Significant
Impacts or
Substantially
More Severe
Impacts than
those analyzed
in the GP EIR?

Any New
Information of
Substantial
Importance That
Was Not and
Could Not Have
Been Known at
the Time of
Certification of
the GP EIR that
Rises to the
Level of
Requiring New
Analysis or
Verification?

Are Any New
Mitigation
Measures
Required for
the Housing
Element
Update?

PUBLIC SERVICES

Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of new or physically altered
governmental facilities, need for new or physically altered governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause
significant environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service ratios, response times or other performance
objectives for any of the public services:
a) Fire protection?
No
LTS
No
No
No
LTS
b) Police Protection?

LTS

LTS

No

No

No

No

c) Schools?

LTS

LTS

No

No

No

No

d) Libraries?

LTS

LTS

No

No

No

No

Discussion:
As described in the GP EIR, implementation of the General Plan Update would result in an increase in development within the City.
Although fire protection services provided are currently adequate, additional Pasadena Fire Department (PFD) resources, including
firefighter staffing, would be required to provide fire protection for new residents, workers, and structures. Public safety in Pasadena,
including fire protection and emergency services provided by the PFD, is funded from the City’s general fund. There is no direct fiscal
mechanism that ensures that funding for fire and emergency services will grow exactly proportional to an increased need for services
resulting from population growth in the City. However, revenue sources that contribute to the general fund, including property and
sales taxes, would be expected to grow in rough proportion to any increase in residential dwelling units and/or nonresidential space in
Pasadena. As the City’s population increases, additional fire stations or expansions may be required. Various localized environmental
impacts related to new construction or redevelopment of fire stations could occur. Any new or expanded fire stations that may be
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required to serve the City at General Plan buildout will be identified in the forthcoming Standards of Coverage document. The GP EIR
concluded that the impact to fire services would be considered less than significant.
The increase in development within the City would add to the number of service calls received and to the number of police patrols and
staff necessary to serve the City. Future growth in accordance with the General Plan Update is expected to create the typical range of
calls for police service. To serve future growth, new and/or additional police resources would be needed to prevent a reduction in
service ratios. The costs of additional personnel and materials are anticipated to be offset through the increased revenues and fees
generated by future development. In addition, future projects would be reviewed by the City of Pasadena on an individual basis and
would need to comply with any requirements in effect when the review is conducted, such as at the time of building permit issuance.
The GP EIR concluded that police service impacts would be less than significant.
The addition of new housing units within the attendance boundaries of a school district has the potential to generate student growth in
that district. This growth may put a strain on existing and/or planned school resources. As described in the GP EIR, Pasadena Unified
School District (PUSD) has capacity to accommodate the student population estimated for Pasadena at buildout of the General Plan
Update. If student growth generated by General Plan buildout exceeds the estimates identified in the GP EIR, modernization of an
underutilized site could be needed. PUSD reserves its rights under law to negotiate schools impact fees with developers beyond the
$2.24 per square foot for residential units if the size, scope, and location of proposed residential developments warrant additional
resources for building new or modernized school facilities. However, because estimated housing growth and student generation under
the General Plan Update are based on realistic development capacity of proposed land uses designations in the City, a student
population that exceeds these estimates is unlikely. The GP EIR concluded that impacts of the General Plan Update related to student
generation and the potential need for additional school facilities would be less than significant
As described in the General Plan EIR, implementation of the General Plan Update would result in an increase of 27,473 residents; the
existing library system has adequate resources to serve this increase in population, and the addition of new library facilities would not
be required. General Plan Land Use Policy 1.9 requires new development to provide public service and facilities through equitable
fees and exactions. In addition, the City has enacted the Library Special Tax that levies a tax on residential and nonresidential land
uses to maintain and improve the City’s library. The GP EIR concluded the imposition of fees to improve the existing facilities and the
fact that existing facilities would meet the needs of residents at General Plan buildout ensures that impacts would be less than
significant
New development associated with implementation of the Housing Element Update would be consistent with the development evaluated
within the GP EIR, and would result in the incremental increase in need for fire protection, police, school and library services as the
City’s population grows and the number of residential units increases. The GP EIR noted that the increase in development would result
in a less than significant impact to these services. Implementation of the Housing Element Update is not anticipated to increase demand
for public services beyond the level analyzed in the GP EIR and would have a less than significant public services impact.
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No new significant impacts and no substantial increase in the severity of previously identified impacts associated with the proposed
project would occur. Likewise, there is no new information of substantial importance requiring new analysis or verification. The project
does not propose substantial changes that require major revisions to the GP EIR, and no new mitigation measures are required.

Any New or
Changed
Circumstances
Involving New
Significant
Impacts or
Substantially
More Severe
Impacts than
those analyzed
in the GP EIR?

Any New
Information of
Substantial
Importance That
Was Not and
Could Not Have
Been Known at
the Time of
Certification of
the GP EIR that
Rises to the
Level of
Requiring New
Analysis or
Verification?

Housing
Element Update
Impact
Conclusion

GP EIR Impact
Conclusion

Does the
Housing
Element Update
Involve New
Significant
Impacts or
Substantially
More Severe
Impacts than
those analyzed
in the GP EIR?

a) Result in a substantial adverse
physical impact associated with
the provisions of new or physically
altered governmental facilities,
need for new or physically altered
governmental facilities, the
construction of which could cause
significant environmental impacts,
in order to maintain acceptable
service ratios, response times or
other performance objectives for
parks?

LTS

LTS

No

No

No

No

b) Increase the use of existing
neighborhood and regional parks
or other recreational facilities such

LTS

LTS

No

No

No

No
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RECREATION

Would the project:
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that substantial physical
deterioration of the facility would
occur or be accelerated?
c) Include recreational facilities or
require the construction or
expansion of recreational facilities,
which might have an adverse
physical effect on the
environment?

LTS

LTS

No

No

No

No

Discussion:
As described in the GP EIR, in order to ensure that there is no increase in impacts or deterioration to the existing parks and recreational
facilities, new development is required to provide fees consistent with a nexus study, which is updated every five years. Fees may be
used for capital improvements and interest on fees may be used for maintenance. The General Plan Land Use Diagram designates
land for parks and open space, which includes parks and recreational facilities. Although a majority of this land is already developed
for parks and open space, new recreational facilities or the expansion of existing facilities could be developed in these areas.
Furthermore, consistent with the City’s residential impact fee ordinance, new residential development in accordance with buildout of
the General Plan Update would result in the construction of new or expanded recreational amenities. As described in the GP EIR,
adoption of the General Plan Update would not result in significant adverse impacts related to provision of new or expanded
recreational facilities.
The RHNA allocation described in the Housing Element Update, and development of the number of units identified by the RHNA
allocation (9,429 units), would be consistent with the amount of residential development analyzed within the GP EIR. This increase in
residential development would likely result in an increase in the use of existing parks and recreation facilities. Similar to future
development projects under the GP EIR, new development under the Housing Element Update would comply with the City’s Municipal
Code, Residential Impact Fees, and any other in-lieu and/or acquisition fees to ensure a less than significant impact to parks and
recreation.
No new significant impacts and no substantial increase in the severity of previously identified impacts associated with the proposed
project would occur. Likewise, there is no new information of substantial importance requiring new analysis or verification. The project
does not propose substantial changes that require major revisions to the GP EIR, and no new mitigation measures are required.
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Any New or
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GP EIR Impact
Conclusion

Does the
Housing
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Involve New
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a) Conflict with an applicable plan,
ordinance or policy establishing
measures of effectiveness for the
performance of the circulation
system, taking into account all
modes of transportation including
mass transit and non-motorized
travel and relevant components of
the circulation system, including
but not limited to intersections,
streets, highways and freeways,
pedestrian and bicycle paths, and
mass transit?

LTS-M(GP)

LTS-M

No

No

No

No

b) Conflict with an applicable
congestion management program,
including, but not limited to level of
service standards and travel
demand measures, or other
standards established by the
county congestion management
agency for designated roads or
highways?

S-U

S-U

No

No

No

No
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XVII. TRANSPORTATION/TRAFFIC

Would the project:
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NI

NI (IS)

No

No

No

No

d) Substantially increase hazards due
to a design feature (e.g., sharp
curves or dangerous intersections)
or incompatible uses (e.g., farm
equipment)?

LTS

LTS

No

No

No

No

e) Result in inadequate emergency
access?

LTS

LTS

No

No

No

No

LTS-M(GP)

LTS-M

No

No

No

No

f)

Conflict with adopted policies,
plans, or programs regarding
public transit, bicycle, or
pedestrian facilities, or otherwise
decrease the performance or
safety of such facilities?

Discussion:
The GP EIR analyzed the General Plan Updates for impacts to traffic and transportation based on calculations for vehicle miles traveled
(VMT) per capita, vehicle trips (VT) per capita, proximity and quality of bicycle networks, proximity and quality of transit networks, and
pedestrian accessibility, as well as compatibility with the City’s Mobility Element. As described in the GP EIR, implementation of the
General Plan Update would result in improved transportation conditions for all performance measures. This supports the Mobility
Element’s main policy objectives to enhance livability, encourage non-motorized and transit modes of travel, and create a climate for
economic viability. In addition, the General Plan Update includes several policies that promote a diversity of land uses and promote
the development of infrastructure improvements to support transit, bicycle and pedestrian travel. No significant adverse impacts would
occur. All improvements within the City are funded through the City’s transportation fee program with the exception of bicycle and
pedestrian improvements. However, policies have been included in the General Plan Update to ensure adequate funding of the City’s
circulation network. Implementation of GP EIR Mitigation Measure 13-1 would ensure that citywide improvements are funded through
the City’s transportation impact fee program, thereby reducing impacts to a less than significant level.
The GP EIR found that buildout traffic conditions would result in designated road and/or highways exceeding county congestion
management program thresholds, resulting in a significant impact. There are no feasible mitigation measures available to reduce
impacts to CMP freeway segments and arterial intersections to below a level of significance. Improvements to freeway segments
require an additional mainline travel lane, which either requires removal of a left hand shoulder resulting in substandard freeway
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conditions or there is insufficient existing right-of-way. Increasing automobile capacity through roadway widening is also inconsistent
with the General Plan’s goals and policies.
The GP EIR found that under buildout, project circulation improvements would be designed to adequately address potentially
hazardous conditions (sharp curves, etc.), potential conflicting uses, and emergency access. The Initial Study found that no portion of
the City is located within an airport land use plan or within two miles of an airport. As such, the General Plan Update would not affect
air traffic patterns and no impact would occur.
Consistent with the development analyzed within the GP EIR, implementation of the Housing Element Update would result in the future
development of additional housing in the City and the anticipated growth would be within the limits identified in the GP EIR.
Development projects associated with implementation of the Housing Element Update would be subject to whatever transportation
impact fee is in effect at the time of permitting, per GP EIR Mitigation Measure 13-1.
As described in the GP EIR, under the General Plan Update, both VMT per capita and VT per capita are lower than under existing
conditions. Under the General Plan Update, service population increases by 27 percent, while VMT and VT increase by only 25 percent
and 19 percent, respectively. The resulting VMT per Capita is 22.1 and the VT per capita is 2.6, which is a reduction compared to
existing conditions and is less than the thresholds.
The GP EIR identified a significant impact to CMP freeway segments or arterials intersections associated with implementation of the
General Plan; as the implementation of the Housing Element would result in the development analyzed within the GP EIR, the
significant impact would continue.
No new significant impacts and no substantial increase in the severity of previously identified impacts associated with the proposed
project would occur from the Housing Element Update, nor would the significant unavoidable impacts identified in the GP EIR be
worsened. Likewise, there is no new information of substantial importance requiring new analysis or verification. The project does not
propose substantial changes that require major revisions to the GP EIR, and no new mitigation measures are required.
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XVIII. UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS

Would the project:
a) Exceed wastewater treatment
requirements of the applicable
Regional Water Quality Control
Board?

LTS

LTS

No

No

No

No

b) Require or result in the
construction of new water or
wastewater treatment facilities or
expansion of existing facilities, the
construction of which could cause
significant environmental effects?

LTS

LTS

No

No

No

No

c) Require or result in the
construction of new storm water
drainage facilities or expansion of
existing facilities, the construction
of which could cause significant
environmental effects?

LTS

LTS

No

No

No

No

d) Have sufficient water supplies
available to serve the project from
existing entitlements and
resources, or are new or expanded
entitlements needed?

LTS

LTS

No

No

No

No
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e) Result in a determination by the
wastewater treatment provider,
which serves or may serve the
project that it has adequate
capacity to serve the project’s
projected demand in addition to
the provider’s existing
commitments?
f)

Be served by a landfill with
sufficient permitted capacity to
accommodate the project’s solid
waste disposal needs?

g) Comply with federal, state, and
local management and reduction
statutes and regulations related to
solid waste?
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LTS

LTS

No

No

No

No

LTS

LTS

No

No

No

No

NI

NI (IS)

No

No

No

No

Discussion:
As described in the GP EIR, there is sufficient wastewater treatment capacity to accommodate the increase in wastewater demand
citywide, and no major improvements are required. No new major sewer upgrades are anticipated or recommended for the General
Plan Update land use changes. All new development in the City would be subject to sewer capacity considerations as part of the City
approval process. Improvements and upgrades to sewer lines are prioritized based on need. Development fees are collected from
each project and used to fund the highest priority improvements. Therefore, the GP EIR impacts related to wastewater were identified
as less than significant.
As described in the GP EIR, impacts related to water supply would be less than significant because the projected water demand from
the General Plan buildout is within the demands forecast in the 2010 UWMP, which demonstrates that supply meets the demand of
the City. Furthermore, buildout would not result in any new or expanded water supplies or facilities beyond those planned and assumed
in the 2010 UWMP. The GP EIR found that water supply impacts would be less than significant.
As described the in GP EIR, there is sufficient landfill capacity in the region for solid waste that would be generated by buildout in
accordance with the General Plan Update. Impacts are less than significant. As described in the Initial Study, projects developed per
the General Plan Update would be required to comply with laws and regulations governing solid waste, and no adverse impact would
occur.
Implementation of the Housing Element Update would be consistent with the amount of residential development analyzed within the
GP EIR. The Housing Element Update is not anticipated to exceed the capacity of existing utility facilities and no new or expanded
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facilities are anticipated. Similar to the General Plan Update, residential development associated with implementation of the Housing
Element Update would be required to adhere to all applicable solid waste regulations. Therefore, implementation of the Housing
Element Update would have no impact related to compliance with solid waste regulations.
The current CEQA Guidelines Appendix G checklist also includes assessment criteria for potential impacts related to the relocation or
construction of new or expanded electric power, natural gas, or telecommunications facilities. Similar to water, wastewater, and solid
waste facilities, existing service providers would manage electricity, natural gas, and telecommunications services for projects
developed as part of the implementation of the proposed Housing Element Update. As the City currently has utility services and is a
developed urban and suburban community, significant relocation of utilities is not anticipated. Implementation of the Housing Element
Update would result in less than significant impacts related to the relocation or construction of new or expanded electric power, natural
gas, and telecommunications facilities.
No new significant impacts and no substantial increase in the severity of previously identified impacts associated with the proposed
project would occur. Likewise, there is no new information of substantial importance requiring new analysis or verification. The project
does not propose substantial changes that require major revisions to the GP EIR, and no new mitigation measures are required.
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ENVIRONMENTAL DETERMINATION
Based upon the evidence in light of the whole record documented in the attached
environmental checklist explanation, cited incorporations and attachments, I find that the
Project:
Has previously been analyzed as part of an earlier CEQA document (which either
mitigated the project or adopted impacts pursuant to findings) adopted/certified
pursuant to State and City CEQA Guidelines. The proposed project is a component of
the whole action analyzed in the previously adopted/certified CEQA document.
Has previously been analyzed as part of an earlier CEQA document (which either
mitigated the project or adopted impacts pursuant to findings) adopted/certified
pursuant to State and City CEQA Guidelines. Changes and additions to the earlier
CEQA document are needed to make the previous documentation adequate to cover
the project which are documented in this Addendum (CEQA Guidelines §15164).
However, none of the conditions described in CEQA Guidelines Section 15162 that
would require the preparation of a subsequent EIR have occurred.
Has previously been analyzed as part of an earlier CEQA document (which either
mitigated the project or adopted impacts pursuant to findings) adopted/certified
pursuant to State and City CEQA Guidelines. However, there is important new
information and/or substantial changes have occurred requiring the preparation of
an additional CEQA document (ND or EIR) pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Sections
15162 through 15163.

____________________________
Prepared By
Date

____________________________
Reviewed By
Date

______Bob Prasse_____________
Printed Name

___David Sanchez_____________
Printed Name

Addendum approved on: ____________________________________________

Approval attested to by: _____________________________________________
Signature
Date
_____________________________________________
Printed Name
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CHAPTER 4
MITIGATION MEASURES
A listing of applicable mitigation measures from the Pasadena General Plan Final
Environmental Impact Report is presented below. The mitigation measures listed are the
same as the measures in the Final EIR and would be applicable to the proposed project. No
new mitigation measures are required as a result of implementing the proposed project. The
City, as the CEQA lead agency, is responsible for monitoring the implementation of the
adopted mitigation measures.
Air Quality
2-1

Prior to issuance of any construction permits, development project applicants shall
prepare and submit to the City of Pasadena Planning Division a technical assessment
evaluating potential project construction-related air quality impacts. The evaluation
shall be prepared in conformance with South Coast Air Quality Management District
(SCAQMD) methodology for assessing air quality impacts. If construction-related
criteria air pollutants are determined to have the potential to exceed the SCAQMDadopted thresholds of significance, the City of Pasadena Planning Division shall
require that applicants for new development projects incorporate mitigation measures
to reduce air pollutant emissions during construction activities. These identified
measures shall be incorporated into all appropriate construction documents
(e.g., construction management plans) submitted to the City and shall be verified by
the City’s Planning Division. Mitigation measures to reduce construction-related
emissions include, but are not limited to:


Requiring fugitive-dust control measures that exceed SCAQMD’s Rule 403, such as:



Use of nontoxic soil stabilizers to reduce wind erosion.



Applying water every four hours to active soil-disturbing activities.



Tarping and/or maintaining a minimum of 24 inches of freeboard on trucks hauling dirt,
sand, soil, or other loose materials.



Using construction equipment rated by the United States Environmental Protection Agency
as having Tier 3 (model year 2006 or newer) or Tier 4 (model year 2008 or newer) emission
limits, applicable for engines between 50 and 750 horsepower.



Ensuring that construction equipment is properly serviced and maintained to the
manufacturer’s standards.



Limiting nonessential idling of construction equipment to no more than five consecutive
minutes.



Using Super-Compliant VOC paints for coating of architectural surfaces whenever
possible. A list of Super-Compliant architectural coating manufactures can be found on the
SCAQMD’s website at http://www.aqmd.gov/prdas/brochures/Super-Compliant_AIM.pdf.
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Prior to future discretionary project approval, development project applicants shall
prepare and submit to the City of Pasadena Planning Division a technical assessment
evaluating potential project operation phase-related air quality impacts. The evaluation
shall be prepared in conformance with SCAQMD methodology in assessing air quality
impacts. If operation-related air pollutants are determined to have the potential to
exceed the SCAQMD-adopted thresholds of significance, the City of Pasadena
Planning Division shall require that applicants for new development projects
incorporate mitigation measures to reduce air pollutant emissions during operational
activities. The identified measures shall be included as part of the Standard Conditions
of Approval. Below are possible mitigation measures to reduce long-term emissions:


For site-specific development that requires refrigerated vehicles, the construction
documents shall demonstrate an adequate number of electrical service connections at
loading docks for plug-in of the anticipated number of refrigerated trailers to reduce idling
time and emissions.



Applicants for manufacturing and light industrial uses shall consider energy storage and
combined heat and power in appropriate applications to optimize renewable energy
generation systems and avoid peak energy use.



Site-specific developments with truck delivery and loading areas and truck parking spaces
shall include signage as a reminder to limit idling of vehicles while parked for
loading/unloading in accordance with California Air Resources Board Rule 2845 (13
California Code of Regulations Chapter 10 § 2485).



Site-specific development shall demonstrate that an adequate number of electrical vehicle
Level 2 charging stations are provided onsite. The location of the electrical outlets shall be
specified on building plans, and proper installation shall be verified by the Building Division
prior to issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy.



Applicant-provided appliances shall be Energy Star appliances (e.g., dishwashers,
refrigerators, clothes washers, and dryers). Installation of Energy Star appliances shall be
verified by the Building & Safety Division during plan check.



Applicants for future development projects along existing and planned transit routes shall
coordinate with the City of Pasadena, Metro, and Foothill Transit to ensure that bus pads
and shelters are incorporated, as appropriate.

Prior to future discretionary project approval, applicants for new industrial or
warehousing land uses that 1) have the potential to generate 100 or more diesel truck
trips per day or have 40 or more trucks with operating diesel-powered transport
refrigeration units, and 2) are within 1,000 feet of a sensitive land use (e.g., residential,
schools, hospitals, or nursing homes), as measured from the property line of the
project to the property line of the nearest sensitive use, shall submit a health risk
assessment (HRA) to the City of Pasadena Planning Division. The HRA shall be
prepared in accordance with policies and procedures of the state Office of
Environmental Health Hazard Assessment and the South Coast Air Quality
Management District. If the HRA shows that the incremental cancer risk and/or
noncancer hazard index exceeds the respective thresholds, as established by the
SCAQMD at the time a project is considered, the applicant will be required to identify
and demonstrate that best available control technologies for toxics (T-BACTs),
including appropriate enforcement mechanisms, are capable of reducing potential
cancer and noncancer risks to an acceptable level. T-BACTs may include, but are not
limited to, restricting idling onsite or electrifying warehousing docks to reduce diesel
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particulate matter, or requiring use of newer equipment and/or vehicles. T-BACTs
identified in the HRA shall be identified as mitigation measures in the environmental
document and/or incorporated into the site plan.
2-4

Prior to future discretionary approval, the City of Pasadena Planning Division shall
evaluate new development proposals for sensitive land uses (e.g., residences,
schools, and day care centers) within the City for potential incompatibilities with regard
to the California Air Resources Board’s Air Quality and Land Use Handbook: A
Community Health Perspective (April 2005). In addition, applicants for siting or
expanding sensitive land uses that are within the recommended buffer distances listed
in Table 1-1 of the California Air Resources Board (CARB) Handbook shall submit a
HRA to the City of Pasadena. The HRA shall be prepared in accordance with policies
and procedures of the state Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment
(OEHHA) and the SCAQMD. The latest OEHHA guidelines shall be used for the
analysis, including age sensitivity factors, breathing rates, and body weights
appropriate for children. If the HRA shows that the incremental cancer risk and/or
noncancer hazard index exceeds the respective thresholds, as established by the
SCAQMD at the time a project is considered, the applicant will be required to identify
and demonstrate that mitigation measures are capable of reducing potential cancer
and noncancer risks to an acceptable level (i.e., below the aforementioned thresholds
as established by the SCAQMD), including appropriate enforcement mechanisms.
Measures to reduce risk may include but are not limited to:


Air intakes oriented away from high-volume roadways and/or truck loading zones.



Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems of the buildings provided with
appropriately sized maximum efficiency rating value (MERV) filters.



Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems for units that are installed with MERV
filters shall maintain positive pressure within the building’s filtered ventilation system to
reduce infiltration of unfiltered outdoor air.

Mitigation measures identified in the HRA shall be identified as mitigation measures in
the environmental document and/or incorporated into the site development plan as a
component of the proposed project. The air intake design and MERV filter
requirements shall be noted and/or reflected on all building plans submitted to the City
and shall be verified by the City’s Planning Division. The intent of this mitigation
measure is to reflect current CARB and SCAQMD Guidance/Standards as well as
CEQA legislation and case law, and the City implementation of the measure shall
adhere to current standards/law at the time such analyses are undertaken.
2-5

Prior to future discretionary approval, if it is determined that a project has the potential
to emit nuisance odors beyond the property line, an odor management plan shall be
prepared by the project applicant, subject to review and approval by the Planning &
Community Development Director or their designee. Facilities that have the potential
to generate nuisance odors include but are not limited to:


Wastewater treatment plants



Composting, green waste, or recycling facilities



Fiberglass manufacturing facilities



Painting/coating operations
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Large-capacity coffee roasters



Food-processing facilities
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The odor management plan shall show compliance with the South Coast Air Quality
Management District’s Rule 402 for nuisance odors. The Odor Management Plan shall
identify the T-BACTs that will be utilized to reduce potential odors to acceptable levels,
including appropriate enforcement mechanisms. T-BACTs may include but are not
limited to scrubbers (i.e., air pollution control devices) at the industrial facility. T-BACTs
identified in the odor management plan shall be identified as mitigation measures in
the environmental document and/or incorporated into the site plan.

Biological Resources
3-1

The City of Pasadena shall require applicants of future development projects that
disturb undeveloped land in the San Rafael Hills and tract of land at the northwest
intersection of Crestford Drive and Florecita Drive, shown on Figure 5.3-2, to prepare
a biological resources survey. The survey shall be conducted by a qualified biologist
and shall be a reconnaissance level field survey of the project site for the presence
and quality of biological resources potentially affected by project development. These
resources include, but are not limited to, special status species or their habitat,
sensitive habitats such as wetlands or riparian areas, and jurisdictional waters. If
sensitive or protected biological resources are absent from the project site and
adjacent lands potentially affected by the project, the biologist shall submit a written
report substantiating such to the City of Pasadena before issuance of a grading permit
by the City, and the project may proceed without any further biological investigation. If
sensitive or protected biological resources are present on the project site or may be
potentially affected by the project, implementation of Mitigation Measure 3-2 shall be
required.

3-2

A qualified biologist shall evaluate impacts to sensitive or protected biological
resources from development. The impact assessment may require focused surveys
that determine absence or presence and distribution of biological resources on the
site. These surveys may include, but are not limited to: 1) focused special status
animal surveys if suitable habitat is present; 2) appropriately timed focused special
status plant surveys that will maximize detection and accurate identification of target
plant species; and 3) a delineation of jurisdictional boundaries around potential
wetlands, riparian habitat, and waters of the United States or State. The results of
these surveys will assist in assessing actual project impacts, and with the development
of project-specific mitigation measures. Alternatively, the project applicant may forgo
focused plant and animal surveys and assume presence of special status species in
all suitable habitats on the project site. The qualified biologist shall substantiate the
impact evaluation or the assumed presence of special-status species in all suitable
habitats onsite in a written report submitted to the City of Pasadena before issuance
of a grading permit by the City.

3-3

The City of Pasadena shall require applicants of development project to avoid potential
impacts to sensitive or protected biological resources to the greatest extent feasible.
Depending on the resources potentially present on the project site, avoidance may
include: 1) establishing appropriate no-disturbance buffers around onsite or adjacent
resources, and/or 2) initiating construction at a time when special status or protected
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animal species will not be vulnerable to project-related mortality (e.g., outside the avian
nesting season or bat maternal or wintering roosting season). Consultation with
relevant regulatory agencies may be required in order to establish suitable buffer
areas. If the project avoids all sensitive or protected biological resources, no further
action is required. If avoidance of all significant impacts to sensitive or protected
biological resources is not feasible, the project shall implement Mitigation Measure
3-4.
3-4

The City of Pasadena shall require applicants to design development projects to
minimize potential impacts to sensitive or protected biological resources to the
greatest extent feasible, in consultation with a qualified biologist and/or appropriate
regulatory agency staff. Minimization measures may include 1) exclusion and/or silt
fencing, 2) relocation of impacted resources, 3) construction monitoring by a qualified
biologist, and 4) an informative training program conducted by a qualified biologist for
construction personnel on sensitive biological resources that may be impacted by
project construction. If minimization of all significant impacts to sensitive or protected
biological resources is infeasible, the project shall implement Mitigation Measure 3-5.

3-5

A qualified biologist will develop appropriate mitigations that will reduce project
impacts to sensitive or protected biological resources to a less than significant level, if
feasible. The type and amount of mitigation will depend on the resources impacted,
the extent of the impacts, and the quality of habitats to be impacted. Mitigations may
include, but are not limited to: 1) compensation for lost habitat or waters in the form of
preservation or creation of in-kind habitat or waters, either onsite or offsite, protected
by conservation easement; 2) purchase of appropriate credits from an approved
mitigation bank servicing the Pasadena area; and 3) payment of in-lieu fees.

3-6

Applicants of projects developed pursuant to the General Plan Update shall obtain
appropriate permit authorization(s) for impacts to jurisdictional waters, wetlands,
and/or riparian habitats. The types of permits potentially required for impacts to
jurisdictional waters are a Clean Water Act (Section 404) permit issued by the US
Army Corps of Engineers, a California Water Certificate or Waste Discharge Order
issued by the Regional Water Quality Control Board, and a Stream Alteration
Agreement issued by the California Department of Fish and Wildlife.

Cultural Resources
4-1

If cultural resources are discovered during construction of land development projects
in Pasadena that may be eligible for listing in the California Register for Historic
Resources, all ground disturbing activities in the immediate vicinity of the find shall be
halted until the find is evaluated by a Registered Professional Archaeologist. If testing
determines that significance criteria are met, then the project shall be required to
perform data recovery, professional identification, radiocarbon dates as applicable,
and other special studies; and provide a comprehensive final report including site
record to the City and the South Central Coastal Information Center at California State
University Fullerton. No further grading shall occur in the area of the discovery until
Planning Department approves the report.

4-2

The City shall require applicants for development permits that involve grading in areas
within the paleontologically sensitive Topanga formation (see Figure 5.4-2 of the Draft
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EIR) to provide studies by a qualified paleontologist assessing the sensitivity of the
project for buried paleontological resources. On properties determined to be
moderately to highly sensitive for paleontological resources, such studies shall provide
a detailed mitigation plan, including a monitoring program and recovery and/or in situ
preservation plan, based on the recommendations of a qualified paleontologist. The
mitigation plan shall include the following requirements:


A paleontologist shall be retained for the project and will be on call during grading and other
significant ground-disturbing activities more than six feet below the ground surface.



Should any potentially significant fossil resources be discovered, no further grading shall
occur in the area of the discovery until the Planning and Community Development Director
concurs in writing that adequate provisions are in place to protect any significant resources.
Work may continue outside a minimum radius of 25 feet from the discovery pending review
by the Director.



Unanticipated discoveries shall be evaluated for significance by a qualified paleontologist.
If evaluation determines that significance criteria are met, then the project shall be required
to perform data recovery, professional identification, radiocarbon dates as applicable, and
other special studies; and provide a comprehensive final report, including catalog with
museum numbers.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions
5-1

Within approximately 18 months of adoption of the proposed General Plan Update,
the City of Pasadena shall prepare and present to the City Council for adoption a
community climate action plan/greenhouse gas reduction plan. The Plan shall identify
strategies to be implemented to reduce GHG emissions associated with the City and
shall include as one alternative a program that achieves the AB 32 targets. In addition,
the City shall monitor GHG emissions by updating its community-wide GHG emissions
inventory every five years upon adoption of the initial Plan. Upon the next update to
the community climate action plan/greenhouse gas reduction plan, the inventory, GHG
reduction measures, and GHG reductions shall be forecast to year 2035 to ensure
progress toward achieving the interim target that aligns with the long-term GHG
reduction goals of Executive Order S-03-04. The Plan update shall take into account
the reductions achievable from federal and state actions and measures as well as
ongoing work by the City and the private sector. The 2035 Plan update shall be
completed by January 1, 2021, with a plan to achieve GHG reductions for 2035 or
2040, provided the state has an actual plan to achieve reductions for 2035 or 2040.
New reduction programs in similar sectors as the proposed Plan (building energy,
transportation, waste, water, wastewater, agriculture, and others) will likely be
necessary. Future targets shall be considered in alignment with state reduction
targets, to the maximum extent feasible, but it is premature at this time to determine
whether or not such targets can be feasibly met through the combination of federal,
state, and local action given technical, logistical and financial constraints. Future
updates to the community climate action plan/greenhouse gas reduction plan shall
account for the horizon beyond 2035 as the state adopts actual plans to meet post2035 targets. In all instances, the community climate action plan/greenhouse gas
reduction plan and any updates shall be consistent with state and federal law.
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Noise
9-1

Prior to issuance of building and occupancy permits, applicants of industrial projects
that involve vibration-intensive machinery or activities adjacent to sensitive receptors
shall prepare a study to evaluate potential vibration impacts. The study shall be
prepared by an acoustical engineer and be submitted to the City of Pasadena Planning
Division. The study shall evaluate the vibration levels associated with operation of
project-related equipment and activities experienced by nearby sensitive receptors. If
it is determined that vibration impacts to nearby receptors exceed the Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) vibration-annoyance criterion, the study shall recommend, and
the applicant shall implement the identified measures with the purpose of reducing
vibration impacts to a less than significant level. The City of Pasadena shall verify
implementation of all identified measures.

9-2

Prior to issuance of building permits for the new construction of habitable area,
applicants for development projects shall adhere to the appropriate Vibration Category
2 and Vibration Category 3 screening distances for light rail transit as recommended
in Table 9-2 of FTA’s Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment (FTA 2006) in
evaluating vibration impacts related to trains on the Metro Gold Line. Applicants for
development projects that fall within the screening distances shall prepare and submit
to the City of Pasadena Planning Division a study evaluating vibration impacts to the
proposed development from train operations. The study shall be prepared by an
acoustical engineer who shall identify measures to reduce impacts to habitable
structures to below the FTA vibration annoyance criterion. The identified measures
shall be incorporated into all design plans submitted to the City of Pasadena.

9-3

Prior to issuance of any grading and construction permits, applicants for individual
projects that involve vibration-intensive construction activities, such as pile drivers,
jack hammers, and vibratory rollers, within 25 feet of sensitive receptors
(e.g., residences and historic structures) shall prepare and submit to the City of
Pasadena Planning Division a study to evaluate potential construction-related
vibration impacts. The study shall be prepared by an acoustical engineer and shall
identify measures to reduce impacts to habitable structures to below the FTA vibration
annoyance criterion. If construction-related vibration is determined to be perceptible at
vibration-sensitive uses, additional requirements, such as use of less-vibrationintensive equipment or construction technique, shall be implemented during
construction (e.g., drilled piles, static rollers, and nonexplosive rock blasting). Identified
measures shall be included on all construction and building documents and submitted
for verification to the City of Pasadena Planning Division.

9-4

Prior to issuance of any construction permits, applicants for individual projects that
involve vibration-intensive construction activities, such as pile drivers, jack hammers,
bulldozers, and vibratory rollers, within 25 feet of sensitive receptors (e.g., residences)
or 50 feet of historic structures, shall prepare and submit to the City of Pasadena
Planning Division a study to evaluate potential construction-related vibration impacts.
The vibration assessment shall be prepared by an acoustical engineer and be based
on the FTA vibration-induced architectural damage criterion. If the study determines a
potential exceedance of the FTA thresholds, measures shall be identified that ensure
vibration levels are reduced to below the thresholds. Measures to reduce vibration
levels can include use of less-vibration-intensive equipment (e.g., drilled piles and
static rollers) and/or construction techniques (e.g., nonexplosive rock blasting and use
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of hand tools) and preparation of a preconstruction survey report to assess the
condition of the affected sensitive structure. Notwithstanding the above, pile drivers
shall not be allowed within 150 feet of any historic structures. Identified measures shall
be included on all construction and building documents and submitted for verification
to the City of Pasadena Planning Division.
9-5

Prior to issuance of construction permits, applicants for new development projects
within 500 feet of noise-sensitive receptors shall implement the following best
management practices to reduce construction noise levels:


Consider the installation of temporary sound barriers for construction activities immediately
adjacent to occupied noise-sensitive structures.



Equip construction equipment with mufflers.



Restrict haul routes and construction-related traffic.



Reduce nonessential idling of construction equipment to no more than five minutes.

The identified best management practices shall be noted on all site plans and/or
construction management plans and submitted for verification to the City of Pasadena
Planning Division.

Transportation and Traffic
13-1

The City of Pasadena shall update its existing transportation impact fee program by
2020. The City shall prepare a “Nexus” Study that will serve as the basis for requiring
development impact fees under AB 1600 legislation, as codified by California Code
Government Section 66000 et seq. The established procedures under AB 1600
require that a “reasonable relationship” or nexus exist between the traffic
improvements and facilities required to mitigate the traffic impacts of new development
pursuant to the proposed project. After approval of the Nexus Study, the City shall
update the transportation impact fee program to fund all citywide circulation
improvements, including the pedestrian and bicycle network. The fee program shall
stipulate that fees are assessed when there is new construction or when there is an
increase in square footage within an existing building or the conversion of existing
square footage to a more intensive use. Fees are calculated by multiplying the
proposed square footage or dwelling unit by the rate identified. The fees are included
with any other applicable fees payable at the time the building permit is issued. The
City will use the development fees to fund construction (or to recoup fees advanced to
fund construction).
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ATTACHMENT I
2015 GENERAL PLAN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT

Can be viewed at:
https://www.cityofpasadena.net/planning/2015-final-documents/

